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optimize receiver performance,
measure noise figure directly,
record all measurements

Now the new -hp- 340A Noise Meter, reading direct in db and requiring no
periodic recalibration, does receiver and component alignment jobs in 5 min-
utes that previously required hours. Operation is so simple unskilled workers
can easily use the instrument. Receiver performance can often be improved
up to 3 db over the best adjustment previously possible. Improvement fre-
quently ecuals doubling transmitter output. Accurate alignment is easy,
equipment is better maintained and peak performance enjoyed regularly.
Fast response is ideal for recorder operation.

External noise source
New -hp- 340A operates at any frequency for which there is a noise source,
and uses either a gas discharge tube or temperature limited diode source.
(-hp- has recently marketed -hp- 347A Waveguide Noise Source, an Argon
gas discha-ge tube, and -hp- 345A IF Noise Source, a 30 or 60 MC diode
source. Details on request.)

In addi:ion to its convenience in optimizing receivers and components, 
-hp- 340A is useful in designing circuit components such as IF amplifiers,
crystal mixing circuits and tubes such as wide band traveling wave tubes.

Complete details from your -lip- representative, or write direct

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4820A PAGE MILL ROAD PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A

CABLE "HEWPACK"  DAVENPORT 5-4 4 51
Field Engineers in all Principal Areas

-hp- 340A NOISE FIGURE METER

SPECIFICATIONS -hp- 340A
NOISE FIGURE METER

Frequency Range: Depends on noise source used.

Noise Figure Range: 3 to 30 db indication lo O
with Woveguide Noise Source.
0 to 15 db indication to X with IF Noise Source.

Accuracy: ±0.5 db, 10 to 25 db; ± 1 db, 3 to 30
db with Woveguide Noise Source.
±0.5 db, 0 to 15 db with IF Noise Source.

Required Receiver or rf Amplifier Gain: Approx.
40 db (Waveguide Noise Source), approx. 50 db
(IF Noise Source).

Input Frequency: 30 or 60 MC, selected by switch.

Bandwidth: 1 MC minimum.

Input Impedance: 50 ohms.

Power Input: 115/230 volts ±10%, 50/60 cps,
320 watts.

Power Output: Sufficient to operate -hp- 347A
Waveguide Noise Source or hp- 345A IF Noise
Source.

Weight: Cabinet Mount: Net 40 lbs., Shipping 63
lbs.

Rack Mount: Net 35 lbs., Shipping 74 lbs.

Dimensions: Cabinet Mount: 201/2" wide, 121/2"
high, 141/2" deep.
Rack Mount: 19" wide, 101/2" high, 131/2" deep
behind panel.

Price: (Cabinet Mount) $715.00. (Rack Mount)
$700.00.

Data subject to change without notice.

Prices f.o.b. factory.

has a new 200 KC, $435 oscilloscope. Seen it?
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* HIGH DEGREE OF ASTATICISM TO EXTERNAL FIELDS
* HIGH STABILITY OF INDUCTANCE * HIGH Q AT OPERATING FREQUENCY

* SMALL INDUCTANCE VARIATION WITH CHANGES IN FREQUENCY and CURRENT
minimmilimiiiik( TEMPERATU RE COEFFICIENT

General Radio manufactures a variety of fixed and variable standard
inductors in different price ranges. Fixed inductors are toroidally
wound to minimize effects c f external magnetic fields. Toroidal air -
core inductors like the Typt 1482 approach the ideal - they offer
higher stability, lower tempt -ature coefficient, and much smaller in-

ductance variation with current changes
than is produced by solenoid

or iron -core inductor types.

1

Type 1482 Standard Inductor- a primary
standard for precise measurements at
audio frequencies. All units are thermally
aged to equalize winding strains. Sixteen
models from 100 mh to 10 h in 1-2-5 se-
quence. May be used for 2- or 3 -terminal
measurements. Temperature coefficient,
30 parts in 101 per degree C. Adjustment
accuracy for most units is *0.1%. Cali-
bration certificates furnished with each
inductor give actual value to *0.03%.
Prices range from $105 to $210.

Greater economy in coil col struction is obtained
cores. By proper design and use of materials such
lybdenum permalloy, excellen secondary standards

and sold at ri latively low cost.

NEW

by using "iron"
as powdered mo-
can be produced

Type 1481 Stan lard Inductor - has higher Q at low frequencies
than does Typ, 1482 Standard Inductor, although accuracy
is not as high. "welve models are available, from 1 mh to 5 h
in 1-2-5 sequer ce (for 2 -terminal measurements only). Tem-
perature coeffic ent of inductance is about 25 parts in 101 per
degree C, betwE on 16° and 32°C. Accuracy is *0.25% for large
values, *1% to, smaller values. Prices from $32.50 to $40.00.

Type 940 Decade-Indu (tor Unit - an assembly of
four toroids series con ected by a rotary switch to

produce eleven successive values -om 0 to 10. These units are
ideal elements for use in filters, e jualizers, and tuned circuits
throughout the audio and low r -f ra ges.

Type Inductance Accuracy Price

940-E

940-F

940-G

940-H

1 mh/step =2%
10 mh/step =1%

100 mh/step =0.5%
1 h/step =0.25%

$100
100
100
110

GENERAL 1ADIO Company
275 Massachusetts Aven

NEW YORK AREA: Tel. N.Y. ' Orth 4-2722, N. J. WHitney 3-3140 CHICAGO: Tel. Village 8-9400

PHILADELPHIA: Tel. HAnc :k 4-7419 WASHINGTON, D. C.: Tel. JUniper 5-1088

SAN FRANCI:CO: Tel. WHitecli 8-8233 LOS ANGELES 38: Tel. H011ywood 9-6201

In C \NADA, TORONTO: Tel. CHerry 6-2171

Type 107 Variable Inductor
- two concentrically -mounted coils are used as rotor and
stator, and may be connected in series or parallel. Calibra-
tion accuracy is *1%. Five models available with following
series -connected values: 9.50ph, 90-5000, 0.9-5 mh, 9-50
mh, 90-500 mh. When parallel connected, inductance is
one-fourth of series -connected value. Prices range from
$85 to $95.

NEW
Type 1490

Decade Inductor
-is an assembly of
three or four Type
940 Decade -
Inductor Units in a
metal cabinet for
2- or 3 -terminal
measurements.

Type Inductance Price

1490-C I 1.11 h max. in 1 mh steps I $330
1490-D 11.11 h max. in 1 mh steps 440

Write for complete information.

WE SELL DIRECT. Our District Sales
Offices are staffed by engineers especially
trained to help you in the selection of instru-
ments and measuring systems best suited
to your needs. We welcome your inquiriel -
will help solve your problems.

CIRCLE 1 READERS SERVICE CARD



Knee high to a

grasshopper
but Fenwal's New Miniature,

Here are acute temperature sensitivity, instant re-
sponse, and the strength to withstand the most de-
manding conditions - all in one unit only knee high to
a grasshopper!

It's hermetically sealed, yet field adjustable. Main-
tains control characteristics even with vibrations of
500 cps with 10G acceleration - it's rugged!

You get wide range and sensitivity, too. The new
THERMOSWITCH unit controls temperatures from -20°
to +200°F within 1°. Thin wall corrosion -resistant,
drawn stainless steel case insures instant response to
temperature changes - you get precision control.

You'll want to find out more about this tiny, tough,
sensitive control. For more information on the new
miniature hermetically sealed THERMOSWITCH unit,
and other Fenwal miniaturized controls, write for our
catalog or a sales engineer. Fenwal Incorporated, 206
Pleasant Street, Ashland, Massachusetts.

Hermetically Sealed THERMOSWITCH! Unit is Strong as an Ox
New Fenwal miniature THERMOSWITCH unit being agitated
in liquid bath while maintaining temperature of liquid at
140°F ±1°. THERMOSWITCH unit weighs less than M oz.,
can withstand 10G acceleration at 500 cps vibration. Current
capacity is 2.5 amps, 115 VAC. 2.0 amps, 28 VDC.

CONTROLS TEMPERATURE ... PRECISELY

4 CIRCLE 2 READERS SERVICE CARD June 6, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



Tr

Model

ansistorized Power Supplies

Model Q28-1
Output: 18 to 36 (28 nominal) VDC,

0 to 1 amp.
Regulation: ±0.25% for line and load

change combined
Ripple: 0.01% maximum
Response time: 50 microseconds
$195 in cabinet
$400 in dual rack mount

(illustrated)

Model Q6.2
Output: 4.5 to ,S (6 nominal) VDC,

0 to 2 amps.
Regulation: ±0.25% for line and load

change combined
Ripple: 0.02% maximum
Response time: 50 microseconds
$165 in cabinet

LOW -VOLTAGE HIGH -CURRENT DC POWER SUPPLIES
with the PERFORMANCE of ,ILL -TRANSISTOR CIRCUITRY

DC sou -ces of utmost reliability, minimum ripple, and very fast response
-with nominal voltages of 6, 12, 28 volts at 0 to 4 amp output-all in

lighter, srsalle packages. And these new, compact power packs are
fitted with the Zener diode reference circuit that assures the ±0.25%

regulatipn accuracy and high stability. The 2 to 1 output voltage
range gives these supplies an application range that is unsurpassed.

The 11- t ransistor design provides the excellent ripple and response
properties that rule out line and load transients. An

exclusive protective circuit prevents short-circuit damage to
tpe transistors. All models are low in cost, coming in

single o  dual rack mount, or in cabinets.
Full information on this important advance in low voltage, high

current technology is now in print. Ask your Sorensen
repreoentavtive for full data, or let us mail it to you directly.

CONTROLLED POWER FOR
SORENSEN & COMPANY, Inc. Richards Avenue, South Norwalk, Connecticut RESEARCH AND INDUSTRY

ELECTRONICS engineering edition-June 6, 1958 CIRCLE 3 READERS SERVICE CARD 5



Your Design is better Your Product performs better

with this

full line of

DEPENDABLE DIODES
RELIAB' E RECTIFIERS

Germanium GLASS DIODES

TYPE
Working
Voltage
(max.)

Forward
Current

at -1-1 volt

mA

1N55B 150 5
1N66A 60 5

1N67A 80 4
1N68A 100 3
1N95 60 10
1N126 60 5

1N127 100 3

Reverse
Current

µA at v

Type
Working
Voltage
(max.)

500 at -150
50 at -10
50 at -50

625 at -100
800 at -50
50 at -10
25 at -10

1N128
1N191
1N198
1N294A
1N297A
1 N298A

40
90
80
60
80
70

eat +2 v tat 75°C

Forward
Current

at +1 volt
mA

Reverse
Current

IAA at v

3 10 at -10
5 25 at -10
5t 751 at -10
5 10 at -10
3.5 100 at -50

30* 250 at -40

Germanium VIDEO DETECTOR Diodes
for TV video and portable radio application;

low capacity video detection; efficiency controlled at 50 Mc

Silicon DIFFUSED JUNCTION GLASS RECTIFIERS

TYPE
Peak Operating

Voltage
-65°C t9 + I50°C

Volts

Ave. Rectified
Current

25°C 150°C

mA mA Volts

Reverse Current (Max.)
in µA at Specified Voltage

25°C 100°C

1N645
1N646
1N647
1N648

225
300
400
500

400
400
400
400

150
150
150
150

225
300
400
500

0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

15
15
20
20

Silicon DIFFUSED JUNCTION RECTIFIERS
WIRE IN TYPES STUD TYPES

POE
Peak Operating

Voltage
-65°C to +165°C

Volts

Ave. Rectified
Current

25°C 150°C

mA mA

Reverse Current
(Max.) at

Specified PIV, 150°C

mA

1N536
1N537
1N538
1NS39
1N540
1N1095
1N5471

50
100
200
300
400
500
600

750
750
750
750
750
750
750

250
250
250
250
250
250
250

0.40
0.40
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.30
0.35

j. Same as 1N1096 'to +135°C

56

Y

is Y

TYPE
Peak Operating

Voltage
-65°C to +165°C

Volts

Ave. Rectified
Cur ent

25°C 150°C

Amps. Amps.

Rev(emrsaeoStaCurrent

Specified PIV, 25°C

1N253
1N254
1N255
1N256
CK846
CK847
CK848
CK849
CK850
CK851

95*
190*
380*
570*
100
200
300
400
500
600

3.0
1.5
1.5
0.95
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

1.0*
0.4*
0.4*
0.2*
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

10
10
10
20

2
2
2
2

2
2

Ratings at 25°C unless otherwise indicated. All illustrations actual size.

RAYTHEoN SEMICONDUCTOR DIVISION
Silicon and Germanium Diodes and Transistors  Silicon Rectifiers

Newton, Mass ..55 Chapel St., Blgelow 4-7500
New York- 589 Fifth Ave., PLaza 9-3900
Chicago: 9501 Grand Ave., Franklin Park, NAtional 5.6130
Los Angeles: 5236 Santa Monica Blvd., NOrmandy 5.4221
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BUSINESS BRIEFS

ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
SOME DETAILS OF ELECTRONIC SPYING

on Russian activities are being heard in secret
sessions of a London trial. Two Oxford Uni-
versity students are charged with breaching
Britain's Official Secrets Act. The two had
charged in an undergraduate magazine that
frontier incidents had been deliberately pro-
voked to gain information about the Soviets,
and that monitor stations were "avidly record-
ing the least squeak from Russian transmitters"
along the entire East-West frontier in Europe.
Prosecutor said "some of the matter" in the
article was true, and was "highly secret informa-
tion" which the pair obtained during their
service in the Royal Navy between 1953-55.

PHOTOMULTIPLIER TUBES now being de-
veloped for use in nuclear research should make
it possible to measure time with an accuracy
between one ten -billionth and one billionth of
a second. Reason: nuclear research often re-

quires measurement of low -energy gamma radia-
tion emitted by radioactive nuclei, and also the
time of arrival of the gamma quanta at the
detector. MIT scientists L. E. Beghian, G. H.
R. Kegel and R. P. Scharenberg have just
reported the development of a detector with an
accuracy within one -billionth of a second. Ac-
curacy of time measurement is largely limited,
they say, by the design of photomultiplier tubes
now available. But, they add, new tubes prom-
ise to break through present limitations.

TV SETMAKERS will sell more sets this year than
the 5.5 million predicted early this year, say
Sylvania executives. Senior v -p Marion E.
Pettegrew thinks sales will reach 6 million sets.
And general marketing manager Robert L.
Shaw says consumers are buying fewer middle -
price range sets, more high-priced ones. This,
he says, indicates dollar volume will hold up
fairly well despite portable volume.

COMPLICATED ELECTRONIC GEAR in a

large earth satellite is cheaper than providing
for the survival needs of man in a space cham-
ber, and has design advantages too. That's
the conclusion of Jack Myers, University of
Texas scientist, who recently reported on funda-
mental research with mice and oxygen -produc-
ing algae. He told a symposium on possible
uses of earth satellites for life science experi-
ments that a man in a spaceship would need
600 quarts of oxygen a day to survive; tremen-
dous weight of oxygen tanks makes them im-
practical. Myers said his experiments for the
Air Force indicated a photosynthetic gas -recy-
cling system might be an alternative; man would
breathe oxygen produced by algae which would
grow on carbon dioxide exhaled by man. How-
ever, "no use of this procedure is reasonably
foreseen in the immediate future . . ."

RADIO FIRST? Bonn University has received a
108 me signal bounced off the moon from Ft.
Monmouth as part of U. S. space research.

V

R ri.o

,, ".,A A
,k/

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
I 1 I 1 1 1 1

FIGURES OF -MP WFFK
RECEIVER PRODUCTION

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
1958

Totals for first three months

1957 Percent Change

(Source: E1A) May 16, '58 May 9, '58 May 17, '57 Receiving tube sales 84,990,000 125,041,000 -32.0

Television sets, total 67,949 68,125 80,436 Transistor production 9,038,798 5,125,000 +76.4
Radio sets, total 149,659 159,967 243,270 Cathode-ray tube sales 1,812,825 2,322,480 -21.9

Auto sets 45,582 46,215 97,750 Television set production .... 1,221,299 1,474,729 -17.2

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES Radio set production 2,834,759 3,959,367 -28.4

(Source: Standard & Poor's) May 21, '58 May 14, '58 May 22, '51 TV set sales 1,446,969 1,682,911 -14.0

Radio-tv & electronics 46.22 45.70 52.28 Radio set sales
Radio broadcasters 62.56 60.11 69.44 (excl. auto) 1,493,668 1,818,976 --17.9

MORE FIGURES NEXT PAGE t
ELECTRONICS engineering edition - June 6. 1958 7
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Basic designs of experimental apparatus used in controlled thermonuclear power
research are shown as . . .

AEC Reveals Fusion Plans
Researchers are working on four ways of control

hydrogen fusion magnetically

PRINCIPLES of four alternative
routes in he Atomic Energy Com-
mission's quest for controlled
atomic fusion power were outlined
last month.

Only one method, the magnetic
pinch, has been revealed in detail
publicity i:ELECTRONICS, Septem-
ber 10, 1957; February 7, 1958;
March 28, 1958).

All four methods attempt to ob-
tain power from the radiation re-
sulting from fusion reactions in hot,
ionized hydrogen isotopes. The
basic idea is to squeeze the gas mag-
netically until it reaches an "igni-
tion" temperature. At that tempera-
ture, nuclear reactions are vigor-
ous enough to keep the gas at fusion
temperature despite the energy loss
resulting from the radiation of en-
ergy. There is general belief in
U. S. laboratories that the ignition
temperature will be reached in a
few years.

In addition to the pinch method

there are three alternatives. Hybrid
methods also may be used if these
fail.

(1) Mirror: Energetic ions are in-
jected into a strong magnetic field
provided by two coils. The ions at
first spiral at right angles to the
field. As coil current is increased,
the hot gas is squeezed.

(2) Stellarators: A cold gas is
confined in a magnetic field. Coil
current is increased until the gas
temperature reaches more than a
million deg C, by which time the
gas is highly conductive. Then, the
gas is shaken by strong alternating
magnetic fields to heat it further.
The stellarator's pretzel shape
counteracts the drift of the gas
toward the walls of the surrounding
tube.

(3) D -C X: Mirror coils are fed
with direct current. A confinement
space is filled with super -hot ions,
which heat cooler ions added after
the hot plasma is formed. Molec-

TRANSISTOR AND TUBE SALES, MONTHLY
(Source: EIA) Mar. '58 Feb. '58

Transistors, units 2,976,843 3,106,708

Transistors, value $6,795,427 $6,806,562

Receiving tubes, units 28,524,000 29,661,000

Receiving tubes, value $25,697,000 $25,650,000

Picture tubes, units 634,779 556,136

Picture tube:, value $12,643,404 $11,210,527

Mar. '57

1,904,000

$5,321,000

43,010,000

$37,007,000

833,257

$14,850,847

ular ions are introduced, each
breaking up into a deuteron and an
atom of deuterium. The atoms es-
cape, but the hot ions are caught
and circulated in the confining
magnetic field.

Meanwhile, a British fusion team
discovered that neutrons produced
by their Zeta torus were not ther-
monuclear, as originally believed.
The probable source, transient elec-
trical conditions, however, may
become a trigger mechanism.

Zeta is being modified to raise
its temperature to 20 million C.
Reportedly, a Zeta II will be built
for $14 million, to attain 100 mil-
lion C. Theoretically, deuterium
that hot will yield net power.

Airlines to Test
Infrared Warning
AIRCRAFT ANTI -COLLISION devices
this month are getting renewed
attention from airlines, government
authorities and electronics engi-
neers. Interest is heightened by
the recent midair collision in Mary-
land of an Air National Guard
jet and a Capital Airlines plane
which killed 12 people.

The Air Transport Association
indicates that the airlines right now
lean towards an infrared proximity
warning indicator for all passenger
and cargo lines. They want a "self-
contained system," one which will
operate effectively as a warning de-
vice for an airliner regardless of
equipment carried by other aircraft.

The ATA, an organization of 49
scheduled airlines, is keeping close
watchfulness on development by
electronics manufacturers of infra-
red anticollision devices. One such
device, said to be getting close
scrutiny by ATA, is Aerowarn, de-
veloped by Aerojet-General Corp.,
Azusa, Calif. Flight tests so far

EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS, MONTHLY
(Source: Bur. Labor Statistics)

Prod. workers, comm. equip....

Av. wkly. earnings, comm.....

Av. wkly. earnings, radio

Av. wkly. hours, comm

Av. wkly. hours, radio

Mar. '58

343,500

$80.16

$79.39

39.1

39.3

Feb. '58

350,800

$79.95

$78.98

39.0

39.1

Mar. '57

393,300

$80.19

$76.80

40.5

40.0
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GUARANTEED FOR FIVE YEARS

CONVECTION COOLED
No internal blowers  No moving parts

0-32 VDC 0-2 AMP

 Ambient 50° C at full rating.
 High efficiency radiator heat sinks.

 Silicon rectifier.
 50-400 cycles input.
 Special, high -purity foil, long -life

electrolytics.

 Compact. Only 31/2" panel height.
 Shrt-circuit proof.
 Protected by magnetic circuit breakers.
 Hermetically -sealed transformer. De-

signed to MIL-T27A.

CONDENSED DATA*
Voltage Bands . . . 0-8, 8-16, 16-24, 24-32 VDC
Line Regulation Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts

(whichever is greater). For input variations
from 105-125 VAC.

Load Regulation Better than 0.15 per cent or 20 millivolts
(whichever is greater). For load variations
from 0 to full load.

AC Input 105-125 VAC, 50-400 CPS

* Preliminary and tentative specifications, , ...160W60.6a20.M.a.ssoRm.-5 ONM <

Send for complete LAMBDA L -T data.

Electrical Over-
load Protection

Introduced at the 1958 I. R.E. Show

Model LT 2095 $365
Model LT 2095M (metered) $395

amastaftmsvmsosemsn,:mazotiessrAti.5

AII transistor. No tubes.
 Transient free.
 Excess ambient thermal protection.
 Excellent regulation. Low output impedance.

Low ripple.
 Remote DC vernier.

..Magnetic circuit breaker, front panel
mounted. Unit cannot be injured by short cir-
cuit or overload.

Thermal Over-
load Protection .. , Thermostat, manual reset, rear of chassis.

Thermal overload indicator light,front panel.

Size 31/2" H x 19" W x 143/4" D.

LAMBDA Electronics Corp.
11-111 131 STREET  COLLEGE POINT 56, NEW YORK
INDEPENDENCE 1-8500 Cable Address: Lambdatron, New York

CIRCLE 5 READERS SERVICE CARD



For Alnico Magnets Stock or Special

c "

ifar.eizaz4
Cast Alnico Magnets are most com-
monly made in Alnico V and VI.
Sintered Alnico Magnets usually are
made in Alnico II, V or VI. Special
permanent magnet materials include
Vicalloy, Cunife, and Arnox.

atfoteete;fref Data
Write for your copy of Bulletin GC -
106C, a general catalog of all Arnold
products. It contains useful data on
the physical and magnetic properties
of Alnicc Magnets. Lists stock items
and standard tolerances for cast and
sintered magnets-also stock sizes
and pert nent data on tape cores,
powder cores, C & E cut cores, etc.

ADDRESS DEPT. E-86

Y0UR best bet when looking for
a source of Alnico magnets and

assemblies is Arnold-producer of
the most complete line of magnetic
materials in the industry.

Arnold can supply your need for
any size or shape of Alnico magnet.
Weights range from a few ounces
to 75 pounds or more. Die-cast or
sand-cast aluminum jackets, Celas-
tic covers, etc., can be supplied as
required. Complete assemblies are
available with Permendur, steel or

aluminum bases, inserts and keepers
as specified-magnetized and stabi-
lized according to the requirements
of the application.

A wide range of the more popular
shapes and sizes of cast and sintered
magnets are carried in stock at
Arnold. Unsurpassed plant facilities
make possible quick delivery of all
special orders.  Let us handle your
permanent magnet requirements, or any
other magnetic material specificationyou
may have.

WSW 6875 C

PIE ARNOLD ENGINEERING COMPANY
Main Office & Plant: Marengo, Illinois

Repoth Pacific Division Plant: 641 East 61st Street, Loa Angeles, Calif.
District Soles Offices:

Boston: 49 Waltham St., Lexington Los Angeles: 3450 Wilshire Blvd.
New York: 350 Fifth Ave. Washington, D.C.: 1001 -15th St., N.W.
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REASO\S WHY CBS VR TUBES ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE

Reliable products through
Advanced -Engineering

1.

2.

3.

4.

A SPECIALIST - There's a special reason why CBS VR tubes are
more stable and dependable. CBS-Hytron specializes in VR tubes
. . . has made over 20 millions of them.
ADVANCED -ENGINEERING - Within their voltage and current
ranges, the reliabilized CBS 6626 and 6627, for example, provide an
absolute minimum of discrete voltage shifts in voltage reference
circuits.
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CBS-Hytron has originated
many VR types: OB2, USN-OA2WA, USN-OB2WA, 6830, 6831 as
well as the 6626 and 6627.
WIDEST LINE - Commercial and military, miniature and GT,
105 -volt and 150 -volt . . . CBS-Hytron offers the most complete line
of VR tubes for voltage regulation and reference.

5. SPECIALIZED TYPES - CBS-Hytron solicits inquiries for produc-
tion quantities of specialized VR types, like the flying -lead 6830 and
6831.

These five reasons explain why most leading manufacturers specify CBS
VR tubes. You, too, can have the best simply by asking for CBS. And for
complete technical data, write for free 8 -page CBS VR Tube Manual,
Bulletin E-267.

CBS tubes
CBS-HYTRON, Danvers, Massachusetts
A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - June 6, 1958 CIRCLE 7 READERS SERVICE CARD 11



have shown promise for the device,
according to ATA.

Night radiation pattern tests are
now being made from an Aerojet
DC -3 over Catalina Island. Three
airlines flying Convair 330's and
440's, and Constellation DC -6's
and DC -7's are cooperating. When
bugs in the first model are worked
out, five airlines will get units to
test on routine scheduled flights.
In addition, one airline plans more
extensive tests for all possible col-
lision angles and amount of ad-
vance warning.

Right now, plans call for about
20 seconds warning for the average
possible collision situation. One
Aerojet official says that in a case
like the Grand Canyon disaster
where the planes converged at an
acute angle, Aerowarn could have
given three -and -one-half minutes of
warning.

Main technical problem now is
increasing discrimination between
objects. Some bright -edged clouds
and snow-capped peaks reflecting
sun show up as possible collision
hazards. Engineers are working to
suppress background interference.

Unit weighs just under 30
pounds. Breadboard model tested
so far uses a scanning device
mounted on top of the plane's em-
pennage which rotates at 30 rpm;
it scans a 15 degree sector -7i de-
grees above and 71 degrees below
the horizontal.

A "cooperative" radio warning
system partly based on missile guid-
ance principles has also been pro-
posed. Such a system requires
coding and transmitting equipment
to be carried by each of two planes
that might collide.

Thor Gets Moon
Task In Months'
CHICAGO-"A modified Thor
IRBM will be the first moon ve-
hicle through which the U.S. can
investigate and appraise many
phenomena of space travel," Maj.
Gen. Bernard A. Schriever, USAF
missile head, told the Illinois wing
of the Air Force Association here
last week.

"WithLn a matter of months,"

WASHINGTON OUTLOOK

THE PENTAGON is pushing plans for standardization of electronic and
other types of ground -support equipment for missile projects. A
project is under way to compile a special catalog of standard military
and commercial components and end -items already in the Defense
Dept.'s inventory of missile ground support equipment.

The project is expected (1) to curb duplicate development of elec-
tronic and other kinds of missile ground -support gear common to two
or more weapon systems; and (2) to achieve the widest possible use
of ground -support apparatus now in service.

The catalog project is an outgrowth of a special conference recently
held by the Air Materiel, Command in Dayton to discuss the Air
Force's burgeoning costs for missile ground -support equipment. About
100 service and industry experts-including representatives of the Elec-
tronic Industries Assn.-attended.

Although the conference was called by the Air Force, the Pentagon
is bringing the Army and Navy into the missile ground -support stand-
ardization picture.

 Increasing cost of missile ground -support gear was the keynote
sounded by Brig. Gen. George E. Keeler, Jr., AMC's Deputy
Director of Supply at the Dayton Conference. "We have now
come to the crossroads where it is essential that industry and
Air Force reach agreement on how to further preserve the
national economy through the elimination of gold plating,
elimination of duplicate development and assurance of maxi-
mum utilization of in-service inventory," he said.

Air Force expenditures for ground -support gear-with electronic
equipment making up a big chunk-have ballooned from $962
million in 1956 to $1.6 billion this year. In more than two years,
spending is expected to hit $2.8 billion. At least 12,000 new
items of ground -support gear are put into the Air Force's inven-
tory each month.

The industry representatives have set up steering committees
by commodity which will work with military officials on the
catalog project. Design engineers will then be pressed to use
cataloged equipment before spending funds for new missile sup-
port components or end -items.

 Behind all the fussing over mushrooming costs for missile ground-

support equipment, many Defense Dept. officials are having some
second thoughts about the highly -touted "weapon system man-
agement" scheme. They believe that one big reason for the
increased costs is the fact that weapon system primes are
under too little control by the services, that they are being
allowed to duplicate development in many instances. The out-
come may be some new limits on the responsibilities of weapon
system primes.
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Puzzled by ground

loop problems? How to rescue
microvolt signals

from volts of noise? HERE'S WHY KIN TEL'S DIFFERENTIAL

DC AMPLIFIERS FIT IN INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS

160 db DC, 120 db 60 cycle common mode rejection with balanced or

unbalanced input  Input completely isolated from output  Input and
output differential and floating 5 microvolt stability for thousands of

hours 2.05% linearity, 0.1% gain stability I Gain of 10 to 1000 in
five steps  >5 megohms input, <2 ohms output impedance I 120
cycle bandwidth  Integral power supply

These are just a few of the many outstanding features of the Model
114A differential DC amplifier . . . features that make this amplifier
really work in instrumentation systems...features that will help solve

your instrumentation problems today.

Ideal for thermocouple amplification, the 114A eliminates ground loop

problems; allows the use of a common transducer power supply; per-
mits longer cable runs; drives grounded, ungrounded or balanced loads,

and can be used inverting or non -inverting.

For additional information and technical literature on this exceptional
instrument, write or call KIN TEL - the world's largest manufacturer of
precision, chopper -stabilized DC instruments.

III 111111 111111111111.11J1111 114

5725 Kearny Villa Road, San Diego 11, Calif.
Phone: BRowning 7-6700

Representatives in all major cities

KIN TEL 114A
differential DC amplifiers
...convenient, interchange-
able plug-in mounting in
either 6 -amplifier 19" rack

mount modules or single -

amplifier cabinets.

IS I N
A Division of Cohu Electronics Inc.

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - June 6, 1958
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Schriever said, "the Air Force plans
to explore the moon as a military
base." USAF will work with the
Army and .:aunch three electronics -

laden moon probe rockets (ELEC-
TRONICS, p 26, Apr. 18).

USAF will be seeking informa-
tion on cosmic ray intensity, atmos-
pheric pressures, gravitational, mag-
netic and electric fields. Space
exploration of this type could pos-
sibly provide telescopic and tv stud-
ies of planets and the sun unblurred
by the atmosphere. Space spectro-
graphs of the sun might provide
evidence of heavy element thermo-
nuclear reactions on its surface.

"With a modified Thor as the
first stage and Navy's Vanguard en-
gine as the second, it would be
possible to put several thousand
pounds of satellite and electronic
equipment in orbit or send several
hundred pounds of working load to
the moon," Schriever said. Infor-
mation sent back to earth might be
in pictorial form.

Only the first 500 mi of the
240,000 mi trip would be under
power. Then the rocket would
coast for t WD days, finally slowing
down from a velocity of 15,000
mph to 500 mph. Increased speed
would later be needed to avoid con-
tact with the moon and circle be-
hind it.

Electronic Desk

Communication equipment is featured
in new desk being made by Odaba-
shian & Sons, San Francisco, for about
$3,500. Gear includes intercom, dic-
tating and recording units. Radio and
tv broadcast receivers in drawers use
built-in amplifiers. Closed-circuit tv is
optional

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
 Navy's ship -to -air guided mis-

sile, Talos, became operational last
week when the USS Galveston, first
of the light cruisers to be converted
to Talos guided missile ships, was
commissioned in Philadelphia.
Next two light cruisers to be com-
missioned for Talos are the USS
Little Rock and USS Oklahoma
City. USS Long Beach, first nu-
clear -powered cruiser, will also be
equipped with Talos.

Bendix Aviation is prime con-
tractor and Bendix Radio supplies
the control system. Sperry and
Federal Telecommunications Labs
produce the beam rider/passive
homing guidance system, with
Farnsworth Electric a principal sub-
contractor.

 The Electronic Material Sci-
ences Laboratory, AF Cambridge
Research Center, has begun field
tests of three distinct antijamming
techniques. Special General Electric
equipment will be used in the field
tests which will be compared and
correlated with bench tests of tech-
niques made over the past year. The
new GE equipment will be used in
connection with the frequency
diversity radar at Maynard.

 CAA plans procurement of
new electronic communications, air
traffic control and air navigation
equipment amounting to $1.027
billion over the next five fiscal years.

New edition of the plan calls for:

60 additional long range radar in-
stallations including those that will
be used jointly with the military,
making a total of 100 in the system;
76 new airport surveillance radar
units to supplement the 62 already
financed; 30 surface detection equip-
ment units for radar control of air-
craft on the ground.

Other requirements cited: 289
air traffic control radar beacons; 677
omnidirectional radio ranges
(VOR), of which 634 are already
financed; 573 complete new units
of VORTAC; 337 more TACAN
(Tactical Air Navigation) units to
backfit a total of 636 existing
VOR's to make VORTAC; 235
instrument landing systems (ILS),
an increase of 40 over those now
authorized; 225 units of the dis-
tance feature of TACAN with
which to backfit 225 ILS's; and 20
ILS's in which TACAN is an in-
tegral part.

CAA will install computers in
Washington and New York air
route traffic control centers early
this summer with funds already au-
thorized. Also, the memory capacity
of the computer at Indianapolis will
be increased.

By late fiscal year 1959, other
centers at Boston, Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, Chicago and Detroit
will be equipped with computers.
More centers, it is anticipated, will
become computer equipped at the
rate of six per year through fiscal
1963 with the cooperation of the
Airways Modernization Board.

Discuss Color Tv
World Standards
INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS for color

tv broadcasting and testing are now
the subject of a meeting of the
International Radio Consultative
Committee (CCIR) Study Group
XI (color tv) in Moscow. The
meeting ends June 10.

The committee makes technical
recommendations to the Interna-
tional Telecommunications Union.
J. R. Popkin-Clurman, president of
Telechrome Manufacturing Corp.

and a delegate to the meeting, says
that in 1959 the XI Plenary Assem-
bly of the CCIR will be held in
the U.S.

USSR Plans More
Industrial Gear

SOVIET ELECTRONICS production,
which increased nearly 18 times
from 1948 to 1957, will be kept at
a high rate of output and electronic
industrial controls will be intro-
duced on a large scale, under a pro -

14
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How to Save Man Days in Research and Testing Involving Transients- No. 7 of a series

E

0

PROBLEM: How to Capture Elusive Transients

L

A Hughes representative will gladly demonstrate the Memo -

scopes in your company. Address requests to:

HUGHES PRODUCTS MEMO -SCOPE Oscilloscope
International Airport Station, Los Angeles 45, California

Attempting to analyze elusive non -recurring transients has
sent the best of engineers "to the showers." Conventional
practices for monitoring or examining spurious signals or
noise factors do not permit accurate investigations. The
result is a wasteful expense of your time, your nerves, and
your company's money.

SOLUTION: The Hughes MEMO-SCOPE oscilloscope
freezes wave forms until intentionally erased. Selected
transient information may be triggered externally or in-
ternally and retained for viewing. Successive wave forms
may be written above, below or directly upon the origi-
nal information.

HUGHES MEMO -SCOPE OSCILLOSCOPE

SWEEP SPEED FOR STORAGE:
10 microseconds to 10 seconds per division (0.33").
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: DC to 250 KC down 3 db.

SENSITIVITY:
10 millivolts to 50 volts per division or with optional high sensi-
tivity preamplifier 1 millivolt to 50 volts per division.

APPLICATIONS:
Trouble shooting data reduction equipment...switch and relay
contact study...ballistics and explosives research...ultrasonic
flaw detection... physical testing-shock-stress-strain.

Creating a new world with ELECTRONICS HUGHES PRODUCTS
L

1958,HpRhes Airwit CernpanY

1
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gram mapped out by the Corn -
m u n is t Party.

Reports just in from Moscow
reveal that on Radio Day (May 7)
and the All -Union Conference on
Mechanization and Automation
(May 12) special emphasis was
placed by Soviet leaders on radio
and electronics progress.

Valery Kalmykov, chairman of
the state committee on radio -elec-
tronics, USSR Council of Min-
isters, made these points: (1) By
1965 the USSR will have more
than 303 tv studios and sets for
almost 100 million viewers. (2)
Research and design plans are un-
derway to integrate telephone com-
munications into a single automatic
exchange system with major cities
being linked by waveguides.

USSR Gosplan chairman Kuz-
min, also deputy chairman of the
Council of Ministers, made these
points to industry and government
leaders:

Output of industrial control in-
struments and other means of auto-
mation must be 10 times greater in
1959 than in 1955; by 1965, out-

sliould be five times mat of
1958. Design of many new instru-
ments to regulate processes is
planned.

By this year, 150 "machine tool
lines" had been produced for ma-
chine -building works, plus about
200 "automatic lines" using exist-
ing machine tools. Many of these
are quality control instruments,
others are regulators such as those
used in metal processing. Just an-
nounced by the Physics Institute in
Kiev: an infrared spectrometer that
registers temperature changes of
one -millionth of a degree. It will be
used, says Tass, to determine con-
tent of oil or paraffin in oil
products.

Kuzmin also gave these ex-
amples of electronic control already
achieved: (1) Testing of the first
automatically controlled locomotive
is nearing completion. (2) An au-
tomatic machine to determine op-
timum oil drilling spots has been
developed ( ELECTRONICS, p 49,
Nov. 10, '57. (3) Machine based
on use of isotopes and optical and
acoustical principles is being used
to regulate composition of mate-
rials in one manufacturing process.

FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
 Hagan Chemical & Controls

Corp. (formerly Hagan Corp.) of
Pittsburgh, Pa., purchases Kyber-
netes Corp. of New York City,
manufacturer of automatic data log-
ging and temperature monitoring
equipment, for an undisclosed cash
sum. Hagan manufacturers auto-
matic controls, instruments and
chemicals for removing boiler scale.
Hagan, orginally a manufacturer of
hydraulic and pneumatic controls,
has in recent years added electronic
controls to its line.

 Shure Brothers of Evanston,
Ill., announces it seeks to acquire an
additional electronics firm engaged
in making components for elec-
tronic industrial automation and
hi-fi sound reproduction. Shure
manufactures microphones, hi-fi
tone arms and cartridges, home re-
corders and recording heads for in-
dustrial laboratory applications.

 Dynamic Electronics Corp.,
Forest Hills, N. Y., sells a substan-
tial minority interest to Edward L.
Elliott of Elliott & Company, New
York investment firm, for $200,000.
New investment plus increased
bank credit will be used to finance
development of several proprietary

items in the military electronic and
high fidelity stereo fields, areas in
which Dynamic is presently active.

 Elsin Electronics, Brooklyn, N.
Y., manufacturer of telemetering
equipment and microwave compon-
ents, plans to issue 265,266 shares
of common stock at $1.121 cents
per share through Lee & Co. of
New York City. New money will
be used to repay bank loans, pur-
chase new equipment and for work-
ing capital.

 Chesapeake Instrument Corp.,
ultrasonics manufacturers of Sunny-
side, Maryland, plans to issue
$275,000 of convertible subordi-
nated five percent debentures due
1968, through Drexel & Co. of
Philadelphia. Proceeds will be used
for general corporate purposes.

 Missiles -Jets & Automation
Fund files plan with SEC to issue
500,000 shares of capital stock at
$10 per share. Investments will be
concentrated in securities of firms
engaged in missile, jet and automa-
tion fields. Ira Haupt & Co. of
New York City will manage the un-
derwriting group which is expected
to offer fund shares this month.

Wave analyzer is plugged into electric power line
transformers set up at power station as . . .

(left) carrying signals generated by

Civil Defense Tests Alarm
BATTLE CREEK, MICA.-An
electronic device, intended to warn
people in their homes when an
enemy attack or natural disaster is
imminent, is being field tested here
over the power lines of Consumers
Power Co.

National Emergency Alarm Re-

peater system (NEAR) is being
developed by Midwest Research In-
stitute, Kansas City, Mo., under
contract with Federal Civil De-
fense Agency. FCDA headquarters
are here.

NEAR picks up 1 -volt, 240 -cycle
signals superimposed on normal
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CERAMIC JACKETED

FOR POSITIVE

\\ MOISTURE PROTECTION

go
ffswitessAircost

MADE TO MEET

ALL MIL -R -10509B

REQUIREMENTS

CARBON FILM RESISTORS
PROVIDE THE STABILITY
YOU WANT UNDER THE
TOUGHEST LOAD AND

HUMIDITY CONDITIONS

TPL,SFmARN PEG.

SPRAGUE 404E

1% 2°

RAdUE 402E
- --IMEGC)

.1%1/2W

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY

WRITE FOR BULLETIN NO. 7010

SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY

35 MARSHALL STREET

NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS: RESISTORS CAPACITORS MAGNETIC COMPONENTS TRANSISTORS

INTERFERENCE FILTERS PULSE NETWORKS . HIGH TEMPERATURE MAGNET WIRE PRINTED CIRCUITS
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110-v, 60 -cycle house current. It
plugs into any outlet and is not
much bigger than a night light.
When it receives a signal, it sounds
a buzzer, telling residents to turn
on their radio for a civil defense
announcement.

The signals are provided by
equipment installed at power dis-
tribution stations. Signal generator
consists of three transformers
which are connected in a broken
delta circuit with a direct current
power supply.

In testing, the signal generator
equipment is located at a substa-
tion and outlets are on utility poles.
Test equipment is moved from pole
to pole in a station wagon. FCDA
says that if field tests prove the sys-
tem feasible, it will be developed
for public home use.

The home receiver could consist
of an inductance -capacitance or
electromechanical filter to pick up
the signal, a relay, a gas tube or
semiconductor switch and a noise-
maker. A brief delay would be re-
quired to prevent transients in the
line power from causing false
alarms. It has been learned that
the receiver could be built into an
electric clock or other appliance.

MEETINGS AHEAD

June 9-13: Automation Seminar,
Fourth Annual, Penn State Univ.,
Pa.

June 12-13: Annual Pacific Northwest
Instrument Show, ISA, Portland
Public Auditorium, Portland, Ore-
gon.

June 16-18: Electrical Contact Seminar
Div., Penn State Univ., Pa.

June 16-18: Military Electronics Second
National Convention, Sheraton Park
Hotel, Washington, D. C.

June 17-27: Two -Week Special Sum-
mer Program in Switching Circuits,
MIT, Cambridge, Mass.

June 18-20: Radio Wave Propagation
Statistical Methods, Univ. of Calif.
Engineering Extension, Los Angeles,
California.

June 22-27: Air Transport Conf., and
AIEE Summer General Meeting,
Statler Hilton, Buffalo, New York.

Rack -mounted unit automatically ad-
justs power level as . . .

Control Cuts
Cochannel Noise
A POWER -CONTROL device currently
in field test promises to help relieve
cochannel interference problems of
mobile radio users.

The control automatically adjusts
transmitted power at the base sta-
tion to match incoming power from
a mobile unit in the field, making
broadcast power inversely propor-
tional to the received signal.

Initial tests made by GE, devel-
opers of the device, used a 2 50 -watt
transmitter.

Before installation of the power

control unit, the station replied
to all incoming messages with the
same signal strength regardless of
incoming signal power, or distance
of mobile units from base station.

Transistors Run
Pipeline Webs
TRANSISTORIZED remote control sys-
tem that will enable a dispatcher to
control flow of natural gas and
petroleum from as many as 100
widely scattered points will soon
be offered to pipeline operators.

At a recent meeting of the Pe-
troleum Industries Electrical Asso-
ciation, an RCA spokesman said
field trials of the new system are
due shortly.

Central dispatchers using the
system will originate instruction
signals on punched tape. Signals
will be relayed by microwave to
the remote point or points desired.

Transistorized receiver controls
at the remote point will activate
mechanical equipment to start
pumps, open valves or perform any
of several operations now handled
by resident operators contacted
verbally.

June 23-27: Vacuum Metallurgy, Sum-
mer Seminar, New York Univ. Coll.
of Engineering, N. Y. C.

July 6-18: Underwater Missile Engi-
neering, Graduate Course, Penn
State Univ., Pa.

July 8-17: International Electrontech-
nical Commission, ASA, Stockholm,
Sweden.

July 16-18: Forestry, Conservation
Communications Assoc. (FCCA),
Ninth Annual Conf., Parker House,
Boston, Mass.

Aug. 6-8: Special..Tech. Conf. on Non-
linear Magnetics and Magnetic Am-
plifiers, AIEE, Hotel Statler, Los An-
geles.

Aug. 13-15: Conf. on Electronics Stand-
ards and Measurements, AIEE, ME,
NBC, National Bureau of Standards
Labs., Boulder, Colorado.

Aug. 13-15: Seventh Annual Conf. on

Industrial Applications of X-ray An-
alysis, Denver, Colo.

Aug. 19-22: Western Electronic Show
and Convention, Los Angeles, Calif.,
WESCON, IRE, WCEMA. Pan
Pacific Auditorium, Ambassador Ho-
tel, L. A.

Aug. 26 -Sept. 6: British National Radio
Show, Radio Industry Council, Earls
Court, London.

Sept. 1-9: Second International Days of
Analog Calculation, Strasburg,
France, contact, F. D. Raymond, 138
Boulevard de Verdon, Courbevoie
(Seine) France.

Sept. 3-5: Application of Electrical In-
sulation, First National Conf., AIEE
NEN I A, Cleveland, Ohio.

Sept. 15-19: Thirteenth Annual Instru-
ment -Automation Conf. and Exhibit,
ISA, Philadelphia Convention Hall,
Pa.
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( RMC

560

RMC
.02

RMC
JF

0039

High Performance
Ceramic Capacitors

DISCAPS

TYPE C

Type C DISCAPS meet or exceed the specifications RS -198 of the
E.I.A. Small size and lower self-inductance make them ideal for
many applications. Rated at 1000 working volts, Type C
DISCAPS have a higher safety factor than other standard
ceramic or mica capacitors.

DISCAP
CERAMIC

CAPACITORS

TYPE II

These DISCAPS are designed for by-passing, coupling or filtering
applications and meet all specifications of the E.E.A. for type Z5U
capacitors. Rated at 1000 V.D.C.W., Type B DISCAPS are
available in capacities from .00015 to .04 M.F.D.

TYPE Jr
Type JF DISCAPS have a frequency stability characteristic
superior to similar types. These capacitors extend the available
capacity range of the E.I.A. Z5F type between +10° and +85° C
and meet Y5S specifications between -30° and +85° C.

TYPE JL

For exceptional stability over an extended temperature range,
Type JF DISCAPS should be specified. They provide a minimum
capacity change as temperature varies between -55° and +110' C.
Standard working voltage is 1000 V.D.C.

Write for information on the complete DISCAP line.

RADIO MATERIALS COMPANY
A DIVISION OF P. R. MALLORY & CO., INC.

GENERAL OFFICE: 3325 N. California Ave., Chicago 18,111.
Iwo RMC Plants Devoted Exclusively to Ceramic Capacitors
FACTORIES AT CHICAGO, ILL. AND ATTICA, IND.
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Critical testing at Westinghouse

conducted in 49 Ace shielded enclosures

The Westinghouse Electronics and Air Arm
Divisions, Friendship Airport, Baltimore,
Md. plants, have almost unbelievably high
r -f interference ambient caused by radar
transmitters, missiles, military planes, spot
welders, motors, powerful transmitters, and
other types of electric/electronic equipment.
Testing critical electronic equipment under
these adverse interference conditions is ex-
tremely difficult. The slightest outside inter-
ference would distort readings.

Westinghouse takes no chances. The flight
control fighter armament systems, missile
guidance systems, radar, and ship -board
transmitters under design and development
at the plant are completely shielded from
outside interference and from each other
by 49 Ace shielded enclosures.

The Ace patented RFI* and Cell -Type Designs
provide the high attenuation required for
satisfactory results at all frequencies. All
enclosures are designed and constructed to
insure permanent r -f leak -proof perform-
ance. Size -flexibility is another feature. The
modular construction of the panels and
doors permits rapid alteration of the size of
the enclosure. Small rooms can be joined
to make larger units or large enclosures can
be converted into smaller ones.

If you have a shielding problem-big or
small-in your plant, you'll want to talk to
an Ace Engineer about an effective yet
economical solution. Be sure to write for
free catalog on standard Ace enclosures.
Lindsay Structure

First and Finest in Shielded Enclosures
ACE ENGINEERING AND MACHINE CO., INC.
Tomlinson Road Huntingdon Valley Pennsylvania
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0010040_1011
401-A

A general-purpose, 5"

oscilloscope of superb design

and construction, destined to

become the new standard of

the industry. This Du Mont

scope offers a new high

degree of reliability and

performance, and incorporates

the following features .

 X -Y plotting with identical, calibrated, high -gain amplifiers.

 Time function plotting on calibrated linear time base.

 Continuous use of X orY'amplifier controls without disturbing calibration.
Re -calibration from front panel.

 Diddle -free sync. Automatic or driven sweep selection on front panel.

Exclusive: externally or internally triggered beam brightening during X -Y plots.

 High brightness provides excellent photographic writing rate.

 Sweep speeds available from .25 sec/cm to 5 usec/cm.

 Centimeter calibration.

 Choice of electronic power regulation or Sola voltage -regulating transformer.

 Hand-crafted wiring and high -reliability components for
dependability and performance.

What would you expect to pay for this DUMONT scope?
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See preceding
page for

features...

nu Molt

OSCILLOSCOPE

SPECIFICATION"
IDENTICAL X- AND Y -AMPLIFIERS: Sensitivity, 10 my /cm. Sinewave response,

extends flat from dc to 3 db down at 100 kc; useful to 500 kc.

SWEEPS: 17 calibrated sweeps available from 250 millisecond/cm to 5 usec/cm.

Additional sweep time available, 250 msec/ cm for each microfarad of external

capacitance. Sweep expansion, up to 30 cm - any 10 cm segment can be positioned

on screen.

RELATIVE PHASE SHIFT BETWEEN AMPLIFIERS: With X- and Y -controls at maximum,

phase shift will not exceed 3' below 100 kc; at discreet higher frequencies,
phase difference can be adjusted to less. Will not exceed 1° below 5 kc with
any control setting.

SYNCHRONIZATION: Selection of driven or automatic sweep on front panel. Selec-

tion of internal, external or line, both positive and negative polarity, on front
panel. Beam brightening gate may be triggered by sync signals during X -Y
plotting and for controlled photographic exposure.

CATHODE-RAY TUBE: 5ADP - operated at 3000 volts.

POWER SUPPLY: Three regulated power supplies available for following sources:

115 V, 60 cps, 110 watts; 115 V or 230 V, 50 cps, 110 watts; 115 V, 50 to 400 cps,

140 watts. Regulated r -f high voltage for CRT.

MECHANICAL: 401-A (Bench model), 151/2" x 83/4" x 21". Front or rear tilting foot.

401 -AR (Rack mounted), standard 19" rack -mounting, 83/1" high, 183/4" depth

behind panel, width behind panel 145/8", maximum protrusion (handles) in front

of panel is 11/2". Weight of either unit approximately 45 lbs.

for complete details, write...
INSTRUMENT DIVISION, ALLEN B. DU MONT LABORATORIES, INC., CLIFTON, N. J., U. S. A.
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A Wide Range of Ratings ...Choice of Mounting
High Efficiency... Low Cost... Prompt Delivery

a6rziaita SILICON RECTIFIERS

Offer These Advantages-and Many More!

L SERIES
LF SERIES

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range . . 1.5A(J-1)-1 0A(.1-2)

Peak Inverse
Voltage Range 100V to 400V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 1.25V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) .2 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range 1.5A(L)-5A(LF)

Peak Inverse
Voltage Range 100V to 400V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 1.5V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) 35 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range 20A to 200A

Peak Inverse
Voltage Range 50V to 400V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 1.25V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) . 1.3 oz. to 7.0 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range . .25A(HW)-.75A(FW)

Peak Inverse
Voltage Range 1600V to 4500V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 8V to 10V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) 4 oz. to 8 oz.

HERMETICALLY
SEALED SERIES

SM
SERIES

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range 15A(M)-.2A(K)

Peak Inverse
Voltage Range 360V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 1.5V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) 2 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range .5A(M)-.75A(K)

Peak Inverse
Voltage Range 100V to 600V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 1.5V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) 2 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range 5A to 15A
Peak Inverse

Voltage Range .50V to 600V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop 1.5V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) .. .15 oz. to 1.5 oz.

SPECIFICATIONS
D. C. Current

Range 325A to .45A
Peak Inverse

Voltage Range 800V to 2800V

Approx. Rectifier
Voltage Drop . .. 2V to 15V

Approx. Weight
(Ounces) .3 oz. to .9 oz.

Write, wire or phone for complete information

SARKES TA3ZIAN, INC., RECTIFIER DIV., Dept.D-2,415 N. College, Bloomington, Ind.
In :anada: 700 Weston Rd., Toronto 9, Tel. Rogers 2-7535  Export: Ad Auriema, Inc., New York City
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Look at this new, compact, $145

MA

300
100

30

10

MUIR OUNCE
!DC

30
10

11011AGI

AMP

,
...and check these featuresliK

150 ma output 0 to 30 v dc, continuously variable

High regulation; less than 0.3% or 30 my change
no-load to full -load

1/- Ripple less than 150 kty rms

VMetered output and current limiter prevent damage to
transistors under test

VCompact transistorized construction

New -hp- 721A Transistor Power Supply

Specifically designed to provide precision dc test voltages
for transistor investigations, the new -lip- 721A Power
Supply produces 0 to 30 volts at 150 milliamperes-suffi-
cient for almost every type of transistor in use today.
Model 721A has a convenient 3 -terminal output so that

either positive or negative terminals may be gr( coded. Or,
the supply may be "stacked" on another volt; ;e for still
greater usefulness. Need for additional meteril ; and con-
trol equipment is eliminated since the 721A's ront panel
meter monitors either output voltage or curren1

New 200 KC oscilloscope, $435.00.
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TRANSISTOR

SUPPLY
that prevents overload damage to transistors

An outstanding feature is a special circuit limiting output
current to a nominal value (selected on the front panel in
4 steps -25, 50, 100 and 225 ma.) This unique feature
prevents accidental overloads which otherwise cause costly
damage to transistors under test.

Convenience of the new 721A is further increased by its

compact size, low power consumption, simple controls and

extreme dependability resulting from ultra -conservative
circuit ratings. Model 721A, $145.

Other -hp- regulated and klystron power supplies

Simple operation, widest usefulness, high regulation, broad

voltage range, rugged dependability-these characteristics

have made -hp- Power Supplies basic experimental, testing

and production tools in America's laboratories and fac-
tories. The many jobs these precision instruments perform
daily include powering low level amplifiers, constant fre-

quency oscillators, pulse circuits with heavy instantaneous
current demands, oscillators, small transmitters, klystrons
and "bread board" arrangements
from the most simple to the most
complex. Brief data on -hp- power
supplies appear in the table at right.
For complete details on -hp- sup-
plies meeting your power needs,
call your -hp- representative for
demonstration on your bench. Or,
write direct.

hp

7128 Regulated Power Supply
-hp- 7 1 5A Klystron Power Supply

Model Characteristics Regulation Current
Voltage
Range

Hum 8,
Noise Level

Price

7108
General purpose

dc/ac supply
+1%, 0 to

75 ma
100 ma

100 to 360 v dc;
6.3 v ac

Less than
0.0005 v

$110.00t

711A
Similar to 710B
wider voltage

range

Less than ±-0.5%
or 0.1 v, no load

to full load
100 ma

0 to 500 v dc;
6.3 v ac

Ripple less
than 0.1 my

225.001

712B
Heavy duty, 4
outputs, 0-1

msec response

Less than 50 my
no load to full

load
200 ma (pos. dc)

0 to 500 v dc; -300
v dc fixed bias; 0
to -150 v dc vari-

able bias; 6.3 v ac

Ripple less
than 500 uv

365.001'

715A

Klystron supply;
square wave,

external
modulation

Llecitsdthtoanfulll.niOanS
50 ma (at 400 v)

250 to 400 v dc
beam; 0 to 900 v
dc reflector; 6.3

v ac

Ripple less
than 7 my

300.00

I Rack mount available at slight additional charge. Data subject to change without notice. Prices f. o. b. factory.

HEWLETT-PACKARD COMPANY
4818A PAGE MILL ROAD  PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA, U. S. A.

CABLE "HEWPACK"  DAVENPORT 5-4451
FIELD REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL AREAS

Ask your -hp- rep for a demonstration

ELECTRONICS engineering edition-June 6, 1958
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MAGNETIC
TAPE

RECORDERS

BUYER'S GUIDE

AMPFX
CORPORATION

FR -10 DA

BOOB

FR -1100 FL -100

Magnetic tape recorders for instrumentation and control
You get the widest choice, most performance and assured compatibility
Over 95% of all missile prime and subcontractors who are
using magnetic tape have chosen Ampex equipment. In to-
day's most rapidly moving technological race, nothing short
of the best will do. Missile development pushes at every
frontier of engineering knowledge, hence it needs a broad

MR -100 U N Q - 7 AR -100

selection of highly adaptable recorders. Tapes must be inter-
changed among widely separated facilities. So compatibility
is imperative. And of vital importance to every user: Ampex
offers application engineering and nationwide field service
that draw on unparalleled magnetic -tape -recorder experience.

AR -100 - AERIAL ^LISTENING"
A two -track airborne recorder for data acquisition in the audio -fre-
quency range. Recorder meets the essential requirements of MIL -E-5400 in respect to temperature, vibration, shock and high -altitude
conditions. The AR -100 is an example of Ampex's special design work
to fill particular military and industrial needs.
Brief physical specifications: 71/2 ips tape speed; 7 -inch reels;
remote and local control; record only, tapes reproduced on other
Ampex recorders; 23 pounds total weight including shock mountings.
MR-100-MISSILE RECORDER
A recorder that rides in a missile, recording performance data andplaying back in reverse upon reentering range of radio receivers.
Playback is automatic or in response to command. The MR -100 with-
stands shocks up to 75g. Complete two-piece unit occupies less than
1/5th cubic foot. This recorder is applicable to other uses where its
ruggedness, compactness and operational sequence are needed.
Brief physical specifications: 60 ips tape speed; precision 51/4 -
inch reels; 1/4 -inch tape; two tracks; 4 minutes recording time; tape
transport and two -track electronics in cable -connected housings.
UNQ-7- SHIPBOARD RECORDER
A two -track special-purpose recorder handling 7 -inch reels with two
tracks on quarter -inch tape. It has two speeds, 33/4 and 7% inches per
second. This recorder is shown as another example of Ampex's de-
velopments for military purposes.
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FR-100A-MOST PRECISE AND VERSATILE
The best recorder for critical data acquisition and processing where
low flutter, wide dynamic range and precise amplitudes are required.
Typical applications are data telemetry, dynamic tests on engines,
components and vehicle structures, and continuous -path machine -
tool control. The Ampex FR -100A has superior performance in respect
to flutter, low D -C drift, wide frequency response and precise time -
base accuracy ( with Servo Speed Control). Construction is modular
and interchangeable. Numerous standard accessories are available.

Brief physical specifications: Six tape speeds 1% to 60 ips
( 32 -to -1 overall ratio ); 101/2 or 14 -inch maximum reel size; 1/4, Vz
or 1 -inch tape; 2 to 14 tracks; plug-in amplifiers for Direct, FM -
carrier, PDM, and NRZ-digital record and reproduce; recorder fits
one or more 19 -inch rack cabinets.
FR-1100-ADAPTABLE AND ECONOMICAL
A high -accuracy instrumentation recorder recommended for general-
purpose laboratory use, spectrum analysis, vibration testing and other
comparable applications. The FR -1100's tape mechanism is of a sim-
ple open -loop design. Accessibility of components for replacement or
service is extremely good. Modular construction makes it readily
adaptable to new or special problems. Very wide speed ratios are
available in a multirange version.
Brief physical specifications: Four speeds in 2 -to -1 steps; eight -
speed multirange option provides speed ratios as high as 100 to 1;
101/2 -inch reels; 1/4 or 1/2 -inch tape; 2 to 7 tracks; same plug-in am-
plifiers as FR -100A; fits 19 -inch rack cabinet.
FL-100-CONTINUOUS LOOP
The FL -100 loop recorder provides three different capabilities: 1) cy-
clic repetition of short tape sections for analysis, 2) continuous time
delay of a stream of information and 3) endless monitoring for ca-
lamity anticipation. Length of loop is continuously variable between
minimum and maximum values, giving cycling times ranging from
0.733 seconds to 8 minutes on various speed and loop-length options.

Brief physical specifications: Four speeds in 2 -to -1 steps or
eight -speed multirange drive with same options as FR -1100; loop
lengths from 3' 8" minimum to 25, 50 or 75 -foot maximums; 1/4, 1/2

or 1 -inch tape; 2 to 14 tracks; same plug-in amplifiers.
800B-MOBILE AND AIRBORNE
Newly improved version of the world's most widely used mobile in-
strumentation tape recorder. The 800B records flight -test data and
information acquired in "aerial observation" and also does mobile
service on the ground. In compact packaging, the Ampex 800B pro-
vides virtually the same recording capabilities as Ampex's larger
laboratory -type recorders. In addition, it withstands shock, vibration,
high and low ambient temperatures and high -altitude air pressures.
Brief physical specifications: Record only; any of four speeds
available; plug-in amplifiers for Direct, FM -carrier or PDM record-
ing; 101/2 -inch reels; 1/4, 1/2 or 1 -inch tape; 2 to 14 tracks; compact
cable -connected assemblies fit small available spaces.

. the Ampex specialty

       0 .  .46
.0  . . ..   . 41.,

MODIFIED RECORDERS AND SPECIAL SYSTEMS
Many regular Ampex models can be furnished with special tape
speeds, larger reel sizes, front -access mountings, head switching sys-
tems, special performance, system buildups, etc. Ampex has a large
modification engineering section thoroughly experienced in this work.
The jet -engine test dolly pictured is an example of an Ampex-devel-
oped system. It includes an FR -100 recorder, preamplifiers, monitor-
ing scopes and calibration equipment mounted ruggedly for rolling or
trucking anywhere in a widespread facility.

FR-300-HIGH-SPEED DIGITAL
For reading or writing of digital magnetic tapes, the FR -300 offers
transfer rates as high as 90,000 alpha -numeric characters per second.
It is the first digital tape handler to match the majority of big elec-
tronic computers both in speed and in reliability of bit reproduction.
Start and stop times are less than 1.5 milliseconds greatly reducing
buffer requirements. Ampex furnishes complete digital tape systems
including tape handler, magnetic heads, amplifiers and special Ampex

Computer Tape.
Brief physical specifications: 150 ips tape speed; 101/2 -inch
reels; 1/2 or 1 -inch tape; 7 to 16 tracks; control of all functions by
computer command, also optional local control; read and write elec-
tronics will accept and read out digital information in any of a variety
of forms; complete equipment fits one 19 -inch rack cabinet.

FR -400 and FR-200A-AUXILIARY DIGITAL
For lesser computers and such auxiliary digital equipment as con-
verters, printers, etc., these Ampex digital tape handlers provide a
wide range of transfer rates to match any particular need. The Ampex
FR -400 uses many of the high-performance components developed for
the sensational FR -300, hence is a very heavy-duty tape handler with
tape speeds up to 75 inches per second.
Brief physical specifications: Tape speeds up to 75 ips; 101/2"
reels; 1/2 or 1 -inch tapes; 7 to 16 tracks; remote and local controls.

Ampex can send you comprehensive lit-
erature and specifications on the various
models shown and also a 16 -page brochure
on principles and applications of mag-
netic -tape instrumentation. For any of
these items, write Dept. E-58BG.

AMPEX INSTRUMENTATION DIVISION
860 CHARTER STREET  REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Phone your Ampex data specialist for personal attention to your recording needs.
Offices serve U. S. A. and Canada. Engineering representatives cover the free world.
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DELCO'S FAMILY OF HIGH POWER
TRANSISTORS

Typical Characteristics at 25°C

Maximum Collector Current

DT100

13

DT80

13

2N174A

13

2N114

13

2N113

13

2N443

13

2N218

13

2N442

13

2N211

13

2N441

13
amps

Maximum Collector Voltage (Emitter Open) 100 80 80 80 60 60 50 50 40 40
volts

Saturation Resistance (13 amp.) .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02 .02
ohms

Max. Square Wave Power Output at 400".P-P* 400 310 310 310 225 225 180 180 135 135
watts

Max. Sine Wave Power Output at 400 ",-,P-Ps 180 140 140 140 100 100 80 80 60 60
watts

Power Dissipation (Stud Temperature 25°C) 70 70 70 70 70 55 55 55 55 55
watts

Thermal Gradient from Junction to Mounting Base 1.0° 1.0° 1.0° 1.0° 1.0° 1.2° 1.2° 1.2° 1.2° 1.2°
°Cjw.

Nominal Base Current
18 (vEc= -2 volts, lc = -1.2 amp.)

-19 -13 -19 -19 -13 -24 -13 -24 -13 -27
ma

'Adequate Heat Sink

Performance characteristics
to meet your switching,
regulation or power
supply requirements

BRANCH OFFICES
Newark, New Jersey
1180 Raymond Boulevard
Tel: Mitchell 2-6165

Santa Monica, California
726 Santa Monica Boulevard
Tel: Exbrook 3-1465

"Designed to meet MIL T-19500.13 (USAF) 18 JUNE 1957

These ten Delco Radio alloy junction germanium PNP
power transistors are now in volume production. They
are characterized by high output power, high gain, and
low distortion. And all are normalized to retain superior
performance characteristics regardless of age.
Check the data chart above-see how they fit your
particular requirements in current switching, regulation
or power supply. Write for detailed information and
engineering data. Delco Radio maintains offices in Newark,
N. J. and Santa Monica, Calif. for your convenience.

DELCO RADIO
Division of General Motors
Kokomo, Indiana
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RELIABILITY or

A Logical Story
Have you heard of the wonderful one-hoss shay,

That was built in such a logical way

It ran a hundred years to a day ?

"For," said the Deacon, "It's mighty plain
That the weakest place must stand the strain;

And the way to build it is only jest
To make that place as strong as the rest."

The Deacon followed the two cardinal principles for

reliability.
1. Know the stresses your component will be

subject to (in other words know the environment).
2 Build faithfully to the specifications that cope

with this environment.
At CPPC we feel one of our great assets is

careful manufacture by a skilled and conscientious crew.

Reprints of the complete, original poem-
The Deacon's Masterpiece or The Wonderful One-Hoss
Shay by Oliver Wendell Holmes sent upon request.

00K TO CPPC FOR SYNCifRa

CLIFTON PRECISION PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC.
Clifton Heights Pennsylvania

ELECTRONICS engineering edition - June 6, 1458
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for
HEARING

AIDS

or

RECORDING

HEADS

302 STAINLESS CASE

TRANSFORMER4750

MAGNETIC AtP, RECEIVER.

COMPONENTS - 4750

MAGNETIC MtCROPEIONE
COMPONENTS - 4750

TAPE RECORDER
HEAD - 4-750 COMPONENTS

YORE RECORDER
HEAD - 4750 COMPONENTS

or ANY MAGNETIC MATERIALS JOB ...
\\\1\1\0'

a/4;Z eat/
ciao/Copy

"MAGNETIC.

MATERIALS"

This 32 -page book contains valuable
data on all Allegheny Ludlum mag-
netic materials, silicon steels and spe-
cial electrical alloys. Illustrated in full
color, includes essential information
on properties, characteristics, applica-
tions, etc. Your copy gladly sent free.

ADDRESS DEPT. E-6

You can rely on core materials like
the Allegheny 4750 components illus-
trated above, in your receivers, record-
ing heads or microphone assemblies.

In fact, whether your equipment is
small or large, the extra -broad line
of A -L magnetic materials will solve
your magnetic core problems. It in-
cludes all grades of silicon steel sheets
or coil strip, as well as Allegheny
Silectron (grain -oriented silicon steel),
and a wide selection of high -permea-

bility alloys such as 4750, Mumetal,
Permendur, etc.

Our service on these materials also
includes complete facilities for the
fabrication and heat treatment of
laminations. (For users of electrical
sheets and strip, our lamination
know-how is a real bonus value!)
Either way, we'll welcome the
chance to serve you. Allegheny Ludlum
Steel Corporation, Oliver Building,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.

STEELMAKERS to the Electrical Industry

Allegheny Ludlum
W&D
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The Ideal Approach to SSB...
Eimac Ceramic Tetrodes from 325 to 11,000 watts
Generating a clean SSB signal is one thing ... amplifying

it to the desired power level with stability and no distor-

tion is another. A modern Class AB, final amplifier design-

ed around an Eimac ceramic -metal tetrode is the ideal

answer to the problem. The Eimac ceramic linear amplifier

tubes shown above - the 4CX250B, the 4CX300A, the

4CX1000A and the 4CX5000A - offer the high power
gain, low distortion and high stability that is needed for

Class AB, operation. Each has performance -proved re-
serve ability to handle the high peak powers encountered

in SSB operation. Efficient integral -finned anode cooler

and Eimac Air System Sockets keep blower requirements

at a minimum and allow compact equipment design. And,

all four incorporate the many advantages of Eimac ce-

ramic -metal design, which assures compact, rugged, high

performance tubes.

The high performance and reliability of Eimac ceramic

tetrocies make them the logical starting point in the design

of compact, efficient single sideband equipment.

Write our Applicafion Engineering Department for
a copy of the technical bulletin "Single Sideband"

EITEL-McCULLOUGH,S AN BRUNO  CALIFORNIA
Ealtete 7C2tdt with ceramic tubes that can take it

CLASS AB1 SSB OPERATION

4CX250B 4CX300A 4CX1000A 4CX5000A

Plate Voltage . 2000 v 2500 v 3000 v 7500 v

Driving Power . . . 0 w 0 w 0 w 0 w

Peak Envelope Power . 325 w 400 w 1680 w 11,000 w



For easily -installed,
dependable voltage regulation

use Sola

FIVE constant voltage transformer types answer most stabilizing needs

Constant Voltage Filament Transformers* are widely
used by manufacturers of electronic equipment
who know that inrush current and fluctuating
voltage to electron filaments are costly in short-

ened tube life . . . in substandard performance and unnec-
essary failures. That's why Electro-Pulse, Inc., manufac-
turers of the Megacycle Pulse Code Generator (shown
left), builds in a Sola Constant Voltage Filament Trans..

Standard*: Constant Voltage Trans-
formers for electrical and electronic
equipment . . . regulation -±-170 . . .

response within 1.5 cycles . . no
tubes, moving parts or manual ad-
justments . . . static -magnetic regu-
lation...limits current on load faults.

Harmonic -Free*: Output voltage wave
has less than 3% total rms harmonic
content . . . other features identical
with standard type . . . automatic,
continuous regulation . . . for rec-
tifiers and other loads sensitive to
harmonics . . . low external field.

*Stock or custom units

former as a component of the power supply (shown right).
The Sola's current -limiting characteristic protects fila-

ments from cold inrush current upon starting. It regulates
filament voltages to within ±1% with line voltage varia-
tions as great as ±15%; response is within 1.5 cycles.

Stock units are available from 2.37 to 25 amp ratings.
Custom designs can be manufactured in production quan-
tities for specialized applications.

Plate -Filament*: Regulation is -±-3%
with line input between 100-130v .
plate and filament windings are com-
bined on a single, compact core for
chassis mounting . . . good isolation
of input and output circuits .

automatic, static -magnetic regulation.

Adjustable, Harmonic -Free: Provides
output adjustable from 0-130 volts ac.
also fixed 115 volts ac . . . regulates
within ±1% with less than 3% total
rms harmonic content ...portable for
lab or shop bench use, or mounts
on 19" relay rack.

Send for Circular 7F-CVF-269
Sola Electric Co., 4633 W. 16th St., Chicago 50, III., Bishop 24414  Offices In Principal cities  In Canada, Sole Electric (Canada) Ltd., 24 Cannotor Ave., Toronto 14, Ont.

CONSIANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS REGULATED DC POWER SUPPLIES MERCURY LAMP TRANSFORMERS FLUORESCENT LAMP BALLASTS
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ANALAC is a true production -line wire. This film -insulated solderable magnet wire does away
with pre -stripping before soldering, lends itself to gang soldering, to iron, gun and dip soldering.

Now, just one step! Analac lets you solder
without pre -stripping!

Anaconda's Analac* magnet wire saves time and money on the
production line. This film -insulated, solderable magnet wire can
be used just as you use Formvar or Plain Enamel-with this plus
advantage ... it is solderable without pre -stripping the insulation.

Analac cuts down labor -time where many solderable connec-
tions are to be made. It's ideal, too, where removal of the in-
sulation is a hazard to the wire. Soldering Analac by dipping,
iron or gun produces a perfect joint.

It performs well in high-speed winding! Analac has the ex-
cellent abrasion -resistance and other mechanical advantages of
the enamel wire you're now using.

Distinctive red color simplifies identification . . . is highly

visible, helping operators turn out higher quality work.
Analac, 105°C (AIEE Class A) wire, is available in sizes from

15 Awg to 46 Awg.
The Man from Anaconda will be glad to give you more in-

formation. See "Anaconda" in your phone book-in most
principal cities-or write: Anaconda Wire & Cable Company,
25 Broadway, New York 4, N. Y. .R. U. S. Pat. on. 58362

SEE THE MAN It
FROM ANAr'ONDR

FOR READY -TO SOLDER ANALAC MAGNET WIRE

For details on how you can save with Analac, and for engineering data-please turn the page!

ANATHERM 155°C IAIEE Class F) PLAIN ENAMEL ' IAIEE Class Al FORMVAR 115'C IAIEE Class Al

high temperature resi,t,r -t wire eatat,11,11e, drpen13i,,ty
VITROTEX IAIEE Class El EPDXY 130'C IAIEE Class BI

glossinh dote 1, hi 1h heat r-si,t,h, general compatibility



MAGNET WIRE
DATA SHEET

from
Anaconda Wire & Cable Co.

IMPORTANT FACTS FOR YOUR WORK...
about Analac 105°C (AIEE Class A) Magnet Wire

SOLDERABILITY. Anaconda's Analac can be used to overcome high
cost of insulation stripping by adapting your present system to
automatic soldering techniques. Your Anaconda sales representa-
tive can arrange for cooperation from Anaconda's Research
Laboratories to help you take full advantage of Analac's cost -
saving possibilities.

Analac is versatile; lends itself to gang soldering, to iron, gun
and dip soldering. Anaconda's Analac Booklet contains full in-
formation on soldering methods, fluxes, temperature control.
Use the coupon below for your copy.
WINDABILITY. Analac is abrasion -resistant ... has excellent lubricity
and surface characteristics which make it readily adaptable to
automatic high-speed winding operations. Can be used on your
present equipment -no retooling is necessary to adapt solderable
Analac.
COMPATIBILITY. Analac is compatible with most insulation varnishes
presently being used.

TECHNICAL PROPERTIES
MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

Analac has excellent mechanical properties. The film possesses
superior abrasion -resistance and flexibility under a number of
varied conditions -such as heat, cold and moisture. The wire
shows no cracks when elongated rapidly to the breaking point.
It will also withstand 3 times diameter wrap after 20 percent
elongation.

MOISTURE -RESISTANCE
Analac's moisture -resistance is excellent, particularly in size range
25 and heavier. It offers moisture -resistance superior to most
other film -type insulations.

New Analac Booklet -yours for the asking/
Latest information... full technical data.
Mail coupon for your copy.

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
25 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 4, NEW YORK

Please send copy of your Analac Magnet Wire Booklet. I am interested
in heavy or intermediate size (15 Awg to 30 Awg)-; fine sizes (31
Awg or finer)-.
NAME 8, TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY, ZONE, STATE

ELECTRICAL PROPERTIES
Analac has superior dielectric strength both in a dry condition
and after exposure to high humidity. Meets NEMA twist test
requirements. Analac has unusually low dielectric losses at high
frequencies, which are only slightly affected by high humidity.
Thus Analac is particularly suited for electronic uses.

ELECTli ll 1\1. l'ItOPERT1 ES
Number of Tests Volts per Mil

Averaged at Breakdown
Dielectric NEMA twist test, room conditions. 145 3500
strength. NEMA twist test, dry. 30 4050

NEMA twist test after 6 hours
exposure at 1001 and 100'
relative humioity.

30 4000

Layer test-do,blk layer wind
on 1.inch diameter mandrel,
apply voltage between layers.

30 2840

Dissipation Factor -
Frequency Cotangent of Angle of lag

Temperature -Deg C

cps kc me Room 85 125 155

Dielectric Dissipation facto, at room 1.00 -
loss. temperature. I -.C. 0.92 - - -

10 .38

100 1.90 - - -
ION 1.97 - - -

10 1.93 - - -
40 2.79 - -

Dissipation factor at elevated 100 - 1.08 1.73 15.7
temperature. 1000 - 1.32 1.48 11.9

IC - 1.72 1.62 6.4
1110 - 1.40 1.40 5.0

Dielectric Constant K

Dielectric
constant.

As measured by bridge and 0
meter at room temperature.

100
1000

3.00
2.96

- - -
10

100 2.85
1000

10 2.52 - - -
40 2.90 - - -

As measured by bridge and 0 100 - 3.63 3.85 3.66
meter at elevated temperature. 1000 - 3.57 3.80 2.93

IC - 3.51 3.69 2.49
100 - 3.40 3.63 2.33

CHEMICAL PROPERTIES

Analac has good resistance to the action of solvents, water, and
dilute acids and bases. Analac will withstand 24 hours' immersion
at room temperature in most varnish solvents including naphtha,
toluol, xylol, and ethyl alcohol. Shows excellent resistance to 5%
sulfuric acid and 5% potassium hydroxide.

THERMAL PROPERTIES
Analac is offered as 105°C (AIEE Class A) magnet wire, although
its thermal stability shows it is capable of performance at much
higher temperatures. Analac's thermoplastic flow cut -through data,
obtained on basis of MIL -W -583A methods, has been above 200°C.



A.C. Ratiometer
...accurate to ?live partsper rink -ell/

The Transformers, Inc. Model 214 A. C. Ratiometer is a precision instru-
ment to measure any voltage ratio from 0.000001 to 1.111111. Transformer
ratios can be accurately measured at "no load" or under any required load.

The Model 214 Ratiometer is designed for use between 25 cps and 2,500 cps.
It is supplied with plug-in filter and quadrature units for 400 cps operation.
Plug-in units for any other frequency are supplied to order.

ISOLATION
TRANSFORMER

'SCOPE 'SCOPE

TPLATESPLATES

RATIO

VARIABLE

TRANSFORMER

FILTER

DETECTOR

AMPLIFIER

OUADRATURE
VARIABLE

TRANSFORMER

-to
0 TEST 0

VOLTAGE

421

QUADRATURE
NETWORK

SIGNAL MIXER
TRANSFORMER

us

TRANSFORMER

UNDER TEST
0

LOAD

The Ratiometer consists of two precision variable transformers,
a calibrated quadrature injector, a filter, and a pre -amplifier.
Block diagram indicates connections of the various components
within the instrument.

ACCURACY
0.0001%)

-27 (0.0005% +
ratio

FREQUENCY RANGE
25 cps to 2,500 cps

MAXIMUM VOLTAGE

PRICE

Twice the frequency in cps,
or 250V, whichever is lower.

Model 214 Ratiometer, com-
plete with 400 cps plug-in $123
filter and quadrature units

For additional information, ask for Bulletin # 205

Pir RANSFORMERS, INCORPORATED
200 Stage Road, Vestal, N.Y.
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Three Gnat Gyros in Honeywell Three -Axis
Turn Rate Transmitter. Size: 8.6" x 6.3" x
5.24". Weight: 5 pounds.

Conxair F-106 all-weather jet interceptor incorporates Honeywell Three -Axis Turn Rate Transmitter in flight control damper system

Three -axis control at all speeds and altitudes

Gnat Rate Gyro
shown % size.

Weight: 3.8 ounces.

34

The Honeywell Three -Axis Turn Rate Transmitter, featuring three Gnat miniatur-
ized gyros, was selected for the new Convair F-106 "Delta Dart" all-weather jet inter-
ceptor. Built into the stability augmentation sub -system of the jet's flight control system,
the Transmitter detects rate of turn about the yaw, pitch and roll axes and responds
with an output signal whose voltage is proportional to these input rates of turn.

This system is designed to operate under the most severe environmental conditions
to which a combat aircraft might be subjected. The Honeywell Gnat Rate Gyros are
easily capable of withstanding the severe shock, vibration and temperature require-
ments of this application and as such are mounted directly upon the base casting with-
out shock mounts to optimize dynamic characteristics of the system.

The electronic portion of the Turn Rate Transmitter amplifies and demodulates the
Gyro output signals to provide polarity reversing d -c outputs proportional to the corre-
sponding input rate to each Gyro.

Investigate Honeywell's ability to develop, engineer and produce flight control systems
for today's most advanced aircraft and missiles. Write for Bulletin Glut to Minneapolis -
Honeywell, Boston Division, Dept. 7, 40 Life Street, Boston 35, Mass.

Honeywell
inditirp40-14-qm?



400mA 600v
silicon rectifiers

in a
package!

One of 35 PSI rectifiers representing the

broadest range of miniature and subminiature

silicon rectifiers in the industry.

Progress in silicon rectifier manufacture in the past
six months has significantly outmoded recent design
concepts. Notable advances have been made in
miniaturization .. . improved types have
been introduced . . . the relationship between power,
size and price has been drastically changed.

PACIFIC SEMICONDUCTORS, INC. has added numerous
types ranging from 50v to 600v . . . 200 to 500mA.
PSI is now delivering the highest voltage, highest current
silicon rectifiers ever offered in a subminiature package.

If your problem involves further miniaturization,
it will pay you to look at the new PSI line of silicon
rectifiers. Compare these husky subminiatures with the
bulkier types you have been specifying. It's quite possible
you'll find substantial performance, size
and cost advantages.

Production quantity delivery is being made on all
PSI rectifier types. Detailed specifications available
on request.

Pacific Semiconductors, Inc
10451 West Jefferson Boulevard, Culver City, California

Dfstribeto . - -- -

AWED RADIO, Chicago  Mid) RADIO

CC WANT. PbRaldphia  CRAMER ELECTIMILIS

INC., Baden  ELETRED4ICSUPPLY CORP.,

Pasadena  ELECTRENCS WHOLESALERS, INC.,

Washingten, D.C.  PEERLES RADIO

DISTRIBUTORS, INC., Jamaica, N.Y.  PENINSULA

TV & RADIO SUPP_Y, Sal Nee  WHOLPAL4

RADIO 3AlTSCOMPAIY, Ba tirore

PSI also offers a broad line of Silicon

and German can Dicdas, Ven

High Voltage Silicon Cartricgt Recifiers,

Varicaps rvolt2ge-sfar ab e mirocitofs)

and Diodc Test EquirmEnt.
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AEROCOM'S 1046 H. F. TRANSMITTER

POWER+ STABILITY
1000 WATTS

Rugged, versatile general purpose H. F.
transmitter- Aerocom's 1046 packs 1000 watts
of power and high .003% stability under
normal operating conditions (0°to +50°C.).
Excellent for point-to-point or ground -to -
air communications.

Multi -channel operation on telegraph Al,
or telephone A3 with GM -8A modulator ...
new Aerocom 1046 can be remotely controlled
with TMC-R at control position and uses only
one pair of telephone lines. In A3 operation,
the local dial control panel is located in
modulator cabinet.

Transmitter cabinet has 8% inch panel
space available for either local dial control
panel or frequency shift keyer.

Model 1046 operates on 4 crystal -controlled
frequencies (plus 2 closely spaced frequen-
cies) in the band 2.0-24 Mcs. Operates on
one frequency at a time; channeling time
2 seconds. Operates into either balanced or
unbalanced loads. Operates in ambient -35°
to+ 50° C. Power supply: nominal 220 volts,
50-60 cycles, single phase.

Complete technical data on request

Now! Complete -package, 192 channel, H. F.,
75 pound airborne communications equipment
by Aer-O-Com! Write us today for details!
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Type FC

Type CB

Type FA

Type JD

CI=
Type F3B

-1=11
Type H3C

Type H3F

Type L3H
SPL

All resistors
shown 1/2
actual size

FOUNDED 6

PERMANENTLY STABL

100%.TESTED

IPRECISION
WIRE
FIXED

istors
inless

COMPARATIVE DATA REPORT
Note Exceptional Stability. Note extent that MIL -R -93B is exceeded.

MIL -R -93B (proposed) Tests

Short Time Overload

MIL Requirement

0.5%

CTS Maximum
.05%

CTS Average

.02%

Temperature Cycling 0.2% .05% .02%

Moisture Resistance 100 megs
1.0%

1000 megs (min)
.1%

--
.05%

Salt Water Immersion Cycling 0.5% .03% .015%

Load Life at 125°C or 85°C (500 hours) 0.5% .15% .05%

Temperature Coefficient
Less than 2000 ohms
2000 ohms and over

Up to 75 PPM/°C
30 PPM/°C

30 PPM/°C
20 PPM/°C

----
Low Temperature Storage 1.0% .01% .005%

Low Temperature Operation 1.0% .05% .02%

High Temperature Exposure (145°C) 1.0% .05% .02%

Acceleration 0.1% .02% .008%

Shock 0.1% .02% .008%

Vibration 0.1% .02% .008%

 No Wire Strain. Unique CTS "floating ele-
ment" needs no bobbin or winding form ...,
permits resistance elements and contacts to
be firmly embedded in epoxy resin ... form-
ing a monolithic mass with a smaller space
factor.

 Permanent Stability-Less than .05% average
change under most environmental conditions
and shelf life.

 5PPM/°C Temperature Coefficient available.
 100% Tested-High temperature exposure

and short time overload tests are run on all
resistors before shipment.

 Guaranteed Close Tolerance - Resistors
guaranteed to be in tolerance under normal
conditions of measurement.Tolerances down
to ±0.05% available in standard sizes de-
pending upon resistance value. Closer toler-
ances and/or matched multiples available.

 Low Inductance and Low Capacitance Char-
acteristics with reproducible uniform fre-
quency response.

 Withstands extreme vibration and shock due
to unique construction and encapsulation
method.

 Modular-Design flexibility permits grouping
many resistors in a single unit.

Available in a wide variety of tubular, rectangular or square shapes. Special
dimensions, tolerances, wattage ratings, resistances, etc. can be made to
your precise requirement. Either axial or radial leads available.

For help in solving your fixed resistor problems, phone or write your nearest
CTS office today.

tt1896

*MIL -R -93B (proposed) soon to be issued, superseding MIL -R -93A.

CHICAGO TELEPHONE SUPPLY
Ve4ciala)it

ELKHART. INDIANA

iArilMA
of 5 *Moe

Catlfornta, tnc. Haddonfield, New Jersey
105 Pasadena Menu, Phone: Haddonfield 2-5512

South Pasadena, California TWX No. Haddonfield 529
ie A. PhonTWXe:

LA
Cli110nto5 n 5-1106 Phila. Phone: Market 741.29

StreetevItle, Ontario
Phone: taylor 6-1141



A MESSAGE TO AMERICAN INDUSTRY ONE OF A SPECIAL SERIES

Are You Preparing Now

For The Next Boom?

America's leading companies are not
sitting on their hands waiting for the re-
cession to end. They are planning ahead now
for higher sales and near -capacity rates of
operation.

These facts stand out clearly from the elev-
enth annual survey of Business' Plans for New
Plants and Equipment just completed by the
McGraw-Hill Department of Economics:

 Manufacturing companies expect
their sales to increase 20 %, on the aver-
age, from 1958 to 1961. Growth industries,
such as chemicals and electrical machinery, ex-
pect gains of 25% to 34%.

 If these sales gains are achieved, the
average rate of operations in manufactur-
ing will rise from 78% at the end of 1957
to almost 85 by 1961. This is the point at
which pressure on costs begins to mount, as less
efficient facilities are pressed into service.

 Industry is not waiting for this point
to begin getting its plants and equipment
in shape for the next boom. Despite record
expansion in the past several years, many man-
ufacturing companies plan to add new capacity

in each of the next four years. But, more impor-
tant, they are going ahead with the vital job of
modernization and cost-cutting.

In the years immediately ahead almost two-
thirds of capital investment will go for mod-
ernization and replacement of present plants
and equipment. In this way manufacturing
companies can avoid the higher costs and the
squeeze on profits that occur when producing
facilities are not in shape to handle an increase
in sales volume.

These are the plans, as reported to McGraw-
Hill, of a wide sample of manufacturing com-
panies-for the most part, large firms and lead-
ers in their respective industries. Altogether,
these firms account for almost 40% of all em-
ployment in manufacturing industries.

Now Is The Time
How do your plans measure up? Are you

planning ahead now for a 20% sales increase
in the next three years? Is your company plan-
ning to modernize its buildings and equipment
more rapidly than at any time in the recent
past? If not, here are some of the inducements



that McGraw-Hill editors report from their con-
tinuous checking on the state of business.

(1) There are plenty of opportunities for
increasing efficiency by the installation of
new equipment and the improvement of
layouts in plants, warehouses and offices.
Despite the installation of tremendous volumes
of metalworking equipment in recent years,
according to AMERICAN MACHINIST over half
of the machine tools now in U. S. factories are
over 10 years old. Replacement of worn-out
and obsolete equipment will mean material
savings in operating and maintenance costs.
(2) Machinery, parts, materials and labor
are much more readily available now than
they are when the economy is running at
full steam. You can be more particular about
quality and about specification to meet your
own requirements.
(3) With lower interest rates and less com-
petition for loans, it is both easier and
cheaper to borrow money to finance equip-
ment and construction. To wait for another
boom is to run the risk of having to pay higher
interest rates and look harder for money.
(4) Although there is an adequate supply
of most types of labor available now, the
prospect is that the supply of factory labor
over the years ahead will be tight. In 1965,

there will actually be fewer men and women
between the ages of 25 and 44 than there are
now. Good factory workers will be either hard
to get, or wage rates will rise sharply or-more
likely-both. The best answer is to anticipate the
rise in labor costs by installing more efficient
equipment to increase labor productivity.
(5) Finally, the costs of investing in new
buildings and improved equipment now
are almost surely less than they will be
later.

These tare some of the reasons why mane
leading firms find now the best time in year-,
to start on a program of plant modernization.
There are other good reasons in the many new

products and processes coming from the boom
in research and development. This year indus-
try will spend over $8 billion on R & D-$1 bil-
lion more than in 1957. And a heavy share of
the new product development will consist of
better machines and processes to be made avail-
able during the next few years. Already the
pace of technical advance is so rapid as to call
for modernization of plants built only a few
years ago.

Years of Opportunity
It has been said that the years between now

and 1961 are the "middle years" between two
booms. This does not mean a long period of
recession, but a period of slower growth -a
transition from the postwar boom based on de-
ferred demand, to a new boom in the 1960s

based on dynamic population growth and a rev-
olution in technology.

If so, these are the years of opportunity
for business-opportunity to prepare for
the growth that lies ahead with the most
efficient equipment, the most modern
plant and the best production organiza-
tion that can be devised. This is the way
to fight higher costs and avert a resump-
tion of inflation. This is also the way to
ensure that your company will be ready
for its new markets in the 1960s.

Are you planning ahead now to be among
the leaders?

This message is one of a series prepared by the
McGraw-Hill Department of Economics to help
increase public knowledge and understandin
of important nation-wide developments. Per-
mission is freely extended to newspapers,
groups or individuals to quote or reprint all
or parts of the text.

t4tcax_6(emeCs-et.,J-,
PRESIDENT

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC.



NUCLEAR ENERGY
BALLISTICS
RADAR RESEARCH

/BET
II/EfORDINS

SYNCHROSCOPE 204 A

The synchroscope 204 A, an apparatus of very
high performance, is unique in making it possible
to record ultra -rapid phenomena reachingseveral
thousand kilometers -second. It offers the same
characteristics of precision and safe operation
that have secured the universal reputation of the
Electronic Department of the Ribet-Desjardins
Company.

OiSANAPINCOlt, OLIN
I - OSCILLOSCOPES AND SYNCHROSCOPES

MODELS CHANNELS RANGE

AMPLI V RESPONSE

LAG

I: s
MAPKER

CATHODE TUBE

DIAMETER

0
Passing Band
cps - me

Sensitivity
mV p to p cm

204 A 1 0.01ps,cm4s/cm 0 50 SO 0.007 Calibrated
+ 100ys 125

251 A 2 0.02y: on -10 . cm 0 30 50 0.02 Calibrated 125
0 10 80252 It 1 0.1ps/cm.4 ms/cm

50
0.04 0.05ys-1000ys 125

254 A 2

1

0.1ys/cm-1s/cm
0.1y.s/cm.1 s/cm

0 4

0 10
20
50

0.12
0.045 Calibrated 125

255 A 1 0.31,4.-0.01*. 0 4 150 0.12 0.40-4 ms 70

256 A 1

2

fps/cm-1 s cm
fps cmls cm

0 1

0 0.8
15

SO
- Calibrated 90

258 A 1 2ys cm-20ms cm 50 I 50 - - 70
264 8 1 lys cm.0.05s cm 10 2 6 - - 90

267 1 1 1),:s cm -0.1 s cm
0 1

20
-

0.8
250

8 - - 90

268 A I 10 cps  30 kc 50 1 45 - - 70

II - GENERATORS AND WOBBLERS
MODELS FREQUENCY RANGE SIGNAL PRECISION MODULATION VOLTAGE PRECISION

406 B 20 cps - 200 kr + / - 1,S % 10 or
1:10 V 3 %

409 A 10 . 300 mcs >0.1 % min.
quartz marker FM 0.1 V

410 A

411 A

428 A

0 250 mcs

0 - 320 mcs

100 kcs - 30 mc

)0.1 " min.
quartz marker

>0.1% min.
quartz marker

>1 % min.

FM

FM

AM

0.1 V

0.2 V and
0.1 V

0.1 V
constant level

476 A 100 kcs - 26 mc
>1 % min. and

% FM 0.1 V

457 5 cps - 50 kc
K A,a : 2-20 H FA

2 % 10V z int.
100V: ext. +1- 5%

458 A S cps SO kc (repeat)
- 10.000µs --14VS 5 % 2 x 50 V

z int. +/- 5%
III - SUPPLY - MEGOHMMETERS - SUNDRY UNITS

MODELS DESCRIPTION AND GENERAL FEATURES

111 C
114 A
674 8
803 B
1104 II

805 A
806 A
713 A

100' - 400' : 200 mA 108' - IS mA. Heating - 25 V up to 6 amps.
100' 250' : ISO mA ISO' - 10 mA. Heating 6.3 V, 3 amps.
5 lAohm 100 kMohm in 4 measuring ranges at 280 V. cont. controlled

Pressure and Vibration Detector for fluids and solids
Static and Dynamic Extensametric Units

Magnetic detection of faults In composition and treatment in large components
Magnetic detection of faults in composition and treatment in Small parts
Cathodic Oscilloscope with S or 6 curves for all industrial investigations

Ribet-Desjardins are, among
others, suppliers for :
The French Atomic Energy Authority,
National French Center for Scientific
Research,the Marcel Dassaul tAircraft
Works, the Bretigny Flight Test
Center, the French National Defence,
SNCF (the French Railways),Oerlikon
(Switzerland), Transmission Services
for the Belgian and Netherlands
Armies, the Universities of Liege and
Brussels, Polish and Yugoslav Central
Purchasing Authorities, Brandt
Company, French Public Health
(neurobiologicservices for hospitals).

In order to receive technical particulars on
the equipment of interest to you please write to

,LRIBET
MESJIIIMINS

MEASURE - CONTROL DEPARTMENT
13-17, Rue Perier, Montrouge (Seine), France

TeI.ALE. 24-40 - CODE WORD: PILACELECT, MONTROUGE
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Sylvania Transistors
Five new PNP Drift transistors, types 2N247, 2N370, 2N371, 2N372

and 2N544, for radio frequency amplifier service

Sylvania's new PNP Germanium Drift
transistors feature high output resistance
for increased gain at 1.5 mc to 20 mc,
low feedback capacitance and high alpha
cutoff frequency.

Designed for RF-IF circuits, they open
the door to more transistorized electronic
equipment operating from the broadcast
band to the higher frequencies.

The new Sylvania drift transistors in-
corporate a diffused base on an intrinsic
germanium layer for improved control
over base thickness, more uniform base
region, lower base resistance and reduced
collector capacitance. The end result is su-
perior performance at higher frequencies.

The new PNP drift transistors feature
Sylvania welded hermetic seal construc-
tion for maximum protection in rugged
environments. They are encased in a
modified JETEC class 30 case with four
flexible in -line leads. The additional cen-

ter lead is connected to the metal case
providing a complete unit shield and
interlead shield. Coupling to adjacent cir-
cuit components is reduced to a minimum.

Call your Sylvania Sales Representative
or write direct for information on new
Sylvania PNP drift transistors, types
2N247, 2N370, 2N371, 2N372 and 2N544

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS (25°C)

Power Gain, Pg

2N247 2N370 2N371 2N372 2N544 Unit
dh

VCE- -8, 1E-1 ma. Freq.-20.0 mc
Minimum 24 10 12 10 30.5

Typical 27 - - - -
Maximum 31.5 17 17 17 37.5

(VCE- -9
(Vcc- -9)

Freq.- 1.5 mc) (Freq.- 1.5 mc)
(RI -750 ohms)

(Neutralized)

Reverse Biased Collector Voltage, VCB
V

VE8- -0.5, lc -50 ua
Minimum -40 -20 -20 -20 -20

Typical
Maximum

(I, -.050 ma)

Collector Base Capacitance, Cob
VCB- -12, lE Freq. -1.5 mc

Minimum
Typical 1.5

Maximum 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

(VCB- -9:

-or SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC.

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.
In Canada: Sylvania Electric (Canada) Ltd.

Shell Tower Bldg., Montreal

LIGHTING TELEVISION RADIO ELECTRONICS PHOTOGRAPHY ATOMIC ENERGY CHEMISTRY -METALLURGY
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SYLVANIA'S
miniature flashbulbs give greatly increased picture -taking light.

ernesO
Aa

General Plate
ZIRCONIUM FOIL

Boosts Brilliance of
Picture Lighting in
SYLVAN IA'S

New Miniature Flashbulbs

In developing its new M-25 and M-5 miniature flashbulbs -
bulbs that give picture -taking light equivalent to ordinary bulbsfour times as large - Sylvania Electric Products Inc. chose
General Plate as a dependable source for zirconium foil. And
G.P. Zirconium foil plays an important part in the success of
the new Sylvania bulbs, because it burns more efficiently than
previously used materials, producing an ultra brilliant light
burst with less internal pressure.

G.P. Zirconium foil is available in widths up to 8 inches and
thicknesses down to 0.00075 inch. G. P. Zirconium sheet,
rolled down to 0.014 inch thickness, can be supplied sheared
or slit in widths from 14 inches to 0.030 inch.

Sylvania is another of the many hundreds of progressive firms
who use General Plate's specially rolled strip and mill products
- today you can get flat stock, rod, wire and many profile
rolled shapes at General Plate in clad and single metals, includ-
ing reactive materials such as Zirconium Zircalloy, Hafnium,
Tantalum, etc.

For details on G.P. Zirconium write for bulletin IND-16
- to get acquainted with the G.P. Metal product line, write
for catalog G.P. 1.

METALS & CONTROLS
General Plate Division

4 5endziree- Mill at Geraral Plate rolls
Zirconium foil to 0.00075 inch

CORPORATION
1306 Forest Street, Attleboro, Mass.

You can profit
by using

General Plate
clad metals
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SILICON RECTIFIERS
designed and
manufactured to meet

THE NEW

SPECIFICATIONS
For AXIAL LEAD TYPES

JAN

1N538
(MIL -E -1/I 084A)

JAN

1N540
(MIL -E -1/1085A)

JAN

1N547
(MIL -E -1/1083A)

Maximum Values for AUTOMATIC Military Type Silicon Rectifiers
designed to meet the new JAN MIL -E-1 Specification

now from

11171/1477C
Type No.

JAN 1N538
JAN 1N540
JAN 1N547

DC Output DC Output
Peak Current Current Maximum

Reverse @ 25° C. @ 150° C. Reverse
Voltage Ambient Ambient Current*

(VDC) (MA) (MA) (MA)

200 750 250 0.350

400 750 250 0.350

600 750 250 0.350

Averaged over 1 cycle for inductive or resistive load with
rectifier operating at full rated current at 150° C. ambients.

Mounting

Axial lead
Axial lead
Axial lead

MIL -E-1
Technical

Spec. Sheet
No.

1084A
1085A
1083A

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES OF ALL TYPES AVAILABLE FOR FAST DELIVERY

Naturally, you can get these new axial lead JAN types direct
from AUTOMATIC, and from authorized distributors
throughout the country - and at prices that reflect General
Instrument's years of volume production experience.
Together with the earlier JAN type stud mount group,
AUTOMATIC now covers the entire medium power silicon
rectifier field for the requirements of every military appli-
cation.
More information? A complete set of data sheets is yours for
the asking. Please write us today.

tivromATIC
AIANUFACTURING

GENERAL
INSTRUMENT

SEMICONDUCTORS

General Instrument Corporation
a so includes
F W. Sickles Division.
Fticlio Receptor Co., Inc., and
Micamold Electronics Manufacturing
Crporation (Subsidiaries)

MASS PRODUCERS OF
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

AUTOMATIC MANUFACTURING DIVISION OF GENERAL INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
65 GOUVERNEUR STREET. NEWARK 4. N J



Communications
keyed to the jet age

At U. S. Air Force bases of operation, Kleinschmidt page printers
and reperforator teletypewriters receive and transmit printed

messages at speeds up to 100 words per minute.

Instant and precise communications between Air Force
bases is a prime requisite in this era of supersonic speeds.
To meet this essential need, Kleinschmidt teletypewriters and

related equipment, developed in cooperation with the U. S.
Army Signal Corps, provide fast transmission and receipt
of printed communications. There is no time-lag for inter-
pretation, no chance of misunderstanding, since both sender
and recipient have identical printed originals ... instantly.

Research and development of equipment for transmitting
and receiving printed communications has been a continu-
ing project at Kleinschmidt for almost 60 years. This un-
paralleled store of experience, now joined with that of
Smith -Corona Inc, holds promise of immeasurable new
advances in electronic communications.

KLE1NSCH

Model 150 Page Teleprinter
Transmits and receives tele-
printed messages at pre-set
speeds of 60, 66, 75 or 100
words per minute. Uses roll
or fanfold paper. "Semi -rev"
operation, whereby shafts ro-
tate only a half -revolution, re-
duces maintenance, prolongs
life of unit.

Model 120 Typing Reperfor-
ator-Tape Transmitter
This versatile unit receives
and transmits messages in
perforated tape form and per-
mits reproduction, editing and
preparation of tape, as well as
manual keyboard transmission.

MI DT
KLEINSCHMIDT LABORATORIES, INC., DEERFIELD, ILLINOIS

Pioneer in teleprinted communications equipment  A subsidiary of Smith -Corona Inc.
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VIC1-71--4(EltSo

Grains -Oriented "

RECTIFIERS

New 48 -page Bulletin 3116-1 gives complete information on new Vickers
Grain -Oriented selenium rectifiers. Includes con-
struction details, charts, photographs, performance
characteristics, dimensions,
suggested applications and
other helpful data. Please
send your request on letter.
head.

a new type of selenium for, . .

Higher Current Ratings
without overloading

Lower Cost

per Watt Output

These new rectifiers by Vickers represent a
major "break -through" in selenium rectifier
development. Using special equipment and
quality control processes, Vickers engineers
have developed a polycrystalline selenium layer
with grains oriented, rather than the random
pattern found in conventional selenium layers.

The result: more working crystals, greater
uniformity and better rectifying performance
per square inch of cell area.

This improved rectifier provides increase in
current ratings without increase in cell size,
gives more watts of output per dollar invested.
You save both on initial cost and operating
cost with the new Vickers Grain -Oriented
selenium rectifiers- available in cell ratings
of 18 to 36 volts.

EPA 3110.1

VICKERS INCORPORATED
DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

ELECTRIC PRODUCTS DIVISION
1.801 LOCUST STREET  SAINT LOUIS 3, MISSOURI
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Best long range investment for indoor
antenna testing and free space chambers
Manufactured to Military Specifications
... B. F. Goodrich Microwave Absorbents
provide the most accurate reflection -free
rooms for the measurement of microwave
antenna patterns,. As a result of thorough
quality control and factory testing, B. F.
Goodrich Microwave Absorbents consist-
ently duplicate free space conditions in-
doors better than any other product.

In addition to outstanding electrical
qualities, our absorber is light -weight,
fire -retardant, easy to install. It will not
deteriorate in performance when walked
upon and has excellent water and weather
resistant properties.

The material is currently being pro-
duced in a number of thicknesses provid-
ing broadband operation as low as 50
megacycles. Material can be furnished

List of B. F. Goodrich Broadband Absorbers

Lowest Maximum
Designation Frequency* Thickness Reflection

12 CM 2500 mc
12 CM - 1% 2500 mc
12 CM - 30db 2500 mc

11/2"-2"
11/2,2"
1I/2"-2"

2%
1%

0.1% at X -band.
2% elsewhere.

6 CM 5000 mc 1" 2%
30 CM 1000 mc 31/2"-4" 2%
30 CM - 1% 1000 mc 31/2"-4" 1%
60 CM 500 mc 2%
60 CM - 1% 500 mc 1%

100 CM 300 mc 10"-11" 2%
200 CM 150 mc 26" 2%
600 CM 50 mc 69" 2%

8 CM-glass 3600 mc 1"-11/2" 2%
fiber

4 CM-glass 7500 mc 3/4" 2%
fiber

Most of the above absorbers can be furnished
with 0.1% maximum reflection at selected points
in the frequency band.

*All perform up to 30,000 mc

having less than 0.1% reflection at
specific frequencies. For darkroom use, a
special white compound can be applied
to the surface of the pads to increase
light reflectance.

When you're investing thousands, start
right-specify B. F. Goodrich-the com-
pany with the longest experience and
record for consistently high quality micro-
wave material.

For new booklet on these absorbers
write The B. F. Goodrich Company, 486
Derby Place, Shelton, Connecticut.

B.EGoodrich
microwave absorbents

a
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20 times
as many relays

in
1./ the3

space

CLARE Type F RELAY

SPECIFICATIONS:
Ambient Temperature -85. C to +125' C.
Shock. .. 50 Gs for 11 milliseconds.
Vibration 5-75 cps at maximum excursion of IA -Inch,

75-2000 cps at 20 Gs acceleration.
Dielectric Strength Sea level -1000 volts rms between terminals

and frame, and between adjacent circuits;
750 volts rms between contacts of a set. At
80,000 ft., 350 volts rms.

Insulation Resistance 1000 megohms minimum at 1256 C.

Coils Coils up to 10,000 ohms available fora wide
range of voltages or currents.

Nominal Operating Power 250 milliwatts.
Pickup Time 3.5 milliseconds nominal.
Dropout Time 1 5 milliseconds nominal.
Contact Arrangement 2 pdt (2 form C).
Contact Rating 3 amps resistive at 28 volts d -c or 115 volts

a -c; also for low-level applications.
Contact Resistance. 0.050 ohm maximum.
Contact Life 500,000 operations minimum at 2 amps;

100,000 operations minimum at 3 amps.

Enclosure Hermetically sealed, filled with dry nitrogen
at 1 atmosphere pressure.

Mounting All popular mounting arrangements available.
Terminals Printed circuit; solder; plug-in (matching

socket available). Variations of printed -circuit
terminal length on 1/10 -inch grid spacing
available.

Weight 17 grams.
Military Specifications MIL -R-25018; MIL -R -5757C, except as to con-

tact overload.

20
CLARE
Type F
RELAYS
101A cu. in.

1
RELAY OF
EARLIER DESIGN
31Y4 cu. in.

These twenty C are Type F Modular Relays,
mounted on a p-inted-circuit board, take less
than a third of tie space occupied by
a hermetically sealed relay of earlier design-
a relay in wide use a few short years ago.

Clare Type F Modular Relays can be mounted
in a closely restricted space-wherever the user
desires-on a board punched at 2/10 inch
intervals in a grid pattern.

This new hermetically sealed relay-no bigger
than a postage stamp-is fast and more than
moderately sensitive, yet stalwart enough to
withstand extremes of temperature, heavy shock,
and severe vibration.

Send tor Bulletin 124 tDday. Write: C.P.Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt
Blvd., Chicago 45, Illinois. In Canada: C.P.Clare Canada Ltd.,
2700 Jane Street, To onto 15. Cable Address: CLARELAY.

eaA G2,E L AVO
FIRST n the industrial field
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SS

21 different basic insulations
84 different insulation constructions

1007000+ different types and sizes
(in round, square and rectangular fabric and film coated magnet wires)

Add them up! EXTRA care in drawing and annealing-EXTRA care in insulating
techniques! EXTRA rigorous "in -process" testing of wire from every machine

each day plus 100% final inspection! EXTRA quick identification of size and tyi
on easy -to -read, color coded labels... and EXTRA attention to packag:n

(spool, red, and Magna -Pale) at each of the four plants.

MAGNET WIRE DIVISION, Essex Wire Corp., Fore Wayne 6, Indiana
Manufacturing Plaits: Birro:nghc rn, Alabama; Anaheim, California; Fort Wayne, Indiana; Hillsdale Michigan

NATIONAL NETWORK OF WAREHOUSES AND SALES OFFICES . . . CALL. YOUR LOCAL ESSEX MAN'"
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Interchangeable Plug-in Tuning Units
Tuning

Unit
Frequency

Range

STU-1 10 - 1,000 mc
STU-2 910 - 4,560 mc
STU-3 4,370 - 22,000 mc

STU-4 21,000 - 33,000 mc

STU-5 33,000 - 44,000 mc

Engineers: Tear out for your notebook

NEWMICROWAVE ANALYZERS

10 to 44,000 mc
SAVE ENGINEERING MANHOURS
A complete line of spectrum analyzers with full
frequency coverage -up to Q Band

TO TEST:

MISSILES
RADARS

MICROWAVE COMPONENTS
TELEMETERI NG

MULTI -PULSE TRANSMISSIONS

FEATURES:

Direct reading, UNI-DIAL control

High accuracy, resolution and sensitivity

 Stable and accurate frequency marker
Five interchangeable plug-in units

NEW APPLICATIONS

TSA-S

COMBINATION SYNCHROSCOPE
SPECTRUM ANALYZER

\IV
Pulsed signal as seen in syn-
chroscope operation.

Spectrum of same pulsed
signal displayed in spectrum
analyzer operation.

MEASUREMENT OF PULSE MODULATION
IN FREQUENCY AND TIME

This single instrument (Model TSA-S) Synchroscope-Spectrum Ana-
lyzer provides a direct method of observing a pulsed signal and
its frequency spectrum. As a sensitive synchroscope receiver, it
displays a wide range of pulse widths and repetition rates. As a
spectrum analyzer, it shows complete frequency spectrum. Selector
switch determines function instantly.

Time display of complex
video signal

ANALYSIS OF COMPLEX
SIGNALS

Displays the envelope of com-
plex pulsed signals, such as

used in radar systems and some
telemetry applications.

TSA-W
VERY WIDE DISPERSION
SPECTRUM ANALYZER

0.1 microsecond pulse using
70 mc dispersion.

NARROW PULSE
ANALYSIS

Model TSA-W, by virtue of its
wide frequency dispersion (up
to 70 mc), will display the spec-
trum of very narrow pulses.

10 microsecond pulse using
1 mc dispersion.

WIDE PULSE ANALYSIS

By changing selector switch to
a narrower bandwidth, spectra
of wide pulses can be displayed
accurately on the TSA-W be-
cause of its high resolution (7
kc narrow bandwidth, 50 kc
wide bandwidth).

Two cw signals 60 mc apart
using 70 mc dispersion.

SIGNAL COMPARISON

Two or more signals may be
compared against a standard or
each other as to frequency
spacing. Wide dispersion pro-
vides simultaneous observation
of signals separated by large
frequency differences.

Additional applications for spectrum analyzers are available on
request. Write for free handbook on spectrum analyzer techniques.

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
43-20 34 Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Representatives in principal cities. See your Yellow Pages.

'

1; FREE LIFETIME SERVICE Nj
ON ALL POLARAD

INSTRUMENTS

e e77/77.777,Wr.,.



Engineers: Tear out for your notebook

MULTI -BAND MICROWAVE RECEIVER
400-46,700 mc

A sensitive microwave receiver is a basic tool in microwave testing
operations. A few of the many and diverse applications of this versa-

tile instrument are illustrated below, using a Polarad Model R Receiver,

400 to 46,700 mc. Operation is simplified by UNI-DIAL control and
direct reading frequency dial.

Model R
4 ` j

SOME TYPICAL APPLICATIONS:

PATTERN
MEASUREMENTS

norm,. I e ...,rii-a-ora,mcl anterria lye rec P(, 1'd.!

Motels Aft! aFr, PR.1 or -(1:,a,aier t. into miciaevao: system AS S!1. -_,W -

n hlork reer,,mr antenna is rutatnn pattern Va,FAtmn,
y Dr, sed i1ls nr a; c rrop ,rtirmal xolt4:e him-) cm

on 'se recei..'er mete' and a.e 'e orced on the musing chart of thci

recorder Besides permitting complete investigation of minor lobes
the high sensitivity of the Model R receiver allows ample separation
of transmission and receiver antennas to avoid phase errors. without
high powered source. Tuned, narrow band preselector eliminates spu-
rious and interfering signals which might cause error. Dynamic range
Permits establishing nulls as much as 60 db down from energy in the
lirE-hori of maximum directivity

MEASUREMENT
of RELATIVE I Source

POWER of under Test

HARMONICS
With the receiver tuned to the harmonic in question, set an arbitrary
gain level on the meter. Then, normalize the receiver gain with the
receiver tuned to the fundamental and repeat the measurement. Sub-
tract the db power level of the harmonic from the db level of the
fundamental to determine the relative power level between the signals.
Important receiver requirements for this measurement are broadband
coverage and wide dynamic range as featured in Polarad Model R.

Model R

 Measurement of bandwidth of microwave cavities
 Frequency meter
 Field intensity meter
 Pulse, pulse time or pulse position demodulator
 Sensitive microwave power meter
 General communications

Frequency Range

Tuning Unit Model RR -T 400- 1,000 mc
Tuning Unit Model RL-T 950- 2,040 mc
Tuning Unit Model RS -T 1,900- 4,340 mc
Tuning Unit Model RM-T 4,200- 7,740 mc
Tuning Unit Model RX-T 7,300 - 11,260 mc
Tuning Unit Model RKS-T 9,500 - 15,600 me
Tuning Unit Model RKU-T 14,700 - 22,000 mc
Tuning Unit Model RQ T 20,300 - 46,700 mc

RECEPTION of

ENERGY

FM

MICROWAVE AM
Pulse
CW

A multi -purpose broadband microwave receiver is indispensable for
quantitative analysis of microwave signals and monitoring of all types
of radio and radar communications. With a test antenna connected to
the r -f input, power and frequency comparisons of virtually any type
of signal encountered in microwave work (AM, FM, cw and pulse) may
be read directly on the front panel meter. Trigger output reproduces
pulse width and repetition rate, at the same time eliminating noise
that may be present.

LEAKAGE and
INTERFERENCE
MEASUREMENTS

.nrnonert
unl,r

LP a dipole or horn antenna, connected to receiver ,Nput tosearch
c onneAcrs, screw joints or 3n, other suspected source 01

Arl`, eneri-:v rresfm. the 4r7,-

IP."'
, demimmod The Pr,'Ar.iil nr R s' t-cef s

eakae :mtertion t)e::ause its extr.7.e'. it.,
, nv,r,we of a preselect'- m:

!,.1.0(15 re uomms

CALIBRATION
Signal

of COMPONENT Generator
ATTENUATION

Component
under Test

Receiver
1-F

Attenuator

With the component under test placed between the signal source and
the receiver, set an arbitrary gain level on the receiver meter. Then
remove the component and connect the source directly to the receiver.
Increase the attenuation of the calibrated i-f attenuator on the front
panel of the receiver until the same reference meter reading is

reached. Attenuation of the component under test is then equal to
the amount by which the i-f attenuator was increased.

POLARAD
ELECTRONICS
CORPORATION
43-20 34 Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Complete specifications and prices on request. Representatives in principal cities. See your Yellow Pages.

FREE LIFETIME SERVICE

ON ALL POLARAD

INSTRUMENTS

1 10,0 1/01 1/,1 107,1711.
A i A A' A



What do these latest aircraft and missiles
have in common?

All are equipped with Genisco flight control
or instrumentation accelerometers.

What better proof of reliability?

With component reliability getting increased attention
from missile and aircraft designers, it is significant to
note the number of supersonic weapon systems equipped
with Genisco accelerometers.
A complete list reads like a roll call of tactical and stra-
tegic missiles and aircraft now in the nation's arsenal.
Included are such weapons as the Atlas, Thor, Nike Ajax,
Nike Hercules, Bomarc, LaCrosse, Bull Pup, Talos,
Dart, Matador, Corporal and Terrior missiles; and the
FlOOD Super Sabre, F101 Voodoo, F106A, and Canada's
CF105 aircraft. What better proof of the reliability of
Genisco instruments than this acceptance by designers of
these weapons?
Combining product reliability with guaranteed delivery
schedules and competitive pricing has made Genisco the
free world's largest producer of potentiometer -type flight
and fire control accelerometers. More than 40,000 have
been delivered to date.

Send for technical data sheets on all Genisco Accelerometers. 2233 FEDERAL AVENUE  LOS ANGELES 64  CALIFORNIA
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CERAMIC TUBES MEAN GENERAL ELECTRIC!

A G -E technician is weighing the ce-
ramic spacers of the 7077 triode before
firing, to check their density-one of a
whole series of special methods devel-
oped by General Electric to make prac-
tical the use... in tubes ...of tough,
heat -resistant ceramics.

CATHODE ASSEMBLY BY MICROSCOPE! The
G -E production worker above is welding
the nickel cap on a tantalum cathode
sleeve only 1/10 inch in diameter. Note
the white Dacron lint -free dress and
rubber finger cots! These help protect
7077's from dust and lint-the most
common causes of short-circuits.

NEW G -E
MILITARY

SHOWN ACTUAL SIZE. The 7077 is so small
(only .44" long and .98" wide) that the
tube can be used in compact circuitry or
miniaturized equipment.

Advanced L HF systems had
critical need for this tube
in radar, communications,
navigation. General Electric
designed and built it.

ONLY ITS COUNTERDARTS CAN NOISE -
TEST A 7077! Evidence of Type 7077's
low -noise, high -gain performance, is
the use of five more of these General
Electric triodes in a specially -devel-
oped multi -stage test amplifier that
provides 90 db total gain. Every 7077
built receives this noise test!

CIRCLE 46 READERS SERVICE CARD



7077 TRIODE TOPS ALL TUBES IN
UHF -AMPLIFIER ADVANTAGES!

High gain: 14.5 db
Low noise: 5.5 db
Low capacitance
Low inductance
Low power input
Light weight
Small size
Ceramic ruggedness

This low -price tube is in
regular production now.
Compare the 7077 with
other tubes A and B,
which you can obtain for
efficient high -gain,
low -noise amplifier service
at 450 megacycles !
(See chart at right)

No tube like this existed. The industry asked for a
UHF amplifier tube for new and critical military appli-
cations in radar, communication, and navigation sys-
tems. General Electric creative design took it from
there. Working with a list of "musts"-such as small
size, light weight, top performance, and initial and
operating economy - General Electric tube engineers
developed new materials and processes that made pos-
sible new design approaches.

Now the 7077 is ready - electrically, mechanically
and life-tested-coming from a factory in volume pro-
duction. It meets full design specifications for perform-
ance. The 7077 is built for rugged operation up to
100,000 feet altitude, and up to 300 C envelope tem-
perature. No forced -air cooling is required.

Phone your nearest General Electric Receiving Tube
Department office listed below for further information
about this newest, smallest, best -performing UHF tri-
ode ... including the low price.

EASTERN REGION

200 Main Ave., Clifton, N.J.
Phones:

(Clifton) GRegory 3-6387
(N.Y.C.) WI. 7-4065, 6, 7, 8

CENTRAL REGION

3800 N. Milwaukee Ave.
Chicago 41, Illinois

Phone: SPring 7.1600

WESTERN REGION

11840 W. Olympic Blvd.
Los Angeles 64, Cal.

Phones: GRanite 9-7765
BRadshaw 2-8566

73ogress Ovr Most important 13veluct

GENERAL ELECTRIC
12-1,203
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7077 Tube "A" Tube "B"

PRICE $$ $$$$$ $$$$$$

RELATIVE u
SIZE

WEIGHT 1.6 grams

POWER

INPUT

4.5 grams 23 grams

2.5 watts 4.2 watts 13.4 watts
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Wide range of 7077 performance, 30 to 1,000 mc, is shown
by the noise figures above, under power -matched and
noise -matched conditions, using an argon noise source.
Noise contours are similar to those below with a diode
noise source. Contours below plot noise figure and gain
for 450 megacycles at various tube operating points.
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Special engineering competence

and exceptional test facilities mark
Admiral's Antenna Group

Infinite space is your medium, and the antenna is the gate-
way through which your signal must enter or exit. Think of
the antenna as the all-important terminal stage that makes
or mars the effective performance of your brilliantly con-
ceived electronic system. Then assign responsibility for op-
timum antenna design to Admiral's Antenna Development
Group. In conjunction with ARDC, BuAer, the Signal Corps
and CAB, members of this group have designed antennas for
radio direction finders, radars, microwave relay systems and
a variety of special military equipments. Three separate test
facilities are available to the group for plotting precise radia-
tion patterns.

Admiral's Antenna Development Section is one of eight en-
gineering groups organized for "task force" attack on research
and development problems in the fields of military elec-
tronics and nuclear radiation. Send for detailed information.

Admiral CORPORATION
GOVERNMENT LABORATORIES DIVISION

Chicago 47,

ENGINEERS. The wide scope of work
in progress at Admiral creates challenging
opportunities in the field of your choice.
Write Director of Engineering and Research,
Admiral Corporation, Chicago 47, Illinois.

HOK

TO Admiral
FOR

 DEVELOPMENT
 PRODUCTION

IN THE FIELDS
OF: MILITARY

TELEVISION COMMUNI
CATIONS

UHF & V T ELEHF RADIAC
 RADAR

 EtEcTRoNic
cuNrER

MEASURES
DISTANCEMETERINGo

MEASRING RADAR
BEACONS

AND
GUIDANCE

IFFAND DECODERS

*TEST ESTANQUIT

MIS
 CON

DELAY
LINESPMEANTENN Ni

A DEVELOPMENT
*The activity referred

toin this advertisement
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Type 265-

200 KC -70 MC

with t EW

Q COMPARATOR

NSTANTRODUCTION TESTING
Of Coils, Capacitors, and Resistors!

SPECIFICATIONS

OSCILLATOR FREQUENCY RANGE: 200 Kc. to 70 Mc.
in 11 ranges, using 6 plug-in inductors.

INDICATING SYSTEM: Large 5" cathode ray tube,
calibrated in % 0 on the vertical axis and 'Yo

L -C on the horizontal axis.

TOLERANCE LIMITS: -±25% 0, calibrated in incre-
ments of 5%; ±5% and ±20% L -C, calibrated
in increments of ±.-1 % and ±5% respectively.

RANGE: 50 to 500

INDUCTANCE RANGE: 1 Microhenry to 10 Milli -
henries.

CAPACITANCE RANGE: 2 MMF. to 1000 MMF.

RESISTANCE RANGE: 1000 to 500,000 Ohms.

POWER SUPPLY: 105-125 Volts, 50-60 Cycles.

PRICE: $750.00 F.O.B. Boonton, N. J.

MI'' SAVES VALUABLE INSPECTION TIME

Gives you instantaneous readout

0. EXTREMELY SIMPLE TO USE
No operator training required

OP" NO TUNING OR ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY
Gives simultaneous indication of both Q and L -C

 ELIMINATES OPERATOR MEASUREMENT ERROR

Single readout on large CRT screen

Write for complete information

()ONION
ADIO

ORPORATION

Boontcin, New Jersey
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only one direct writer

-1E NEW rimi"
SANBORN w

6- OR 8 -CHANNEL
OSCILLOGRAPHIC
RECORDING SYSTEM

0- Ok 6 -CHANNEL SYS1EM
IN ONE CABINET

Each module of four Preamplifiers takes only 101/2' of panel
space, complete Recorder -Power Amplifier package only 171/2".
All controls are on front panel. Total panel space, including
ventilating fan and master power panel, 49". Entire system
normally installed in one cabinet 22" x 22" x 733/4", to place
recorder and controls at convenient height.

FRFOtIrl9rY prcp(1roc.r Tr) .mri (-pc
Essentially flat from 0 to 100 cps at 10 -division amplitude peak -
to -peak, 3 db down at 120 cycles. Built-in pre -emphasis circuit
in Power Amplifier.

HEAVY CURRENT FEEDBACK,
TRANSISTORIZED POWER AMPLIFIERS

Long term drift less than 0.2 div. over 20-C. changes, short term
less than 0.1 div. for 24 volt line voltage changes. Response time
4 ms. In -phase rejection ratio 100:1. Gain stability better than
1% with 20 C. and 20 volt changes.

LINEARITY: 0.2 DIVISION OVER
ENTIRE 50 DIV. CHART WIDTH

This is the new Sanborn "350" - today's most
comprehensive answer to combined improved

performance, versatility and reliability in an
oscillographic recording system of compact size.
First compare all the "350" design and perform-
ance improvements . . . then consider the many
ways they can help you do more kinds of measure-
ment and recording, with more accuracy, speed,
convenience and reliability.

Experienced sales -engineering representatives in all
principal cities. Call the one nee- you for complete
"350" facts.



gives you all these features

INTERCHANGEABLE PREAMPLIFIERS
WITH INDIVIDUAL POWER SUPPLIES

Compact, plug-in units with 43/16' x 101/2" panels. Present types

include Carrier, Servo Monitor (demodulator), DC Coupling, True
Differential DC. Can be used separately for driving optical oscillo.
graphs, 'scopes, tape recorders, etc.

LIMITER CIRCUIT AHEAD OF
POWER AMPLIFIERS

ASSURES DAMPING AT ALL TIMES
Limiting at input prevents amplifier saturation or cut off; so that
galvanometer damping is never lost.

RUGGED, RELIABLE, LOW VOLTAGE,
LOW IMPEDANCE GALVANOMETERS

Fewer turns of heavier wire and completely enclosed coil increase

reliability. High torque (250,000 dyne -cm.). Hysteresis level less

than 0.1 division. Designed for easy replacement in field.

RECORDER -POWER AMPLIFIER PACKAGE
IN ONLY 171/2" OF PANEL SPACE

Integral, tube -free package includes eight power amplifiers and
power supply, which use power transistors and solid state rectifiers.
Operates on 115 volts, 60 cycles. Simple paper loading from front.

Individual stylus heat controls, chart speed pushbuttons, motor

switch, timer -marker switch, fuses, paper footage indicator all on

front panel. Connectors for input signals, output monitoring (±1 volt
with respect to ground from 2.5 ohm source) and complete remote

control provided at rear.

VELOCITY FEEDBACK DAMPING
True damping by velocity signal from separate winding over
galvanometer driving coil. Damping control accessible from front

of Recorder for easy adjustment.

(ALL DATA SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE)

Any "350" Preamplifier installs
easily in any channel. Electrical
connections made by mating
connectors on Preamp and

Power Supply.

Any of nine chart
speeds can be in-
stantly selected by
pushbutton. Remote
control of all func-
tions provided by

connectors at rear.

GALVANOMETER
NATURAL FREQUENCY 55 CPS

Higher natural frequency provides higher over-all system frequency

response.

INKLESS RECORDINGS IN TRUE
RECTANGULAR COORDINATE''

Heated stylus creates sharp, smudge -proof trace on plastic coated

Permapaper. Chart channel width 1°A6" (approx. 4 cm), ruled In

50 div. of 1/32" each.

RECORDER -AMPLIFIER UNIT HAS
0.1 VOLT/CHART DIV. SENSITIVITY

Can be used alone, when preamplification is not needed. (Three

complete 8 -channel Recorder -amplifier -power supply units can be

mounted in one cabinet.)

ELECTRICAL PUSHBUTTON CHART
SPEED CONTROL, WITH

PROVISION FOR REMOTE CONTROL
Any of nine speeds (0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100 mm/sec.)
instantly selectable by pushbutton. Plastic strip for channel identi.

fication markings.

QUALITY COMPONENTS USED
THROUGHOUT

JAN components used wherever practicable; for example, note in

the photos hermetically sealed MIL -T-27 power transformers,

MIL -approved electrolytic condensers in all power supplies, rugged-,
ized premium -type tubes in Preamp power supplies, etc.

fly
ty

ISOD
SANBORN COMPANY

INDUSTRIAL DIVISION
175 WVMAN STREET, WALTHAM 54, MASS.

Quick, simple paper
loading is done from
front; hinged view-
ing window is re-
movable. About 8'
of record visible. All
controls on front
panel.

Eight - channel "350"
from rear, showing
(upper half) eight indi-
vidual Preamp Power
Supplies on four -unit
module frames, and
below them, Power
Amplifiers and Power
Supply on rear of
Recorder Assembly.

Recorder back plate holds eigh-
plugin Power Amplifier modules
(one shown unplugged in photo),

four on either side of Power Supply
section. Entire back plate remov-
able for servicing.



Multi -track
magnetic recording
reproducing heads...

Laboratory -designed, precision -built by Davies

Series

Track Data

Crosstalk
(db)

Number of Tracks for
Various Tape WidthsSpacing

Width C to C
(Mils) (Mils) % 1/2 % 1 1% 11/2 1% 2

700 50 140 -60* 2 4 5 7 9 11 13 14

800 40 125 -60* 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

1000 40 100 -55* 3 5 8 10 13 15 18 20

1200 32 85 -50* 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24

1300 26 78 -40** 3 6 10 13 16 19 23 26

1400 40 72 -40** 3 7 10 14 17 21 24 28

S1400 32 70 -40** 3 7 10 14 17 21 24 28

1600 32 62 -35** 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

2000 20 50 -35** 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

*For Direct Recording, 1000cps
**For Digital Pulse Recording

Davies multi -track recording and reproducing heads for magnetic
tape data recording are offered in a wide selection of designs for
every practical tape service.

Davies single -stack heads are precisely aligned for those applications
requiring coincidence of time and phase among tracks. Gap align-
ment is held to within ± 0.1 mil per inch of tape width.
For services requiring a large number of tracks, but where time and
phase displacement can be tolerated, Davies 700, 800 and 1000 Series
Heads can be interleaved to provide 14, 16, or 20 tracks on 1" tape.
All -metal tape contact area on Models with the "P" designation
(1206 DP above) essentially eliminate oxide build-up at high tape
speeds.

In all types, plastic encapsulation protects and preserves the
characteristics, even under adverse environmental conditions such
as shock, vibration and extremes of temperature and humidity.
Additional technical and application information may be obtained by
writing Minneapolis -Honeywell, 10721 Hanna Street, Beltsville, Md.

Honeywell
H
HONEYWM

DAVIES LABORATORIES DIVISION
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NEW

TRANSISTORS
from MOTOROLA

TECHNICAL DATA
Motorola General Purpose Audio Transistors

Germanium PNP Alloy Junction

JETEC

NUMBER
hr..

min. typ.
Veil V1 -r: Pc

2N464 14 26 45 40 150 mw

2N465 27 45 45 30 150 mw

2N466 56 90 35 20 150 mw

2N467 Ii

112 180 35 15 150 mw

Junction Temperature - 65 to 85°C

FOR COMPLETE TECHNICAL INFORMATION

concerning these and other Motorola Semicon-

ductors write, wire or phone Motorola, Inc.,

5005 East McDowell Road, Phoenix, Arizona.

BRidge 5-4411. Teletype PX 80.

for General Purpose Audio applications

including amplifier and switching service

WELDED TO.9 PACKAGE

meets or exceeds mechanical and environments'
requirements of MIL -T -19500A.

LOWER DISTORTION

with maximum signal output.

WIDE VOLTAGE RANGE

OUTSTANDING CIRCUIT STABILITY

LOW IN COST

thanks to Motorola's "multiple -assembly"
mass production technique.

"DEPENDABLE QUALITY -IN QUANTITY"

MOTOROLA
I SEMICONDUCTORS

MOTOROLA, INC.
5005 E. McDOWELL

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

REGIONAL OFFICES :
RIDGEFIELD, N.J.
540 Bergen Boulevard
WHitney 5-7500

CHICAGO 44, ILLINOIS
4900 West Flournoy Street
ESterbrook 9-5200

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
6555 Sunset Boulevard
H011ywood 5-3250

DISTRIBUTORS:
NEW YORK
Lafayette Radio
Milgray Electronics, Inc.

CHICAGO
Allied Radio, Inc.
Newark Electric Co.

BOSTON LOS ANGELES

Cramer Electronics, Inc. Kierulff Electronics, Inc.
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2 BASIC PROBLEMS
in testing

electronic systems

Many complex electronic systems-missile guid-
ance is a good example-may require testing that
takes days by conventional methods. Yet the end
function of such a system may last only a few min-
utes-even seconds.

Other systems, though less complex, must be
tested in such large numbers that adequate per-
sonnel are frequently unavailable to perform tests
by conventional means.

The SCATE system of automatic test equipment
can solve both problems. It provides self -checking
automatic testing which is fast, flexible and fool-
proof.

The system evaluates all
important parameters of
equipment under test, in-
cluding:
1. RF sensitivity, center fre-

quency, band width, power
output, noise figure.

2. Audio frequency gain, band
width, power output.

3. Video pulse circuitry, in-
cluding pulse decoding,
logic, digital comparison,
pulse delays.

4. Voltage levels, DC and AC.
5. Servo response.

6. Mechanical response.

Stromberg-Carlson has standing designs for all
the standard components which go into a SCATE
system, and is fully experienced in designing cus-
tom components which may be required in any test
system.

Complete details on the SCATE system and other
Stromberg-Carlson automatic test equipment are
available on request.

an be tested automatically by the SCATE system.

"There Is nothing finer than a Stromberg-Carlson"

S -C ST IR,0 MBER G: CAR LS.O.N GD
tt,k

Mr.'" 1464 N. Goodman Street  Rochester 3 N. Y. 4111)

Electronic and communication products for home, Industry and defense
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New

Electro Instruments
A-12 DC amplifier
totally transistorized
equal to or better than the best

vacuum tube instruments!

Gain:

Input Impedance:

Source Impedance:

Drift:

Ambient Temperature:

Noise (Referred to input):

Frequency Response:

Output Capability:

SPECIFICATION SUMMARY

Single Ended Input
Fixed gain set to any value from 10 to 1003
inclusive by front panel plug-in units. Gain
switching plug-in attenuator available with
gains of 0, 10, 20, 50, 100. 200, 500 and LOCO.
Adjustable upward 6db from setting with
potentiometer.

100 megohms shunted by 0.001 mfd (typical).

5K or less (to meet noise specification).

Less than 2 microvolts in 200 hours at constant
ambient temperature. Less than 0.4 microvolt
per degree centigrade.

0° to 50°C.

0-3 cps 5 microvolts peak to peak
0-750 cps 4 microvolts rms.
0.50 kc 8 microvolts rms.

±3db to 50 kc (typical); ±1.0% to 2 kc

±10 volts at ±100 ma DC or peak AC (0 10 kC

The new Model A-12 DC Amplifier is the

preferred systems link for amplification,

normalization and impedence transforma-

tion. Use of solid state elements assures

maximum reliability; power dissipation is

only seven watts. Mil -type components

are mounted on coated plug-in printed

circuit boards for protection against vibra-

tion and corrosion.

versatility plus economy

Electro Instruments produces
a series of plug-in mode
selectors and attenuators
for the A-12: single ended,
differential and operational,
fixed and variable gain.

Differential Input
Fixed gain set to any value from 10 to 1000
inclusive by front panel plug-in units. Gain
switching plug-in attenuator available with
gains of 0, 10, 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 and 1,000.
Adjustable upward 6db from setting with
potentiometer. (Fixed gain plug-in units only.)

10,000 ohms.

Less than 2 microvolts in 200 hours at constant
ambient temperature. Less than 0.4 microvolt
per degree centigrade.

0° to 50°C.

0.3 cps 10 microvolts peak to peak
0.750 cps 6 microvolts rms.
0.50 kc 11 microvolts rms.

±3db to 50 kc (typical); ±1.0% to 2 kc

t 10 volts at ±100 ma DC or peak AC to 10 kc

Eight to a rack
The A-12 is packaged
for high density use;

mounts eight
across in 19" relay

rack panels.

Write today for
complete
specifications on
single -ended,
differential and
operational models.

r11
1

Electro
Instrumental.
Inc.
3540 Aero Court
San Diego 11, California
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New

Brush

Mark II

plug it in ...put it in writing ...anywhere!

Recording with the new Brush Mark
II is remarkably simple.

Operation is foolproof, with push-
button chart speed selection . . . fast
paper loading . . . self-cleaning, self -
priming pens... built-in, permanently
calibrated amplifiers.

Recordings are accurate . . . easy
to interpret . . . easy to reproduce.
Mark II operates over a wide ampli-
tude and frequency range (d.c. to 100
cps), provides high stability, extreme
sensitivity with an input range of 10
millivolts to 400 volts.

See how Mark II can speed your
work, help you obtain data - the
Brush way.

Convenient operation:
fast paper loading
without threading,
pushbutton controls
for 4 convenient chart
speeds.

Complete recorder with
built-in, permanently
calibrated amplifiers.
Ten millivolt input
signal gives a deflec-
tion of one chart line.

push to prime pens

Trouble -free writing system
features self-cleaning,
self -priming, rugged pens
and extra -large ink reser-
voir.

brush INSTRUMENTS
3405 PERKINS AVENUE

60 CIRCLE 56 READERS SERVICE CARD
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CLOSES SWITCH WITH ONE PUSH    NEXT PUSH OPENS SWITCH

NEW PUSH -PUSH TURN

SWITCH CONTROLS

. . . take the waiting
out of warm-up time!

NEW DATA SHEET
Containing complete specifications and
dimensions sent on request.

Iron cores

RESISTANCE CONTROL

Here's real operating convenience and
added sales appeal for TV and radio re-
ceivers, phonographs and instruments!

Three new Stackpole controls combine
pushbutton switching with rotary con-
trol of volume, tone, contrast or similar
functions. "Waiting for the warm-up"
before making final adjustments is a
thing of the past. Just one push and the
circuit is "on" and adjusted to the last
selected setting of the variable resistor.

NEW STACKPOLE TYPE "E" SWITCH used on these con-
trols has a positive, SP -ST snap -action. It carries a UL rating
of 3 amps. at 125 volts ac -dc or 1 amp. at 240 volts ac -dc.

BASIC SWITCH/CONTROL COMBINATIONS using the
popular Stackpole L -type control are available as follows.
Printed wiring and wire -wrap terminals obtainable on each:
Type LE: single -section, single -shaft. Push shaft for switch, turn same
shaft for control.
Type L3E: single -section, dual -shaft. Push inner shaft for switch, turn
outer shaft for control.
Type LXE: dual -section, dual -shaft. Push inner shaft for switch, turn
inner shaft for rear control, turn outer shaft for front control.

STACKPOLE
i;3 Vt4R114% E COMPOSITION

Electronic Components Division
STACKPOLE CARBON COMPANY, St. Marys, Pa.

Coldite 70+0 fixed composition resistors Snap and Slide Switches Ceramagt ferromagnetic cores

Ceremagneto ceramic magnets Fixed composition capacitors Brushes for all rotating electrical equipment

Electrical contacts Hundreds of related carbon, graphite and metal powder products.
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FOR THE FIRST TIME . . . ALL IN ONE WIRE !

.M
MAGNET WIRE

Phelps Dodge magnet wire
is available in modern

non -returnable spools, reels
and "Pakeze" containers

WINDABILITY
SOLDERABILITY
VARNISHABILITY
RELIABILITY..

 BETTER WINDABILITY-"lays in" easier.

 LOW TEMPERATURE SOLDERABILITY-
no damage to copper conductor.

 IMPROVED VARNISHABILITY-safer in
hot varnish solvents.

 FIELD-TESTED RELIABILITY-uniquely balanced
properties provide better thermal life.

Nyleze* is another example of the advanced magnet wires
developed by Phelps Dodge through its Applied Research.
It is a new combination of materials with highly desirable
properties for use in such applications as series armatures
and fields, stators, potted coils, random wound coils, toroids
and other difficult winding designs. These properties suggest
possibilities for cost economies and improved designs that
result in better operating performance of your equipment.
*Nyleze is red in color
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Any time magnet wire is your problem, consult Phelps Dodge for the quickest, easiest answer!

FIRST FOR
LASTING QUALITY

-FROM MINE
TO MARKET

PHELPS DODGE COPPER PRODUCTS
CORPORATION I

INCA MANUFACTURING DIVISION"
FORT WAYNE, IND,ANA
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...another

MALLORY
service -engineered

product

The red top tells you
it's a new FP capacitor.... this X-ray shows you the

new, rugged construction.

the inside story of an

Outstanding
Capacitor

Look for the Red Top
Serving Industry with These Products:

Electromechanical - Resistors Switches Tuning Devices Vibrators
Electrochemical - Capacitors  Mercury and Zinc -Carbon Batteries
Metallurgical-Contacts  Special Metals  Welding Materials

Parts distributors in all major cities stock Mallory
standard components for your convenience.

MALLORY FP Capacitors have been accepted stand-ards for many years . p- oven in performance by
every single application.

Now-a brand new 'plus' feature makes these capac-
itors better, more dependable than ever before. The
secret is in the internal mounting of the capacitor
within the can-by means of a novel spring clip* that
holds the unit snugly in place.

 The unit is lighter in weight-therefore less susceptible to
vibration and shock.

 Lighter weight makes FP capacitors even better for printed
circuit applications.

 Improved end seal prevents leakage and premature gas
blowout ... means longer service life.

Specify improved Mallory FP Capacitors for every
circuit design-look for the red plastic end seal. Com-
plete specifications and application data available on
request-write Mallory.
"Patent Applied For

r

MALLORY
P. R. MALLORY R CO. Inc.

P. R. MALLORY & CO. Inc., IND.RNAPOLIS 6. INDIANA
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Compatible Stereo Disk
Uses F -M Multiplexing
A 25-kc carrier, frequency -modulated by the differential output signal from
two stereophonically placed microphones, is superimposed on a monaural
signal derived from the sum of the outputs. The composite signal is recorded
conventionally on a disk with a lateral cutter. For stereophonic playback, an
auxiliary preamplifier limits and detects the difference signal and combines it
with the sum to recover the original two channels

By JERRY R. MINTER, Components Corporation, Denville, N. T., and

JOHN H. McCONNELL, Electro-Sonic Laboratories Inc., Long Island City, N. Y.

MODERN HIGH-FIDELITY record-
ings are the product of many

man-hours of research, tempered
by years of practical experience. It
seems logical to the authors to util-

ize the vast experience accumu-
lated with lateral disk recordings
in coping with the problems pre-
sented by stereo disk recording,
and avoid recourse to any stereo

Author checks experimental setup of development model of stereo preamplfier and high -
quality monaural pickup arranged for stereo disk playback. Power amplfiers are not shown

system requiring the development
of complex cutting heads and play-
back pickups.

A basic objective is to make a
stereo disk capable of being played
monaurally on any monaural
phonograph in good working order
without sacrifice in performance
or damage to the disk. The intro-
duction of such a record would pre-
sent no inconvenience to those not
having stereo equipment, while
permitting subsequent inexpensive
conversion to a stereo system.

The system described here util-
izes f -m carrier multiplex above
the audible spectrum to record the
difference information which re-
sults when two stereophonic chan-
nels are subtracted vectorially.
The vector addition of the two
channels is recorded normally and
simultaneously using the standard
RIAA curve. The resulting groove
resembles a normal lateral record-
ing except that there is a super -
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ABOUT STEREO DISK RECORDING

With the rapidly increasing popularity of stereo tapes, the record industry has been
stimulated to great activity in the field of stereo disk recording. Some industry quarters are
seeking a compatible system whereby stereophonic reproduction may be added to a monauralsystem simply and inexpensively. Disk recordings can be economically produced in quantity and
are easily handled by the nontechnical music lover.

One early area of stereo -disk development was the vertical/lateral technique, which achieves
stereophonic effects by having one channel recorded laterally, and the other vertically in a
single groove. The quality of most of these early stereo disks was poor. The system suffered from
mechanical difficulties caused by the increased mass of the cutters and playback heads, and
cross -coupling between the channels. Similar problems beset the early 45/45 system, in which two
channels were cut at a 45 -degree angle to the vertical on the walls of a single groove. Attempts
to play back these disks monaurally resulted in severe distortion.

However, recent improvement in the techniques of 45/45 and vertical/lateral recording have
overcome many of the technical difficulties presented by stereophonic reproduction as well as com-patibility with monaural playback.

imposed 25-kc carrier of moderate
level (4 cm/sec velocity).

Since this carrier frequency is
far above the limit of human hear-
ing, it is not audible when the
record is played on a standard
monaural system. A special auxil-
iary preamplifier may be arranged
to amplify the carrier and its as-
sociated sidebands sufficiently for
limiting and detection of the audio
vector difference signal. After de-
tection, the difference signal must
be combined with the vector sum or
monaural signal to reproduce the
original stereophonic channels.

Recording System

Reference to Fig. 1A indicates
two microphones, A and B, which
are placed for stereophonic record-
ing. The outputs of the two micro-
phones are added in phase by the
lower mixer to produce a signal of
greater amplitude than either sig-
nal alone. In general, the added
signal or vector sum is the equiva-
lent of a monaural signal which
would result if the microphone
were located midway between the
microphones A and B.

The output from channel B is
inverted in phase by passing it
through a single stage of vacuum-
tube amplification; the inverted or
-B signal is then added to channel
A to yield the vector difference sig-
nal, A-B. This signal contains the
stereophonic information and it
will be zero (neglecting room
acoustics) if the source is concen-
trated equidistantly in front of the
two microphones. The vector dif-
ference will increase as sources

move either side of center, thus
yielding information as to position
of the source.

The A-B signal is fed into an
f -m modulator to shift the 25-kc
carrier between the limits of 20
and 30 kc. The carrier and side-
bands are then combined with sum
signal A+B in a mixer and fed
into the recording amplifier. The
recording amplifier and associated
lateral cutter are equalized for the
RIAA curve up to 18 kc and flat
from 20 to 30 kc, on a velocity
basis.

After the master recording has
been cut, it is processed in normal
fashion and vinyl pressings are
made in the conventional manner.

MIC A

D

MIC B

D

MIXER

H PHASE
INVERTER

Si MIXER

(A -B)

0-5KC

There are no special problems as-
sociated with this operation.

Playback Preamp

Figure 1B is a block diagram of
the playback preamplifier. A high -
quality lateral pickup is connected
through a low-pass R -C filter to a
normal dual -triode preamplifier
equalized for the RIAA curve. In
addition, the output of the pickup
is fed through a high-pass filter
to the carrier amplifier which am-
plifies the band between 20 and 30
kc. The amplified carrier and side -
bands are passed through a limiter,
discriminator and filter to recover
the difference modulation A-B
from the carrier. This difference
signal is then combined with the
A+B signal in a mixer to yield the
original A signal channel in the
output, since the -B cancels the
+B. The difference signal and the
inverted A+B signal are then
added to produce the B signal chan-
nel. Both channels are then fed to
power amplifiers and speakers.

If only a normal monaural pre-
amplifier and single channel are
available, the output of the pickup
can be amplified in ordinary
fashion. The high -frequency
RIAA roll -off characteristic will
remove most of the f -m carrier and
its sidebands, which are above the
audible range of the ear anyhow.

25 -KC
OSC

F -M
MODULATOR

(A+11)
20-30KC

....44;1LATERAL CUTTER

RECORD
AMP

H -P
FILTER

HIGH -QUALITY
PICKUP

L -P
FILTER

20-30KC
AMP

20 -18,000CPS

(A)

Fig. 1-Block diagram
monaural system could

RIAA
PREAMP

0+5)

LIMITER

MIXER

MIXER

DISCRIMI-
NATOR

1

FILTER

PHASE
{0+8) r INVERTER - ( A +B)

(B)

of (A) the recording system, and (B) the playback system. A
be converted to stereo by addition of (B) and a power amplifier

MIXER
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FIG. 2 Schematic diagram of auxiliary playback preamplifier. Limiting of the i-m carrier is performed by a Schmitt trigger circuit
comprised of V,11 and V31. The detected stereo information is therefore in the form of pulse -sampled audio at the output of Vall

No detectable noise or distortion
results from the presence of the
carrier on the disk. The first -order
intermodulation products are low
and above the audible range of
hearing with most types of music.
It has not been necessary to lower
the 1-p recording levels appreciably
below that considered good practice
(8 cm/sec). Overmodulation of the
groove will cause tracking prob-
lems and gives rise to tracing dis-
tortion. If severe tracing distor-
tion does appear, and the stylus
loses momentary contact with the
groove, a carrier dropout will oc-
cur. This can be reduced to a mini-
mum by proper adjustment of the
vertical stylus force. A force of 3
to 4 grams with a 1 -mil tip radius
seems satisfactory for the several
pickups used to date. Some so-
phisticated circuitry will undoubt-
edly permit more tolerance in
carrier dropout. This problem
bears a resemblance to horizontal
tv synchronizing problems at the

time when phase -controlled oscil-
lators were introduced.

Circuit Diagram

The schematic diagram of the
playback system is shown in Fig.
2. The input from the pickup feeds
through a low-pass filter which
serves as the RIAA roll -off to V,
which is a conventional preamp.
The output of V, is the A+B sig-
nal and it is fed directly to chan-
nel 1 and, after phase inversion in
amplifier to channel 2.

Another amplifier channel is pro-
vided for the f -m carrier through
a transistor preamp Q, and a high-
pass filter to V,, which has a
double -tuned plate circuit to re-
move extraneous signals from the
f -m carrier and its sidebands. This
stage has a uniform response from
20 to 30 kc. Stages V,. and Tim pro-
vide further amplification of the
f -m carrier and stages. V,5 and V 3A
form a Schmitt trigger which is
used as a limiter. The limiter output
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is differentiated and fed to counter -
type detector V,5, which is a high
g, triode with fixed bias bled from
the B+ bus. The plate current
pulses of the counter stage contain
the difference information sampled
at the carrier rate. It is necessary
to filter out the carrier ripples to
reduce background noise in the dif-
ference channel. Initially, L -C filt-
ers were used. However, saturation
of the iron -cored inductors and the
high cost of these elements caused
a shift to a simple R -C filter which
has proved effective. This filter
gives some roll -off which can be
equalized by preemphasis in the
difference modulator circuit.

The difference signal, A -B is
amplified by V54 and combined with
the monaural channel through ap-
propriate resistive networks to
form the two stereo channels.
The carrier level control is actually
a spread control, in that it tends to
spread the apparent speaker dis-
tance when level is increased.
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FIG. 1-Nickel tubes surrounded by coils (left) are heart of magnetostriction unit. Pull -in
of rotor on control motor (right) actuates receiver muting contacts

FIG. 2-Schematic of ultrasonic generator,
comprising transducers and oscillator

By NEIL FRIHART Chief Engineer, and JAMES KRAKORA Senior Project Engineer,
Advanced Tv Development, Motorola, Inc., Chicago, Ill.

Ultrasonic Tones
Frequency shift of continuous ultrasonic tone activates tuning motor on
tv receiver. Skip -tuning is possible, and both audio and video are killed dur-
ing tuning. Output of ultrasonic transducer is transmitted through air path
to microphone in receiver where tones are detected in balanced 120-kc dis-
criminator. Remote on -off control of power is also provided

REMOTE CONTROLS for tv receiv-
ers have become increasingly

numerous in recent years. Control
media for the several systems"
have included light, r -f and super -
audible frequencies. The unit to
be described here uses a continuous
ultrasonic tone produced by a mag-
netostriction generator.

Magnetostrictiona is the change
of dimension in certain materials
when subjected to a magnetic field.
The ultrasonic transducer' shown
in Fig. 1 comprises a transistor
oscillator whose frequency is con-
trolled by either of two lengths of
nickel tubing with aluminum dia-
phragms at their ends. The tubing
in turn floats inside a coil form.

Wound on the forms are two
coils, one at either side of the center
of each piece of tubing. One coil
acts as a driver, the other as a pick-
up to provide a feedback voltage
to sustain oscillations.

When a -c is applied to the driving
coil, the tubing is magnetized and
the rod contracts. This causes strain
waves to be propagated along the
length of the rod, and they are re-
flected from the ends. When the
driving frequency is such that those
strain waves reinforce, resonance
occurs. At this frequency the vaH-

P
CH3A8N51(ScEl.

ON -OFF

4I.5 -KC

L

ation in length is at its greatest,
which is only about 1 part in 1,000.

This motion induces a voltage in
the pickup coil which is fed back
to control the oscillator frequency.
Nickel tubing with a wall thickness
of 0.015 in. is used to reduce eddy
currents from those obtained with
solid rod. Nickel contracts with
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FIG. 3-Block diagram of complete control system. Box (A) comprises remote generator,
while equipment in box (B) is included within the television receiver
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Select Tv Channels
either half -cycle of an alternating
magnetic field. To avoid double -
frequency output the tube is biased
magnetically so that the induced
field never exceeds the bias field.
For best operation the biasing flux
density is about 60 percent of the
saturation value. In this unit small
sections of Cunife magnets are
placed on the sides of each assembly.

The use of tubing permits con-
struction of a stable oscillator, but
the acoustical power radiated is
quite low. By placing light alum-
inum diaphragms of an optimum
size on the front ends of the tubing
it is possible to increase the acous-
tical output many times. Maximum
power is about 40 µbars at 1 ft.

The schematic diagram of the
ultrasonic transducer is shown in
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FIG. 5-Microphone characteristics with
and without inductive tuning

Fig. 2. The current drain is limit-
ed to about 10 ma and the duty
cycle is such that good battery life
is obtained. Only 2.5 sec are re-
quired to bring the automatic tun-
ing mechanism back to the starting
position.

Complete System
The blockadiagram of the complete

system is shown in Fig. 3. The
receiver uses a barium titanate
transducer as a microphone. As
shown in Fig. 4, the microphone is
tuned with a 20-mh coil to broaden
the frequency response. The elec-
trical and mechanical response com-
plement each other to provide peaks
at the control frequencies of 38.5
and 41.5 kc, as shown in Fig.5. The
sensitivity at these frequencies is
influenced considerably by the Q of
the microphone coil, which must be
40 or greater to obtain optium cir-
cuit operation.

The total beam angle of the
microphorre is 50 deg at the 6-db
points. It is connected to a R -C am-
plifier stage that is degenerative to
raise the input impedance and re-
duce microphone damping. The
stage following is tuned to reduce
the noise bandwidth and to in-
crease gain and selectivity. A con-
ventional R -C stage follows which

is used to drive a limiter-tripler.
Finally, a balanced discriminator
detects the two ultrasonic tones.
The two positive control voltages
developed are fed through integra-
tion circuits to further reduce the
possibility of noise causing false
operation.

In the complete television receiver
the sound and video output are
muted during the tuning operation.
The receiver can be used manu-
ally or remotely without requiring
switching. A housing is provided
for the ultrasonic transmitter which
turns the power supply of the re-
mote receiver off when the trans-
mitter is placed in the housing. By
the use of a continuous tone it is
possible to skip -tune the receiver,
or continuously control an additional
function such as volume or contrast.

The authors appreciate the assist-
ance on this project of J. Davis,
G. Heisig, E. Salners, A. Heppner,
M. Pettroff and F. Massa.
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FRONT COVER-Aerial view of radio telescope showing partially completed 250 -ft
reflector. 62.5 ft antenna tower and remotely located control room (upper right).
Azimuth positioning is accomplished by moving entire mechanism about on circular
railroad tracks. Elevation positioning is accomplished by rotating reflector on
trunnions at top of the support towers. Reflecing surface is suitably painted to
prevent concentration of heat at the focus during solar observations and to provide
a high degree of diffuse reflection to prevent overheating of membrane

Reflector membrane is built up of
7.000 sheets of 0.5 -in. steel plate which
are welded to one another and to the
support structure. This arrangement
gives a high -degree of electrical con-
ductivity. provides adequate pickup of
the important 2I -centimeter wavelength

Radio Telescope Sees
Free world's largest and most sensitive radiation detector locates, identifies
and tracks astral bodies emitting low -energy radio waves and measures geo-
metric properties of solar bodies. Altazimuth antenna assembly is automat-
ically positioned by computer -controlled servo system accurate to within
nine minutes of arc. Analog computer solves complex equations describing
antenna attitude required to track radiating source.

By C. N. KINGTON Chief Mechanical and Electrical Engineer, Husband & Co., Sheffield, England.

RADIO ASTRONOMY is based on
the fact that radio waves

emitted from numerous sources in
space impinge on the earth's surface
and can be detected by suitable re-
ceiving apparatus. At present, the
largest and the most sensitive radi-
ation detector in the free world is
the radio telescope discussed here.
In operation since June, 1957 (see
p 8, Sept. 1957), it is being used
to help solve the prime cosmologi-
cal problems relating to the origin

of the universe and to investigate
properties of bodies within the
solar system.

System Capabilities

The detection system is a com-
puter -controlled servo -operated an-
tenna capable of picking up ex-
tremely low intensity radiations
emitted at a wavelength of 21
centimeters by clouds of cold
hydrogen and faintly luminous
gases drifting in interstellar space.

Movements of bodies in the solar
system can be measured using a
radar -like tracking mode of opera-
tion. Various time relationships
established by this technique have
enabled astronomers to successfully
determine orbital information for
Russian and U. S. satellites.

It is expected that a detailed
study of the ionosphere and of the
changes that occur in it will be
possible using this instrument.
Valuable discoveries concerning re -
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Antenna tower diameter diminishes
greatly as its elevation above the re-
flector increases. This is done to avoid
obtaining and scattering radiation from
the primary feed. Special structural
design is used to prevent the tower
from bending when bowl is elevated

Steel laboratory hung immediately below the center of the reflector is mounted
on trunnions to keep the floor level and is equipped with damping devices to
prevent oscillations resulting from high winds. Two towers supporting reflector
allow a full 360 -deg rotation plus some overlap. Steel construction withstands great
stress changes created during rotation of reflector and provides sufficient weight
to add stability and offset the overturning effects of the wind. System will auto-
matically correct for parallex when tracking bodies in the solar system

2 Billion Light Years
flection and absorption of short
wavelengths used in long-distance
radio communications are antici-
pated.

Physical Description

Two integrally related but
physically dissimilar installations
make up the complete radio telescope
system. These are: the reflector
bowl and antenna with associated
support and drive equipment,

shown in Fig. 1; and the control
station which houses the computer,
readout and recording devices.

At the geometric center of the
250 -foot paraboloidal reflector is a
62 ,-foot tower to which the antenna
is mounted. The focus of the re-
flector is in the aperture plane and
coincides accurately with the posi-
tion of the antenna.

Infinitely variable movements of
the telescope around its axis are

BACKGROUND OF RADIO ASTRONOMY

Radio telescopes are similar in principle to optical telescopes except that they receive
electromagnetic radiations having wavelengths a million times longer than those of light.
Since long wavellngths are relatively unaffected by clouds, fog or daylight, radio
astronomers have a marked advantage over those using conventional methods of
observation.

Also, radio waves, created in some unknown manner by galaxies in collision, penetrate
much farther into space than do light waves. For this reason, radio telescopes can
investigate space more deeply than optical telescopes.

Major difficulty experienced with small radio telescopes is that sufficient resolution
is hard to obtain at the long wavelengths used. Since the beam width, or angle of the
receiving cone, depends on the ratio of wavelength to the diameter of the telescope's
reflector, antenna marts thousands of miles long would be required to get adequate
resolution. An alternaie approach-increasing the physical size of the reflector-has been
used in designing modern systems such as the Jodrell Bonk Telescope.

produced by two Ward -Leonard
motor -generator sets. These units
are housed in a substation located
immediately over the center pivot.
The generators supply variable
amounts of electrical energy to
motors which position the telescope
in azimuth and elevation.

Azimuth motors are mounted in
carriages which drive the whole
antenna structure about its vertical
axis. Elevation motors are
mounted in laboratories at the top
of each support tower and rotate
the reflector bowl about its hori-
zontal axis.

An electromechanical computer
system situated in a control station
200 yards away regulates the out-
put of the generators. Banks of in-
struments surrounding the control
desk give full information regard-
ing the position of the antenna as-
sembly. A large window looking
towards the instrument enables
the operator to see the reflector
movements by day and, with the
aid of floodlights, by night.

An underground tunnel extends
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View of radio telescope looking through control room window. Antenna assembly
can be operated remotely by one person sitting at the desk -type console which
houses all necessary controls. A wide range of telescope movements can be selected
including: automatic sidereal motion at a given right ascension and declination;
motion in galactic latitude and longitude; motion in azimuth and elevation; and
various automatic scanning motions with a choice of rasters

from the basement of the control
room to an annular chamber sur-
rounding the center pivot of the
antenna assembly. This tunnel is
large enough for pedestrian use
and has racks on which power, con-
trol and radio cables are laid.

When the telescope receives
radiations from outer space, the
amount of energy concentrated on
the antenna at the focal point is
extremely small. To amplify and
analyze these radiations before they
are dissipated or contaminated by
local atmospheric disturbances or
man-made radio waves, the radio -
frequency preamplifiers and other
parts of the receiving equipment
are placed immediately adjacent to
the antenna. The main amplifiers
are located in a suspended labora-
tory below the reflector.

Two distinct types of radio
equipment are required to detect
radio -waves generated in remote
parts of the universe and to meas-
sure the properties of solar bodies.
An extremely sensitive receiver op-
erating on 90, 168, 408 and 1,420
me picks up radio emissions from
the local galactic system and also
from various types of extragalactic
nebulae. A transceiver operating
on 120 megacycles tracks and re-

cords the motion of the planets, the
moon, meteors and artificial earth
satellites.

Operational Requirements
The telescope is of the altazimuth

type. This means that the aiming
and following movements of the
antenna and reflector are obtained
by a combination of motions in azi-
muth and elevation. In practice, the
whole antenna assembly is rotated
in a horizontal plane while the re-
flector is titlted about a horizontal
axis.

To permit realization of the full
capabilities of the telescope, three
operational modes are used: track-
ing-in which the telescope is
locked onto the course of and moved
with a radio energy source; scan-
ning-in which the arc of the sky
to be scanned is set into the tele-
scope in either terrestial, galactic
or celestial coordinates by raster
scanning steps dependent on time
or position; and traversing-in
which the telescope makes rapid
movements from one preset posi-
tion to another.

To function properly in these op-
erating modes, the control system
must: provide infinitely variable
rotational speeds in azimuth for the
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tenna assembly. Twelve four -wheeled
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each tower to help distribute the load
and to counteract toppling effect of
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to move each tower around on two cir-
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FIG. 2 --Servo loop diagram of radio
telescope. Command position signals
from the computer and control circuits
are compared with actual position
signals from the reflectors. Difference,
or error, signals control the excitor
field of motor -generator sets. Output
of the motor -generator sets drive d -c
motors which compensate for the error
by positioning the reflector

whole 2,000 -ton structure up to a
maximum of 20 deg/min; provide
infinitely variable rotational speeds
in elevation for the 750 -ton para-
baloidal bowl and antenna up to a
maximum of 24 deg/min ; aim the
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bowl focus at any point above the
horizon and continuously track the
point; scan a chosen area of the
sky; function by automatic controls
installed in a remotely located
building; and execute all aiming
and following operations with the
greatest possible accuracy.

The act of aiming accurately at
any chosen object in the sky and of
following that object as it moves
across the sky involves ability to
convert rapidly and continuously
the coordinates defining the posi-
tion of the chosen point into azi-
muth and elevation angular set-
tings, and to adjust the position of
the telescope correspondingly. This
must be done under conditions of
variable wind, snow or ice loads.

There must be negligible creep
or overrun as the heavy reflector is
decelerated to rest and then ac-
celerated in the reverse direction.
Also, the drive system must be in-
herently stable and tight through-
out the whole speed range.

Control System Operation
To meet the operational require-

ments, a closed loop positional servo
control system is used. The control
system is split into two parts: an
electromechanical analog computer
and a drive assembly. The com-
puter solves 14 trigonometric equa-
tions derived from sideral time and
astronomical coordinate inputs.
Calculated azimuth and elevation
command signals are then sent to
the main drive system to physically
position the reflector. A block dia-
gram of the control system is
shown in Fig. 2.

Functionally, the control desk,
automatic control panels and com-

puter are more complex than the
rest of the control system because
any one of three different sets of
positional coordinates can be used
to define the position of a point
above the horizon. Coordinates
used are: galactic latitude and
longitude; celestial right ascension
and declination; and terrestrial azi-
muth and elevation.

Since antenna movement is ob-
tained by a combination of move-
ments in azimuth and elevation, the
computer must convert galactic to
celestial and celestial into terres-
trial coordinates. Furthermore,
correction must be made for the
effect of the earth's rotation about
its own axis. Allowance must also
be made for the earth's orbital
movement when aiming at the sun
or planets and for parallax correc-
tion in altitude when observing the
moon.

Celestial and terrestrial coordi-
nates are related by spherical
trigonometric equations. Since
some of the equations are more
suitable for various positional con-
ditions than others, the control sys-
tem is required to select automatic-
ally the best equations for any
specific case.

Since all coordinate relationships
involve sine and cosine terms, re-
solvers are used to solve the equa-
tions. Three pairs of resolver
shafts deal with coordinates and
one repeats back to the control
equipment the actual angular posi-
tion of the reflector.

Correction for the earth's rota-
tion is made to right ascension by
an oscillator -regulated synchronous
motor. The oscillator is tied to a
master sideral time clock by correc-
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FIG. 3-Scanning and autoset circuit. Thls circuit controls scan-
ning motions of the reflector. Arc in the sky to be scanned is
set in using terrestial, galactic or celestial coordinates
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tion impulses. Resolvers dealing
with hour angle are driven by both
the right ascension synchro shaft
and the clock motor. The resultant
hour angle is used to convert right
ascension and declination into azi-
muth and elevation angles. When
observing the sun or planets, the
necessary corrections to right
ascension and declination coordi-
nates are continuously introduced
signals from the sidereal time sys-
tem.

The coordinate pair to be used is
selected manually; however, the
signal to the telescope driving sys-
tem is always taken from the azi-
muth and elevation shafts. Coarse
and fine transmitter synchros on
the shafts order the antenna to azi-
muth and elevation angular posi-
tions which correspond to the
angular positions of their rotors.
If a transmitter motor position is
different from a receiving synchro
rotor position established by the
actual antenna position, an error
voltage proportional to the angular
difference is generated in a differ-
ential synchro. These error signals
are sent to the motor generator
room, amplified and used to vary
the exciter fields of motor -gen-
erator sets which drive the vari-
able -speed 50 -hp d -c motors
mounted on the elevation axis and
on the azimuth driving carriages.

Fine and coarse repeat -back syn-
chros transmit the azimuth posi-
tion of the reflector through coup-
ling on the center pivot of the
antenna assembly. Elevation posi-
tion pickoff is taken from another
set of double synchros mounted on
the tower trunnions.

Scanning and autoset circuits
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FIG. 4--Twin-feedback resolver amplifier circuit. This amplifier
compensates for inherent electrical errors in resolvers used to
solve trigonmetric equations in the computer
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are shown in Fig. 3. These circuits
set up required driving coordinate
positions of the controller and pro-
vide means for scanning the sky
by various methods.

When switch S, is in the NORM
position, a continuous drive is ap-
plied to the motor -generator of the
driving coordinate controller. The
positive or negative sense of the
drive is controlled by switches S2
or S8. When the autoset switch Si
is in the AUTO position, the coordi-
nate can be set up automatically.
In this case, tube V, becomes a
single -stage amplifier and, by way
of phase -sensitive rectifier tube V2,
drives the coordinate until coin-
cidence is obtained in the synchro
circuit.

Driving coordinates can be ar-
ranged to scan about a predeter-
mined center. The center is estab-
lished by setting up a scan -center
coincidence synchro which is
coupled to a transmitter synchro
on the coordinate shaft. Output of
the scan -center coincidence trans-
mitter is coupled to and compared
with the preset amplitude bias ap-
plied to the tube V,. The circuit
determines the limit of the scan by
energizing or deenergizing relay K,
when the synchro error signal ex-
ceeds that of the bias. Required
driving voltage is applied by con-
tact on relay Ki through switch S,
to coordinate controller motor -gen-
erator.

One coordinate can be stepped in
either at predetermined time inter-
vals or on reaching the limit of
scan in another coordinate using
step switch S6. Stepping can take
place at a controlled speed either
forward or in reverse over any of
five arcs preselected on a com-

Rack-mounted instruments (left) are arranged in circular pattern around control desk
(right). Indicator dials are large enough to be read from the operator's chair. Tele-
scope's actual position is expressed in degrees and minutes for each of the terrestial,
galactic and celestial coordinates. Sidereal time is also presented

mutator located in a remote place.
Most resolver errors result from

the high effective resistance of the
windings and the presence of un-
wanted flux in the windings. These
shortcomings are overcome with
the twin high -gain two -stage R -C
coupled amplifiers shown in Fig. 4.
The circuit uses antioscillatory in-
put circuits and also has provision
for gain and phase adjustment.
Outputs from the resolver ampli-
fiers are passed through a resistive
network and fed to the R -C coupled
amplifier shown in Fig. 5. The am-
plifier is transformer -coupled to a
phase -sensitive rectifier having a
balance control.

Sidereal Time Oscillator

The hour angle resolvers are
driven by a synchronous motor run-
ning at sidereal time. Amplified
output from the R -C coupled, regen-
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erative oscillator with amplitude
control, shown in Fig. 6, drives the
synchronous clock motor.

Motor speed is compared at 30 -
second intervals with a pendulum
driven master clock and is arranged
to drive a little faster than sidereal
time. If at the time of checking the
motor driven clock is in advance of
the master clock, a check capacitor
is closed across the input of tube V,.
The frequeny of oscillation and the
speed of the motor are then reduced
bringing the motor back into coin-
cidence with the master.

Repeatback Circuit

The repeatback circuit detects the
actual position of the reflector and
displays it in degrees and minutes
of elevation and azimuth on dials
in the control room. To assure fast
and accurate correspondence be-
tween actual and indicated position,
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FIG. 5-Second resolver amplifier and phase -sensitive rectifier. FIG. 6-Sidereal regenerative oscillator. This circuit keeps the
This circuit amplifies the output from the circuit shown in Fig. 6 output of a synchronous clock motor in coincidence with a master
and converts it to control the main drive circuits sidereal time clock. Motor output provides input to computer
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FIG. 7-This circuit amplifies signal from repeatback synchros
and converts it into a d -c signal which controls the coincidence
transmitters of the repeatback dials

the special amplifier -rectifier circuit
shown in Fig. 7 is used.

Mounted on both the elevation
and azimuth axis of the reflector are
a fine and a coarse synchro. The
coarse synchro is driven by the re-
flector while the fine synchro is
geared to the coarse synchro at a
ratio of 36:1. Outputs from these
synchros are electrically coupled to
relay -control tube V, and to the two -
stage R -C coupled amplifiers V,
and V.. Signals generated in the
repeatback circuit are applied to a
coarse and fine coincidence trans-
mitter used to position control room
dials. Transmitter positioning sig-
nals are also fed back to grid of
tube V, in the repeatback circuit.

If the difference angle between
the actual reflector position and
that on the dials exceeds 3.5 deg,
V, triggers and relay K, is ener-
gized. The input to V, now becomes
the signal from the coarse repeat -
back synchro and the repeatback
dials are able to follow the reflec-
tor movements.

When the reflector slows down,
the difference angle becomes less
than 3.5 deg and the relay is de -
energized. Input tube V, now
becomes the signal from the fine
repeatback synchro and the repeat -
back dials follow the reflector move-
ments with more accuracy.

Malfunction Circuits

Provisions are made to stop nor-
mal tracking of the telescope and
set off alarms in the event of com-
ponent breakdown or other faults
causing computational or tracking

12 A 27

VI
LJ-12

FOLLOWING
ERROR
SYNCHRO

re,

+K. X1,000

JoCo

I

FOLLOWING
ERROR
SYNCHRO

0
FOLLOWING

ERROR
+

ag

FOLLOWING
ERROR

FIG. 8-Malfunction circuits. Six tube -operated relays protect
telescope circuits against overload caused by component failure
or against inaccuracies caused by system errors

errors. The circuit used consists of
six tube -operated relays arranged
as shown in Fig. 8.

Four of the inputs to the alarm
circuits are from the secondary re-
solver amplifiers; the remaining
two are obtained from synchros
whose error voltage is proportional
to the difference between the com-
puter position in azimuth and ele-
vation, and the position taken by
the reflector. In the event any of
the signals increase beyond a pre-
determined level, the relays are op-
erated, tracking ceases, and the
source of the error is indicated.

Operating Data

To set the telescope to given
bearings, the positon defining co-
ordinates are selected by hand on
dials in the control room. Push-
button operation sets the coordi-
nate shafts to the corresponding
position. Error signals between
transmitter and receiver synchros
cause the telescope to move to the
required position. The sidereal time
correction is then automatically
applied.

Normally, tracking speeds are in
the range of 1 deg/min to 15 deg/
hr. At tracking speeds up to 4 de-
grees per minute, the position is
maintained to an accuracy of one
fifth of a degree for both azimuth
and elevation motions. When the
permissable limit of angular rota-
tion is reached for either motion
during automatic tracking, forward
drive is cut off and reverse motion
applied at full speed until the origi-
nal bearing plus time correction is

reached. At this time, forward
tracking recommences.

For scanning purposes, any one
of the three pairs of coordinates
can be selected manually and the
corresponding second coordinate of
the pair varied in manually selected
steps. This selection is achieved by
setting the center of the required
scan as an angle on a synchro and
the angular range of the scan as a
setting on a calibrated potentiome-
ter. The potentiometer output volt-
age is then compared with the error
signal from a transmitter synchro
on the scanning coordinate shaft.
When they are equal, one relay re-
verses the direction of drive and a
second produces the required angu-
lar step in the other coordinate.

The whole of the automatic con-
trol apparatus can be switched out
and both motions controlled manu-
ally from cabinets in the Ward -
Leonard room on the telescope
structure. Emergency crash stop
buttons are provided in the control
room and at various strategic posi-
tions on the moving structure. An
interlock system makes it impossi-
ble to rotate the bowl until person-
nel have left the elevated walkways
and are in either the small sus-
pended laboratory below the reflec-
tor or in one of the towers.

There is a warning and signal
light display panel in the control
room. This system indicates
whether the brakes are on or off, if
the suspended laboratory is occu-
pied and if crash button has been
operated in the event of an emer-
gency stop.
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Heat Program Timer
Compact, bench -sized electronic switch, to control weld energy for produc-
tion -line welding of small components, features five independent control
functions that cover most of the welding problems encountered by a man-
ufacturer of special-purpose electron tubes

By A. V. RANIS, Senior Engineer, Weldpower Group, Raytheon Manufacturing Co., Newton, Mass.

VARIETY OF METALS, shapes and
surface conditions of parts

that must be welded in reliable vac-
uum tube assembly presents a prob-
lem that cannot be solved by con-
ventional synchronous resistance
welder controls.

An example is the welding of
carbonized nickel anodes where
application of sufficient heat to fuse
the nickel causes expulsion of par-
ticles of molten metal (weld splash)
because of the high resistance of
the carbonized surfaces. These par-
ticles are a potential source of
failure in the finished tube. Reduc-
ing heat to reduce splash results in
a weak weld.

Abilty to vary the heat level dur-
ing a weld interval permits the
changing conditions of the work

Heat program timer chassis (left) and
power head (right) in operation on the
electron tube assembly line

pieces to be matched in a limted
manner by the power supply, there-
by eliminating weld splash and
most other similar problems en-
countered in the tube assembly
plant.

Electronic Switch
The timer is basically an elec-

tronic switch controlling the flow
of current from a 230-v, 60 -cps
power line to the primary of a
welding transformer.

Figure 1 is a block diagram of
the unit, and the accompanying
photo shows an actual bench setup.

Five independent control func-
tions provided in the heat program
timer are low heat, weld heat, up -
slope time, weld time and down -
slope time. Line power is applied

POWER TO WELDING
FROM LINE TRANSFORMER

IN

THYRATRON CONTACTOR
OUT

D -C WAVESHAPE
GENERATOR

11
A I-8-1 c

CYCLES:

A -UP SLOPE
B -WELD

C -DOWN SLOPE

PHASE

VARIABLE
PULSE

GENERATOR

HEAT:

D -WELD

E -LOW

FIG. 1-Block diagram of weld timer

to the contactor thyratrons. The
settings of the controls determine
the shape of a d -c voltage devel-
oped in part of the circuitry and
this voltage is impressed upon a
pulse generating circuit whose out-
put pulses are phase shifted with
respect to line voltage in accord-
ance to the impressed d -c voltage.
The pulses are used to fire the thy-
ratron contactor tubes and supply
the desired variation in welding
current.

Thyratrons
In Fig. 2, thyratron tubes V,

and V, are connected in inverse
parallel and placed in series with
the power line and welding trans-
former. Grids of V, and V, are
biased negatively by the trans-
former secondaries of T,, capaci-
tors C, and Ca, and dry rectifiers
D, and .1),.

Indicator lamp I capacitor C3,
and resistor R, form a voltage in-
dicator for adjusting the power
factor to the welding transformer
and load. Normally open contacts
of K, prevent application of line
voltage to V, and V, until after a
timed warmup period. Application
of primary power to transformers
T, and T, applies heater voltages to
all tubes, energizes delay relay K,
and energizes all bias, control and
power supply windings.

Thyratron V, is nonconducting
because it is shorted by a set of
normally closed contacts of K,.
Thyratron V. is nonconducting be-
cause its grid is at approximately
-15 v derived from the divider
network formed by R, and R,. Tube
V, becomes conducting and the
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FIG. 2-Schematic of the heat program timer, showing the adjustable potentiometers that control the heat functions

resulting voltage drop across R.
adds approximately -150-v d -c to
grid bias of V.. Tube V,0 is non-
conducting because of the normally
open contact of K, in its plate cir-
cuit. Tube V is conducting. Tube
V,2 is nonconducting because of the
negative grid voltage derived from
voltage divider string R, and R,.
Tube V. is conducting.

When delay relay K, completes
its cycle, it shorts out R, and allows
indicator light I, to glow. Opera-
tion of weld switch S, to the mo-
mentary oN position energizes K,

which locks itself in through R1.
The normally open contacts of K,
close applying line voltage to thy-
ratrons V, and V,. Normally open
contacts of K, close applying plate
voltage to V,.. However, V,0 re-
mains nonconducting because of
the negative voltage applied to its
grid through V, and K,. The equip-
ment is now ready for welding.

Closing the initiating circuit
energizes relay K2. The normally
closed contacts open and the anode
of V. rises to approximately 300-v
d -c. Tube V, remains nonconduct-

0.0005

25K

THYRATRON

INVERTER

K = X 1,000

ing because of the large bias
voltage developed across the cath-
ode resistor R. A second set of
normally closed contacts on K.
open allowing capacitor C, to
charge from -15 towards +300
through resistor potentiometer
R and Vb. As the voltage across C.
rises, the grid of V, approaches its
cathode potential as determined by
the voltage across R,. When this
voltage is reached (approximately
150 v) V. conducts.

The time required for the volt-
age across C. to rise to positive
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150-v d -c is the up slope cycle and
is adjustable with Ri, over the
range of 2 to 10 cps.

Tubes V. and V, form an inverter
circuit. Conduction of V. extin-
guishes V, by commutating capaci-
tor C. Tube V, is held nonconduct-
ing for a time determined by C.,
R and potentiometer R. Clamper
V, prevents the voltage across C,
from rising more than a few volts
above 150 v d -c. After the time
period, V, conducts, extinguishing

Start of conduction in V, applies
a voltage to T, primary producing
a voltage pulse in T, secondary
which makes thyratron V, conduct.
The anode of V, now drops to ap-
proximately -120 v. Capacitor C.
starts discharging from +150 v
towards -120 v through R,,, po-
tentiometer R, and V,. The time
for C, to discharge from +150 to
0 volts is designated as down slope
cycle and is adjustable by R1, over
a range of 2 to 10 cps.

A voltage develops which started
at -15 v and rose to +150 v in an
adjustable time period, was main-

(4-EFFECTIVE PORTION-N-I

0

-15

POSITIVE
VOLTS ON Ve
GRID

INITIAL AND
FINAL HEAT LEVEL

( A )

LINE VOLTAGE REFERENCE

-15V FROM Vs

(B)

LINE VOLTAGE REFERENCE

( C )

FIRING POINT
OF V11

0 VOLTS ON
v GRID

FIG. 3- Pulse -generating circuits operate
in effective portion (A), with shaded sec-
tion representing voltage added by low
heat adjust. Triggering in (B) occurs once
each cycle. The instant of start of con-
duction is controlled by weld heat adjust

tained at 150 v level for another
adjustable time period and then
decreased through zero to a nega-
tive value in another adjustable
time period. The voltage developed
across potentiometer R and re-
sistor R is equal to the difference
between +150 and the voltage
across capacitor C,. The slider on
R1, allows developing a voltage
which is the sum of the instan-
taneous voltage on C, and a selecta-
ble portion of the voltage difference
described above. The section of
tube Vo, which supplies negative
bias to V., acts as a switching
device in the following manner. As
long as C, is negatively charged,
V. is biased negatively. When C,
approaches 0 volts or goes positive,
this section of V, ceases to conduct
and bias is removed from the grid
of V allowing this portion of the
circuit to operate.

Pulse generating circuits func-
tion only when C, is at zero volts or
positively charged.

Waveform
Figure 3A shows the voltage de-

veloped from the slider of R to
ground. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the interval during which
the pulse generating circuits are
operative. The shaded portion rep-
resents the voltage added by R, to
that of C.. Adjustment of R,
designated as low heat, varies the
initial and final heat level without
influencing any of the timed
periods or the 150-v level.

The grid of V, in addition to the
biasing circuit described, contains
a phase -shifted full cycling voltage.
This voltage is as shown in Fig.
3B. When no negative bias is pres-
ent on V its grid will be triggered
once each cycle. Tubes V,. and Vii
form an inverter circuit and V is
normally conducting.

When V,0 is made to conduct, Vi,
is extinguished and held noncon-
ducting for a time period deter-
mined by C,, potentiometer R, and
resistor Ri. This period is also in-
fluenced by the voltage across po-
tentiometer R, in the following
manner. Before initiating conduc-
tion in V, capacitor C, is charged
to nearly 200 v. When V. conducts,
the resultant drop at the base of C,
puts a negative voltage on the grid
of V..

If the time constant formed by
C R and R is kept constant, the
period will now depend on the volt-
age drop at the instant of conduc-
tion of V,. This is illustrated in
Fig. 3C. This voltage drop is af-
fected both by the position of the
slider of R2, and the voltage devel-
oped across R. This voltage across
R., is determined by the voltage on
the grid of cathode follower V,.
This voltage is the special wave -
shape described earlier and shown
in Fig. 3A.

With a low voltage on the grid
of V0, little voltage is developed
across R,, the slider is effectively
at the anode potential of V. hence
the timed period is the longest.
With higher positive voltage on the
grid of V. the slider point does not
drop in voltage (depending on the
potentiometer setting) as far and
the time interval is shorter.

Weld Heat

Potentiometer R, is termed weld
heat and sets the higher heat level.
It does this by effectively varying
the amplitude of the trapezoidal
wave shown in Fig. 3A. This varia-
tion does not affect any of the other
control functions except for low
heat which will change in magni-
tude but remains fixed if calibrated
in percent of weld heat. Potentiom-
eter R2, performs a function similar
to that of R, and limits the maxi-
mum advanced position of pulses
for matching load power factor.

When V conducts the output
pulse is sufficient to overcome the
negative bias on the grid of V,. and
make it conduct. Tubes V,2 and Vi.
from another inverter circuit
where the time period is deter-
mined by C. and Re. Potentiometer
R23 is fixed so that V will conduct
a half -cycle after initiation of V..

Transformer T, primary in the
plate circuit of V. receives a volt-
age pulse each time V. or V. con-
ducts. The secondaries of T2, plus
V, and V. control the welding trans-
former primary current.

The author acknowledges the
contributions of E. Kolm who con-
ducted the application evaluation
phase of this development and
J. R. Arsenault who was a co -de-
signer of the equipment. This de-
velopment was part of a program
sponsored by the U. S. Navy.
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(A)

TIME

(B)

Capacitor discharge test set (left) is evaluated by discharging capacitor through
mercury switch into ergmeter (right). Meter at left of ergmeter panel balances bridge
and sets calibration while output indication meter is at right

FIG. l-Ergmeter input is bolometer bridge (A) brought to balance by current I. Until
bolometer integrates input -pulse power with respect to time; thereafter element

cools exponentially as shown in (B)

Ergmeter Measures
Bursts of Energy

Bolometer bridge converts input signal to heat by integrating input power
with respect to time. Heat upsets the bridge balance and produces output
signal that is amplified and applied to peak holding voltmeter whose output
corresponds directly to energy. Possible applications of instrument include
study of switching losses, surge resistance of capacitors and thyratron effi-
ciencies in pulsed operation in devices such as radar modulators

By LOUIS A. ROSENTHAL
Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, N. J.

ENGINEERS AND PHYSICISTS fre-
quently find it necessary to

accurately measure the energy con-
tent of a pulse. Such measurements
can now be greatly simplified.

Designed primarily for evaluat-
ing the energy delivered by a dis-
charging capacitor' into an electric
primer, the ergmeter described
here can be used whenever a burst
of energy is to be measured.

The portable ergmeter has a
maximum sensitivity of about 100
ergs full scale, where 100 ergs cor-

respond to 10 µwatts of power flow-
ing for a time interval of one sec.

The energy -measuring tech-
niques of the ergmeter improve
sensitivity over a thermocouple or
a thermoelectric converter -integra-
tor by about 1,000. In addition, the
ergmeter contains an energy cali-
bration source for measuring abso-
lute energy levels.

The ergmeter consists primarily
of a bolometer bridge, an amplifier,
a peak holding voltmeter and a
calibrated energy source.

The first three components indi-
cate input energy. An adjustable
energy source', which is an inde-
pendent circuit switched in for
calibration purposes, delivers a
known amount of energy into the
bolometer bridge.

Bolometer Bridge
The bolometer bridge, the heart

of the entire ergmeter, consists of
resistive arms R R and Ra and
bolometer RB shown in Fig. 1A.
The bolometer, a type KP85, is a 0.3 -
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FIG. 2-Ergmeter consists of bolometer bridge, three -stage amplifier, peak -holding voltmeter and calibrated energy source

mil tungsten wire, 0.1 -in. long,
mounted in a short, 7 -pin, minia-
ture, evacuated glass envelope. Its
nominal cold resistance is slightly
under five ohms whereas the com-
parison arm R. is exactly five
ohms. If a constant current / is
supplied to the bridge, a bal-
ance point is reached when the
bolometer increases its resistance
to five ohms from self heating.
Ambient temperature changes or
external power delivered to the
bolometer produce deviations from
the balance point. Output voltage
E. from the bridge is directly pro-
portional to the consequent change
in the bolometer resistance ARB and
the bridge voltage. Temperature
variations are linearly reflected in
the output as a proportional volt-
age Aeo. Equations describing the
temperature increment 0, caused by
energy burst into the bolometer,
also describe the output voltage
characteristic Ae.. When the bal-
ancing current I and its heating
effect place the bolometer at a
quiescent temperature, the dynamic
thermal equation for the bolometer
is given by

Cp deldt + y 0 = P (t). (1)

Each term in the equation is a
power term. The constant C. is the
heat capacity of the bolometer in
watt-sec/deg C, y is the linear heat
loss factor assuming heat lost is
directly proportional to 0, and P
(t) is the input power as a func-

tion of time. If the thermal time
constant of the bolometer Cp/y is
made large compared to the dura-
tion of the power pulse P(t), then
the second term of the bolometer
equation can be ignored yielding

0
ti

1/Cpf P(t) dt (2)

Temperature rise is approximately
directly proportional to the energy
in the pulse and inversely propor-
tional to heat capacity for the bo-
lometer. The thermal time constant
limits the accuracy of Eq. 2.

The output voltage Ae, is directly
proportional to the time integral of
the input power pulse. Increments
must be small for the linearity to
be preserved, and second order ef-
fects, such as bolometer resistance
variations and radiation heat -loss
nonlinearities, are completely
masked.

The temperature rise and the
consequent bridge unbalance de-
pends solely on the energy input.
After the pulse expires, the bo-
lometer starts to cool.

Figure 1B indicates the bridge
output with time for a rectangular
input pulse of duration T,. At T, the
bolometer cools in accordance with

0 = 0,e--7/00 (3)

Since the bolometer time constant
is close to 25,000 µsec, there is suf-
ficient time to measure the maxi-
mum temperature rise of the bo-
lometer O. or an equivalent voltage.

The shape of the cooling curve is
independent of the input signal,
and the integration action of the
bolometer is sufficiently accurate
for input signals approaching 20
percent of the bolometer time
constant.

Calibration
The peak value of the output sig-

nal Ae, is linearly related to the
energy contained in the input pulse
providing bridge voltage, ambient
temperature and operating resist-
ance are constant. If the signal is
amplified and applied to a peak
holding voltmeter, the peak value
can be read on an output meter. To
calibrate the bolometer bridge
and subsequent amplifier -indicator
stages, an input pulse with known
energy content is applied, and the
output meter is calibrated for some
convenient full scale sensitivity.

A periodic, half -sine wave, 100 -
µsec pulse, adjustable up to 250
milliamps in peak value, is gener-
ated by a half -sine wave pulser2. If
the pulse is read on an rms thermo-
couple meter, the energy contained
in a single pulse is found where
the repetition rate and the resist-
ance, into which the pulse is dis-
sipated, are known'. The ergmeter
input resistance is 10 ohms. Since
60 pps are generated for calibra-
tion purposes, the energy per pulse
is E = RT 107 ergs or E =
L.' Ns 1/60 ergs where i,, is the
pulse current measured by using
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a thermocouple type meter.
Thus, to calibrate the ergmeter,

repetetive pulses are generated and
measured. Then a single pulse,
identical to the repetitive pulse, is
applied to the ergmeter input.

The sensitivity of the instru-
ment can be set and several points
calibrated for a smooth curve. The
resistance selected determines the
attenuator design and the calibra-
tion accuracy.

Circuit Details
The bridge, amplifier, peak -hold-

ing voltmeter and 60 pps half -sine
wave calibration circuits are shown
in the schematic of Fig. 2.

Resistance R. in series with the
entire bridge brings the input re-
sistance up to exactly 10 ohms.
Three triode stages with a gain of
about 20,000 amplify the bridge
output signal up to a level of about
40 v for the peak -holding voltmeter.
Feedback in the amplifier provides
sufficient stability.

The amplifier is followed by
a conventional peak -holding volt-
meter. The storage capacitor Ci in
the peak -holding voltmeter is
charged through a resistor R, so
that spurious pulses do not confuse
the integration. Resistor R, delays
the peak reading so that only the
slow cooling curve is measured.

A bridge vtvm provides the out-
put indication. Since potentiometer
R is in series with the output
meter the sensitivity can be set
conveniently. The vtvm has a zero -
set control and the indicator meter
is a 0-100ga movement. A low re-
sistance 200 /La meter can balance
the bridge as a null detector, meas-

100

80

5 60

-I 40

20

0
0

.DIODE NONLINEARITY
IN PEAK HOLDING vTvm

1 1 1

100 200 300 400 500

INPUT IN ERGS

FIG. 3-Half-sine wave pulser injects en-
ergy bursts for calibration. Nonlinearity
at low end of scale is caused by peak -
holding voltmeter diode

ure the bridge voltage at bal-
ance as a millivoltmeter and meas-
ure the pulser rms current when
properly calibrated with the ther-
moelectric converter.

To change the range of the
instrument, constant -impedance 10 -
ohm ladder attenuator sections can
be installed at the input, as ex-
ternal plug-in units. The ten -ohm
input resistance was a convenient
value for ordnance primer studies.

After the internal source is cali-
brated, or the energy content of the
pulse, for any rms-current level, is
made available as some curve, the
bridge is balanced by increasing
the bridge current and obtaining
a bridge null. The bridge volt-
meter reading is recorded for fu-
ture reference. The bridge is now
set up and disconnected from all
meters by throwing the bridge
switch to input calibrate.

The voltmeter section of the erg -
meter is set to zero by discharging
the storage capacitor with S, and
balancing the bridge voltmeter
with SET ZERO potentiometer R..
The calibrator switch is now
thrown to CALIBRATE and the half -
sine wave pulser operates in a re-
petitive mode indicating an rms
output current level on the 200 ga
meter. The energy/burst for each
pulse is found from the calibration
curve. The adjustment for the en-
ergy/pulse level provides for an as-
sortment of calibration points.

When the calibrating switch is
thrown to SINGLE SHOT, then de-
pression of the SINGLE SHOT OPERA-
TION switch S, discharges the pulse
into the ergmeter proper, and an
output reading is obtained. The
sensitivity control sets the arbi-
trary output scale of 0-100 for a
convenient full scale sensitivity of
300 to 600 ergs. Basically, the sen-
sitivity can be increased by about
100 ergs full scale with some sacri-
fice in stability. Other points can
be calibrated in a similar manner.

A typical calibration curve for a
convenient setting of 500 ergs full
scale is shown in Fig. 3. Below 150
ergs the charging diode in the peak
holding voltmeter causes some non -
linearity.

If, for example, the ergmeter
range is to be extended to 5,000
ergs, a simple, resistive ladder at-
tenuator is plugged in at the input

before the bridge. The attenuator
is designed to attenuate all input
voltages by 1/V10. The resistive
pad across the input disturbs the
bridge balance and the bridge cur-
rent must be increased to restore
bridge voltage to the previous
value. At a constant impedance of
10 ohms, the basic scale can be ex-
tended by a factor of 105 with no
difficulty.

Applications and Results
The ergmeter was used primarily

for the evaluation of capacitor -
discharge firing sets. A typical set
consists of a precision capacitor,
which can be charged up to a
known voltage and then discharged
through a mercury switch into the
load. The theoretical energy stored
and discharged in 5CV2 ergs, where
C is in microfarads and V is in
volts.

For firing an electric primer, the
capacitor is discharged directly
into the primer. The ergmeter
measures the energy available into
a 10 -ohm resistor, which replaces
the primer. Thus, an efficiency can
be ascribed to the capacitor -dis-
charge set.

As an example, the curve of Fig.
3 was obtained by discharging a
0.1-gf capacitor into the ergmeter
with the voltage varied between 18
and 30 v. The scale reading with
reference to the basic calibration
curve for the ergmeter can be in-
terpreted as an energy. The effi-
ciency can be computed for this
discharge, and it is a function of
the capacitor surge resistance and
the mercury switch losses.

For these tests, discharge effi-
ciency is about 80 to 90 percent for
well designed circuits. A poor mer-
cury switch and excessive cable
length reduce it to 50 percent.

Thanks are due to Mr. I. Kabik
and W. Schaal. This work was
sponsored by the U. S. Naval Ord-
nance Laboratories, under contract
NORD 15005.
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Four Ways To Simulate
Delayed pulses gated to simulate azimuth, elevation and range produce real-
istic target patterns on radar indicator. Course generator simulates target
speeds up to 2,400 knots. Side effects, including sea and land clutter are also
generated and add to realism of presentation used to train radar operators

By J. I. LESKINEN
Head, Electronics Simulators Branch. U. S. Naval Training Device Center, Port Washington, New York

TRAINING PERSONNEL to correctly
read and interpret radar dis-

play information is costly in both
time and money if live aircraft or
surface targets are used. Radar
targets can be generated synthet-
ically, however, which produce a
realistic pattern on the indicator.
A pulse, delayed in time with refer-
ence to a trigger pulse, will simu-
late target range. Azimuth and
elevation can be simulated by gating
the target pulse so that it appears
only at a particular spot on the in-
dicator. Four methods of radar
simulation, varying in complexity
and versatility, are described with
detailed explanations of important
circuitry.

The radar presentation most
commonly used for display of tar-
gets is a plan position indicator.
Target, size and proximity to the
radar antenna, appear as an illumi-
nated arc on the face of the indi-
cator. Polar position of the target
is read from the indicator as range
and bearing. A separate radar scans
angles above or below a plane tan-
gential to the earth to obtain eleva-
tion data. Azimuthal position data
obtained from this range -height in-
dicator is correlated with the plan
position indicator sweep line or
other reference.

Two Dimensions
Figure 1 shows a two dimensional

radar -target simulator for use with
a radar repeater scope. A course
generator, described later in the
article, turns the shafts of the X
and Y potentiometers in accordance
with the X and Y rates of target

motion. The potentiometers are en-
ergized with a balanced a -c voltage
from a generator. The arms of the
potentiometers deliver two identi-
cally phased a -c voltages to a quad-
rature addition circuit. Amplitude
of the voltages is proportional re-
spectively to the X and Y compo-
nents of the target's position.

The X and Y voltages are com-
bined in the quadrature circuit
which adds them as if they differed
in phase by 90 deg. The resultant
voltage, called target a -c, has amp-
litude proportional to target range
and phase which indicates target
azimuth.

A -C
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X
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X DRIVE

+150V 470

TARGET
GATE

K. X 1,000

FIG. 1

ANTENNA ROTAT ON

PHASE
SHIFTER

POTENT-
IOMETER

Y DRIVE

Target a -c is amplified, detected
and filtered to obtain a target d -c
pulse. The pulse is delayed with
reference to a periodic trigger pulse
to indicate range. A gating circuit
limits appearance of the time de-
layed range pip to the correct azi-
muth. Target position and antenna
position control the gating action.

An electromechanical phase
shifter coupled to the antenna shaft
relates instantaneous position of
the antenna beam to target position.
Input to the phase shifter is an a -c
signal from the same signal gen-
erator that drives the X and Y po-
tentiometers. Output of the phase
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Two dimensional radar target simulator supplies target pip to radar indicator
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Radar Targets

shifter is a constant amplitude a -c
wave with the same frequency as
the target a -c, but traveling in
phase as the antenna rotates. The
azimuth coincidence circuit com-
pares the phase of target a -c and
antenna a -c.

Azimuth Coincidence and Gate
The two signals, one representing

the angular position of the target
and the other angular position of
the radar antenna, are fed to the
azimuth coincidence circuit shown
in Fig. 1. When the signals coincide
in time, indicating that the radar
antenna is pointing toward the tar-
get, the delayed pulses representing
a target are permitted to pass
through the azimuth gating circuit
to the radar plan position indicator.

Pentodes V, and V, have a com-
mon plate load resistor, R, and are
both normally conducting, with a
resulting plate voltage of about 10
v. The negative gate represent-
ing the target position cuts off V,.
The positive gate representing the
antenna position is inverted by
triode V and used to cut off V.
The 10-v plate voltage of V, and V,
rises to about 35 v when either tube
is cut off, giving a pulse of about 25 v
on the grid of V,. This pulse has no
effect on V, because it is biased 50-v
negative. When both V, and V, are
cut off, their plate voltage rises to

7-
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+250V
REG

=

-7/ I /
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Course generator settings on simulator
front panel determine target motion

Radar target simulator produces realistic
pattern on operational radar indicator
without using expensive live aircraft or
surface targets
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FIG. 2-Simulator does not require any operational radar equipment. Antenna signal
is obtained from phase shifter and sweep amplitude potentiometer
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150 v producing a large positive
pulse that is detected by V, and
filtered by the R -C combination C.,
C2, R,, and R,.

Output voltage of V which is
grid bias for V6, the azimuth gating
triode, is changed from negative
100 v to about negative 25 v when
the radar antenna is pointing at the
target. The delayed target range
pulses are fed through C. to the
grid of V,. When the bias on V, is
negative 100 v, amplitude of the

x
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RANGE
DE T

TRANSFOR-
MATION

COMPUTER

target range pulses fed through
C. is not high enough to cause con-
duction. When the bias is reduced
to 25 v, the target pulses pass
through V, and on to the indicator.

Changing the width of the an-
tenna pulse varies the length of
time the azimuth gate remains
open. With the correct pulse dura-
tion, azimuth width can be made to
agree with the antenna beam of any
specific radar. Varying range pulse
duration produces a realistic radar
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FIG. 3-Three dimensional radar target simulator uses computer approach to con-
vert from rectangular to polar coordinates to obtain both ppi and rhi information
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target appearance on the indicator.
The azimuth gating circuit pre-

sents a signal to the radar indicator
which causes a target to subtend a
constant angle from maximum to
minimum range. This unrealistic
characteristic can be improved with
circuit modifications.

Spiral Sweep Simulator
A less expensive type of simu-

lator, which does not require radar
operational equipment, is shown in
Fig. 2. The target signal is gen-
erated in much the same manner as
the simulator just described. The
antenna signal is obtained from a
phase shifter and sweep amplitude
potentiometer which provide a
spiral sweep for the target on an
oscilloscope.

Range of the target is indicated
by gating the target to the correct
radius of the spiral sweep. Azimuth
is indicated by another gate which
limits target appearance to the cor-
rect angle on this spiral sweep.

A course generator turns the
shafts of the X and Y potentiom-
eters in accordance with the X and
Y rates of target motion. A low -
impedance 350 -cps sine -wave gen-
erator feeds the potentiometers.
Output from the potentiometers is
fed to a quadrature amplifier V.
and detector network V.B.

The d -c voltage out of the filter
Li, C., and C. is applied to the grid
of cathode follower V,4. A one -cps
saw -tooth waveform generated by
the motor driven range potentiom-
eter is applied to the plate of V24.
Output from the cathode of V2.4 sup-
plies the grid of V... Since the
range potentiometer is ganged to
the sweep amplitude potentiometer,
its instantaneous voltage represents
sweep distance from the center of
the cathode-ray tube.

A common cathode resistor R,
for both Vm and V,B makes the
cathode potential of VIB propor-
tional to the range voltage from the
X and Y potentiometers. Amplifier
V.. is cut off until its grid becomes
positive enough to overcome the
cathode bias developed by the range
voltage. Plate voltage of amplifier
V.., which is normally high, quickly
drops to a low value when the tube
conducts. The cutoff action of V,.
provided by the range potentiometer
gates the range voltage to the cor-
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FIG. 4-Target position relative to moving
own ship position can be obtained from
this arctan computer circuit

rect radius of the spiral sweep.
Tube V,n conducts for a period

equal to one cycle of the a -c signal
generator frequency. This period
corresponds to 360 deg of sweep
and permits the target to traverse
the circle at nearly the same range.

The negative going pulse from
V, is coupled through C, to the
range gate generator, a monostable
multivibrator, which produces a
3,000-oec pulse. The pulse is taken
from cathode resistor R. and coupled
through C, to the suppressor grid of
V the gating tube. It is positive
enough to overcome suppressor grid
bias on V and allow the tube to
conduct when a signal is applied to
the control grid.

The phase -shifted sum of the X -
and Y -potentiometer voltages is also
coupled to the azimuth pip gen-
erator, comprised of amplifier V;,
limiter V. and monostable cathode
coupled multivibrator V,. Width of
the multivibrator pulse, controlled
by R4, corresponds to antenna beam
width, and determines the length of
the arc appearing on the indicator.
Since the voltages for the X and Y
potentiometers are added in quadra-
ture, the pulse occurs at a time
which represents target azimuth.

Although a pulse is generated for
each of the 350 sine waves which
make up one revolution of the spiral
scope sweep, suppressor grid bias
on V, permits only one pulse to be
displayed for each complete spiral
sweep. The output of V, is coupled

through C. to cathode follower V54
and then to the crt cathode.

The P7 phosphor of the indicator
tube helps to minimize target
flicker. Range scale is arbitrary
and assigned on the basis of target
speed. The sweep value for the
simulator is selected to reduce or
eliminate target flicker.

Three Dimensional Simulator
A three dimensional radar target

generator, for use with ppi and rhi
scopes is shown in Fig. 3. Zero time
reference for the ppi and rhi scopes
and circuits of the radar simulator
is supplied by a trigger generator.
The course generator provides volt-
ages proportional to target co-
ordinates X, Y, and Z. A trans-
formation computer resolves the X,
Y, and Z, coordinates into polar
coordinates R, 0, and E. Range
voltage from the computer is com-
pared with a linear saw tooth to
obtain a time delay proportional to
the range of the target.

At the comparison time, a voltage
pulse appears as the target and oc-
curs once for each timing pulse. A
gate displays the target when the
radar antenna simulator is at the
same azimuth as the target. This
gate allows targets within an angle
of 0.5 deg to 4 deg of the antenna
to appear on the ppi scope. This
represents antenna beam width of
1.5 deg to 8 deg. Pulses or targets
which have been gated by the
azimuth gate circuit are regated by
the elevation gate circuit at the cor-
rect elevation angle for presenta-
tion on the rhi scope.

Elevation Scan Simulator
The elevation scan circuit pro-

vides selection of an 11 -deg or 22 -
deg nodding sector which can be
adjusted to any portion of 0 to 90
deg of elevation angle. The simu-
lator also provides a sine and cosine
d -c voltage of its instantaneous
elevation angle for driving the rhi
scope.

The elevation scan simulator con-
sists of a free running multivi-
brator V with an adjustment R, to
control the vertical scan rate. The
multivibrator output drives a saw -
tooth generator V.4. Capacitor
charged through resistors R. and R.,
produces a constant -height saw -
tooth at different frequencies of
multivibrator V,. Phase splitter

produces both positive slope and
negative slope saw -tooth waves. The
nod position dual potentiometer is
connected so that one part pro-
duces an increasing voltage for a
clockwise rotation and the other a
decreasing voltage. The saw -tooth
is added to the increasing voltage
and subtracted from the decreasing
voltage. The increasing voltage is
proportional to the instantaneous
antenna angle and the decreasing
voltage is proportional to the com-
plement of the instantaneous an-
tenna angle.

Two voltages are fed to cathode
followers V, and V5. The linear out-
put from the cathode followers feeds
sine and cosine function generators
made up of diode -resistor networks.
Cathode follower V. drives the
elevation gate coincidence circuits
of each height target. The output
cathode followers V. and V, are
scaled to produce the proper voltage
for the angle. The diodes in the
function generators conduct when
the input voltage exceeds the volt-
age of the divider connected to
them. The input is loaded by the
series resistor of each diode circuit.
Six diodes produce a sine wave from
a linear function that is within 0.5
percent of an actual sine wave.

Transformation Computer

The transformation computer
shown in Fig. 4 resolves the target
position identified by rectangular
coordinates X, Y, and Z into polar
or radar coordinates R, 0, and E. It
makes the change by solving right
triangles. Inputs to the transforma-
tion computer are voltages from
readout potentiometers on the
course generator. Target position
relative to a moving own ship may
be obtained by introducing the
own ship components of position.
A differential may be introduced
at the junction between the speed
component shaft output and the
potentiometer, or a voltage sum-
ming circuit may be used at the
input to the arc -tangent computer.

The complete three dimensional
solution requires two computers.
One solves for azimuth; the other
for elevation. The elevation com-
puter provides slant range output
also in the form of a 400 -cps volt-
age. Booster amplifiers are the key
to the solution. They have a high
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FIG. 5-Three dimensional radar target simulator uses a resolver to supply X. Y and Z
potentiometers. Signal for ppi is modulated at height scan rate

input impedance, low output im-
pedance and a high loop gain.

Course Generator

An important component of a
radar target simulator is a course
generator to obtain target motion.
Basically it is made up of an in-
tegrator which accepts an input
rate and supplies an output equal
to the time integral of the input
plus the output it had before the
rate was instigated, which is the
constant of integration.

The electromechanical target
course generator simulates target
speeds up to 2,400 knots. It has a
servo that operates at 400 cps and,
through a gear reduction, drives a
ten -turn potentiometer having a
linearity of 0.1 percent for X and
Y positions, and a single turn
potentiometer having 0.5 percent
linearity for height.

Mechanical scaling of the integra-
tion follows the best gear ratio to
obtain a desired maximum rate on
the output shaft so the motor will
be running at a maximum speed of
60 percent synchronous. This gives
the best linearity to the system.
Rate input speed can be double its
assigned value and more, before
power requirements of the servo
become an important factor. In
this specific application, the climb-

dive rate has a gear ratio of over
20,000 to 1, and the X and Y integra-
tors have a gear ratio of 12,500 to
1. Stall torque of the motor is 0.25
in. -oz and regulation torque 0.1
in. -oz. For regulation alone, over
1,000 in. -oz of torque exist on the
output shaft allowing for a re-
latively poor gear efficiency. Out-
put torque available is more than

sufficient by several magnitudes.
Thus, the speed characteristic of the
course generator definitely is not
limited by servo power.

Another method of obtaining a
three -dimension radar target is
shown in Fig. 5. The excitation
voltages to the X and Y potentiom-
eters are obtained from a resolver.
The Z potentiometer gets its voltage
from the reference source which
excites the resolver. The ground
range voltage is added in quadra-
ture with height voltage. This
signal is peak detected as a slant-
range voltage when compared with
a range sweep voltage. The signal
is amplified and peaked to form a
video pulse.

Since the bearing null becomes
sharper with increased X and Y
voltage, width of the azimuth gate
diminishes as target range in-
creases. This effect is more realistic
than that obtained by gating the
target with a signal having a con-
stant angle with range. Output of
this simulator is fed to either a
ppi or rhi scope. If fed as shown,
the ppi video signal is modulated at
the height scan rate. A complete
three-dimensional system therefore
requires two such units with ganged
pots fed from a course and speed
plus climb and dive generator.

Adding Realism
Radar target simulators des-

cribed so far have had no side
effects added to produce greater
realism. Sea or land clutter is a
random reflection of the radar wave
bounced back to the antenna from
ocean waves or from the uneven
terrain of the earth. A thyratron
noise generator followed by a video

amplifier will simulate this effect.
Varying amplitude, range, and
slope will simulate clutter for vari-
ous operational conditions.

It should also be possible to in-
sert a delay equivalent to aircraft
height to display an altitude circle
on the ppi indicator. The circle will
change size with each range scale
of the radar, appearing large on the
short range setting.

A modulator inserted in the video
lead of each target will simulate
target fading. An aperiodic low-
frequency oscillator will provide
random fading. As target range
increases, an automatic attenuator
to diminish the target amplitude
will make detection more difficult.

Beacon radar replies simulate a
landmark or shipborne reference
point. A beacon enables a radar-

equipped plane to find its way back
to its starting point or other loca-
tion when landmarks are not avail-
able for radar pickup. Beacons are
effective to maximum radar range.

A simulated radar target return
is used as the beacon location. The
pulse is gated to trigger a beacon
reply. The reply appears as a single
pulse or a train of pulses having a
short delay with reference to the
target pulse. Amplitude control and
spacing of the pulse gives a high
degree of realism. Azimuth width
of the reply is usually the same as
receiving antenna beam width and
can be gated in the same manner as
the simulated radar return.

Land mass adds further realism
to a radar picture. A film trans-
parency mounted on an east -west,
north -south carriage is scanned by
a flying spot scanner. For a fixed
radar range, own ship motion is
shown by varying the X and Y po-
sition of the film. Moving radar
targets must also move relative to
the own ship to create realistic ef-
fects which are shown in a plot.

Instead of using a film, a more
realistic display is obtained by
scanning a relief map under water
with an ultrasonic transducer. Po-
sitioning the scanner can be in X
and Y while Z gives the effect of
radar shadow as a function of
elevation. A signal beamed from
the transducer is reflected back to
it from the submerged map. The
ultrasonic signal travels at 1/200,-
000 the speed of radio waves.
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Zero adjustment of differential voltmeter containing two infinite
input d -c amplifiers is made from front panel. Calibration is
not needed since amplifier gains are within 0.0005 percent of unity

Construction of the differential voltmeter is straightforward.
Resistors can be the plain carbon type. Matching is not re-
quired because operation is negligibly affected by changes

D -C Amplifier Expands
Input Voltage Range
Infinite input impedance is obtained in a direct -coupled d -c amplifier by
continuously and automatically feeding back a bucking voltage to the input
which is equal to the signal voltage. Input voltage can vary over wide range
and is dependent only on magnitude limitations of bucking voltage. Grid
current is reduced to zero by balancing positive and negative currents. Be-

cause amplifier detects and responds linearly to small voltage changes at high
input levels, it is ideal for analog computer and voltmeter applications

By V. DALE SCHURR, Linfield, Pa.

SIGNAL VOLTAGES are held to
relatively low levels in conven-

tional d -c amplifiers because of lim-
ited input voltage range. Where
precision is paramount, the range
is further restricted by the non -
linearity caused when output tube
parameters depart from the quies-
cent operating point. Also, when
large signals originating in a
source of low -energy content are
used, the signal level must be re-
duced to within the working range
of the amplifier.

The amplifier described here is
designed to hold the grid bias and
current and the plate voltage and
current of the input tube con-
stant as the signal voltage varies
throughout the design range. Since
grid bias can not change with vari-
ations in signal, the input for any
signal level is seen by the input
tube as a zero voltage.

Advantages of Amplifier
Two characteristics of the ampli-

fier-infinite input voltage range

and infinte input impedance-are
especially desirable in certain ana-
log computer applications where
signal voltages represent consider-
able .extremes of magnitude and
originate in sources of low -energy
content. By using input signals ten
or more times those ordinarily
used, the relative drift and effects
of line -voltage fluctuations are re-
duced proportionately. In some
cases, this property eliminates the
need for drift compensating devices.

When used in vacuum -tube volt -
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(A) (B)

FIG. 1-Evolution of infinite input impedance d -c amplifier. Cathode -to -plate voltage in
slideback voltmeter (A) is held constant by physically adjusting potentiometer R.. In the
completely automatic vacuum -tube circuit (B), the cathode -to -plate voltage of tube V, is
continuously maintained at a constant level by feedback from tubes V, and Va

meter circuits or the like, input
range dividers can be eliminated
entirely and range resistors placed
at the output. This technique gives
higher input impedance. Another
advantage is that relatively low -
valued resistors can be used re-
sulting in an appreciable reduction
of cost.

Conventional Limitations

In conventional plate or cathode
loaded d -c amplifiers, a signal volt-
age variation causes a correspond-
ing variation of grid bias which
changes the plate voltage and cur-
rent. With 100 -percent negative-
feedback amplifiers, signal voltage
variations result in corresponding
variations of grid bias and changes
in plate voltage of the input tube;
however, the plate current remains
constant.

In either of these amplifiers, sig-
nal voltage variation changes grid
bias which varies the amount of
grid current drawn. Grid current
can, therefore, be different for any
voltage in the input range. For cer-
tain applications, grid current be-
comes undesirably large. Special
tubes can be used to alleviate this
condition but grid current is not
completely eliminated.

A change in any or all of the
input tube parameters causes the
quiescent operating point to move
toward the region of plate bot-
toming, or, toward the low plate
current region brought about by
grid cut off. For this reason, both
input voltage range and input im-
pedance are finite. Precise opera-
tion of conventional amplifiers re-
quires that the input voltage range
be kept small.

A small negative grid current,
generated by attraction of positive
ions, and a comparatively large
positive grid current, generated by
impinging of electrons, coexist in
all vacuum tubes. By biasing the
grid to the point where the nega-
tive grid current becomes as great
as the positive grid current, the
effective grid current can be re-
duced to zero.'

Bias potential required is equiv-
alent to the floating grid potential
generated when the grid is not con-
nected externally while the tube is
in operation. If the bias can be
adjusted sufficiently to keep the
parameters of the grounded -grid
tube equal to the parameters of the
floating -grid tube, the grid current
will be zero and the input imped-
ance will be infinite for a zero input
signal.

Grid bias and current and plate

10
MEGMEG

e-

INPUTI

MEG

VI

6J7GT

voltage and current can be held con-
stant over any range of input level
by using the slideback voltmeter
circuit shown in Fig. 1A. If the
bucking voltage is adjusted to hold
the plate voltage constant as E1, is
increased, the plate current and
grid bias and current will remain
constant as long as E1, does not
exceed the range of the bucking
voltage. Within this range, the
input tube sees an input voltage
that appears to be zero. The volt-
meter indicates E1, precisely with-
out loading the input tube or the
circuit to which E, is connected.

Automatic Circuit
Since the slideback voltmeter

circuit must be manually adjusted,
it is impractical for computing or
measuring devices. For the circuit
to be usable in these applications,
the bucking voltage must continu-
ously and automatically be obtained
as E1N changes. This can be accom-
plished using the circuit shown in
Fig. 1B.

Necessary bucking voltage is
supplied by tube V,. Any change
in plate -to -cathode voltage of tube
V, is detected and amplified by tube
V2. The amplified error signal is
applied to 1/2 where it is further
amplified. The output signal ap-
pears across the voltmeter as a
bucking voltage whose magnitude
is always equal to the signal voltage
on the grid of V,.

To clarify the explanation of the
circuit, it is assumed that infinite

V3

265N7
+450V

v4 K.X1,000 v4
VR75 VR75

POLARITY
REVERSING

SWITCH

-250V

200K 200K

V3

6SN7

10
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-6SN7
r-,

R6 R5 R4

50K 50K 250K

6J7GT

I
AMPLIFIER I AMPLIFIER 2

Jar
lc;

MEG

MEG
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FIG. 2-High-impedance differential vtvm with input range from -150 to +150 v. Con-
ventional input voltage dividers are eliminated: range resistors are in output circuit. A
polarity switch is provided to eliminate nuisance of transposing leads. Any simple half
or full -wave unregulated voltage supply is suitable for use with this circuit
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gain is available from V2 and V8.
Actually, the gain is finite, the
plate -to -cathode voltage of V, is not
held precisely constant, and the
tube parameters vary. Change in
grid bias is given by the equation:

AFIN AEOUT

where EOUT = EiN [G/(G 1)],
Eg, is grid bias, G is overall gain
without feedback, and EIN is input
voltage.

A typical amplifier with an in-
ternal gain of 2,000 will have an
Eour of 0.9995 En; that is, the grid
bias change will be 0.0005 v for
each 1-v change in E,,. Thus, a
signal of 300 v causes only 0.15-v
change in grid bias and a corre-
sponding change in the other pa-
rameters. Since the amplifier gain
is considerably greater in practice,
the operating point of an actual
tube does not change as much.

Practical Application

A practical application of the am-
plifier is in the differential volt-
meter circuit shown in Fig. 2. With
either input grounded, the instru-
ment can be used as a conventional
vtvm; however, the absence of in-
put voltage dividers and the input
tube's constant operating point
gives an input impedance far be-
yond that of other instruments.

The use of both inputs allows dif-
ferential measurements of small
signal voltages at mean levels be-
tween -150 and +300 v. For ex-
ample, with the meter selector set
on the 0.3-v scale, simultaneous
measurements of two voltages of
300 and 300.3 v, give a full-scale
deflection of the meter. This differ-
ential feature is particularly useful
for measuring grid -to -cathode po-
tentials in high -impedance circuits
or for balancing high -impedance
push-pull circuits.

Grid -to -cathode potential of the
series regulator tubes in regulated
voltage supplies can be observed
under varying load and output
voltage conditions. Elimination of
the input dividers permits the use
of this device in applications where
an electrometer is normally used.

The practical differential volt-
meter shown in Fig. 2 incorporates
two identical amplifiers. For high
stability on low -voltage ranges, re-
sistors R,, R R and R, and po-

+HIGH
VOLTAGE

-HIGH VOLTAGE

INPUT OUTPUT

FIG. 3-D -c amplifier for high input
voltages. High -voltage series regulator
tube V5 maintains plate voltage of V3
at virtually constant level

tentiometers R, and R, should be
wire wound since any resistance
change causes a slight zero shift.
High -frequency oscillations can be
eliminated by connecting a small
capacitor from the grid of Vfi to
ground.

A type 6J7GT tube was chosen
for V, because of its top -cap con-
struction which reduces leakage
from the input grid to the other
elements. Leakage across the glass
envelope can be reduced by con-
necting the base shield to the cath-
ode. Since operation is not depend-
ent on tube type or characteristics,
a high- or low -mu triode can be
substituted for the 6J7GT without
an appreciable change in operation.
If a pentode is used for V2, its
screen can be supplied from V cath-
ode or by tapping R, or R,.

For other than relatively low -
voltage measurements, the cathode -
to -heater voltage ratings will be
exceeded unless separate filament
supplies are provided for the two
amplifiers. Supply voltage changes
have no effect on operation or cali-
bration other than to change the
input voltage range. To provide a
300-v input range, the positive
supply should be at least 450 v.

Either potentiometer R2 or R can
be mounted on the panel; the other
should be mounted on the chassis.
Moving the slider of R, the chassis
mounted potentiometer is used to
change the operating point of V,
while initially setting the floating
grid bias. Thereafter, the panel -
mounted potentiometer is used for
zero adjustment.

When setting the floating grid
bias, small, well insulated 100 to
1,000/Ap.f ceramic capacitors are
connected across each input to
ground. The input is temporarily

grounded and the capacitor across
input 2 is discharged by momen-
tarily touching it with a grounded
lead. Rate and direction of drift of
the voltmeter pointer is then noted
and potentiometer R, given a trial
adjustment. The discharge and
adjust procedure is repeated until
the meter pointer remains station-
ary but not necessarily at zero. In-
put of amplifier two is then
grounded and the procedure is re-
peated on amplifier one. The input
tubes are now operating at their
zero grid -current point.

During stand-by periods when
the instrument is turned on but
the inputs are not grounded or con-
nected to an external source, the
grids will be left floating. Without
a conductive path to ground the
grids are not constrained and are
freely affected by stray currents
and by random fluctuations within
the tubes. These tube character-
istics cause an annoying vibration
and swinging of the meter pointer,
especially when set on a low range.
This difficulty can be eliminated
by connecting a small capacitor be-
tween the input grid and ground.
If a range of input voltages beyond
the amplifier rating is required, the
arrangement in Fig. 3 can be used.

Ultra -High Impedance Voltmeter

If full advantage is to be taken
of the high input impedance fea-
ture of the voltmeter, conventional
input jacks or binding posts and
test leads cannot be used. These
convenient accessories are imprac-
tical because the insulation resist-
ance of jacks and leads is consider-
ably lower than that of a clean,
shielded 6J7GT input tube.

A simple method of reducing test
lead leakage is to connect the lead
directly to the series grid resistor
of V place a shield over the lead,
and drive this shield by connecting
it to the low impedance output.
This procedure effectively increases
the leakage resistance by a factor
approximately equal to the internal
gain of the amplifier; that is, if the
internal gain is 2,000, the resultant
effective resistance will be 2,000
times the original resistance.

REFERENCE
(1) G. E. Valley, Jr. and H. Wallman,

"Vacuum Tube Amplifiers", Rad Lab Ser,
18, p 418, McGraw-Hill Book Co., New
York, 1948.
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Signal -Strength Chart
Computations of signal strength input to a receiver can be solved graphically
by using nomograph based on a formula that converts field intensity at the
receiving antenna to receiver input voltage

By A. W. EMMONS Ramo-Wooldridge Corp., Guided Missile Research Division, Patrick AFB, Fla.
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FIG. 1-Nomograph for converting field intensity to receiver input voltage

IF FIELD INTENSITY E, in /iv per
meter, of a given signal f, in

me, is known, the signal strength
Er, in /iv, is determined for an
input impedance of 50 ohms (E,
in µv for R = 50) and may be
adjusted for any value of input
impedance between 30 and 5,000

Er1NµV FOR 30 .4R 45000
10,000

5,000 4,000
3,000

-2poo
1,000

500400
-- 300
-200

ohms (Er in pv for 30 R
5,000). An isotropic antenna,
no -loss transmission line is as-
sumed.

Signal strength for receiving
antennas of gain > 1 (0 db) are
solved first by finding from the
chart the voltage input for a

R IN OHMS
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1,000
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=6050
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- 20
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system with an isotropic antenna
and then adjusting the answer
using the relation: G = 20 log
(E',./E,) where G is the gain
of the antenna referred to iso-
tropic; E', is the voltage input
to be found ; and E, is the volt-
age input.
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KEEP UP-TO-DATE ON MAGNETICS

See the air -gap on this new
lamination for miniaturization

Look at the air -gaps on this new performance -guaran-
teed lamination we have developed and are stocking.
The F -187's fixed air -gap provides constant inductance
or linear inductance, as needed, because it prevents d -c
saturation of the stacked core.
The F-187 %o" wide center leg is designed for minia-
turized filter circuits for communication applications.
It is ideal for carrier equipment, and can be used most
successfully for microwave, computer or other applica-
tions where frequency control is critical.
Being an "F" shape, the new standard stacks more easily
than EI-187, and thus offers welcome savings on the
production line. There can be advantages to you, too,

in being able to order any quantity, prototype or pro-
duction, directly from stock.
There's more detailed information on this new member
of Magnetics, Inc. family of "Performance -Guaranteed"
laminations-and all of our other standard laminations.
Just write-Magnetics, Inc., Dept. E-49, Butler, Pa.

ifillIGHETICS

0400.0111
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ELECTRONS AT WORK

Microwave Component Tester
By A. F. POMEROY Bell Telephone Labs, North Andover, Mass.

Simple operation and calibration are key features of setup for measuring losses in
microwave devices

MANY MICROWAVE devices have bet-
ter characteristics at frequencies
between their extreme operating
frequencies. Such devices can be
checked at their edge -band frequen-
cies with the assurance that they
will be satisfactory at frequencies
in between.

A simple, fast method of meas-
uring the insertion losses of a wave -
guide component at two frequencies
simultaneously is described. Losses
from 0.1 to 38 db hive been meas-
ured using this method.

Many factors affect the accuracy
of measurement, including reflected
power at the flanges, interaction
factor, stability of the test circuit
and readibility and accuracy of
calibration of the loss -indicating
device.

A typical test setup is shown in
the photograph. Losses from 0.1 to
1.5 db at 10,700 and 11,700 mc can
be measured to an estimated ac-
curacy of 0.02 db.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 1.
Two klystrons generate c -w at 10,-
700 and 11,700 mc. Directional cou-
plers, frequency meters and detec-
tors provide for checking these
signals. The two frequencies are
combined in a hybrid junction be-
fore being applied to junction A -B
under test.

The two frequencies are sepa-
rated again by bandpass filters. The
d -c out of one detector is propor-
tional to one klystron output, and
that out of the second detector to
the other. The operating levels at
the detectors are chosen so that a
one-db change in input will cause

FIG. 1-Circuit measures losses in micro-
wave components at two frequencies

a 25 -division change on each of the
output meters.

Precision attenuator AT, must
have the same change of loss at
both frequencies as the dial is
moved from one setting to another.
This attenuator is calibrated at the
1-db points between 2 and 3.5 db.
This makes these points more ac-
curate than the intermediate divi-
sions. Experience has shown that
errors of 0.05 db can occur by using
the intermediate divisions on AT,
and a reference reading on the
meters to measure insertion loss.

Calibration is effected as follows:
Precision attenuator AT, is set to
a scale reading of 2 db. Attenuator
AT2 is adjusted for full scale read-
ing on M,. Then AT, and resistor
R, are adjusted to values that yield
25 divisions on M, for a change
from 2 db to 3 db in the setting of
AT,. The AT R2 and M2 combina-
tion is calibrated similarly.

A typical calibration yields 13
divisions on the meter for the
change on AT, from 2 to 2.5 db;
12 divisions for the change from
2.5 to 3 db; and 10 divisions for
3 to 3.5 db. The meter readings
for each setting of AT, are recorded
and plotted on a calibration chart.

To make a measurement, AT, is
set at 2 db, and AT, and AT2 are
adjusted for full scale readings on
M, and M2. Insertion of the com-
ponent under test between flanges
A and B will cause M, and M2 to
read less. Entering the calibration
chart yields the insertion losses.

Changes in insertion loss of 0.01
db can be observed using this test
setup. Return losses attributable
to differences between the imped-
ances looking into isolator A, and
into the component under test can
account for loss changes of this
order. Slight rotation of one flange
with respect to the abutting flange
can also reflect power of this same
order.

Stability is achieved by measur-
ing in a temperature -controlled
room and by regulating the filament
and plate supply voltages for the
klystrons.

The range of loss measurements
can be extended to about 38 db by
modulating the klystron oscillators
with a 1,000 -cps square wave and
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for the most complete line of POWER SUPPLIES

0.1%
REGULATION

and
STABILITY

(TUBELESS)

TRANSISTORIZED
SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTED

'Two units mount;;;;--------
4--

6°41.9
Rack Adapter RA -2

...!'' VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES

MODEL
OUTPUT
VOLTS

DC

OUTPUT
AMPERES

DC

OUTPUT
IMPEDANCE

DC.
1KC

MC.
100KC

W

SIZE

H D

PRICE

SC -18-0.5 0-18 0-0.5 .04 .4 81/2" 41/2" 135/8" $195.00

SC -18-1 0-18 0-1 .02 .2 81/2" 41/2" 13%" 250.00

SC -18-2 0-18 0-2 .01 .1 81/8" 41/8" 135/8" 295.00

SC -18-4 0-18 0-4 .005 .05 19" 31/2" 13" 395.00

SC -36-0.2 0-36 0-0.2 .1 1.0 81/B" 41/2" 135/8" 275.00

SC -1836-0.5 18-36 0-0.5 .08 .8 81/8" 41/2" 135/8" 250.00

SC -1836-1 18-36 0-1 .04 .4 81/8" 41/2" 135/8" 295.00

SC -1836-2 18-36 0-2 .02 .2 19" 31/2" 13" 395.00

SC -3672-0.5 36-72 0-0.5 .15 1.0 81/2" 41/8" 135/8- 295.00

SC -3672-1 36-72 0-1 .08 .8 19" 31/2" 13" 395.00

 REGULATION (for line or load) 0.1% or 0.003 Volts
(whichever is greater)

RIPPLE: 1 my. rms.

s RECOVERY TIME 50 microseconds

STABILITY (for 8 hours) 0.1% or 0.003 Volts
(whichever is greater)

III TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT 0.05% per °C. Am-
bient operating temperature 50°C maximum. Over -
temperature protection included. Unit turns off when
over -temperature occurs.

140 SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION: NO FUSES CIRCUIT
BREAKERS OR RELAYS! Designed to operate con-
tinuously into a short circuit. Returns instantly to
operating voltage when overload is removed. Ideal for
lighting lamps and charging capacitive loads.

g OVER CURRENT CONTROL can be set from 0 to

x.

Patent Pending

A 0.01% SERIES IS AVAILABLE IN 13 NEW MODELS
KEPCO OFFERS MORE THAN 120 STANDARD VOLTAGE REGULATED
POWER SUPPLIES COVERING A WIDE RANGE OF MAGNETIC, TUBE 1111

AND TRANSISTOR TYPES. MOST MODELS AVAILABLE FROM STOCK.
SEND FOR BROCHURE B-585

KEPCO
LABORATORIES, INC.
131.38 SANFORD AVENUE FLUSHING 55, N.Y.

INDEPENDENCE 1.7000

120% of full load.
REMOTE PROGRAMMING at 1000 ohms per volt.
REMOTE ERROR SIGNAL SENSING to maintain
stated regulation directly at load.
Suitable for square wave pulsed loading.
Continuously variable output voltage without
switching.
Either positive or negative can be grounded.
Units can be series connected.
Power requirements: 105-125 volts, 50-65 cycles.
400 cycle units available.
Terminations on front and rear of unit.
High efficiency. Low heat dissipation.
Compact, light weight for bench or rack use.
Color: grey hammertone.

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Units without meters use model numbers indicated in
table. To include meters add M to the Model No. (e.g.
SC -18-1-M) and add $30.00 to price.
*Rack adapter for mounting any two 81/2" x 41/s" units is
available. Model No. RA2 is 51/4"h x 19"w, is $15.00
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by using standing -wave indicators
as amplifier detectors. The stand-
ing -wave indicator is set on an ex-
panded scale so that 0.1 db spans
about is inch.

The detector and standing -wave
indicator combination are used at
fixed level input. Losses are read
on AT,. The stability is not as
good as that of the unmodulated

circuit. The accuracy under these
conditions is about 0.2 db.

Experience has shown that this
type of circuit is very useful for
quickly measuring the loss of a
component at two frequencies, espe-
cially in those cases in which
adjustments are made on the com-
ponent in order to meet test re-
quirements.

Infrared Analyzer for Missile Safety
SAFETY is a major problem in the
launching of satellites and missiles.
Elaborate precautions are taken in-
cluding electronic gear such as
closed-circuit tv and telemetering.

Three specially designed infra-
red gas and liquid analyzers devel-
oped by Mine Safety Appliances
were used on the launching pad
of Explorer III. The instruments
monitor hydrocarbon content of the
liquid air, nitrogen and helium
streams with which the missiles
are fueled and pressurized. Should
the hydrocarbon content approach
a critical explosive point, the detec-
tors, by means of mercury switches,
shut down the operation.

The infrared analyzer is de-
scribed by MSA engineers as a
nondispersive deflection type infra-
red absorption comparison instru-
ment. Two similar Nichrome fila-

ments are the separate radiation
sources for the test and reference
beams. A motorized rotating inter-
rupter alternately interrupts these
in such .a way that superimposing
the two blinking beams would re-
sult in a single steady beam.

The stream sample flows through
a gold-plated stainless steel cell in
the optical path of the test beam ;
a comparison cell in the other beam
is completely sealed.

After passing through the sam-
ple and comparison cell, the two
beams unite in a pneumatic micro-
phone capacitor. The result is an
electrical signal of amplitude pro-
portional to the difference in infra-
red absorption between test sample
and reference. This signal drives
a meter and recorder to read either
directly or proportionately the cali-
brated range of the analyzer.

Servo System Steers Car

Servo system tied in with power steering on test car is checked by J. Bidwell, depart-
ment head on GM's research staff. Car follows buried cable carrying low -frequency a -c

Circuit Shifts Phase 360
Degrees
By W. BACON

Runeberginkatu 67 B 31
Helsinki, Finland

Two VOLTAGES that are out of phase
with each other by a known angle
are often necessary. It is also de-
sirable to be able to vary this angle
over as wide a range as possible.

The circuit described below does
this at a fixed frequency. It uses
resistances and capacitances only,
making it useable down to very low
frequencies. It requires only one
variable component and provides a
phase difference between the two
output voltages that can be varied
from -180 degrees to +180 de-
grees without substantial change in
magnitude. Theoretically magni-
tude can be made absolutely con-
stant, the actual variation depend-
ing on the maximum impedance
that can be tolerated in the output
circuit.

FIG. 1-Simple network at A produces
90 -degree phase lag, while that at B
produces 90 -degree lead

The single-phase input is first
split in two by means of two two -
loop networks of the types shown
in Fig. 1A and B. The network in
Fig. 1A, by a suitable choice of
components produces a phase lag
of 90 degrees. The network in Fig.
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A most advanced communication network engineered by Hycon-Page Libya is

being manufactured for the ancient shores of Tripoli. Civil and military service

for the United Kingdom of Libya will be provided by a national telecom-
munications system.

For the tropo scatter spans, Hycon-Page Libya has chosen radio equipment by
REL: driver exciters, t kw and to kw klystron amplifiers, diversity combiner

receivers, and special test apparatus. The ultimate traffic capacity of these
tropo links will be forty-eight telephone channels.

REL packaged systems have demonstrated in repeated testing their ability to with-
stand the extremely high temperatures (Ito. to 1150 daily in the shade)
and dust storms which will be encountered in desert installation.

The reliability for which REL equipment is world famous is a product of both
imagination and experience. More kilowatt miles of tropo scatter equipment
by REL are in use and on order than those of all other companies combined.

The skill and facilities for solving your specialized radio problems are available
at REL.

Radio Engineering laboratories -Inc.
A sub,idiaty of Dynamic, Corporation of America

29-01 Borden Ave  Long Island City 1, N Y
STillwell 6-2100  Teletype: NY 4-2816
Canadian representative: AHEARN & SOPER CO  384 BANK ST  OTTAWA
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PRECISION EQUIPMENT
SWEEP GENERVDRS

Met surement

Of V3Itage

Starling
Wave Ratio

ACCESSORIES

Sweep Generators
and Accessories
available from
15 KC to 1000 MC

PERMITS ACCURATE

R.F. Measurements
By Comparison

Gain - VSWR - Loss
From 200 KC to 1000 MC

0
SCOPE

14

4/

REFLECTION DB DOWN

OF CIRCUIT I S = TO
TWICE ATTEN. SETTING

TEST
FEED-THRU DET. CIRCUIT

000p000fboo

B MATCHED DELAY LINEi\
L Model FD -30

X
1---moossoso000,1

STANDARD ATTEN.I OPEN)

SWEEP
GEN.

Measurements Unaffected By:
 Oscilloscope Gain or Linearity Changes
 Sweep Generator Power Output Changes
 Square Law Characteristics of Detector
 Delay Line Losses

Comparison Measurement Techniques can achieve accu-
racies in the order of ±0.2-Without Refinement Efforts.

SEND FOR TECHNICAL NEWSLETTER
Informative, fully illustrated technical news-
letter describes RF Measurements of Gain,
Loss, or VSWR by the Comparison Technique.

ifinfitil ELECTRONICS CORP.

1 5th & Lehigh Philadelphia 32, Pa.
Export -Rocke International, N.Y., N.Y.

1B produces a phase lead of 90 de-
grees.

In Fig. 1A,
V, = 17 + 3 jodCR - (wCR)2]

If wCR =1, V, = x 0.3 ja)CR. By
making CR = 1, an output voltage
is obtained that is 90 degrees out
of phase with the input and one-
third the input value in magnitude.

In Fig. 1B a similar result is
obtained except that it is negative.

FIG. 2-Voltage across AO is 180 degrees
out of phase with that across BO

FIG. 3-Phase shift of voltage between
X and 0 and input voltage increases as r
is increased

If these networks are connected
to a common input, as in Fig. 2,
the output voltage between A and
O is 180 degrees out of phase with
the output voltage between B and 0.

Assume that the impedances of
 C, and C in Fig. 3 are so high
that they do not load the input.
Capacitor C and a portion r of R,
form a phase -shifting system if
output is taken between X and 0.
As r is increased, the phase of OX
is moved away from that of Vo,
until it is opposite in phase. Theo-
retically, exact opposite phase is
approached as r approaches infinity.
As r is increasing, however, r' is
decreasing; hence OY is moving in
the opposite direction.

This is illustrated in Fig. 4. OX
is originally about 180 degrees
ahead of OY; as the potentiometer
setting is varied, OY and OX move
into phase and finally OX is almost
180 degrees behind OY. Magnitude
is unchanged.

A practical realization of this
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FIG. 4-Adjustment varies phase between
OX and OY nearly 180 degrees

FIG. 5-Circuit produces a total phase
shift between output 1 and output 2 from
less than 180 degrees lagging to more
than 180 degrees leading

circuit at 2,500 cps is shown in Fig.
5. It should be noted that the above
explanation is completely true only
if R, -Cs -C, does not load the input
sections. In practice behavior will
be modified by the loading effect.
The circuit was found to produce
a change of phase from more than
180 degrees leading to more than
180 degrees lagging.

U.S. Magnetometer
Used by USSR
SOVIET RUSSIA has placed an order
with an East German instrument
maker for an absolute magnetic
theodolite. The company is working
with the Geomagnetic Institute of
Potsdam to improve and redesign
the magnetometer submited to the
American National Bureau of
Standards by A. E. Johnson.

The Soviets hope to use the modi-
fied instrument during the present
geophysical year to gain knowledge
of the structure of the geomagnetic
field.

Instruments incorporated into

GIANNINI AC OUTPUT
ACCELEROMETER

Wide Dynamic Range
Extremely Low Threshold

Low Null

ACCURATE, CONSISTENTLY RELIABLE AC out-
put, proportional to linear accelera-
tion, is provided by this new Gian-
nini accelerometer. Available in
ranges from ± 1 g to ± 20 g, the
instrument has a full scale output
of 6 volts which may be fed directly
into a relatively low impedance with
little or no phase shift.
NULL VOLTAGE IS 0.015 VOLTS, of which
at least 90% is harmonic, assuring
a wide dynamic range for the instru-
ment. With a basic threshold sensi-
tivity as low as 0.0001 g/g, input
accelerations on the order of 0.0017
g's will provide a 10 millivolt change
in output.
NO COULOMB FRICTION IS EXHIBITED in
this design, bearings are eliminated
by suspending the mass between

MINN
011111111111

111111

two disc springs. Acceleration in-
puts move the magnetically damped
mass, causing a proportionate
change in the output voltage of a
differential transformer. Cross -talk
effect is minimum (0.003 g/g at 10
g cross acceleration on a lg instru-
ment); repeatability and hysteresis
are below thresholds of measuring
equipment.
IDEAL SECOND ORDER SYSTEM RESPONSE is
achieved in the Model 24614 by mag-
netic eddy -current damping.The her-
metically sealed instrument is oil -
filled for stability of output under
vibration. Specially designed and con-
structed for use in critical airborne
control, stabilization, and flight test
applications, the instrument is
readily adapted to telemetering.

Giannini measures & controls:

0

S2, a;

V

h AI' T

I', Qt. NI To P, TAs

INSTRUMENTS

PRECISION

INSTRUMENTS
AND CONTROLS

G. M. GIANNINI & CO., INC., 918 EAST GREEN STREET, PASADENA, CALIF.
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moms

MODEL 107A

13 years' magneit:haor:

Leg experience send
the

illustrated oat°

MODEL1500
with

Dual Ranges
to 40,000
Ampere -Turns

Designed for production, research and instrument re-
pair work, the Model 1500 will magnetize the new
cobalt platinum and barium ferrite materials as well
as all the Alnicos. It will saturate large switchboard
meter assemblies and all panel type instruments and
uses most existing adapters designed for the Model
107A. Wire -wound fixtures are plugged into front
panel through a safety interlock system providing
maximum operator protection. Operates from 115 -
volt, 60 cps line. Size 11 x 20 x 15; weight 125 lbs.
Price $945.

A basic condenser discharge unit for most medium
size magnets, the Model 107A provides ranges of
12,000 and 24,000 ampere -turns. It is capable of
saturating most instrument magnets, including the
new core type mechanisms, using adapters or
wire -wound fixtures. Designed for continuous
duty. Operates from 115 -volt, 60 -cycle line.
Price $530.

A high powered magnetizer (up to 200,000
ampere -turns) capable of charging large Al-
nico and ceramic magnets of various shapes or
pole configurations. Adapters for multi -pole
rotors, rod, bar, ring and other shapes are
available. Designed for continuous produc-
tion use. Size 30" x 33" x 38"; weight 235 lbs.
with 200-uf unit. Price of basic unit is less
than $2100.

Performance of all models is rigidly guaran-
teed. Prices are net f.o.b. Boonton, N.J. and
subject to change without notice.

the design for measuring length
are claimed to be accurate to within
a thousandth of a millimeter. A
compensator used to measure the
current of the Helmholtz coils had
to be provided with dielectric re-
sistors rated at a million megohms.
Also a number of thermostats are
required to keep temperature con-
stant at 68 F so that no losses will
be incurred.

This unit can be used to measure
the horizontal, vertical and total
field intensities, as well as the mag-
netic variation and magnetic in-
clination of the terrestrial field.

Path Attenuation
Nomograph
By NAOMI KASHIWABARA

t'. S. Navy Electronics Lab,
San Diego, Calif.

ATTENUATION between closely
spaced antennas can be determined
rapidly and easily with a nomo-
graph. This nomograph was pre-
pared for finding path attenuation
between microwave antennas spaced
from 85 to 2,700 ft apart at the
Navy Electronics Lab in San Diego,
Calif.

The power received by an iso-
tropic antenna from an isotropic
source is directly proportional to
the total power radiated and in-
versely proportional to the square

Parabolic Follows Sun

Seventeen -foot parabolic antenna follows
the sun to enable Cornell scientists to pick
up radio waves emitted from the solar at-
mosphere. Simultaneous measurements of
intensities of right and left circularly polar-
ized waves, correlation coefficient and
phase difference between them and time
checks are recorded by Brush oscillograph
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A NEW Amperex FRAME GRID TUBE

It's the
irame grid
construction

that makes
the difference...

 Higher transconductance

 Tighter Gm tolerance
(all tubes-Gm = 12,500 +2500)-2000)

 Low transit time

 Low capacitances

 Better grid and plate current division

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

 Passive cathode for long life

 Ruggedized construction

is New 'dimple' anode

Amper,
FRAM!. GRID
(actual sire)

Amperes
6922

FRAME GRID

In the Amperex 6922 Frame Grid, note the fine wires
under tension with the tight tolerances of the grid -to -
cathode spacing determined by the carefully controlled
diameter of the centerless ground grid -support rods
and the frame cross -braces between these rods.

In conventional tubes, the grid dimensions are ob-
tained by stretching on a mandrel. The tolerance of

-grid-to-cathode spacing is therefore dependent upon
this operation as well as the tolerances -W the holes in
the top and bottom mica rod supports.

ruggedized, low -noise, broad -band twin triode

HERE'S WHAT THIS MEANS TO THE DESIGN ENGINEER

TYPICAL OPERATION
Plate Supply Voltage 100 volts

Grid Supply Voltage +9 volts
Cathode Bias Resistor 680 ohms
Plate Current 15 ma

Transconductance (min. 10,500; max. 15,000)
12,500 umhos

Amplification Factor 33

Equivalent Noise Resistance 300 ohms
Grid Voltage (rms) 0.75 volts

 Reliable radar cascode stages

 Higher speed computer operation

 Lower noise, higher gain RF amplifiers

 Minimum guaranteed 1C.000 hour life

ask Amperex
about "premium quality" frame grid tubes
for communication, instrumentation
and industrial applications.

Amperex ELECTRONIC CORPORATION, 230 Duffy Avenue,. Hicksville, L. I.. N. Y.

In Conodoi Rogers Electronic Tubes & Components, 11-19 Brentcliffe Rdad, Leaside, To -onto 17



476,te ,61
CUT and FORMED

TO ENGINEERING SPECIFICATIONS

We are equipped for precision production of parts

cut, flared, flanged, and bulged from tubing.

Original wall thickness is maintained in the finished

parts with square ends and they vary from

a maximum burr of .001" on the I.D. or O.D.

Improve your own production efficiency and reduce

your assembly costs with uniform tubular components.

Eliminate secondary operations and tooling costs by

specifying tubing.

z2zzAzzz2z

AED

7rzzzz-i
B

BULGED TUBES

APPR.

30°N

B

STRAIGHT CUT

1-4.7777.1,./1"/.1Z7.1/7

r

DA

-r
DA

FLARED12ZZ2:2

E 90° DA

FLANGED-42:27:
B

A FLATTENED
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C
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OR PIERCED

BULGED TUBES

A S C D E

.040 .005 .060
050 R .007 .075
.060 1 .010 .090

.075 2 2 010 .110

.090 74 .010 .1/0

.125 ' 010 .160

.156 010 .200

STRAIGHT CUT, FLARED, FLANGED

A B C D

.040 .050 .005 .050

.050 .060 .007 .070

.060 .075 010 .080

.075 .090 010 .100

.090 pO .115 .010 .11S

.125 .160 010 .170

.156 .195 .010 .200

KLEINER METAL
SPECIALTIES INC.

OVER 500 MILLION KLEINER parts have been produced
and accepted by electronic manufacturers. Consider
tubular parts when designing for automation and

miniaturization.

P. 0. BOX K, DUNELLEN, NEW JERSEY

of the distance between source and
receiver. Received power is also in-
versely proportional to the square
of the frequency, since the effective
area of an isotrope is equal to the
square of the wave length divided
by 4 pi.

Specifically, the relationship be-
tween attenuation, frequency and
distance for two isotropic antennas
is :

a = 37.9 + 20 log,d + 20 logiof
where a is attenuation in db, d is
distance between antennas in ft and
f is frequency in mc. This relation-
ship is valid when d is much greater
than 2(0,, where a is the largest
linear dimension of either antenna.

DISTANCE

Id)
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FIG. 1--Ncmograph provides attenuation
in db between two isotropic antennas

To find path attenuation for any
desired frequency and distance, a
straightedge should connect the
designated values on the vertical
lines on the left and right sides of
the nomograph. The point at which
the straightedge intercepts the
vertical line in the middle gives
path attenuation in db.

For example, at a distance be-
tween isotropic transmitting and
receiving antennas of 1,000 ft and
a frequency of 10,000 mc, path
attenuation is 102 db.

REFERENCES

(1) "Reference Data for Radio Engi-
neers," International Telephone and Tele-
graph Corp., p 752, 1956.

(2) John D. Kraus, "Antennas," Mc-
Graw-Hill Book Co., p 45, 1950.
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UNIVERSAL RATIOMETER

NOW IN ONE
OMPACT PACKAGE

TWO INSTRUMENTS

FXR's B811A Universal
atiometer, combines, at less

st, the many features of a

eparate ratiometer and stand-

Ing wave amplifier.

I
B81 L A

 Compact package-primee
construction

wi ring

 Increasen senit.vity for .ucre accurate
retlectometer tura stirementS \

 Two cycle precision log n.-.efr-V,SWR reflect-
oine.ter readings of 1,,.02 t3 oo on only two scales

 VSWF., DB and r scales eliminate conversion tables

 Built-in input transformers ---nu accessorie3 required

 Expanded VSWR scales and full 70 DB standing wave
amplifier operation

 Crystal and bolometer operation

Aecidion aiklotea r*retyameni
,

WOODSIDE 77. N. Y. AStoria 8-280C

RADAR HIGH -POWER

EQUIPMEN COMPONENTS MODULATORS

EPRESENTATIVES:

WASHINGTON, D. C.

A & M ASSOC.
1145 19th ST.., N.W.
WASHINGTON, D. c.

WASHINGTON
OREGON

AHMCD

BOEING FIELD
KING CITY AIRPORT
SEATTLE 8. WASH.

COLORADO
NEW MEY ICO

UTAH'
WYOMING

HYTRONIC

MEASUREMENTS INC.

1235 S. EANNJCK ST.
)ENVER 23, C)LORA00

ILLINOIS
INDIANA

WISCONSIN

KACELL SALES ASSOC.

5675 N. LINCCLN ST.
CHICAGO 45 ELLINOIS

FLORIDA
GEORGIA
ALABAMA

1. NEAL CO.
1341 S.W. 33r1 AWE.
MIAMI, FLA.

CANADA

RADIONICS LT).
3230 MAYRANO STREET
MONTREAL, CANADA

EXPORT

RUCS INTL CORP.
50 BROAC STREET
NEW YORK 4, N

CALIFORNIA
ARIZONA

VAN GROOS C).
21051 COSTANSO ST.
WOODtANC 41.1S, CALIF.

rite today for you
complete catalog.



COMPONENT DESIGN

Exact Inductance With Variable Toroid

ADJUSTING SCREW -HEAD

)(....... 111,kAAs\\\,.

ROTATING
MAGNET

TORODIAL COIL

FIXED MAGNET

FIG. 1-Miniature variable inductor developed especially for printed circuits. Inductance is varied by rotating the top permanent
magnet to change toroidal flux.

FOR OPTIMUM performance of tuned
circuits, phase shift networks, and
similar impedance devices, the re-
actance must be an exact quantity.
Even if the required reactance is
available in a fixed value capacitor
or inductor, pickup from other cir-
cuit components may change the
frequency response of the imped-
ance network.

The variable inductor shown in
Fig. 1 can be set to the exact value
needed-after it is connected in the
circuit. It is continuously variable
over a ten percent range of the in-
ductance. Toroidal coils from 50
mh to 125 h are available from
stock, and special -order coils are
available up to 1000 h. All coils have
the high Q value common to toroids,
and are hermetically sealed to meet
government MIL specifications.

A cut -away photograph and a
sketch of the variable inductor are
also shown in Fig. 1. Inductance is

FIG. 2-Typical Q vs. Frequency char
acteristics for low frequency variable
inductor

varied by bucking out flux lines in
the toroidal core with a field from
two permanent magnets. There is no
physical contact between the adjust-
ing screw and the toroid.

When the north pole of the rotat-
ing magnet is directly over the
fixed magnet's south pole, flux lines

240

200

160

120

80

40

0
'KG

IV

(20 '.....\\I

2 4 6 8 OK 2

FREQUENCY

4 67

FIG. 3-Typical Q vs frequency charac
teristics for a 20 mh high frequency van
able inductor

from the magnet are perpendicular
to the core and have practically no
effect on inductance. When like
poles of the permanent magnets are
in line, the magnetic lines of flux
repel each other and pass through
the core of the toroid. Inductance
is reduced to the extent that lines
of flux from the permanent magnet
cancel out flux in the core itself.

Ten Percent Range
Nominal inductance value for a

coil is the maximum value, and in-

ductance range is the nominal value
minus approximately 10 percent.
Range can be increased to as much
as 20 percent on special orders. A
typical Q vs. frequency curve is
shown for low frequency in Fig. 2
and high frequency in Fig. 3.

The encapsulated variable toroid
weighs approximately one-half
ounce. It was developed especially
for printed circuits and light
weight requirements. It is being
used in guided missiles and similar
miniaturization fields.

Burnell and Co., Inc., 10 Pelham
Parkway, Pelham Manor, N. Y.

Panel Mounted VTVM

Multi -range electronic volt-
meters cause less circuit load-
ing and are more versatile
than standard panel meters

ONLY AN ELECTRONIC voltmeter
will provide accurate a -c voltage
measurements over a wide fre-
quency range. In rack -mounted
circuitry which has a wide fre-
quency range, a rack -mounted
VTVM is therefore the most practi-
cal test instrument. High input
impedance of an electron tube in-
strument is also very desirable for
voltage measurements.

The meters designed by Metronix,
Inc., require no more panel space
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at Ansco
precision assemblies

are made-to-order,

mass-produced . . .

Ansco
Binghamton, New York. A Division of General Aniline & Film Corporation

MAIL

Precision gear trains, electro-mechanical and optical -me-
chanical equipment of every type, are but a few of the made-

to-order specialties Ansco offers to the
During the last war, Ansco received the Army -Navy E for

efficiency in the production of such intricate, precision de-

vices as-aerial sextants, radar instruments, precision gear
trains, computer units, and many others. Ansco's large plant,

its wealth of talent, can serve you quickly, efficiently, eco-
nomically. Ansco is equipped to work directly from your
specifications, and to supply you with original electro and
optical -mechanical designs and devices. Ansco, Binghamton,

New York. A Division of General Aniline & Film Corp.

YOU may get the complete Ansco picture by writing for
new, illustrated brochure: Ansco Contract Manufacturing

Service.

TODAY:
Ansco Federal Sales Dept. (E6)

Charles Street
Binghamton, New York

Please send me your new brochure, Ansco Contract Manufacturing
Service, at no obligation.

Name

Title

Company

Address

City Zone State
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WHATEVER YOUR UHF

ATTENUATION NEEDS...
AT -104: 12 POSITION STEP ATTENUATOR
USING AT -50 ELEMENTS.
DC TO 4000 MC.

Empire's UHF attenuators
are resistive coaxial networks for the
frequency range from DC to 4000
MC:

Accuracy is held to -2:1/2 DB, VSWR
is better than 1.2 to 1. Any attenua-
tion values up to 60 DB are available.
Deposited carbon elements are used
for stability and operations at higher
pulse levels. Standard impedance is
50 ohms, other values upon request.
These units have excellent tempera-
ture characteristics and are vibration
and shock resistant. Standard con-
nectors are type "N", attenuator pads
are also available with type "C".

The attenuators may be obtained as
individual pads (AT -50, AT -60),
or as multi -position step attenuators
AT -103 (six positions) and AT -104
(twelve positions). For even greater
flexibility, several step attenuators
may be series connected.

For complete technical information
about attenuators for your

laboratory or production needs,
write for free catalog.

A COAXIAL UNIT FROM

EMPIRE DEVICES

WILL MEET

YOUR REQUIREMENTS

AT -103: 6 POSITION STEP ATTENUATOR
USING AT -50 ELEMENTS.
DC TO 4000 MC.

AT50: ATTENUATOR PAD,
DC TO 4000 MC.
1 W AVERAGE, 1 KW PEAK.

AT -60: ATTENUATOR PAD,
DC TO 3000 MC.
2 W AVERAGE, 2 KW PEAK.

NEW YORK-MOunt Vernon 4.7530  SYRACUSE-GRanit 4-7409  PHII.A.
DELPHIA-SHenvood 7-9080  BOSTON-TWInbrook 4-1955  WASHINGTON.
D. C.-0Liver 4-8400 ATLANTA-CEdar 7.7801 DETROIT-BRoadway3-2900  CLEVELAND .Evergreen 2.4114  PITTSBURGH-ATIentIc 1.9248ST. LOUIS-EVergreen 5-7728  DAYTON-FUlton 8794  CHICAGO-ESterbrook 9.2700 DENVER-MAIn 3-0343 FORT WORTH-WAlnut6-4444  ALBUQUERQUE-ALbuquerque

5-9632 LOS ANGELES-REpublic2.8103 PALO ALTO-DAvenport 3-4455 PORTLAND-CApitol 7-3830CANADA: STITTSVILLE, ONT.-HAzeldean 56 EXPORT: NEW YORK-MUrray Hill 2-3760

EMPIRE DEVICES
PRODUCTS CORPORATION

AMSTERDAM, NEW YORK
Telephone: Victor 2-8400

manufacturers of
FIELD INTENSITY METERS  DISTORTION ANALYZERS  IMPULSE GENERATORS  COAXIAL ATTENUATORS  CRYSTAL MIXERS

than a standard six inch meter.
Three of them will fit into a 19 inch
rack.

The d -c meter has seven ranges
from zero to 1000 v, and is accurate
to plus or minus three percent.
Input terminals and the calibra-
tion adjustment are located at the
rear. The a -c meter has ten ranges
in 10 db steps from 10 my to 300 v.
Frequency response of the a -c volt-
meter is from 20 cy to 100 kc. Both
d -c and a -c types may be isolated
from ground, if desired.

In most cases panel -mounted
electronic voltmeters cost less than

Rack -mounted electronic voltmeters are
accurate over a wide range frequency
range,

required for high impedance, wide
frequency range measurements.
They are naturally more expensive
than standard panel -type volt-
meters built for only one frequency.

The meters are completely self
contained with built-in power sup-
plies and all necessary operational
controls. Metronix, Inc., Chester -
land, Ohio.

The Three Tube
Rating System
THREE RATING SYSTEMS are now
being used for electron tubes. Each
system uses a different standard
to analyse tube capabilities. Since
the rating systems describe the
permissible area of operation for
a tube, a conscientious circuit de-
signer is compelled to understand
the systems and their merits and
limitations.

At first glance it would appear
that three systems are redundant.
And the proponents of one rating
system for all tubes believe this
to be so. There are others however
who find merit in this redundancy.

At the 1958 Electronic Compon-
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revolutionary New ONE STEP process

Copies anything
LIGHTNING FAST!

High Speed "Synchro-Copying"

otle issixt41
AuTotAPrIG

sTEP .

The Apeco Uni-Matic Auto-Stat is the world's fast-
est, easiest to operate, all-purpose copy -maker. The
original to be copied is inserted into machine ... the
copy feeds right out . . . original is instantly returned.

Look Alike Copying

'"
2

The Apeco Uni-Matic Auto-Stat produces white
copies that look exactly like the original. Whites are
copied white, blacks are copied black-and middle
tones in grays of equal intensity.

Tear off and mail this Air Mail
Postage Paid reply card.

Copy in FIVE Colors... anything written, printed, typed,
drawn or photographed, right in your own office.

The brand new Apeco Uni-Matic Auto-Stat is the greatest advance-
ment in office copying in the last ten years. It is the culmination of
many years of research and engineering by America's leading manu-
facturer of office copying equipment.

This revolutionary new machine makes copies in less than half
the time of any other photocopy maker. It is so simple to operate-
anyone is an expert the first time he uses it. The Apeco Uni-Matic
Auto-Stat copies from any original-any color-on opaque or
transparent paper . .. printed on one or both sides. It is handsome,
compact, and light weight. Offers hundreds of time and money sav-
ing uses for every business at a price within the budget of the
smallest firm.

ALSO AVAILABLE ON LOW COST LEASING PLAN

American Photocopy Equipment Co.
E-68

2100 W. Dempster St., Evanston, HI.
Rush me, without obligation, your new free
book on the revolutionary new Apeco Uni-
Matic Auto-Stat. I understand this book
explains office photocopying applications in
detail and shows how my business can greatly
benefit by the use of this modern copy -maker.

Company Type of Bus

Address

City Zone State

Individual Title
In Canada: Apeco of Canada, Ltd., 134 Park Lawn Rd., Toronto, Ont.

In Mexico: Apeco de Mexico S. A., Ignacio Estva
Esq. Jose Moran, Mexico 18 D. F., Mexico



The first
really automatic
A Lo:: tEj RSPX E Copymaker!

With the amazing, entirely new

UNI-MATICs,4:11;;:4Z
INSTANTLY COPIES ANYTHING AUTOMATICALLY

APECO
UNI-MATIC

No matter what copy machine or method you now
use you will be interested in knowing how the excit-
ing new Apeco Uni-Matic Auto-Stat can save you
time and money by cutting costly office paper work.

A LIBERAL TRADE-IN OFFER ON ANY COPYING
EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME.

Instantly copies letters, invoices, receipts, charts, blueprints, photographs,
quotations, drawings, catalog pages-anything.

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO.
2100 W. Dempster Street, Evanston, Illinois

VIILIC/4/211V4Vk.
First Class Permit

226

Evanston, Ill.

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
6r postage will be paid by-

AMERICAN PHOTOCOPY EQUIPMENT CO.

2100 W. Dempster Street

Evanston, III.

HAVE YOU

READ THIS
NEW BOOK ..

explaining in detail the new Apeco Uni2Matic
Auto-Stat and how you can use this revolutionary
copy -maker in your business?

TEAR OUT AND MAIL THIS AIR MAIL

POSTAGE PAID REPLY CARD TODAY!
PRINTED IN U E.AElk IL 1%. NIL 14 hk, Ith



TYPICAL SCHEMATIC

CONDENSER

COMPRESSOR

FRESH AIR IV

FILTER -

DAMPER

HEAT FIGIANGEI

ItglINUTATED All COWAITMENT

The mobility problem in cooling elec-
tronic equipment in vans and for mis-
sile pre -launching has been answered
by new AiResearch Freon air condi-
tioning units. One-fourth the weight
and one-third the size of conventional
equipment, these lightweight, air -
transportable units utilize highly
efficient AiResearch Freon compo-
nents (see diagram) originally
developed for commercial aircraft
applications.

Heat source for the circuit can be

THE

either electrical, or exhaust gas from
an AiResearch gas turbine. When the
gas turbine assembly includes an
alternator, it supplies 400 cycle power
to run both the refrigeration unit and
all electronic gear in the van.

Easily operated manually or auto-
matically, this compact air condition-
ing unit provides from 5 to 12 tons
cooling capacity and up to 85,000
BTU's per hour heating capacity. It
operates on 400 cycles, 208 volts. The
unit shown stands 54" high, 52" wide

GARRETT

SPECIFICATIONS
Performance Data:

Typical operation-cooling
Refrigerant Freon 12
Evaporator tonnage 7.5
Ambient temperature 100F
Condenser air flow 5000 cfm
Condensing temperature 131F
Evaporator air flow 1230 cfm
External distribution

ducting pressure drop 2 in H2O
Evaporating temperature 48F

Electrical power 26KVA

and 27" deep, with a charged weight
of only 452 lbs.! Your inquiries are
invited.

ENGINEERING REPRESENTATIVES. AIRSUPPLY AND AERO ENGINEERING, OFFICES IN MAJOR CITIES

CORPORATION
OiPesearch Manufacturing Divisions

Los Angeles 15, California  Phoenix, Arizona

Systems, Packages and Components for: AIRCRAFT, MISSILE, ELECTRONIC. NUCLEAR AND INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
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WHAT'S THE CATCH?

The catch or latching arrangement on all these Sigma relays is
a permanent magnet. While this fact is not fraught with serious or
far-reaching consequences, magnetic latching does have advantages
worth considering. Since there are no triggers, catches or springs to
wear out, magnetic latching relays do not fear early commitment
to an eleemosynary institution. They do not continuously nibble
a little stand-by power, adding their own little body warmth to
the already stuffy environment; nor do power interruptions make
them change position. What the armatures of these Sigma relays do
do is stay where the last coil signal sent them, moving to
the other fixed position only when a
resetting signal comes along. 7/

An up-to-date inventory shows that there are now five Sigma
magnetic latching relays available, with the following distinguishing
traits. SERIES 6 will switch 2 or 5 ampere loads on inputs from 22
to 450 mw., with contacts up to 4PDT; useful in memory circuits,
fast enough for follow-up systems, reliable latching contactor.
SERIES 61 is a modification of the "6", with DPDT contacts capable
of switching 20 ampere loads on 225 or 450 mw. signals; small,
considering its ratings. SERIES 32 is the newest and smallest of the
group; DPDT, measures 0.800" x 0.400" x 0.900" high, max., has
pins spaced equally on 0.200" centers; price is low. SERIES 72 is
the most sensitive (0.3- 2.0 mw), and is designed for bounce -free,
high speed switching. Sensitivity is adjustable, contacts replaceable.
SERIES 73 is a small hermetically sealed SPDT type for use in
miniature devices and guided missiles. Dimensions %" dia. x 1%"
high. Contacts rated 1.5 ampere, sensitivity 6 mw. and 12 mw.

If any of these magnetic latching relays (Sigma Form "Z") offer
the characteristics you're looking for, write for more data. If they
don't, write anyway and tell us what you expect. Maybe one of us
could be talked into making a small modification, so that a Sigma
relay will work.

SIGMA INSTRUMENTS, INC.,
62 Pearl Street, So. Braintree 85, Mass.

ents Conference A. J. Heitner of
Sylvania's Tube Division delivered
a paper entitled, Making Sense of
The Three Tube Rating Systems.
We would like to pass along some
of his observations.

Seven factors are considered
by the tube rating systems: (1)
Physical Dimensions, (2) Element
voltages (3) Element currents ( 4)
Element power dissipation (5) Bulb
or environmental temperature (6)
Impact shock and (7) Altitude.
In order to know when a rating vio-
lation exists or when a circuit is
compatible with the tube ratings, a
design engineer must know the
basic concepts of the rating sys-
tems.

Design -Center System

The most common system for re-
ceiving tubes is the Design -Center
System. JETEC definition of this
system is :

"Design -Center ratings are limit-
ing values of operating and envi-
ronmental conditions applicable to
a bogey electron device of a speci-
fied type as defined by its published
data, and should not be exceeded
under normal conditions.

The device manufacturer chooses
these values . . . taking responsi-
bility for normal changes in oper-
ating conditions due to rated supply
voltage variation, equipment com-
ponent variation, equipment control
adjustment, load variation, signal
variation, environmental conditions,
and variations in device character-
istics.

The equipment manufacturer
should design so that, initially,
no design -center value for the
intended service is exceeded . . ."

When the majority of receiv-
ing tube usage was for home radio
this system worked fine. As tube
applications became more complex
two disadvantages became appar-
ent : (1) Protection offered the
tube is variable and depends on the
circuit and environment. (2) The
circuit designer has no assigned
responsibility for maintaining cir-
cuit environmental conditions com-
patible with design -center ratings.

Even during the radio age trans-
mitting tubes, power rectifiers, gas
filled types, etc. did not lend them-
selves to the design -center system.
The tube manufacturer found that
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/Ma - SEND TEST SIGNALS DURING PROGRAMMING

VERTICAL

BLANKING INTERVAL

TEST SIGNAL KEYER

The Telechrome Model 1008-A Verti-
cal Blanking Interval Keyer is a self-
contained portable unit that makes
possible transmission of television
test and control signals between
frames of a TV picture. Any test sig-

MODEL 1008-A

00111%,4
Wg101

r & I & t .   I 

VERTICAL BLANKING INTERVAL

TEST SIGNAL KEYER

Portable or standard rack mount-
ing. Self-contained power supply.

nal (multiburst, stairstep, color bar,
etc.) may be added to the composite program signals. The
keyer will operate anywhere in the TV system and operates
from composite video, sync, or H & V drive. The test signals
are always present for checking transmission conditions
without impairing picture quality. The home viewer is not
aware of their presence.

These continuous reference signals may be used in con-
nection with various Telechrome devices for automatic
correction of video level, frequency response, envelope delay,
differential gain and differential phase.

1003-C VIDEO TRANSMISSION

TEST SIGNAL GENERATOR
Completely self-contained, portable. Pro-
duces multi -frequency burst, stairstep,
modulated stairstep, white window, com-
posite synch. Variable duty cycle. Regu-
lated power supply. 12VA" standard rack
mounting or in carrying case. Integrat
with above model 1003-A Test Signal Keye

Ame n Broadcasting Co.
Mr. R Morris (left) & Mr.) Serafin

Test signal is thin line between frames. All test
signals car be transmitted during vertical blank-
ing port on of program.

IL )1011011001

Video picture with multiburst test signal In-
serted, as seen on ordinary wave monitor.

IMPORTANT
Checking after prograrnmirg is costly and at best t-ighly
inefficient since conditions constantly vary. The Tele-
chrome Vertical Interval Keyer minimizes post -program
checking and overtime expenses. It provides instant
indication of deteriorating video facilities so that r:or-
rective measures can be undertaken immediately-
manually or autorr atIcally during programming.

NOW in use by CBS, NBC,
ABC, BBC ITA (Brit.)

Write for Specifications & Details

The Notion's Leading
Supplier of Color

TV Equipment

28 RANICK DRIVE
AMITYVILLE, N. Y.

Lincoln 1-3600

Cable Address: COLORTV

Western Engineering Di on -13635 Victory Elvd.. Van Nuys, Calif., State. 2 -7479 -
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VERY LOW MEM\

nyaAornwlAno.r=111=s.rc.

raitUZE POP

SPootinE P011 DC Co11.1,-,,,
1 0 CPS

arr...

PRICE: $290

SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY RANGE 0.05 cps to 30KC
down to 0.01 cps with corrections

VOLTAGE RANGE 0.02 to 2001.' peak o peak lov-es reading cc r -
responds to 7.07mv rms of a sine wave

ACCURACY 3% throughout ranges and fo any point an meter scale
IMPEDANCE 10 megohm by any average capacitance of ZO puf
OPERATION Unaffected by line va-iation 100 to 13011,60 cy le, 45 watt

FEATURES
Pointer "flutter" is almost unnoticeable down to O.O6cps, while at
0.01cps the variation will be small compared to the sweep observed
when employing the tedious technique of measuring infrasonic waves
with a dc voltmeter.

 A reset switch is available for discharging "memory" circuits in order
to conduct a rapid series of measurements.

 The reading stabilizes in little more than 1 period of the wave.
 Meter has a single logarithmic voltage scale and a linear decibel scale.
 Accessories are available for range extension up to 20.000 volts and

down to 140 microvolts.
For further information on this and other Ballantine instruments

write for our new catalog.

Ballantine Laboratories, Inc
100 Fanny Road, Boonton, New Jersey 011

it was not possible to reflect into
the ratings the known variations
of all of the various usages.

Absolute -Maximum System
An absolute -maximum rating sys-

tem was established which placed
the responsibility of circuit design
which is compatible with tube rat-
ings directly on the circuit design-
er. JETEC definition of the abso-
lute -maximum system is:

"Absolute -Maximum ratings are
limiting values of operating and
environmental conditions applic-
able to any electron device of a
specified type as defined by its
published data, and should not be
exceeded under the worst probable
conditions.

The device manufacturer chooses
these values to provide acceptable
serviceability of the device, taking
no responsibility equipment varia-
tions, environment variations, and
the effects of changes in operating
conditions due to variations in de-
vice characteristics.

The equipment manufacturer
should design so that initially and
throughout life no absolute -maxi-
mum value for the intended service
is exceeded with any device under
the worst probable operating condi-
tions with respect to supply -voltage
variation, equipment component
variation, equipment control adjust-
ment, load variation, signal varia-
tion, environmental conditions, and
variations in device characteris-
tics".

A careful look at both of these
systems shows the disadvantages of
each. With the design -center sys-
tem the tube manufacturer effec-
tively assumes responsibility for
both variations in tube character-
istics and circuit operation on tube
performance. However, under the
conditions imposed by the absolute -
maximum system, the complete
responsibility for variations in
tube characteristics and operating
conditions is assigned to the cir-
cuit designer.

The absolute -maximum system
came into more wide spread use in
the low power or receiving tube
field with the advent of the JAN
and MIL specifications. The sys-
tem, however, is extremely demand-
ing on the circuit designer.

In order to make the absolute -
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NEW

AN -0. ATTENUATE

TRANSMIT

05"
ANTENNA

MICROWAVE FERRITE CIRCULATOR .. y

RAYTHEON MINIATURIZED X -BAND ISOLATORS weigh as
little as 2.2 oz. For somewhat different requirements in
the lower frequency L -band, Raytheon recently introduced
the first high -power L -band isolator commercially available.

Excellence
in Electronics

Compact C -band unit replaces gas -tube
duplexer; needs no external power.

System designers: This new circulator is lighter and more com-
pact than the differential phase -shift type unit and readily
replaces typical TR or ATR gas tubes in C -band microwave
transmission systems.
The Raytheon Model CCM1 weighs less than 5 lbs. and is less
than 6 inches long. Its permanent magnet design eliminates the
need for external drive power. The CCM1 reduces requirements
for filters and klystron isolation common to systems using
T -junction duplexers.

With Raytheon's advanced microwave component designs like
this new C -band circulator, systems designers now have more
freedom than ever before to design compact lightweight pack-
ages. Other devices now available and in advanced stages of
development include isolators, both high and low power, ranging
from L -band to Ku -band; ferrite switches; modulators; and
side -band generators.

FOR COMPLETE FACTS or assistance
in solving your microwave ferrite
component problems, simply write
to the address below, outlining your
requirements.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Special Microwave Device Group
100 River Street, Waltham 54, Massachusetts
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FIRST 920 Channel Single Conversion

VHF Mobile Receiver Uses

HYCON EASTERN CRYSTAL FILTER

VHF, 920 Channels, fully tran-
sistorized Radio Receiver by Avco
Mfg. Corp., Crosley Division

1

Hycon Eastern 11.5 Mc Crystal
Filters Measure 2" x 11/2" x 3/4"

Bandwidth at 6 db attenuation: 33 Kc

Bandwidth at 60 db attenuation: 60 Kc

Insertion Loss: 4 db

Ultimate attenuation: 80 db

Mobile communications for today's fast moving military
operations require equipment which is rugged, compact, highly
accurate and dependable. Filling this need is the Avco-Crosley,
fully transistorized, 920 channel, mobile VHF -FM Radio
Receiver incorporating a Hycon Eastern 11.5 Mc Crystal Filter
and matching Discriminator.

The use of only one frequency conversion provides excel-
lent image rejection in combination with high adjacent channel
selectivity. By eliminating multiple conversions, cross modula-
tion and receiver desensitization are reduced even in the the
presence of strong interference from any of the other 920
channels.

High Frequency Crystal Filters for mobile applications
offer the advantages of small size, freedom from microphonic
behavior, and ability to maintain their characteristics throughout
the entire temperature range of -60°C to +90°C. Hermetically
sealed, no realignment or readjustment is ever required.

There are Hycon Eastern Crystal Filters designed to solve
selectivity problems in AM or FM receivers and SSB trans-
mitters, whether fixed or mobile. Hycon Eastern engineers can
assist you in choosing filter characteristics best suited to your
needs. Write for Crystal Filter Bulletin.

HYCON EASTERN, INC.
75 Cambridge Parkway Dept. A Cambridge 42, Mass.

.14

maximum rating system as real-
istic as possible for some of the
known applications, the tub:, indus-
try established multiple ratings on
high power tubes.

The complex nature of both
military and commercial electronics
indicated the need for a . . .

Design -Maximum System

It was with this intent that the
Design -Maximum system was de-
veloped. JETEC definition of the
Design -Maximum System is :

"Design -Maximum ratings are
limiting values of operating and
environmental conditions appli-
cable to a bogey electron device of a
specified type as defined by its pub-
lished data, and should not be ex-
ceeded under the worst probable
conditions.

The device manufacturer chooses
these values to provide acceptable
serviceability of the device, taking
responsibility for the effects of
changes in operating conditions
due to variations in device charac-
teristics.

The equipment manufacturer
should design so that initially and
throughout life no design -maxi-
mum value for the intended service
is exceeded with a bogey device
under the worst probable operating
conditions with respect to supply -
voltage variation, equipment com-
ponent variation, equipment con-
trol adjustment, load variation,
signal variation, and environmental
conditions."

In the TV industry the worst
probable operating conditions for
any circuit are usually easy to es-
tablish. The worst probable oper-
ating conditions for military equip-
ment are more difficult to determine.

Mr. Heitner feels that a dual
trend exists in the use of rating
systems. Low power or receiving
type tubes designed chiefly for the
home entertainment market are
being rated in accordance with the
design -maximum system. Special
purpose tubes, transmitting tubes
and military tubes are continuing
to use the absolute -maximum sys-
tem. Since the function a rating
system is to classify tubes so that
they can be properly used, it ap-
pears that the dual system is best
for present needs.
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Improved Metal -To -Glass
Alloy Holds Seals Tight
Against Hy frogen
at 250 Po lands Pressure

Development of CIa e Mercury -Wetted Contact Relays
aided by special ga -free Driver -Harris #152 Alloy

Driver -Harris Alloys at work in 'r

For all kinds of high-speed switching machines and devices
which demand accuracy and dependability of the highest
order, this new Clare Type HG Relay offers a combination
of high speed, high current -and -voltage capacity with re-
markably uniform long -life performance. It has a con-
servative life expectancy of more than a billion operations
when operated within its ratings and can be driven at speeds
up to 100 operations per second.

In this cutaway view (23/4 x) a magnetic switch, her-
metically sealed in a high-pressure hydrogen filled glass
capsule, and a coil, are enclosed in a steel vacuum tube
type envelope. The switch forms the core of the coil which
provides the magnetomotive force for operating it.

The glass enclosed switch is very compact and small
5/16" diameter x 2" long) yet its handling capacities of

5 amperes and 500 volts maximum are truly remarkable.
These features of its construction make this possible. In

the switch segment, the platinum contact surfaces are
wetted and protected from electrical and mechanical
erosion with mercury by means of a capillary connection
to a mercury reservoir below the contacts. In addition, the
high hydrogen pressure enables the contact gap to with-
stand a high voltage gradient without breakdown.

Keeping the gas from leaking posed a production prob-
lem. The specifications for the lead wires at the top of the
switch and the tubular vacuum stem at the bottom were
stiff. 1. Gas -tight seal against hydrogen at 250 PSI. This
was difficult. 2. Perfect match to thermal expansion char-
acteristics of the glass. 3. Good ferromagnetic properties.
4. Exceptional surface bonding properties since the per-
missible maximum 5 ampere 500 volt limits are dictated
rather by factors relating to heating of the metal -to -glass
seal than the current handling capacities of the contacts.

Driver -Harris was called upon to produce such an alloy
and succeeded in developing a special gas -free nickel -iron
alloy No. 152 which meets all these requirements to the
complete satisfaction of Clare Engineers.

Do your engineering and product development plans
hinge upon a special alloy - why not discuss it with Driver -
Harris. We have, since 1899, produced 132 special purpose
alloys in just this fashion - in answer to a particular prob-
lem and extraordinary specifications. We have a special
bulletin on Sealing Alloys if you care to have one. Your
inquiry is awaited. tC. P. Clare & Co., Chicago, Ill.

"T.M. Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.

DRIVER -HARRIS COMPANY
HARRISON, NEW JERSEY BRANCHES: Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Louisville

Distributor: ANGUS-CAMPBELL, INC., Los Angeles. San FiancIsco In Canada: The 8. GREENING WIRE COMPANY, Ltd., Hamilton, Ontario

MAKERS OF THE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF ALLOYS FOR THE ELECTRICAL, ELECTRONIC,AND HEAT -TREATING INDUSTRIES
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PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES

Grinding Ceramics by Dual Method Is Faster
By R. B. McPHERSON Thermo Materials, Inc., Menlo Park, Calif.

COMBINING through -feed and in-

feed techniques of centerless grind-
ing sharply reduces the time re-
quired to finish grind cylindrical
high temperature ceramic compo-
nents.

While the combined method is
primarily used to grind alumina
components, it is also applicable to
metals. Its best use is when a rela-
tively large amount of stock must
be removed and the component is
out -of -round or tapered.

Used to finish parts whose irregu-
larity had posed severe problems,
the method has cut handling time
from 90 seconds to 15 seconds per
part at the Thermo Materials plant.

In one case, several thousand
hard -fired alumina components had
to be finish ground to 1.115
inches outside diameter, round and
straight. Before grinding the parts
were inch long, with a A inch hole
and an outside diameter of 1.150
inches. They tapered to 1.135
inches OD and were out of round
by 0.020 to 0.030 inch. The grind-
ing wheel is a D100 N100M 20 -by -
2 -inch diamond.

In grinding, the operator places
the workpiece in position on the
blade inside the front edge of the
wheel by sliding the workpiece
along a lucite stick. Then the in-
feed lever is carefully operated
until the workpiece contacts the
grinding wheel. Next, the gap is
closed rapidly, the grinding phase
continuing until zero position of
the in -feed lever is reached. The
part moves laterally during grind-
ing thus clearing the entering side
of the wheel. The lever is retracted
in preparation for the next piece.

Grinding time is approximately
15 seconds per part, with no break-
age. The advantages of straight-
ness and finish that result from
thru-feed grinding add to the lon-
gevity of the diamond wheel. Trav-
ersing eliminates the risk of groov-
ing the wheel and prevents exces-
sive wear in any one place.

First trials on grinding ceramic
cylinders made use of work feed
chutes and the thru-feed method.

Operator positions workpiece by sliding it along lucite stick (left). As part traverses
diamond wheel, grinding of another part may start

This resulted in excessive handling,
breakage and other difficulties. At-
tempts were also made to use in -
feed grinding. The lightness of the
workpiece and its rough out -of -
true face caused the piece to break
on contact with the in -feed stop.

In the final successful attempt,
the in -feed stop was removed and
the pieces allowed to traverse the
face of the wheel during the plunge
cut. After the in -feed lever had
been brought to zero position, the
work cleared the wheel as in thru-
feeding.

The slight set -over and a moder-
ate control wheel speed gave the

operator time to in -feed (plunge)
grind to size. Any taper or wheel
marks were removed while the in -
feed was on zero position and the
work traversed the remainder of
the wheel.

There was no need to wait for a
piece to clear before starting an-
other. The second piece could be
started shortly after the plunge
was completed. The lever was re-
tracted in readiness for loading the
next piece. This stopped the trav-
ersing movement of the part being
ground, but the part resumed trav-
ersing when the in -feed lever again
reached the zero position.

Wire Lists Simplify Assembling
By J. D. WINGFIELD
Me1par, Inc., Arlington, Va.

WIRING LISTS prepared by methods
technicians cope with the problem
of quickly producing, with non-
technical personnel, small quanti-
ties or single units of assemblies
during developmental manufactur-
ing.

The methods technician first pre-
pares a "master wire list" from
the schematic. He identifies every
connection. Each wire item is num-
bered and identified by color, gage,
connections linked and route fol-
lowed.

Wiring decisions are next re - Inspector checks completed unit by fol-
lowing master wire list
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ACTUAL SIZE
(3 5/8")

GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency Range (mech. tuning)

Heater Voltage (a -c or d -c)

Heater Current

Beam Voltage

Beam Current

Reflector Voltage

Heater -Cathode Voltage (peak)

it

NEW FROM SPERRY

12.4 to 15.5 kmc

6.3 v

0.55 amp.

350 v max.

40 ma max.

0 to -350 v

SRU-95 LOW -VOLTAGE KLYSTRON
FOR Ku BAND MICROWAVE TESTING

Now in full-scale production is
Sperry's new SRU-95 reflex oscilla-
tor klystron developed especially for
use as a signal source in radar test
equipment.

The SRU-95 covers the frequency
range from 12.4 to 15.5 kmc with
two reflector -voltage modes, one with
broad bandwidth and the other with
high power. It delivers a minimum
r -f power output of 20 mw into a load
with a VSWR of less than 1.1. Small
but rugged, the SRU-95 has superior

mode characteristics for automatic
frequency control operation.

Important features include wave -
guide output, integral cavity and
tuner, single -screw tuning covering
full frequency range in only 9 turns.

sPERRY

Other applications for the SRU-95
are local oscillator in microwave
receivers and spectrum analyzers,
low -power transmitting tube, and
bench oscillator. Write or phone for
data sheet on the Sperry SRU-95.

ELECTRONIC TUBE DIVISION
SPERRY RAND CORPORATION

Gainesville, Florida

ADDRESS ALL INQUIRIES: GAINESVILLE, FLORIDA, OR SPERRY GYROSCOPE
OFFICES IN BROOKLYN, CLEVELAND, SEATTLE, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES,
NEW ORLEANS, BOSTON, BALTIMORE, PHILADELPHIA.
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Hallamore

Ready, as a "building-block" for your system application ...Hallamore
Model 0162, phase -lock discriminator, a compact plug-in type unit, has
been thoroughly proven in telemetering systems of major missile programs.
Designed around a concept entirely new to telemetry, it eliminates signal
suppression by noise...non-linearity as a result of filtering ...thresholding,

common at low signal-to-noise levels. For quick action, wire Hallamore
Electronics Company, Dept. 24P, 8352 Brookhurst Avenue, Anaheim,
California / TWX : AH-9079.

HALLAMORE
ELECTRONICS
COMPANY

a division of The Siegler Corporation Forerunner in System Development

Diagram shows how a portion of the
cable board is laid out

corded on four working lists used
by assemblers.

A "cable running list", used in
conjunction with a cable board,
guides cableforms in harnessing.
The board requires the only draft-
ing time. Prints made from the
vellum are pasted on plywood. Com-
mon nails are used as guide pins
and springs hold wire ends.

A "board wiring list" duplicates
the appearance of the finished com-
ponent board, to guide assemblers
of component boards, jumpers and
pigtailed wires. A "jumper list"
locates jumpers. Jumpers are short
wires, not precabled, which are first
to be put into the chassis. After
the cables and component boards
are installed and ready for final
hookup, a "hookup list" is followed
by the assembler who connects and
solders all harness and pigtailed
wires.

Simple Code

An elementary code is used in the
lists. "From", "to" and position
columns refer to circuit symbol
numbers on the chassis (required
by most military specifications)
and schematics. The dash numbers
refer to component pin numbers or
location.

Cable routes are lettered on the
cable board. Routes are assigned
only if a wire may be routed in
different ways. Small, non -cabled
jumpers are not given routes and
no routing is required for pre-
formed cable.

Additional work performed by
the methods technician in recording
his decisions and designing a har-
ness board is offset by several ad-
vantages.

The procedure enables use of
production workers with specialized
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ENGINEERS- ELECTRONIC:
ELECTRICAL:

Air Force space and operational

programs offer you

unique professional challenge

and opportunity

as a civilian

Among the myriad current and projected programs of the U. S.
Air Force lies a challenge and opportunity for civilian electronic and
electrical engineers with varying degrees of specialty and experience.
These areas include: the research, development and maintenance
essential to sustaining qualitative superiority for the operational
Air Force; research and development in IRBM and ICBM fields; the
projection into outer space and return of manned, piloted vehicles.
Stimulating assignments now exist for qualified men in these
categories.

As an Air Force Civilian Electronic or Electrical Engineer you:

WORK . . . in a fine creative atmosphere ... with foremost men in the
field ... with most modern equipment and facilities ... in more than
one specific program ... in geographic location of your choice.

RECEIVE ... assured income ... low-cost life insurance ... promo-
tions from within ... excellent retirement and compensation plans ...
protection from arbitrary separation ... liberal sick and vacation
leave plans.

ENJOY... expanded scope of assignment ... professional prestige
and recognition ... job satisfaction ... participation in opening new
frontiers and conquering space.

For full details mail the coupon below.

r-
Paste on Postcard and Mail or Write to:
Air Force Civilian Personnel, Dept. EL21.
Box 7608, Washington 4, D. C.
Please send me further information on U. S.

1

CHALLENGE
Air Force Civilian Personnel opportunities. SCOPE

Name CREATIVITY

Degree ( s) Specialty

Address U.S. Air
City Zone State

L -J Force
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HAVE YOU

CONSIDERED

THE IMPORTANT

ADVANTAGES OF

FILLED TEFLON*?

FOR:

Guide
Bushings,
Vanes
and
Wear
Rings

Electronic Bushings,
Insulators

Valve
Seats
and

Packings

It has been definitely established that the value of Teflon can be
considerably enhanced by the use of fillers in certain applica-
tions. Laboratory and field experience has demonstrated that the
use of fillers permit Teflon to be more readily tailored to a wide
variety of chemical, electrical and mechanical applications. Also,
some mechanical properties can be improved. These include:

1) resistance to deformation under load
2) resistance to wear
3) thermal conductivity
4) compressive strength
5) hardness

By thus improving its properties, Teflon now offers even greater
industrial potential. This is the reason filled Teflon has become
an important item in the "John Crane" Chemlon® line of better
Teflon products.

Chemlon is available with such fillers as glass fiber, carbon,
graphite, copper and bronze, talc, calcium fluoride and other
inorganic materials.

Tell us about your requirements. We'll tell you the advan-
tages you can get from filled Chemlon. Request Bulletin T-104.

Crane Packing Company, 6402 Oakton Street, Morton Grove,
Illinois, (Chicago Suburb). In conodo Crone Pocking Co.. Ltd., Hamilton, on,

*DuPont Trademark

(CV
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Wire lists have columns for wire num-
ber, color and gage, route and, if
needed, soldering directions. Exception
is board wiring list, which looks like
component board

skills. There is product consistency
and the process may be repeated
later without methods participa-
tion. The lists simplify wiring in-
spection in quality control.

Shops get all information in a
standard form regardless of vari-
ances in customer specifications
and engineering group standards.
Production lead time is reduced
because all engineering changes in
the design prototype are incorpo-
rated in the process sheets. Proto-
types are made almost as quickly as
units in production runs.

Tension Meters Clip
Onto Wire in Winding
TENSION MEASUREMENT and con-
trol are often important in the
processing of filaments and tapes
and in production of wire -wound
components. Excessive tension may
stretch wire, changing its resist-
ance, damaging insulation or other-
wise influencing component quality.
Tension can also affect perform-
ance of recording tape, cables and
other products.

A simple method of monitoring
tension during winding is afforded
by tension meters, according to
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FREQUENCY STANDARDS

*31%" high
100 - 1000 cy.

PRECISION FORK UNIT
TYPE 50

Size 1" dia. x 33/4" H.* Wght., 4 oz.
Frequencies: 240 to 1000 cycles
Accuracies:-

Type 50 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R50 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)

Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input, Tube heater voltage and B voltage
Output, approx. 5V into 200,000 ohms

01
*3112" high

400 to 500 cy.
optional

PRECISION FORK UNIT
TYPE 2003

Size 11%" dia. x 41/2" H.* Wght. 8 oz.
Frequencies: 200 to 4000 cycles
Accuracies:-

Type 2003 (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R2003 (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Type W2003 (±.005% at -65° to 85°C)

Double triode and 5 pigtail parts required
Input and output same as Type 50, above

FREQUENCY STANDARD p'
TYPE 2007-6

TRANSISTORIZED, Silicon Tyli"e
Size 1%" dia. x 31/2" H. Wght. 7 ozs.

Frequencies: 400 - 500 or 1000 cycles
Accuracies:

2007-6 (± .02% at -50° to +85°C)
R2007-6 ( ±.002% at +15° to +35°C)

W2007-6 ( ±.005% at -65° to +125°C)
Input: 10 to 30 Volts, D. C., at 6 ma.
Output: Multitap, 75 to 100,000 ohms

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2001-2

Size 3%" x 41/2" x 6" H., Wght. 26 oz.

Frequencies: 200 to 3000 cycles
Accuracy: ±.001% at 20° to 30°C

Output: 5V. at 250,000 ohms
Input: Heater voltage, 6.3 -12 - 28

B voltage, 100 to 300 V., at 5 to 10 ma.

ACCESSORY UNITS
for TYPE 2001-2

L -For low frequencies
multi -vibrator type, 40-200 cy.

D-For low frequencies
counter type, 40-200 cy.

H-For high freqs, up to 20 KC.
M-Power Amplifier, 2W output.
P -Power supply.

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 50L

Size 3%" x 41/2" x 51/2" High
Weight, 2 lbs.

Frequencies: 50, 60, 75 or 100 cycles
Accuracies:-

Type 50L (±.02% at -65° to 85°C)
Type R5OL (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)

Output, 3V into 200,000 ohms
Input, 150 to 300V, B (6V at .6 amps.)

FREQUENCY STANDARD
TYPE 2005

Size, 8" x 8" x 714" High
Weight, 1.4 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 400 cycles
(Specify)

Accuracy: ±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Output, 10 Watts at 115 Volts
Input, 115V. (50 to 400 cycles)

FREQUENCY
STANDARD
TYPE 2121A

Size
8%" x 19" panel
Weight, 25 lbs.

115V
60 cycles, 10 Watt
Accuracy:
±.001% from 20° to 30°C
Input, 115V (50 to 400 cycles)

FREQUENCY
STANDARD
TYPE 2111C

Size, with cover
10" x 17" x 9" H.
Panel model

10"x19"x8%"H.
Weight, 25 lbs.

Frequencies: 50 to 1000 cycles
Accuracy: (±.002% at 15° to 35°C)
Output: 115V, 75W. Input: 115V, 50 to 75 cycles.

,/ This organization makes frequency standards\. -
within a range of 30 to 30,000 cycles. They are
used extensively by aviation, industry, govern.
ment departments, armed forces-where maxi-
mum accuracy and durability are required.

WHEN REQUESTING INFORMATION
PLEASE SPECIFY TYPE NUMBER

American Time Products, inc.
Watch

Telephone: PLaza 7.1430
Master

Timing Systems
580 Fifth Ave., New York 36, N. Y.
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/
 R -F RECEIVER DESIGN
 INERTIAL NAVIGATION

Two of many areas in Avionics
in which Bell Aircraft has openings
for qualified electronics engineers

Particularly good opportunities are now available for
engineers with radio frequency experience in the 100
kilocycle to 35,000 megacycle range with emphasis on
transistorizing of circuits ... and for those with experi-
ence in inertial instrumentation design and evaluation,

Present openings include assignments in:
 Pulse and Digital Coding
 Identification Systems
 Electronic Counter Measures
 Landing Systems
 Digital Computers
 Precise Instrumentation Development

These assignments embrace a wide range of high level
design and development problems which will afford full
scope to your creative ingenuity with unusual oppor-
tunities for rapid advancement and profes-
sional recognition. Salaries commensurate
with your background, good living and work-
ing conditions, and liberal benefits. Please
write: Supervisor of Engineering Employ -
ment, Dept. H-28, BELL AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, P.O.

Box 1, Buffalo 5, N. Y.

Tension meter mounted to sum up ten-
sions accumulated in coil winding wire

Tensitron, Inc., Harvard, Mass. In
a coil -winding operation, for ex-
ample, the meter may be bracket -
mounted to monitor the wire just
before it reaches the coil. The ar-
rangement will sum up the tensions
built up in the wire during the
winding process. Adjustments to
bring the wire's tension within a
safe limit may be made to the wind-
ing machine's mechanism while the
wire is in motion. Or, servome-
chanisms may be constructed for
automatic adjustments.

The meter may also be used to
find an approximate safe operating
tension for a particular wire. A
sample length of wire is tied to a
post and stretched by hand with
the meter placed on the wire. As
the wire is stretched further by
hand, the tension reading will in-
crease up to a certain level, beyond

Trigger -operated tension meter

which the tension reading fails to
increase and the wire is elongated.
One-fourth of the yield tension
may be taken as a safe operating
tension.

Two types of wire tension meters
are illustrated. One type uses a
trigger mechanism to engage run-
ning wires up to AWG 30 in size. A
lever mechanism is used with
heavier wires. Three rollers guide
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Try n5i ron
SILICON RECTIFIERS

Big
Performance
600 volts 450ma

ACTUAL

SIZE

IN
SMALL

PACKAGES

Higher voltage and current ratings are now yours in two compact packages. These hermetically
sealed axial lead units are easily mounted in terminal or printed board assemblies, offering
real design versatility. They are ideal for a wide range of limited -space applications.

Subminiature Glass Types
Transitron's Subminiature Glass Silicon Rectifiers
now pack ratings to 600 volts and 400ma (150ma
at 150°C). Rugged and reliable at temperatures
to 175°C, these units are thoroughly tested under
the most severe operating conditions. They give
excellent service in subminiature power supplies,
D.C. blocking, high voltage series strings and
other applications where space is at a premium.

Miniature Types
Ratings of 600 volts and 450ma (200ma at 150°C)
are now available in the economical Miniature
package - constructed without the wide flange
that often interferes with compact mounting in
printed circuits. These Miniature types serve well

in blocking circuits, power supplies, and such
critical appliStions as magnetic amplifiers,
where low inverse leakage is essential.

Tra nsi-tron

Peak Maximum Maximum
Recurrent Average Average Maximum

Inverse Forward Forward Inverse
Operating Current Current Current

Voltage @ 150'C @ 25 C @ 150'C
Type (volts) (ma) (ma) (ma)

1N689 600 150 400 .2

1N649 600 150 400

1N684 400 150 400 .2

1N647 400 150 400

1N679 200 150 400 .2

1N677 100 150 400 .2

Peak Maximum Maximum
Recurrent Average Average Maximum

Inverse Forward Forward Inverse
Operating Current Current Current

Voltage @ 150'C @ 25`C @ 150'C
Type (volts) (ma) (mo) (ma)

T.160A 600 200 450 .5

T.140A 400 200 450 .5

T130A 300 200 450 .5

TJ20A 200 200 450 .5

T110A 100 200 450 .5

SEND FOR BULLETIN 7E-1351

electronic corporation wakefield, massachusetts

it- 114
c_ .e4t..t

Transistors. Diodes Regulators Rectifiers



fir/Veer Rack Panel Oscilloscope
that opens new testing horizons

5" scope

performance
WITH A NEW 31/2"

SQUARE TUBE

HIGHLIGHT SPECIFICATIONS

 CRT type 41HAP1.
 115 v. A.C., 60-400 cyc.

±10%.
 Sensitivity: .028 v./in. (ver-

tical amplifier), 0.3 v./in.
(horizontal) P/P.

 Frequency response fiat to
D.C.; vert. amplifier 3db @
300 kc.; horiz. amplifier 10%
@ 100 kc.

 Input impedance 2 megohms,
40 µµf.

 Linear sweep time base 2 cps.
to 30 kc., 0.5 sec. to 33 µsec.

 Amplitude 0.1 v. P/P. Square
wave at power line fre-
quency. Accuracy overall
±1%.

 5.25" high x 19" wide x
11.375" deep.

 Printed circuits.

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE

SPECI-

(17 11/FICATIONS

MODEL

K -10-R

. GIVES SO MUCH, IN SUCH LITTLE

SPACE ... AT SO LOW A PRICE

Here, at last, is a full quality, truly
professional 'scope priced within easy
reach . . . and designed to a size that
can be used in practically any rack -
mounting set-up, even where space is
distinctly limited.

The "heart" of this miniaturized ETC
Model K -10-R assembly is its unique
ETC Type 41HAP1 square -faced 31/2
C -R tube. This provides a raster size
equivalent to that of a conventional
5" round tube.

Operational features of the K -10-R
far exceed those of ordinary 'scopes
of comparable size or price.

Headquarters for MULTI -BEAM

OSCILLOGRAPHY and

dependable C -R Tubes

Standard and special ETC oscillo-
scopes range from single -channel styles
such as the K -10-R (above) to types
recording from 2 to 8 channels on a
single tube face. ETC Cathode Ray
Tubes range from single -gun to 10 -gun
types. Write for catalog.

electronic tube corporation
1200 E MERMAID LANE PHILADELPHIA 18, PENNA.

Lever is used to engage heavy wire

the wire. Two rollers are fixed as
reference positions and the third,
acting as a dancer arm, is deflected
in proportion to tension on the
wire. A gear train amplifies the
deflection so that it is read on a
dial as pounds or grams of tension.
Rollers adapted to tapes, films, foils
and webs may be used with both
types.

A full discussion of the causes
and effects of tension is contained
in a paper which Erwin J. Saxl,
president of Tensitron, presented
before the 1958 IRE Convention.

Small Speedy Shear
Has Versatile Table

HIGH PRODUCTION rate on shearing
of small component parts is ob-
tained at Hewlett-Packard Co.,
Palo Alto, Calif., through use of
new Lodge and Shipley 24 inch
shear. Photo shows operator feed-
ing 10 -gage aluminum folding
stock into shear at 400 per hour
rate production of fan bracket
plates for frequency counter.

Machine's blade operates at 120
strokes per minute. End -around
work table is drilled with holes to
accept varying guides and tem-
plates. Table can accommodate
more than one set-up for sequenced
operations on same workpiece.
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THE 313ECALDEOF THE
WELIMNTSITC)Ft.

IRE commemorates the tenth anniversary of a major breakthrough in
solid state electronics by devoting the entire June issue of PROCEED-
INGS OF THE IRE to an up-to-date summary of progress and advances
in transistors. So small that many can be held in the palm of one hand,
these tiny components have ended our 50 year dependence on vacuum
tubes. Without transistors, our intricate guidance and communication
systems for missiles would be incredibly big and heavy. With them,
whole new technologies are being developed, not only for defense but
for industry and commerce as well.

June Issue, of Proceedings of the IRE is
the Near Standard Reference

'York on 'Transistors
Only once before has PROCEEDINGS devoted an entire issue to tran-
sistors. That was in November, 1952. Despite a substantial overprinting,
every copy was sold within 3 months. This classic issue, coming at a
time when there were no books and few papers on the subject, is still
considered one of the basic references on the subject...a suitable com-
panion to the definitive Solid -State Electronic issue of December, 1955
and the Ferrites issue of October, 1956.

Now, to mark the tenth anniversary of the transistor, PROCEEDINGS
presents the latest advances in theory and application in the June, 1958
issue. Here you will find introductory articles by its inventors-Shockley,
Bardeen and Brattain-specially invited papers reviewing progress in
all facets of the subject, contributed papers reporting the latest and
more important advances in the field. Be sure to order your copy, today!

Partial Contents:
"The Technological Impact of Transistors," by J. A. Morton & W. J. Pietenpol, Bell Labs.
"The Status of Transistor Research in Compound Semiconductors," by D. A. Jenny, RCA.
"Survey of Other Semiconductor Devices," by S. J. Angello, Westinghouse.
"Electrons, Holes and Traps," by W. Shockley, Shockley Semiconductor Lab.
"Recombination in Semiconductors," by G. Bemski, Bell Labs.
"Noise in Junction Transistors," by A. van der Ziel, University of Minnesota.
"Formation of Junction Structures by Solid State Diffusion," by F. M. Smits, Bell Labs.
"Germanium and Silicon Rectifiers," by H. Henkels, Westinghouse.
"The Potential of Semiconductor Diodes in High -Frequency Communications," by A. Uhlir, Bell Labs.
"Advances in the Understandings of the P -N Junction Triode," by R. L. Pritchard, Texas Instruments.
"Power Transistors," by M. A. Clark, Pacific Semiconductors.
"Application of Transistors in Computers," by R. A. Henle & J. L. Walsh, IBM.
"Application of Transistors in Communication Equipment," by D. D. Holmes, RCA.
"Characteristics Data on Silicon and Germanium," by E. Conwell, Sylvania.

The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.

Q Enclosed is $3.00 Q Enclosed is company purchase order for the June
1958 issue on Transistors.

Send this special issue of Proceedings of the IRE to:

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CITY & STATE

All IRE members
will receive this June
issue as usual.

Extra copies to
members, $1.25 each
(only one to a member).
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NEW PRODUCTS

Microwaves Spur New Parts

3

4 6

(1) Diamond Antenna & Microwave Corp., rotary joints. (2) Narda Microwave Corp., coaxial couplers. (3) Ray-
theon Mfg. Co., ferrite circulator. (4) Monogram Precision Industries, Inc., load isolator. (5) Thompson Products,
Inc., waveguide switch. (6) PR&D Co., sliding -load waveguide.

MICROWAVE equipment business is ballooning into the multi -billion -
dollar -a -year category. New equipment designs rely on availability of
new and improved microwave components.

Series No. 45 waveguide rotary joints offered by Diamond Antenna &
Microwave Corp., 7 North Ave., Wakefield, Mass., (300), are of the
in -line type and feature broadband operation at high speeds. They
employ novel transducers from rectangular to loaded circular waveguide.

Narda Microwave Corp., 118-160 Herricks Road, Mineola, N. Y.,
(301), announces a new broadband series of coaxial couplers covering a
21/2 to 1 frequency range with flat coupling and high directivity from
4,000 to 10,000 mc. Models are available for 10, 20 and 30 db coupling.

Now available from Raytheon Mfg. Co., Waltham 54, Mass., (302), is
model CCM1 microwave ferrite circulator for use in C -band transmis-
sion and reception systems. It is only 57/8 in. long, 41/4 in. high, and
31/4 in. wide. It readily replaces conventional gas -tube duplexers.

Monogram Precision Industries, Inc., Los Gatos, Calif., (303) intro-
duces model XL157 Uniline ferrite load isolator. Used to provide
substantial isolation between a microwave source and its load with
negligible loss in transmitted power, it removes the reactive loading
effect caused by long transmission lines or frequency pulling of magne-
tron or klystron.

In production at Thompson Products, Inc., 2196 Clarkwood Rd.,
Cleveland 3, Ohio, (304), is a double ridged waveguide switch which
provides broad frequency characteristics for DR19 or equivalent wave -
guide. The actuator is radio noise free and equipped with interlock
circuitry.

Polytechnic Research and Development Co., Inc., 202 Tillary St.,
Brooklyn 1, N. Y. (305), announces a new series of sliding waveguide
terminations with frequency ranges from 2.6-3.95 kmc to 26.5-40 kmc,
and a maximum vswr of 1.01.

For more information use READER SERVICE CARD

D -C VTVM
low cost unit

i1LLIVAC INSTRUMENTS, Box 997,
Schenectady, N. Y. Model MV -57A
sensitive precision d -c vtvm is

priced at $790. Accuracy is per-
cent absolute (not full scale). Meas-
uring range is 100 pA' to 1 kv. Input
impedance is 6 megohms on low
ranges, 60 meg from 1 v up. Pre-
cision measurements are made
through automatic comparison of
accurate calibration signals, taken
from a standard cell -controlled 1 kv
d -c supply, with the unknown volt-
age. Circle 306 on Reader Service
Card.

(Continued on page 124)
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BEST

TOOLS

PLUS

BEST

CRAFTSMEN

PRODUCE ASSEMBLY

THE BEST PRODUCT
Through the four necessary steps to produce

transformers for Electronic applications, Moloney
uses the best ... in men ... in facilities ...in

material. That basically is why Moloney
is recognized as a producer of quality

products. Yes, recognized for the
quality of engineering, processing,

assembly ... and testing. Experience
and facilities thus combined assure

purchasers of the best product
for their needs.

MESS -11

Write for Catalog SR 208
"HyperCores for Magnetic
Components" and Catalog
ST 3506 "Magnetic Com-
ponents for Electronic Appli-
cations."

ENGINEERING

TESTING

MOLONEY ELECTRIC COMPANY
Plate and Filament Transformers Chokes Unit Rectifiers Modulation Transformers

and Reactors Pulse Transformers and Charging Chokes HyperCores for Magnetic Components

Developmental Magnetic Components Power and Distribution Transformers

SALES OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES  FACTORIES AT ST. LOUIS 20, MO. AND TORONTO, ONT., CANADA
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Expensive testing hours are
saved by the accurate and complete
test reports submitted with each. ADC sample.
The transformer illustrated above is typical. Specifications
called for an output transformer for a high power, ultrasonic
application. The sample was promptly submitted with
complete test data and outline drawings.
As is its custom, ADC also included the test circuit so that the
customer could see how the test data was obtained,
and more easily verify test results.
From sample design through production, you'll like the way.
ADC fulfills your transformer and filter requirements.

otm.1Nt
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ADGAUDi0
DEVELOPMENT
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(ADC) AUDIO DEVELOPMENT COMPANY
2838 -13th Avenue South Minneapolis 7, Minnesota

1

TRANSFORMERS  REACTORS  FILTERS  JACKS & PLUGS  JACK PANELS
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Indicators
show temperature
ARTHUR C. RUGE ASSOCIATES, INC.,
733 Concord Ave., Cambridge,
Mass., has developed two portable,
easily operated temperature indi-
cating instruments-one a single
channel indicator and the other
multichannel-to be used with their
RdF resistance thermometers. Il-
lustrated is the multichannel type
with built-in calibration controls,
easy readability and simplicity of
operation, and a front panel se-
lector switch permitting monitoring
of up to 10 points. There is also a
provision for recorder connection
through a jack on the rear of the
panel. Range is 0 to 500 F stand-
ard. Scale divisions are 10 F and
10 C; readable to approximately
2.5 F. Circle 307 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

V -R Power Supplies
transistorized
WESTERN GEAR CORP., P.O. Box
182, Lynwood, Calif. Operating
from a 115-v 60 cps a -c power
source, the model 7PVR14 transis-
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torized voltage regulated power
supply provides three channel out-
puts-±2 v d -c at 2.5 amperes, ±3
v d -c at 2.5 amperes, and ±20 v
d -e at 2.5 amperes. All channels arc
regulated to ± 0.5 percent. The
regulatory circuits are referenced to
temperature compensated Zener
diodes. Vernier adjustments of out-
put voltages are provided. Circle
308 on Reader Service Card.

D -C Amplifier
low-level type
BECKMAN SYSTEMS DIVISION, 325
North Muller Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
The FITGO (Floating Input To
Grounded Output) low-level d -c

amplifier uses solid state compo-
nents throughout, resulting in
greater reliability. The unit is used
to amplify signals from thermo-
couples, strain gages, pressure trans-
ducers and other sensing elements
of this type. Circle 309 on Reader
Service Card.

Receiving Tube
tiny, low -noise
GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Owens-
boro, Ky., has developed a low -
noise military receiving tube # in.
long and -4 in. wide for use as an
r -f amplifier in equipment operat-
ing up to frequencies of 1,200 mc.
Type 7077 is a high -mu triode of
planar construction intended pri-
marily for use in grounded grid cir-

PRINTED

CIRCUIT AMPLIFIER

USES AIRPAX CHOPPER

Universal Chopper -Stabilized Amplifier

Open -loop gain of this opera-
tional amplifier drops at 6 db/octave

over entire working range. This feature
enables the user to shape the response from
DC to well above 100 KC by means of
feedback to meet nearly any application.

Grid current at the input is completely
eliminated. Drift and noise are held under
100 microvolt referred to the input by a
stabilized preamplifier stage using an
Airpax Type 175 chopper.

The amplifier is manufactured by
George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc.,
Boston 10, Massachusetts.
The chopper, naturally, is by Airpax.

CHARACTERISTICS
OF TYPE 175 CHOPPER

Airpax 60 -CPS chopper Type 175
is a miniature unit with permanently
adjusted SPOT BBM contacts.

DRIVE

Frequency .. 60 ±3 CPS
Voltage ..." 6.3 ±0.6 RMS volts

CONTACTS

Dwell Time . 167 ±10 electrical deg.
Balance .... within 15 electrical deg.
Phase Angle 20 ±5 electrical deg.
Voltage .... up to 100 DC volts

Current .... up to 2 MA
Noise 50 microvolts average

Hermetically sealed for trouble -free
operation in any atmosphere;
internal mechanism rigidly mounted
to withstand shock and vibration
encountered in portable equipment.

Airpax Products Co., Cambridge Division, Jacktown Rd., Cambridge, Maryland
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advancement
in instrument

design

VERSATILE
MULTI -RANGE
METER TESTER

Model M-2

...POWER SUPPLY...LIMIT BRIDGE

Precise, self-contained unit for laboratory
and production use. For DC instrument
calibration from 25 ua full scale to 10 ma
full scale, and 0-100 VDC; sensitivity and
resistance measurement; DC current -voltage
source; limit or bridge measurements from
0-5000 ohms. Regulated power supply.
Stepless vacuum tube voltage control. Ac-
curacy exceeds 3% (current), ohm or
4% (resistance). For 115V, 60 cycle AC.
Complete - needs no accessories. Bulletin
on request. Marion Electrical Instrument Co..
Manchester, N. H., U. S. A.
Copyright © 1958, Marlon
V. 8. Patent 2,740,093

marion
WHINI 7,4 rvr

meters IM
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ENGINEERS- CLIP THIS SCHEDULE

ENERAL ELECTRIC WEEK

INTERVIEWING PROGRAM

FOR NEXT 3 WEEKS

INTERVIEWS

New York, N. Y.
Washington, D. C.

Boston, Mass.
Dallas, Texas
San Francisco, Cal.

Ft. Worth, Texas
Los Angeles, Cal.

Seattle, Wash.
El Paso, Texas
Albuquerque, N. M. June 30 -July 1

Assignments Open On

BALLISTIC MISSILE
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTS

For complete details on a wide diver-
sity of positions, including D & D on
long range surveillance radar, see our

ad on page 175
Make arrangements now for an inter-
view in your hometown by wiring
collect to the address below. If your
city is not listed write us to find out
when interviews will be scheduled
there. Replies held in strict confidence.

Ntr. James D. Kinsella, Div. 27 WV

*Heavy Military Electronic Equipment Dept.

DATES

June 11

June 9-10

June 16-17
June 23-24
June 24-25
June 25-26
June 27.28
June 27.28
June 28-29

GENERALS ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, N. Y.

L -
ENGINEERS- CLIP THIS SCHEDULE

cuitry in communications, radar
and navigation equipment. Ampli-
fication factor is 80, power gain
14.5 db, and noise figure 5.5 db.
Circle 310 on Reader Service Card.

Radar Simulator
basic research type
FEDERAL SCIENTIFIC CORP., 615
NV. 131st St., New York 27, N. Y.,
offers a basic search radar simulator
intended to meet a wide variety of
requirements. In reproducing the
systematic and random portions of
the radar process the instrument
supplies radar video simulating that
of a search type radar with com-
plete fidelity. The effects of an-
tenna radiation pattern, target scin-
tillation, and receiver thermal noise
are simulated with mathematical
validity. Circle 311 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Crystal Case Relay
weighs only 0.35 oz
WHEELOCK SIGNALS, INC., Long
Branch, N. J. This new miniature
crystal case relay can withstand

temperatures of -65 to 125 C and
vibration of 2,000 cps at 20 g.
Dielectric strength is 1,000 v rms,
750 v rms across contact gaps. The
relay can withstand shock in excess
of 100 g, all planes, has coil re-
sistances up to 5,000 ohms and
minimum coil power stud or
bracket mounting with solder hooks
or 3 in. leads. Circle 312 on Reader
Service Card.

Voltage Divider
small, ultralinear
ELEcTRo-mEAsuRE MEWS INC.,
7524 S. W. Macadam, Portland,
Oregon, announces the Dckatran,
a compact panel mounted a -c volt-
age divider having linearity rival-
ing elaborate laboratory standard
dividers. It employs a special
tapped toroidal transformer, coaxial
switches and the exclusive Deka-
dial. Four coaxial dials give a
simple straight line reading to five
significant figures. Overall linearity
of the Dckatran is better than
0.002 percent. Circle 313 on
Reader Service Card.

Pulse Transformers
miniaturized
INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE CO.,
Computer Components Division,
401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8,
Pa. Packaged in a special moisture
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Series 4000
SPST

1 2 Amp. -
115 V. AC

Normally Open
or Normally

Closed

Request
Catalog

No. M-202

//

Push Button Switches
Designed for your

Miniaturization
Program

These Grayhill Switches are designed
and built for long dependable serv-

ice. They are silent action mo-
mentary contact with an

exceptionally long life.
Series 2000 Snap Action

Switch also available.

Series 35
DPST

1 2 Amp. --
115 V. AC
Normally

Open

Series 23
SPST

1/4 Amp. -
115 V. AC
Normally

Open

All
Switches
Actual

Size

Series 30
SPST

1/10 Amp.-
*n

f__;__ 39
115 V. AC Series

Normally 1/10 Amp.-
Open or 115 V. AC
Normally Normally
Closed. Open

523 Hillgrove Avenue Telephone Fleetwood 4-1040

CIRCLE 114 READERS SERVICE CARD

A copy of this quick -reading, 8 -page
booklet is yours for the asking. It con-
tains many facts on the benefits de-
rived from your business paper and
tips on how to read more profitably.
Write for the "WHY and HOW
booklet."
McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Room 2710,
330 West 42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

a big step forward in
broadband RF amplification

OCTAVE RF
AMPLIFIERS
40 to 600 mcs
 low noise figure  low power drain
 high gain  broadband operation
 flat gain characteristic

Model HFW Octave RF Amplifiers feature low noise,
high gain, low power drain plus dependability and
easy maintenance. Four basic amplifiers are available,
with the following frequency responses:

40 to 80 mcs 80 to 160 mcs
160 to 320 mcs 300 to 600 mcs

Two additional units cover the 100-400 mcs region
as follows:

100 to 200 mcs 200 to 400 mcs

Conservatively speaking, these equipments offer a
practical and realistic answer to nearly all broadband
amplification requirements.

TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS Model HFW-303

Input frequency:
Input, output impedance:
Input, output V.S.W.R.:
Noise figure (average):
Gain
Primary power requirements:
Size (L.W.H.):
Mounting dimensions:

300-600 mcs
50 ohms
Less than 1.5 in bandpass region
7 db
30 db
115 VAC, 60 cps
19" x 12V2" x 7"
Standard 19" relay rack

Write for further information.

111111011 Besea= inc.
76 South Bayles Avenue, Port Washington, N. Y.
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TRANSISTORIZED DIGITAL
MAGNETIC TAPE HANDLE

MODEL 906

Optimum performance
in virtually all tape handling applications

The advanced design of the completely transistorized Potter Model 906 Tape
Handler provides improved performance in virtually any tape handling application.

Replaceable Capstan Panel permits use as Perforated Tape Reader with a
remarkable new brake capable of stopping on the stop character at speeds up
to 1000 characters per second. Using a small vacuum loop buffer, Model 906
features:

 Complete front accessibility-single
panel construction

 Pinch rollers capable of 100 million
start -stop operations
In -line threading, end of tape sense
ing and tape break protection

 Speeds up to 150 ips
 As many as 4 speeds forward and

reverse

 Capable of continuous cycling at any
frequency from 0 to 200 cps with.
out flutter

 Rewind or search at 400 ips
 3 millisecond starts

1.5 millisecond stops
 Tape widths to 1-1/4"
 Up to 47 channels

All functions remotely controllable
The 906 may be supplied with a transistorized Record -Playback Amplifier

featuring a separate module for each channel. Electronic switching from record
to playback function is available as an optional feature.

Other Potter products include Transistorized Frequency Time Counters, Magnetic
Tape Handlers, Perforated Tape Readers, High Speed Printers, Record -Playback
Amplifiers and Record -Playback Heads.

POTTER INSTRUMENT COMPANY, Inc.
Sunnyside Boulevard, Plainview, New York

OVerbrook 1-3200

resistant epoxy resin, a new series
of miniaturized pulse transformers
are designed with a 7 -pin miniature
plug-in base or with leads for solder-
ing to printed circuit boards. They
are designed for use in blocking
oscillators, impedance matching,
phase inversion, interstage coupling,
triggering and counting circuit.-
Circle 314 on Reader Service Card.

Portable Analyzer
tests galvanometers
NORTH ATLANTIC INDUSTRIES, INC.,

603 Main St., Westbury, N. Y.
The GA -101 portable galvanom-
eter analyzer allows a complete
check of all galvanometer param-
eters, including damping, frequency
response, static balance and d -c sen-
sitivity, replacing the complex test
equipment formerly used in these
measurements. Circle 315 on
Reader Service Card.

11111 0441

0
Mounting
for transistors
THE DELBERT BLINN Co., P. 0.
Box 757, Pomona, Calif., an-
nounces a new transistor mounting
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that provides a standardized mount-
ing of all transistors regardless of
size or shape. It offers shock re-
sistance, good heat sinking and low
moisture absorption. Temperature
range is from -60 C to +99 C
with a hot continuous operating
temperature of 85 C. It has low
dissipation factor, conductivity and
dielectric constant; high surface and
volume resistivity. Circle 316 on
Reader Service Card.

Power Supply
two phase
PACIFIC TECHNICAL Co., 2047 Saw-
telle Blvd., Los Angeles 25, Calif.
A new two phase power supply is
designed to speed the development
and testing of 400 cycle servo sys-
tems and motors for missiles and
aircraft. Three continuously vari-
able outputs-two at 0 deg and one
at -± 90 deg-allow extreme flexi-
bility in the use of this supply.
'Total output is in excess of 500 va.
Circle 317 on Reader Service Card.

Miniature Servo
high torque output
L113RASCOPL, INC., SOS WCStC11
Ave., Glendale 1, Calif. Designed
primarily for servo repeater applica-
tions, model 100-1 miniature servo
meets the needs for an isolation
servo between svnchro components,
or a svnchro controlled servo drive
for resolvers, potentiometer, or
shaft to digital converters. It has
a high sensitIN itV to sl 11 chro input

IERC

HEAT -DISSIPATING

ELECTRON

TUBE SHIELDS

- AND EQUIPMENT "DOWN TIME" LOSSES

CAUSED BY HEAT, SHOCK AND VIBRATION!
Investigate the extraordinary tube -saving, cost -saving
potentials of IERC Heat -dissipating Tube Shields-the
only complete, commercially -available line of effective
heat -dissipating electron tube shields for miniature,
subminiature and octal/power size tubes. IERC's ex-
panded line of heat -dissipating tube shields for the
larger size power tubes offer, for the first time,
a practical method to retain these tubes in severe
shock and vibration environments!
The most complete electron tube heat -dissipation infor-
rii.jon is yours for the asking! Technical data com-
prised of IERC and independent laboratory test reports
will be sent upon request on your company letterhead.

CROSS -LICENSED WITH NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC.

PATENTED OR PATS PEND.

International
electronic research corporation
145 West Magnolia Boulevard, Burbank, California

LATEST addition to IERC's product line is the IERC HEAT DISSIPATOR for POWER TRAN-
SISTORS. Effective reduction of temperatures, elimination of heavy, large or finned
surfaces plus adaptability for use in confined spaces are prime features. Technical
Bulletin PP112 is included with general IERC information sent on request.

Heat -dissipating electron tube shields for miniature, subminiature octal and power tubes
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Types
6100
and

6101 ACCURATE

dc RESISTANCE

T63P° MEASUREMENTS

Type
638-R

617
Series

Type
6350

... 1 micro -ohm to 106 megohms

Among the many bridges manufactured
by Shallcross, these six have become vir-
tually "standards" for general-purpose re-
sistance measurements. Each is easy to
operate and ruggedly constructed to
maintain accuracy and stability in every
kind of field and laboratory service. Switch
decks are inside the case for minimum
maintenance.

Of special interest are the 617 Series
Limit Bridges. These provide direct "GO -
NO GO" production line resistor testing
for any percent tolerance spread from
±0.1% to ±20%.

NEW BULLETIN L -19B contains full
specifications for each instrument. For
your copy write to: SHALLCROSS
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Selma, North Carolina.

Model
Number

Measurement
Accuracy

Maximum
Setting

Minimum
Setting CircuitFeaturesSpecial

6100
.±01% +0.010

(.10 to 1.011 MeV.) 1.011 Meet 0.0010
Fault

Location-
Wheatstone

Fault Location by Murray, Var-
ley, Hilbdrn & Fisher Loop
Tests.

6101 -±-0.1% -I-0.010
(10 to 11.11 Meg?) 11.11 Megft 0.0010 Wheatstone Four dial rheostat usable as

decade box.

6320

±0.02% +0.010
(10 to 11.11 Meg12) 111.11 MeV, 0.000010 Wheatstone

Most accurate five dial Shall -
cross bridge for direct resist -
ance measurement.

Rapid "GO -NO GO" percent
limit testing. Built-in adjust -
able comparison standard.

±0.05% to ±20% on
separate "+" and "-"
percent selectors.
(10 to 10 Meg?)

11.111 Mese. 0.00010 Percent
Limit

638 R

±0.75% or better
(.0010 to 10) 11.110 0.0000010 Kelvin Overlapping Kelvin and Wheat -

stone ranges selected with
single ratio dial.±0.2% +0.010

(111 to 11.11 Meet) 11.11 Megt2 .0010 Wheatstone

6350

±1%, (100 to 10 Megt2)
±2%, (10 Megft to10,000 Mega).
-±5%, (above

10,000 Megft)

1111 x 108
Me g/ 0.010

Wheatstone
with d -c
Amplifier

Modular construction dual
range power supply, null indi-
color-amplifier, for 1159. 60
cycle operation.

617
Series

0-

±0.1% to ±20% on sep-
arate "+" and "-, ' se-
lectors from a minimum
resistance consistent with
number of dials in use to
the maximum settings.

111,1110
t,111'11°12

11,111,100Q

0.10
*10
100

Percent
Limit

For rapid "GO -NO GO" percent
limit testing. Hand or foot
operated for production test -
ing. All models also usable
for direct resistance measure -
ments. Binding post for ester -
nal d -c power supply.

T --±0.2% +0.010 from a
minimum consistent with
number of dials in use to
the maximum setting.

111,1110
1,111,11011
11,111,1000

0.10
*10
100

Wheatstone

t Except 61713 and 617J ±0.1% -2.70.01II.  Except 6170, 0.010.

producing an accurate high torque
output. In a package 3 in. long
and 11 in. in diameter it includes:
motor, control transformer, ampli-
fier, gear train and related circuitry.
Circle 318 on Reader Service Card.

Motor Pump
portable, hydraulic
TAI, BENDING EOUIPMENT, INC.,
Milwaukee 2, Wisc., has developed
a small, fast, powerful, portable hy-
draulic motor pump developing up
to 10,000 psi pressure and weigh-
ing only 65 lb.

The company claims that spe-
cific uses of the motor pump in the
electronic industry would be: con-
version of hand or foot operated
arbor and bench presses, shears,
bending devices, jigs, fixtures,
clamping devices, and anywhere
else that smooth positive power is
needed to push or pull. Circle 319
on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Tester
general purpose
SONEX, INC., 73 South State Road,
Upper Darby, Pa. A general pur-
pose transistor tester measures small
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signal beta, collector leakage cur-
rent, and collector resistance on all
npn, pnp, surface barrier, grown or
diffused junction transistors. Eleven
operating points are provided with
one convenient selector switch.
The tester is self -calibrating and
transistor under test is operated in
a temperature stabilized circuit in-
suring each unit is tested under
identical biasing conditions. Circle
320 on Reader Service Card.

VHF F -M System
for split channel use
AERONAUTICAL ELECTRONICS, INC.,

Box 6527, Raleigh, N. C. Model
600 series vhf f -m mobile radio
equipment uses a high frequency
crystal filter for superior receiver
selectivity characteristics under new
split channel allocations of the
FCC. It can operate on 6, 12 or
115 v without modification, ex-

tending its use thereby to smaller
transmitter stations. Circle 321 on
Reader Service Card.

Frequency Meter
for vhf use
LAVOIE LABORATORIES, INC., Mata-
wan-Freehold Road, Morganville,
N. J. A new vhf frequency meter is
accurate to one part per million
(0.0001%) over a range of 20 mc
to 3,000 mc. The instrument will
measure frequencies as low as 10 kc
and is capable of generating fre-
quencies over the entire 10 kc-
3,000 mc range. No calibration

... moderate

and heavy duty types

... low voltage and apparatus types

A design which uses air as major insulation, with leakage path
lengthened by forming porcelain into a bowl, eliminates losses
which occur in ordinary types of bushings at radio frequency.

Lapp moderate duty insulators, suitable for a variety of low
or medium voltage applications, are the standard type bowls for
carrying leads through shields, equipment cases, walls, etc., and
practically any indoor use where duty is not too severe.

Outdoor units are designed with corrugated surfaces which
provide extra leakage distance for use in contaminated atmos-
phere. Corrosion -resistant hardware.

A wide variety of types of these insulators is now available
as catalog items ... or where
requirements necessitate, on special
design-for which Lapp engineering
and production facilities are
excellently qualified. Write for
complete descriptive data and
specifications. Lapp Insulator
Co., Inc., Radio Specialties
Division, 142 Sumner
Street, Le Roy, N. Y.
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Official U. S. Nary Photograph

when all
MANKIND . . 
is gazing at the heavens wondering if its
bleak and silent spaces will be friend or foe,
our Nation's security depends, more
than ever before, on the Engineers' and
Scientists' determination to make major
scientific break-throughs rather than mere
improvements in existing hardware.
The professional staff of the Vitro Silver
Spring Laboratory is dedicated to this goal.
Our present openings are few but extremely
challenging. For detailed information,
address your inquiry to:

Manager, Professional Employment
Silver Spring Laboratory, Dept. 102
Vitro Laboratories
14000 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland

LABORATORIES
Division of the Vitro Corporation of America

hooks or temperature correction
curves are required for the direct
reading unit, making it particularly
useful in the mobile and military
field. Circle 322 on Reader Service
Card.

Pulse Analyzer
256 -channel unit
RADIATION COUNTER LABORA-
TORIES, INC., Skokie, Ill. Model
20609 256 -channel pulse height
analyzer features: 27 hours pre-set
time during which background may
be counted and automatically sub-
tracted from original run data; lo-
garithmic readout on flat -faced crt
and strip chart recorder; dual -func-
tion h -v supply; and interpolation
lights to aid in setting zero point
and instrument maintenance. All
channels are printed out in less
than one minute. Circle 323 on
Reader Service Card.

Silicon Rectifier
diffused junction
FANSTEEL METALLURGICAL CORP.,
North Chicago, Ill. This small dif-
fused junction silicon power recti-
fier is rated for continuous service
at 20 amperes d -c at maximum peak
reverse potentials up to 400 v. Four
of these rectifiers in a full wave
bridge circuit will provide power
for a 10 h -p 230-v d -c motor. It is
specifically designed for d -c power
supply and magnetic amplifier op -
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plications requiring reliable per-
formance in ambient temperatures
up to 150 C. Circle 324 on Reader
Service Card.

Digital Voltmeter
two module unit
ELECTRO INSTRUMENTS, INC., 3540
Aero Court, San Diego 11, Calif.
The DVA-500 d -c digital voltmeter
consists of a switch module and a
power module. The power module
is transistorized and features inter-
nal modular construction. Specifi-
cations of the new instrument in-
clude a 5 digit display, automatic
ranging and polarity, 0.0001-999.99
range and 0.01 percent accuracy,

one digit. Stability is better
than 0.01 percent. Circle 325 on
Reader Service Card.

Indicating Meters
shatterproof -face
IIOYT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

WORKS, INC., Burton -Rogers Co.,
42 Carleton St., Cambridge 42,
Mass., has developed a new series
of indicating meters with a shatter-
proof, transparent plastic face for
original equipment or replace appli-
cations that require 5 percent ac-
curacy. The scale extends prac-
tically the full width of these 2i
in. square meters to give a high

0
ccaa

ALTERNATE CONNECTOR
TYPE N TO ACCEPT
UG-21 B/U ATTACHED
RG-9A/U CABLE

Milano!
mum

CABLE
RG-9A/U

19

32
9

2 5
16

11.1
32

9132

It
32

olco

nit°

*6-32 TAP
V4 DEEP
5 MTG. HOLES

OUTLINE DRAWING MODEL 575N DOUBLE COUPLER

WHEN YOU GUILD MicroMatch
Directional Couplers into your trans-
mitters, you add an invaluable feature
at extremely low cost - positive con-
firmation of transmitter performance.
Your customers stay sold by the cou-
pler's continuous RF Power indication.

Its VSWR monitor, in addition, stands watch over your
customer's transmission line and antenna.

Now incorporated in most modern Government and
commercial transmitters, MicroMatch Directional Couplers
produce an output essentially independent of frequency.
Units are available for use within the range of 20 to 4000
megacycles. Couplers are adjusted to produce full scale
meter deflection at power levels of 1.2 watts to 120 KW.
Accuracy of power measurements is plus or minus 5% of
full scale.

For complete details on the MicroMatch line of monitor-
ing equipment, write for our 68 -page catalog.

WHEN MICROMATCN IS GUILT IN -

YOU KNOW WHAT'S GOING OUT

M. C. JONES ELECTRONICS CO., Inc.
BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT
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111

Reliability . . . in
advanced weapons
systems requires

.engineers with
.. exceptional

qualifications
Steering intelligence for tomorrow's
missiles . . . with a built-in immunity
to enemy jamming and interception -
that is the fantastic promise. Westing-
house -Baltimore -pioneer in weapons
systems basic research -has developed
advanced equipment to play an im-
portant role in our offensive and de-
fensive strategies for the future.
The Men on the Westinghouse Team
are engineers with Exceptional Qualifi-
cations. These men carry on the tradi-
tions of pioneering leadership that have
made the name Westinghouse synony-
mous with advanced developments in
the electronics field.
There is always room at Westinghouse -
Baltimore for engineers of this caliber.
If you have these qualifications, we
urge you to send a resume of your
education and experience to:

Dr. J. A. Medwin, Dept. 764,
Westinghouse Electric Corporation,

P. 0. Box 746, Baltimore 3, Md.

Westinghouse
w 880

BALTIMORE
An Engineer's Company

degree of readability comparable
to larger instruments. They are
available in ranges of d -c sensitivi-
ties from 1 ma to 100 amperes, and
326 on Reader Service Card.

Silicon Rectifiers
diffused junction
BEN DIX AVIATION CORP., Red Bank
Division, Long Branch, N. J. A
series of new silicon rectifiers have
peak inverse voltage ratings rang-
ing from 50 to 600 v and can
deliver 30 amperes of rectified cur-
rent. Operating temperature ex-
tends from - 65 C to + 175 C.
The rectifier package is in con-
formance with the latest JETEC
proposed standards.

The units are of the diffused
junction type for lower forward
drop and lower reverse leakage cur-
rent. EIA has reserved the JETEC
designations 1N1434 -1N1438 for
this series of five rectifiers. Circle
327 on Reader Service Card.

Relay Socket
microminiature
VIKING INDUSTRIES, INC., 21343
Roscoe Blvd., Canoga Park 3,

Calif., announces a microminiature
8 and 10 contact relay socket avail-
able in four styles of mountings to
assure ease of installation in any
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design. Contact rating is 5 am-
peres, wire size No. 20 Awg maxi-
mum. Insulator is mineral (as-
bestos) filled Melamine -type mine;
contacts are phosphor bronze; in-
serts either brass or steel. Circle 328
on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Inverter
for airborne uses
VARO MFG. CO., INc., 2201 Wal-
nut St., Garland, Texas, has de-
veloped a 60 NIL, 115 v a -c tran-
sistor inverter for airborne uses re-
quiring precision 400 cps fre-
quency. Use of a tuning fork refer-
ence obtains 0.01 percent accuracy
in the single phase output from
the 28 v d -c ± 5 percent input.
Model 4303 weighs only 2.5 lb
and operates through a tempera-
ture range of - 50 C to + 71 C.
Unit will withstand 5 g's at 70-
1,000 cps or 10 g constant accelera-
tion. Circle 329 on Reader Service
Card.

Kerr Cell Shutter
.01 Psec exposure
Avco MFG. CORP., 20 S. Union St.,
Lawrence, Mass. Exposure time of
0.01 12sec has been achieved with
a Kerr cell electro-optical shutter
and an improved pulse generator
circuit. The 2-in.-sq shutter has

Speed Prod.ucticciA...,
Lower Assembly Costs

with this New Symmetrical
Feed-Thru Capacitor*

Cen

 patents pending

ACTUAL SIZE

a®'s New DA -741 Hi-Kap,®
the feed-thru you can't put in wrong

. . . can be inserted from either end . . . a natural for
machine insertion or other types of automation

. embodies a new metalizing technique that com-
pletely eliminates capacitance drop-off, silver
migration, and silver burn -off during soldering
operations
will withstand soldering temperatures of 450°F for
two minutes

. has a solder fillet around center ring eliminating
need for solder preforms

. . . rugged 16 gauge tinned wire lead assures positive
connections

SPECIFICATIONS:

TYPE DA 741

.4;0.

Capacitance: Available in values up to 1,000 mmf.

Power Factor: 3% maximum, measured at 1KC

.21o.

GMV

Voltage: 500 VDCW, 1300 VDCT; special units
can be supplied for 900 V. RMS test

Humidity: Meets EIA STD RS198, Class 2
DA -740, with same electrical characteristics but without solder
fillet or leads, can also be supplied.

For details write for Centralab Engineering Bulletin No.
EP -556. For the most complete line of ceramic capacitors in
the industry see your Centralab distributor.

.300.
MAX. 01A.

D.5835

NI,=

.071 MA_ "11
HOLE .183.

TYPE DA 740

A DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION, INC.
914E E. KEE-FE AYE.  MILWAUKEE 1, WIS.
In Canada: 804 Mt. Pleasant Rd.  Toronto, Ontario

VARIABLE RESISTORS PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS ELECTRONIC SWITCHES

CERAMIC CAPACITORS ENGINEERED CERAMICS SEMI -CONDUCTOR PRODUCTS
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TRANSFORMERS
Designed and Built

in accordance with MIL -T -27A
DELIVERED FROM STOCKS

Your local electronic parts
distributor can give you fast
delivery on hundreds of types
of transformers designed and
built in accordance with
MIL -T -27A specifications.
They are in stock, backed up
by the largest factory inven-
tory of military transformers
in the industry.

Ask your distributor for
CHICAGO catalog CT3-57,
listing detailed electrical and
physical specifications on
these units, or write to
Chicago Standard Trans-
former Corporation.

TYPE RANGE OF RATINGS
400 CYCLE
Power

Filter Reactors
Filament
Step -Down

40 to 300 DCMA, 510 V. CT
to 1100 V. CT

40 to 300 DCMA, 2.0 henries
6.3 V. CT, 3 to 20 Amp.
140 Va, 28.5 V., 3 phase

MILITARY STANDARD
Power

Filament
Audio

70 to 250 DCMA, 400 V. CT
to 1600 V. CT

2.5 to 6.3 V., 2 to 20 Amp.
50 to 15,000 2 pri., 4.0

to 135,000 2 sec., .03 to 2.0 W
TRANSISTOR AUDIO
Input
Interstage

Driver

Output

60 Si pri., 10 11 sec., .05 W.
100 to 500 0 pri., 200 to 5000 0 sec.,

.03 to .25 W.
100 to 2000 0 pri., 100 to 200 0 sec.,

.05 to .5 W.
20 to 9800 Q pri., 4 to 15 0 sec.,

.05 to 10.0 W.
GENERAL TYPES
Power

Filter Reactor
Filament
Multiple Filament
Audio Input
Audio Output
Saturable Transformers

10 to 300 DCMA, 500 V. CT
to 1100 V. CT

10 to 300 DCMA, 8 to 15 henries
5 to 10.0 V., 1.25 to 5.0 Amp.
5 to 12.6 V., 1 to 6 Amp.
50 to 20,000 0 pri., 150 - 50,000 0 sec.
300 to 20,000 12 pri., 4 to 600 It sec.
2.7 to 18 W. power output

I Under Military Reduced Inspection Quality Assurance Plan (RIQAP)

CHICAGO STANDARD TRANSFORMER CORPORATION
3502 Addison Street, Chicago 18, Illinois

jxport Sales: Reborn Agencies, Inc. 431 Greenwich St. New York 13, N.Y.

been applied to aerodynamic simu-
lation studies of long-range missile
re-entry problems. Exposure times
in the range of 10' to 10' are re-
quired to prevent image blur in
Avco's work with scaled -down pro-
jectiles fired at very high velocities
in its ballistic range. Key to the
new technique is the pulse gener-
ator, which consists of RG8/U
coax cable and the spark gap. The
Kerr cell is connected directly
across the load resistor on the trans-
mission line and does not require
an impedance matching network or
pulse transformer. Circle 330 on
Reader Service Card.

Casting Resin
fire retardant
EMERSON & CUMING, INC., 869
Washington St., Canton, Mass.
Stycast 2980 is a one component,
fire -retardant epoxide casting resin
and impregnant. It is used directly
as supplied; no addition of curing
agent is required. It can be used
from -70 F to +400 F. Insulation
resistance is 10" ohm -cm at room
temperature and remains above
IF ohm -cm at 400 F. Circle 331
on Reader Service Card.

Scaler
7 -decade capacity
BAIRD-ATOMIC, INC., 33 University
Road, Cambridge 38, Mass. Model
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Get out your pencil and . . .

Help yourself to
electronics' READER SERVICE

it's free -it's easy-it's for your convenience

Each Advertisement and New Product item is numbered.

For more information, simply . . .

(1) Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds to
number at the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item.

(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully.
It is impossible to process cards that are not readable.

*FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS IN

MULTI -PRODUCT ADVERTISEMENTS

Please indicate in box in post-
card marked with asterisk (')
specific item(,) in ad in which
you are interested. Please write
ad circte numbrer(s) and specific
producils) on which you want
more information.

Additional postage MUST be added to cards for all FOREIGN MAILINGS

An occasional Adver-
tisement cannot be
numbered for the
READER SERVICE

CARD due to lack of
space and must be
indicated by writing
the Advertisers' name

in the space at the
bottom of the card...

An occasional Adver-
tisement cannot be
numbered for the
READER SERVICE

CARD due to lack of
space and must be
indicated by writing
the Advertisers' name
in the space at the
bottom of the card...
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MEMO:
NEW PRODUCTS RELEASES

TO: ALL MANUFACTURERS

FROM: electronics

electronics publishes all new product items of inter-
est to makers and users of electronic and allied
equipment.

The reverse side of this card provides a service to
subscribers by facilitating the flow of additional in-
formation between manufacturers and our readers.

Take advantage of Reader Service --and the readership
of electronics...keep the industry informed about your
New Products and New Literature via their mention in
the editorial pages of electronics.
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131A is a new and versatile cold
cathode glow tube scaler for general
purpose radioactivity counting. It
is designed for integral pulse height
analysis in scintillation or propor-
tional counting. Featuring a 7 -dec-
ade capacity and a built-in tinier,
it contains an ultra -linear, ultra
stable expander amplifier type
pulse height selector. Unit has a
resolving time of less than 5 //sec
with an electronic scale of 1,000
followed by a 4 -digit electro-
mechanical register. Circle 332 on
Reader Service Card.

Transducer
9/16 in. voice coil
THE MAGNAVOX CO., 2131 Beuter
Rd., Ft. Wayne, Ind., announces
the new Hy-Que 3 transducer. Its
applications range from single
speaker instruments to multiple
speaker units, including various
tweeter uses in dual speaker design.
The speaker uses standard EIA
magnet sizes as well as several spe-
cial, high -efficiency magnets in its
T98 in. voice coil. By various design
modifications different response
characteristics are possible. Circle
333 on Reader Service Card.

V -R Power Supply
compact, tubeless
KEPCO LA13012A10121ES, INc., 131-38
Sanford Ave., Flushing 55, N. Y.,
has developed the KM -251 mag-
netic voltage regulated power sup-
ply. It delivers in two ranges: 2 to
8 v, 0 to 30 amperes, and 8 to 14 v.
0 to 15 amperes. Regulation for

From General Electric .

PLAIN TALK ON
TANTALYTIC* CAPACITOR

AVAILABILITY
It's time for plain talk on the facts of tantalum electrolytic
capacitor availability. There is no "availability" problem
as far as General Electric is concerned.
Here's why:
 No metal shortage-Stocks of capacitor -grade tan-

talum have doubled within the past year.
 No production capability shortage-General Electric's

production facilities have tripled in the past year.
 No delivery bottlenecks-General Electric's improved

manufacturing processes and techniques have virtually
eliminated production rescheduling.

 Few military directive priorities-Since the supply of
Tantalytic capacitors has met demand, the military
requirements can be met without directive priorities.

This is why we say-now and in the future, General Elec-
tric will continue to provide Tantalytic capacitors in the
types and ratings you want-when you want them.

For specific information on Tantalytic capacitor ratings,
prices, deliveries, contact your nearest General Electric
Apparatus Sales Office or write to General Electric Co.,
Section 449-4, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

*Registered trade -mark
of General Electric Co.

**Trade -mark of
General Electric Co.

SOLID TANTALYTIC CAPACITORS
-for transistorized circuit appli-
cations-rated up to 60 volts,
polar units only-sizes down to
0.125 inches by 0.250 inches.

125C TANTALYTIC
CAPACITORS-for
aircraft electronic
systems - ratings
10-180 mfd, 30 to
100 volts. Sizes V2 to
Ws inches in height.
Also tubular, dou-
ble -cased units.

KSR** TANTA-
LYTIC CAPACI-
TORS-for mis-
siles, radar, air-
borne electronic
equipment appli-
cations --ratings
up to 3500 mfd-
three case sixes
1.375, 2, 2.5 inch-
es in height.

85C TANTALYTIC CAPACITORS
-for applications requiring high
quality but where temperatures
are less severe.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
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NEW HIGHER STANDARDS0

n OF UNIFORMITY AND RELIABILITY
- IN BOBBIN CORES

4,I

Now ultra -thin tape cores
offer greater uniformity and re-
liability than ever
before available. DYNACOR Bobbin
Cores find ideal application in critical mag-
netic shift register, switching transformer
and other logic circuits which require utmost uni-
formity in switching time and signal
to noise ratio.

SEND FOR BULLETINS
Write for Bulletin DN-1000 and Engineer-
ing Data Sheets DN-1001 and DN-1002
for complete data. Address: Technical Lit-
erature Section, DYNACOR, INC., 10431
Metropolitan Ave., Kensington, Maryland.

...FOR COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

3

A WHOLLY OWNED
SUBSIDIARY OF

SPRAGUE
ELECTRIC COMPANY

CHECK THESE FEATURES:
RIGIDLY CONTROLLED
4-79 Molybdenum Perm -
alloy Tape  Ceramic or
Stainless Steel Bobbins
 Hydrogen Atmosphere
Annealing Polyester
Tape, Polyethylene or
Nylon Protective Jackets
 100% Tested to Cus-
tomer Specifications
Reliable Uniformity to
Rigid Performance Spec-
ifications - on order
after order-over long
periods of time.

DYNACOR
DYNACOR, INC. 10431 METROPOLITAN AVENUE  KENSINGTON, MARYLAND

CIRCLE 131 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Save SPACE

and WEIGHT with

The A. W. HAYDON COMPANY'S unique Line of

RELIABLE SUB -MINIATURE REPEAT CYCLE TIMERS-TINY!
1 x 2 inch cross section
61/2 ounce basic weight
Up to 10 switches
TOUGH!
Temperature
Vibration:

54 C. to 85 C.
500 CPS, lOg

Shock: 30g
Hermetically Sealed Housings! Direct
Current or 400 Cycle Operation! Custom
Designed to Meet Military Specifications'
Write for Bulletin AWH-RC301.

235 NORTH ELM STREET,

WATERBURY20,CONNECTICUT

Design and Monufocnore of
Elettro-Mochonicoi Timing Dierks.

CIRCLE 106 READERS SERVICE CARD June

line or load is less than ± 1 per-
cent. Ripple is less than 0.5 per-
cent. Circle 334 on Reader Service
Card.

D -C Power Supply
small and light
SORENSEN & CO., INC., Richards
Ave., South Norwalk, Conn.
Model MA28-125 d -c power supply
features high current output over
a wide voltage range. A single unit
can feed entire systems drawing up
to 125 amperes at 18 to 36 v d -c.
In addition to the convenience and
accuracy of single -source power, it
provides dependable tubeless opera-
tion based on a magnetic amplifier
control circuit with a transistorized
power reference and a zener diode
comparison circuit. Circle 335 on
Reader Service Card.

Tiny Amplifier
transistorized
IVIF ELECTRONICS CO., 122 E.
25th St., New York 10, N. Y.
Model M-10 is a portable self-con-
tained amplifier. Input impedance
is greater than 150 kilohms. Maxi-
mum output is 150 my rms into
350 ohms. Frequency response is

6, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



flat from 20 cps to 100 kc. It is

valuable for general lab use, in ob-
taining null indications from an
impedance bridge. Checking audio
systems directly by car in the field
is another application. Circle 336
on Reader Service Card.

1.875

Mercury Switch
nylon -enclosed

MICRO SWITCH, a division of Min-
neapolis -Honeywell Regulator Co.,
Freeport, Ill. The 711131-2 nylon -
enclosed mercury switch consists of
a high quality gas tube mercury
switch embedded in a synthetic
rubber and enclosed in a nylon can.
The resilient embedment material
lessens the effects of shock. The
switch is resistant to oil and water.
Contact arrangement is spst. Cir-
cle 337 on Reader Service Card.

A -C VTVM
precision unit
MILLIVAC INSTRUMENTS, P.O. Box
997, Schenectady, N. Y. The MV -
32A precision a -c vtvm uses an elec-
tronically protected vacuum ther-
mocouple as its rms-responsive
meter -rectifier. Accurate measure-
ments are made by comparing the
unknown voltage with an accurately
calibrated 1000 cps signal and ad-
justing the calibrator-attenuator
until both the unknown voltage

Multi -Channel Link
Test Equipment

The three groups of instruments
featured below are representative
equipments from the wide variety of
Marconi measuring facilities for both
baseband and rf circuits in multi-
channel links. These designs have been
specifically evolved by Marconi
engineers to meet the exacting test
requirements in this specialized field
of telecommunications.

WHITE NOISE TEST SET
OA 1249

Noise generator and receiver for the
measurement of baseband intermodu-
lation and noise by slot technique
covering from 24- to 960- channel
bands (12 kc to 4028 kc).

U.H.F. TEST SET OA 1248

Signal generator, receiver and noise generator for
general rf tests in the 1700- to 2300 -Mc band.

Send .for leaflet B130A

MARCONI
INSTRUMENTS

DERIVATIVE TEST
SET OA 1259

Sweep generator and display
unit for fast and accurate
adjustment of linearity con-
trols on modulator and
demodulator stages. Sweep
width : ± 20 Mc ; center
frequency, 65 to 75 Mc.

111 CEDAR LANE ENGLEWOOD NEW JERSEY
Telephone : LOwell 7-0607

CANADA CANADIAN MARCONI CO 6035 COTE DE LIESSE MONTREAL 9

MARCONI INSTRUMENTS LTD ST. ALBANS HERTFORDSHIRE ENGLAND

TC 130
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DC -AC

CHOPPERS
Eleven types,
both single and
double pole.

Long life.

Low noise level.

Extreme reliability.

Write for Catalog.

STEVENS
NCORPORATED

ARNOLD
 ELKINS STREET

SOUTH BOSTON 27, MASS.

S/A-11A

CIRCLE 133 READERS SERVICE CARD

OF COURSE -ONE SOURCE

from base laminates

to completed

PRINTED CIRCUITS

Only Norplex offers one -
source manufacturing of
both base laminates and
printed circuits. You get top
advantages in service,cost,
quality on all circuitry . . .

1 or 2 side, selective solder-
ing, flush for switching ap-
plications. Write today, or
send print.

Over 5,000,000 Norplex printed circuits in use!

Norplex
Northern Plastics Corp.

Manufacturers and fabricators of industrial laminates
for electrical, mechanical application.

Sales offices in principal cities.

2nd and Market Streets, La Crosse. Wis

and the calibrator signal produce
exactly identical needle deflections.
Accuracy within the basic fre-
quency range of the instrument
(50 cps-5kc) is better than per-
cent, at other frequencies 2 percent.
Calibrator accuracy is 0.1 percent.
Circle 338 on Reader Service Card.

Electrometer
multipurpose
KEITHLEY INSTRUMENTS, INC.,
12415 Euclid Ave., Cleveland 6,
Ohio. Model 610 electrometer is
an all-purpose instrument for meas-
uring d -c voltage, current and re-
sistance over extremely broad
ranges. Typical uses, in addition to
numerous common tests, include
measurements of voltages in piezo-
electric crystals, static charges and
vacuum tube electrodes; currents in
ion chambers and semiconductors;
and insulation leakage checks and
inspection. Circle 339 on Reader
Service Card.

Adjustment Pot
for 175 C use
BOURNS LABORATORIES, INC., 6135
Magnolia Ave., Riverside, Calif. A
new leadscrew-actuated adjustment

140 CIRCLE 108 READERS SERVICE CARD June 6, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



potentiometer, designed for 175 C
operation and 1.0 w power dissipa-
tion, is announced. Model 260
Trimpot uses a new Silverweld
termination and ceramic resistance
card for high stability and reli-
ability. Residual resistance at either
end is only 0 to 0.1 percent. Stand-
ard resistance values are available
from 10 ohms to 50,000 ohms.
Circle 340 on Reader Service Card.

Silicon Diodes
miniaturized
INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORP.,
1521 E. Grand Ave., El Segundo,
Calif., has available miniaturized,
hermetically sealed silicon power
diodes. They provide d -c forward
currents up to 45 amperes with a
maximum piv to 500 v. The units
are capable of operation at a junc-
tion temperature of 200 C. Ce-
ramic -to -metal hermetic sealing pro-
vides added stability in environ-
mental extremes. No soft solders
or fluxes are used in the sealing
operation. Circle 341 on Reader
Service Card.

Power Supplies
transistorized
SOUTHWESTERN INDUSTRIAL ELEC-
TRONICS Co., 2831 Post Oak Rd.,
Houston 19, Texas. TPC-8 power
supplies are available with any
specified outputs between 1 and
25 v d -c. Output current is rated
at 350 ma with 1 percent regulation
over the entire load and input volt -

NOW. ia major improvement
in telemetry
receiver sensitivity

INN

the Radiation,

Lowers receiver improvement

threshold by at least 6db.

Inc., Model 8-100

RECEIVER PHASE -LOCK DEMODULATOR

This unit provides an honest system gain

that may be translated into

 longer range
 less transmitter power

 smaller antennas

 better reliability

Designed for simple plug-in connection

in standard 1400 series receivers (other

receivers may be accommodated by
modified versions).

Write P.O. Box 37, Melbourne, Florida
for Bulletin RAD B-110

RADIATION
1.1

Personnel Inquiries
Invited

INC.
ELECTRONICS AVIONICS INSTRUMENTATION
MELBOURNE AND ORLANDO, FLORIDA
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THIS FELLOW IS TRAINED IN YOUR BUSINESS. His
main duty is to travel the country - and world
- penetrating the plants, laboratories and man-
agement councils ... reporting back to you every
significant innovation in technology, selling tac-
tics, management strategy. He functions as your
all -seeing, all -hearing, all -reporting business com-
munications system.

THE MAN WE MEAN IS A COMPOSITE Of the editorial
staff of this magazine. For, obviously, no one
individual could ever accomplish such a vast
business news job. It's the result of many quali-
fied men of diversified and specialized talents.

AND, THERE'S ANOTHER SIDE TO THIS "COMPOSITE
MAN," another complete news service which com-
plements the editorial section of this magazine
- the advertising pages. It's been said that in a
business publication the editorial pages tell "how
they do it" - "they" being all the industry's front
line of innovators and improvers - and the ad-
vertising pages tell "with what." Each issue un-
folds an industrial exposition before you - giving
a ready panorama of up-to-date tools, materials,
equipment.

SUCH A "MAN" IS ON YOUR PAYROLL. Be sure to
"listen" regularly and carefully to the practical
business information he gathers.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATIONS

age range. The 120 v a -c input is
reduced through a specially de-
signed transformer, rectified in a
bridge circuit and filtered. A por-
tion of the output voltage is com-
pared to a Zener diode reference
voltage, amplified in a transistor
circuit, and applied to the input to
maintain a constant output voltage.
Circle 342 on Reader Service Card.

Power Supplies
miniaturized
CHICAGO CONDENSER CORP., 3255
W. Armitage Ave., Chicago 47,
Ill., announces a new line of minia-
turized hermetically sealed power
supplies for d -c. The line is engi-
neered for reliability and oil im-
pregnated for stability. Ripple is
1 percent. Positive or negative
terminal can be grounded to case;
standoff terminals are designed
for safe operation. Circle 343 on
Reader Service Card.

Megohmmeter
and hi -pot tester
GENERAL HER \ I E FIC SEALING
CORP., 99 E. Hawthorne Ave., Val-
ley Stream, N. Y. Variable voltage
ranges to 10,000 v are available in

142 June 6, 1958 - ELECTRONICS engineering edition



the new Megpot combination
megohmmeter and high potential
test set. Standard indications for
the nondestructive testing of com-
ponent dielectric are 0-3,000 v a -c
or 0-5,000 v a -c, with higher ranges
as specified. Continuously variable
tests for leakage arc afforded by the
unit, with settings from 20 pa to
3 ma. Circle 344 on Reader Service
Card.

Spectrum Analyzer
two models
KAY ELECTRIC CO., Map1C Ave.,
Pine Brook, N. J. Models 30 and
100 Spectralyzers arc designed for
accurate and rapid spectrum analy-
sis for such current applications as
the study of satellite signals, tele-
metering, transmission jamming,
tube microphonics, transmission of
coded frequencies and Doppler
radar. Both instruments display the
Fourier frequency components of
sonic and ultrasonic disturbances
of short duration. Circle 345 on
Reader Service Card.

Calorimeter
uses no controls
ELECTRO IMPULSE LABORATORY,

208 River St., Red Bank, N. J.,
announces a new calorimetric
power meter for low r -f power meas-
urements between d -c to 10 kme.
Full scale measurement range is

5 w. Resolution is 50 mw per divi-
sion on 41 in. meter. The instru-
ment is self-contained, self -cooled
and requires only connection to the

POWER TRANSISTOR
CURVE TRACERS

FOR RESEARCH, CIRCUIT DEVELOP-
MENT AND QUALITY CONTROL OF

TRANSISTORS.

 High accuracy (±2.5%)
 Dynamic tracing of entire family of curves
simultaneously, including -

 Internally generated calibration axes dis-
played at all times

 Retrace not blanked; anomalies clearly
seen

 For all types of transistors and power
transistors. Permits rapid determination

of parameters. For selecting, matching
and detecting anomalies and rejects.

Model 300A - POWER -Transistor Curve
Tracer Bulletin 5-667

Model 200A - Transistor Curve Tracer -
Bulletin 5.393

MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS INC.
632 TINTON AVENUE  NEW YORK 55, N. Y.  CYPRESS 2.6610

West Coast Division

136 WASHINGTON ST. EL SEGUNDO. CAL  OREGON 8-2665

CIRCLE 143 READERS SERVICE CARD

NEW high vibration -resistant
THERMAL TIME DELAY RELAY
H series withstands 5400 cps

 For aircraft, missiles, computers, electronic
equipment

 Time delays -3 to 180 seconds
 Hermetically sealed
 Fast reset
 Miniature... AC or DC

The H series is one of ten Curtiss-Wright Thermal
Time Delay Relay series which includes:

S- Snapper-single-pole, double -throw snap -
action contacts
IR-TR and STR- instant reset, voltage compen-
sated
MR and CR-double-throw contacts, fast reset,
no contact chatter
K -G and W-economical, low-cost

For our new catalog, write or phone Electronics
Division, Components Dept., Carlstadt, New
Jersey, GEneva 8-4000.

ELECTRONICS DIVISION

CURTISS WRIGHT.
CORPORATION  CARLSTADT, N. J.
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PLUG

FOR

ANALOG

FAST DC AMPLIFIER: Model K2W is an
efficient and foolproof high -gain operational unit
for all feedback computations, fast and slow.
A number of special varieties
are also in quantity production. ($24.00)

SLOW DC AMPLIFIER:
Model K2 -P offers long-term sub -
millivolt stability, either by itself or in
tandem with the K2 -W. High -impe-
dance chopper -modulated input. Fil-
tered output to drive bal-
ancing grid or follower. ($60.00)

SERRASSOID GENERATOR:
Model K2 -G produces a fixed triangular
wave of 100 V peak -peak, at 500 kcps.
Use it for a quadratic rounding in diode
networks, and for many
other non-linear recreations. ($29.00)

PHILBRICK uses these octal -

plug -in modules, and many others like
them, in their standard computing in-
struments. They are tried and true,
compact, convenient, and economical.
rou too can find profit and happiness
with their help.

All K2 Plug -ins run on plus and
minus 300 VDC and 6.3 VAC. Socket
wiring is simple and standardized.
Write for freely given opinons on

your applications.
GEORGE A.

PHILBRICK
RESEARCHES, INC. HUbbard 2-3225
235 Congress St., Boston 10, Mass.

THE ANALOG WAY IS THE MODEL WAY
CIRCLE 112 READERS SERVICE CARD
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power line. It uses no controls. A
sensitive thermopile and micro -
ammeter measure the power dis-
sipated in the r -f load. Circle 346
on Reader Service Card.

Coaxial Hybrid
in two models
SAGE LABORATORIES, INC., 159 Lin-
den St., Wellesley 81, Mass., has
developed a new coaxial hybrid, the
Sage Corbrid. It features an in -line
design with output arms parallel
and adjacent. Two models are avail-
able: one for the 3,500 to 4,200 Inc
band in coax, and one for the
5,000 to 6,000 mc band in type N
coax. Isolation is in excess of 25
db over most of the band. Output
balance is within -±-0.25 db. Circle
347 on Reader Service Card.

Drop Test Machine
simple to operate
TILE ALROFI.EX CORP., 34-06 Skill-
man AV c., Long Island City 1,

N. Y. A new drop test machine,
model 30K, provides shock forces
in excess of 77 g's on specimens
weighing up to 400 lb. It elimi-

June 6,

HEY MOLDED
CONTACT

ASSEMBLIES

Impressive cost savings and greater
reliability are inherent in the use
of the new Ney molded contact
assemblies. For use with printed
commutators, potentiometer wind-
ings, slip ring assemblies and
printed rotary switches, these as-
semblies are available in a standard
line now being manufactured by
Ney, or can be designed to custo-
mer specifications.

Seven prime advantages are (1) a
complete single or multiple brush
assembly ready to use, (2) no weld-
ing or soldering, (3) reduction of
adjustment during assembly into
unit, (4) insured uniformity of de-
sired gram pressure, (5) reduced
inspection costs, (6) time tested
Ney alloys for reliability, (7) will
withstand extremes in operating
environments.

SEND FOR LITERATURE

The J. M. Ney Company
P.O. Box 990, Dept. E, Hartford 1, Conn.
CIRCLE 113 READERS SERVICE CARD
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nates the uncertainty of impact
repeatability inherent in the con-
ventional type sand bed machines,
according to the company. The ma-
chine consists of a piston type plat-
form on which the equipment to
be tested is mounted. The plat-
form is then subjected to a free fall
into a cylinder of air pressure. Pro-
visions are made to mount an ac-
celerometer to the platform which
supplies acceleration data to a re-
cording devices. Circle 348 on
Reader Service Card.

Power Triode
high vacuum
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE &

TELEGRAPH CORP., 67 Broad St.,
New York 4, N. Y. Type F-7207
high vacuum power triode is de-
signed for use as a power amplifier
or modulator and particularly suit-
able for Class AB operation. The
tube lends itself to ssb applications
and shake table operations. It has
an air cooled anode and is capable
of 17 kw dissipation with an air
flow of 1,000 cfm at a static pres-
sure of 3i in. of water. Circle 349
on Reader Service Card.

Correlator
signal -noise

GENERAL ELECTRONIC LABORA-

TORIES, INC., 18 Ames St., Cam-
bridge, Mass. Model I-101 signal -
noise correlator can be used to make
dynamic signal-to-noise measure -

Here's information you'll want
on

REQUEST BULLETIN NO. 198

precision
timers

Accurate, reliable, versatile Elapsed
Time Indicators. Synchronous

motor drive, manual or electric
zero reset. Electric clutch controlled

by manual or automatic switch
or output of electronic tubes.

Units available for flush panel
mounting or portable use.

S-100

5-60

SM-60

S-10

S-6

S-1

MST

MST -500

Scale
Divisions

1/5 sec.

1/5 sec.

1/100 min.

1/10 sec.

1/1000 min.

1/100 sec.

1/1000 sec.

Totalizes

6000 sec.

60 min.

60 min.

1000 sec.

10 min.

60 sec.

.360 sec.

Accuracy

±.1 sec.

±.1 sec.

±.002 min.

±.02 sec.

±.0002 min

±.01 sec.

±.001 sec.

±.002 sec.1/1000 sec 30 sec

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY
89 LOGANeSTREET SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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TRANSISTORIZED

7/8" * I" * 1746" *
ES

2" * 2'/2" CRT NECK DIA.

for MILITARY and COMMERCIAL PRECISION DISPLAYS

L

-HIGH RESOLUTION

-FAST RECOVERY

-HIGH SENSITIVITY

-LOW LI'

-CONTROLLED

MAGNETIC FIELDS

Write for CELCO DEFLECTION YOKE Catalogure & Design Sheets or for
immediate engineering assistance Call your nearest CELCO Plant:

Mahwah, N. J. Miami, Fla. Cucamonga, Calif.

Davis 7-1123 Plaza 1-9083 Yukon 2-2688

ee#C40441treOte EIFfegee444, 4a4itaeoyee4 es,
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VERSATILE TOOLS

for ELECTRONICS

and RESEARCH

For use in-
Trouble Shooting
Performance Tests
Life Tests
Electronic Gages
Nuclear Studies

Tracer Element Studies
Scintillometers
Air Samplers
Photronic Devices
Audiometers

DC Milliammeters: having the simplicity and ruggedness found
only in direct -writing recorders. No linkages. No servo -motors.

Range Coil
Resistance

Critical Damping
Resistance

Swinging Time
(Critically Damped)

0-1 MA 1400 Ohms 50,000 Ohms 0.5 second

0-5 MA 70 Ohms 4,000 Ohms 0.5 second

Ask for Catalog Section 42

"The Meter With a Record" For Over 50 Years

The ESTERLINE-ANGUS Company, Inc.
Pioneers in the Manufacture of Graphic Instruments
Dept. E, P. 0. Box 596, INDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

CIRCLE 117 READERS SERVICE CARD

RIBBONS STRI PS
* PURE TUNGSTEN
* MOLYBDENUM

of
* THORIATED TUNGSTEN
* SPECIAL ALLOYS

and OTHER METALS
IN

ULTRA THIN SIZES
to

TOLERANCES CLOSER THAN COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
by

OUR SPECIAL ROLLING TECHNIQUE
Note: for highly engineered applications-strips of TUNGSTEN

and some other metals can be supplied

ROLLED DOWN TO .0003 THICKNESS
Finish: Roll Finish-Black or Cleaned

 Ribbons may be supplied in Mg. weights if required

For HIGHLY ENGINEERED APPLICATIONS
DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED BY

H.0 ROSS CO.' 5 BEEKMAN ST., N. Y. 38, N. Y.
TIL/PHONF WOrth 2.2044

COrtlandt 7-0470

ments at the outputs of various
types of communications equip-
ment such as receivers, amplifiers,
or magnetic tape systems. The
signal-to-noise ratio can be meas-
ured without removing either the
signal or the noise. Both may be
present at the same time in the
output of the equipment being
tested. Circle 350 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Rectifier Stacks
for 150 C operation
TRANS-SIL CORP., 55 Honeck St.,
Englewood, N. J., announces a line
of diffused silicon rectifier stacks.
Illustrated is a single phase bridge
assembly rated to deliver 10 am-
peres with an rms input of 420 v,
with convection cooling in an am-
bient of 150 C. Overall dimensions
are 3 in. by 3 in. by 3 in. Stacks
are available in circuit configura-
tions to deliver up to 75 amperes
with convection cooling in am-
bients to 150 C without derating.
Circle 351 on Reader Service Card.

V -R Power Supply
transistorized
KEPCO LABORATORIES, INC., 131-38
Sanford Ave., Flushing 55, N. Y.
Model SC -32-15 transistorized volt-
age regulated power supply delivers
0-32 v, 0-15 amperes. Regulation
for line or load is less than 0.01%
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If you want
reliable transformers

..don't overlook this old solution

Right now, you demand more from
transformers than ever before. You
must have high reliability, even at
extreme altitudes, and you need
smaller lighter units.

Used, and pro red, for decades, oil.
encased transformers should not be
forgotten in a search for new
methods.

Everyone knows the advantages:
effective convection of heat, excel-
lent insulating properties, complete
insurance against hidden leaks. Oil -
sealed types (with a nitrogen bub-
ble) are good, light, high -altitude
transformers. Gas -free oil filled
types (with a bellows to allow for
heat expansion) withstand very high
voltage stresses. Except in the small-
est sizes, they save space, too.

You can place several high voltage
units close together in a single oil -
filled case, and save case weight.
Those connections moved inside the
case no longer need large insulators.
Even the units themselves can be
smaller. This all adds up-particu-
larly in high altitude service-to
interesting savings in space and
weight.

We make all sorts of transformers
and special assemblies for the com-
munication industry: encapsulated,
cast in epoxy or foam, and just potted
in pitch. But oil transformers still
have an important place.

Whatever type you need, we'll be
glad to hear from you. Our facilities
in design, production, and quality
control are at your service. Our
experience, too.

CA.LJEJ301\TIA.
ELECTRONICS AND TRANSFORMER CORPORATION

Dept. E-6, Caledonia, N. Y.

In Canada: Hackbusch Electronics, Ltd.
23 Primrose Ave., Toronto 4, Ontario
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or 0.001 v, whichever is greater.
Ripplc is less than 500 px rms.
Recovery time is less than 50p.see.
Operating ambient temperature is
50 C maximum. Temperature co-
efficient is less than 0.01% per deg
C. Output impedance is less than
0.001 ohm. Circle 352 on Reader
Service Card.

) FREQUENCY MONSIOR12
k 1111k111

"111111.k.
MAGNETIC

k
RESEARCH COR

Frequency Monitor
for telemetering
MAGNETIC RESEARCH CORP., 3160
\V. El Segundo Blvd., Hawthorne,
Calif., has developed a new line of
magnetic frequency discriminators
for the purpose of converting fre-
quency deviation into analog volt-
age variation. These converters are
primarily intended for telemetering
instrumentation.

The units produce a well filtered
0-5 v d -c output voltage in response
to a frequency deviation. One ap-
plication is the measuring of the
power frequency of aircraft and
missile power sources and the fre-
quency deviation from their normal
value. Circle 353 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Test Chambers
walk-in type
DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERING Co..
9 Cross St., Norwalk, Conn. Salt
spray fog test chamber line now
includes large walk-in rooms de-
signed to operate according to spec -

6, 1958

VITREOSIC
FUSED QUARTZ

MEETS YOUR
CRITICAL

REQUIREMENTS

CHECK WHAT VITREOSIL OFFERS:

151

rA

Absolute Chemical Purity

Extreme Heat Resistance

Thermal Shock Resistance

Chemical Inertness

Outstanding Electrical Properties

Full -Range Radiant Energy
Transmission

VITREOSIL fused quartz prod-
ucts can be supplied in an un-
usually large variety of types
and sizes. Also fabricated to
specification to meet semi -con-
ductor requirements.

TRANSPARENT VITREOSIL

For ultra -violet applications,
metallurgical investigations and
processes, chemical research and
analysis, photochemistry, spec-
troscopy and physical, optical
and electrical research and pro-
duction operations. Send specifi-
cations for your requirements.
Please use coupon below.

See our ad in
Chemical Engineering Catalog

THERMAL AMERICAN
FUSED QUARTZ CO., INC.

18-20 Salem Street, Dover, New Jersey

Please send technical data on

Company
Name & Title
Street

City Zone State__ I

I
I
I
I

MI MIR I= INN MN ---J11
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NO MICROWAVE

SPECIFICACIIONFOR
IS TOO CRIIIAL

*CUSTOM BUILDERS
AND DESIGNERS OF:

CAVITIES
MIXERS  DETECTOR MOUNTS
DUPLEXERS MULTIPLIERS
ROTARY JOINTS  BENDS
TWISTS  OTHER COMPLEX
COMPONENTS & ASSEMBLIES

Application -engineered microwave
parts and complex assemblies are
our specialized field. We'll manu-
facture components to your prints

. or we will design and integrate
them into your application.
You can depend on J -V -M for close
coordination, guaranteed electrical
performance and "know how" that
is attested by innumerable assem-
blies ranging from dc. to 40,000 mc.
now in industrial and military use.

FOR EXAMPLE:

1. Variable vane directional coupler ...
sliding vane type ... high directivity --
low VSWR.

2. Pre -selector -mixer ...S band...50 ohm
input impedance ... high Q double -
tuned ganged cavities...detector out-

put ... frequency stable from
-55° to + 85° C.

Get full information on J -V -M
standard or custom -engineered
microwave parts and components,
also complex mechanical assem-
blies. Request catalog today.

V -M MICROWAVE
COMPANY

4631 LAWNOALE AVENUE, LYONS, ILLINOIS
Phone: Lyons 3-7990-TWX: Lyons, Ill. 2796

CIRCLE 121 READERS SERVICE CARD
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ification MIL -E -5272-A. They are
available in various sizes large
enough to accommodate wheeled
equipment and heavy assemblies.
Heated by electric blankets, these
units come up to operating temper-
ature in one hour and show temper-
ature variations of no more than
±1 F. Illustrated (on p 147) is one
of the smaller walk-in chambers -
6i by 81 by 8 ft high. Circle 354
on Reader Service Card.

Flip -Flop
transistorized
COM P TER CONTROL CO., INC., 92
Broad St., Wellesley, Mass. Model
SF 101 shift flip-flop is a tran-
sistorized digital plug-in package.
The circuit is mounted on an
etched copper -clad epoxy laminate.
Overall package size is 2 in. by 4
in. The I2 -pin p -c connector with
its polarizing guide pin is supplied
with the plug-in package. Circle
3 5 5 on Reader Service Card.

Thermocouple Gage
battery -operated
CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNA M ICS

CORP., 1775 Mt. Read Blvd.,
Rochester 3, N. Y., has available a
new, single -station battery -operated
thermocouple vacuum gage, type
G7,C-110. Powered by a 1.5 v size
D flashlight battery, contained in
the gage housing, it covers the
range from 0 to 1,000 microns Hg

June 6,

Reliable
Electrical
Connections

by R. George Roesch

Automatic Wire Processing
with Standard Equipment

When standard equipment can be incorporated
into a system for automatically stripping, fluxing
and tinning coil leads, the cost of such equipment
is invariably much less than that of special equip-
ment.

The benefits of mechanizing any operation are
(1) uniform quality, (2) fewer rejects and (3)
lower inspection costs.

For example, using a standard wire stripper
such as illustrated, we have made automatic coil
lead straightening, trimming and stripping equip-
ment for Electric Auto-Lite, Ford Motor, General
Electric, Westinghouse and others. (Note: Each
system was designed and built to meet the indi-
vidual requirements of the user.

A COMPLETE PROGRAM generally
works out like this:

1. Your Products and Your Present Methods are
studied by our engineers, without obligation
to you.

2. When we are certain we completely under-
stand your needs and wishes, a Program of
Engineering and Experimental Work will be
submitted. (NOTE: Nothing will be under-
taken until Proven Methods have been ex-
perimentally developed.)

3. This Program will tell you (a) How Much Time
will be required and (b) The Maximum Cost
of Engineering and Experimental Work.

4. If you accept this program, the results must
meet your own specifications. Otherwise
there will be no charge made by us.

5. Assuming the experiments made prove the
job can be done, we will then submit
Schematic Drawings and a Quotation for
your consideration on all the equipment
needed to perform the desired operations.

if you are making Coils in large numbers, we'd
like to hear from you.

THE ERASER COMPANY, INC.
1068 S. Clinton St., Syracuse 4, N. Y.

It is said by Tin Research Institute that soldering
of silver-plated contacts can be facilitated if the
surfaces are first immersed in a cold solution of
8% thiourea in 5% hydrochloric acid.
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on one nonlinear scale, with 5 mi-
crons the smallest indicated mark-
ing. Circle 356 on Reader Service
Card.

Precision Pot
sealed unit
WATERS MFG., INC., 'Wayland,
Mass. Absolute panel sealing is

permitted by the new APHI her-
metical seal precision potentiom-
eter. Pre -tinned, it can be easily
soldered into the panel. Terminal
lugs are installed with a glass to
metal seal, and are positioned for
easy wiring. Brass case is plated in
conformance with military require-
ments. Circle 357 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Connector
and test bench
ALDEN PRODUCTS Co., 117 N. Main
St., Brockton 64, Mass., announces
a self-contained industrial control
connecting assortment. Any elec-
trical control device can be con-
nected in 5-10 minutes using the
Uni-Plug. For one-time jobs or
prototype layouts new 3 -wire de-
tachable cable junctions make pos-

NOW we can meet the
demand for

fr
yF

."ErER OF PRE'-'r\S

METERS!
2" TO 7" SIZES

Expanded plant . . . increased staff . . . New, improved
automation techniques . . . to meet the demand of elec-
tronic equipment manufacturers for custom produced panel
meters, in production quantities.
PACE meters are manufactured under rigidly controlled
climatic conditions to meet critical specifications as to sen-
sitivity, resistance, damping, response time, illumination,
scaleplate design, etc.

Send for latest illustrated catalog, available upon request.
Write, wire or phone for applications engineering, consultation and assistance!

ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS CO.,INC.

a Division of Precision Apparatus Co., Inc.

70-31 84th Street, Glendale 27, L.I., N.Y.
Export: Morhan Exporting Corp. 455 Broadway, N.Y. 13,, N.Y.
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KE
specialists

COMPLETE LINE for every Military and Special
purpose ... in PRODUCTION QUANTITIES ... or
CUSTOM DESIGNED to your specific requirement.

syntronic
INSTRUMENTS, INC.

100 Industrial Road, Addison, Ill., Phone Klngswood 3-6444
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for many different
applications

Continuous electroplating methods permit
coating of many metals on to wire (or rib-
bon) in specified thicknesses of plate ... This
very flexible operation makes it possible
to designate a desirable base or precious
metal with a coating of another metal for
its own particular characteristics. In our
laboratory Tungsten wire as small as
.00015" has been electroplated with Gold.
... New combinations of plating on wire are
being developed by our research staff ....

Consult us, without obligation, about
your specific wire problems. Write

for list of products.

SINCE 1 9 0 I 121 SOUTH COLUMBUS AVENUE MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK

CIRCLE 125 READERS SERVICE CARD

A copy of this quick -reading, 8 -page booklet is
yours for the asking. It contains many facts on the
benefits derived from your business paper and
tips on how to read more profitably. Write for the
"WHY and HOW booklet."

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Room 2710, 330 West
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.

sible quick assembly of complete
wiring harnesses in just the right
length and connector layout. After
prototype harnesses have been de-
signed and proven out, any quan-
tity runs can be unit molded as
one-piece detachable cables, ready
for quick interconnection of con-
trols on production equipment.
Price of the industrial control con-
necting assortment is $295. Circle
358 on Reader Service Card.

Mobile Console
tests power supplies
WESTERN DESIGN & MFG. CORP.,
Santa Barbara, Calif. A self-con-
tained, mobile console for labora-
tory, assembly or flight line testing
of d -c to d -c power supplies is of-
fered aircraft and missile manufac-
turers. Designed for complete func-
tional testing under any load
condition, the console is readily
modified to customer specifications
for testing of the principal param-
eters of all types and makes of
power supplies having any number
of d -c outputs. Circle 359 on
Reader Service Card.

Phase Meter
precision device
AD Yu ELECTRONICS LAB, INC.,
249 Terhune Ave., Passaic, N. J.
Type 405 series phase meter is a
highly stable and convenient device
for measuring a phase angle be -
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CALL ON LINK'S

EXPERIENCE FOR ...

DESIGN and PRODUCTION of

ELECTROMECHANICAL

ASSEMBLIES...

PRECISION SERVOS...

GEAR HEADS...

Link Aviation can provide expert
assistance in the design and manu-
facture of precision electromechan-
ical assemblies, because:

 Link has years of experience
designing computer assemblies

 Fabrication and assembly are
performed under environment-
ally controlled conditions

 Stringent quality control in-
cludes t00% inspection of preci-
sion gears with graphical record

Call Link at Binghamton 3-63
today-or send your specifications
or drawings directly to Industrial
Sales, Department E.

Link's #026 precision Gear Re-
duction Kit, with 16 interchange-
able gear and pinion clusters for
making 23 different ratio setups,
is available for your experi-
mental and development needs.

LINK 1 OPI

A SUBSIDIARY OF
GENERAL PRECISION EQUIPMENT CORPORATION

LINK AVIATION, INC.
BINGHAMTON, NEW YORK

CIRCLE 127 READERS SERVICE CARD
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tween two alternating voltages
without either amplitude or fre-
quency adjustment. It gives direct
indication of phase angle in degrees
from 500 kc down to 1 cps with
an accuracy of deg relative. It is
also capable of plotting phase -
frequency curves on a recorder or
oscilloscope. Circle 360 on Reader
Service Card.

Coax Attenuators
accurate, stable
NARDA MICROWAVE Colts'., Mine-
ola, N. Y. A new series of precision
coax attcnuators carry permanently
marked, accurate calibrations at
four frequencies. Models arc avail-
able for 1,000 to 11,000 mc, at 3,
6 and 10 db attenuation; 20 db
models are available for 2,000 to
11,000 mc. All have an impedance
of 50 ohms. Calibration accuracy
is ±0.2 db for 20 db models; ±0.1
db for the rest. Circle 361 on
Reader Service Card.

Decade Switch
for automation use
THE DIGITRAN Co., 45 W. Union
St., Pasadena, Calif. Model 7110
Digiswitch is a 3 for 5 decade
switch featuring single and double
pole, as well as binary-coded switch
configurations for each decade. The
desired switch position is selected
by rotating the knurled knob. The

6, 1958

PRECISION
DEFLECTION

COSSOR YOKES

"r"ii

Component Development
Engineering at its BEST!

ADVANCED ELECTRICAL DESIGN
PRECISION MECHANICAL DESIGN

 ACCURATE PRODUCTION METHODS

Custom.Built to the most
Exacting Specifications
by Cossor Engineers

In Mainetal Cores for Optimum Geometry
In Ferrite Corm for Speed end Sensitivity

In Non-magnetic Corea for Perfection of Response

Any of Cossor's Three Core 'Types can be
made in single or double axis with single or
push-pull windings, and encapsulated for
fixed or slip ring (rotating) use.

Normal characteristics of yokes for 1.1/2 in.
neck tubes are:

Positional accuracy the spot position will con-
form to the yoke current
co-ordinates within 0.25%
of tube diameter. For de-
flection angles less than

25° better accuracy can
easily be achieved.

Memory 0.5% maxiwithout over.
swing;
0.1' or less with controlled
overswing.

Complete encapsulation in epoxy (stycast) or
silicone resins is standard for all Cossor deflection
yokes, and is done with special moulding tools
ensuring accurate alignment of the yoke axis. When
slip rings are added, solid silver rings are M'ounted
in encapsulating resin. The finished slip ring yoke
is precision turned to centre bore, and can include
bearing mounting surfaces with dimensional toler-
ances approaching those associable with high quality
metal parts.

Settling Time ,Micro ego.,
120 V Inductance in Hertel.

Sensitivity degrees/ milliemperes
/lnductence- millihenriee

V Accelerator Voltage kV

v

coos9,`

BYet

COMPONENTS DIVISION

COSSOR
CANADA LIMITED

301 Windsor St., Halifax, N. S.

8230 Mayrand St., Montreal, Que.
648A Yonge St., Toronto, Ont.
Corporation House, 160 Laurier West, Ottawa, Ont.
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EISLER VERTICAL
SPOT WELDERS

MADE IN SIZES 1/2-1-2-3-5 KVA
WITH OR WITHOUT TRANSFORMER OR TIMER

Sent to Any Radio Tube Manufacturer
in U.S.A. on a 30 Day Free 1"rial Basis.

1- (ISLE*? VERTICAL 9r WILDER
war ,S A

iand

RIGHT SICE

No.9Z-V-1

FONG ARM SPOT WELCER
WITH ty KVA TRANSFORMER

iL

TRANSISTOR
MAKING

EQUIPMENT

r

DIODE MACHINERY
AUTOMATIC OR

SEMI-AUTOMATI.:
FOR TRANSISTORS and DIODES

8 STATION INDEXING 40 ToRNINc LPNaES

tEADEO
W RE
FIR. 1

1

Send for Catalog Dr. Chas. Eisler, srl. E. Founder
CHAS. EISLER, JR., PRES..

EISLER ENGINEERING
CO

INC.
751 So. 13th St. NEWARK 3, N. J.
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in -line Digiswitch allows the oper-
ator to read only the numbers that
are visible - replacing ordinary
switches with arrow indicators or
standard indicator dials. Switches
are available with contact ratings of
200 v and 1 ampere. Measurements
are 1.84 in. by 1.75 in. by 1.87 in.
Circle 362 on Reader Service Card.

Transistor Tester
rapid, accurate
WESTERN INSTRUMENTS, P.O. Box
621, Ridgecrest, Calif. A new npn
or pup transistor tester determines
the small signal d -c gain for the
grounded emitter configuration, the
collector -to -base leakage current,
and the collector -to -emitter leakage
current. Accurate to within 3 per-
cent and direct reading, it is applic-
able in acceptance and proof test-
ing, or any program requiring the
quick evaluation of large numbers
of transistors. Circle 363 on Reader
Service Card.

Relay
25 -ampere unit
ELLC RO - MECHANICAL SPECIAL-

TIES CO., INc., 1016 North High-
land Ave., Los Angeles 38, Calif.
The No. 325ST is a lightweight

AN INVITATION

TO JOIN ORO

Pioneer In
Operations Research

Operations Research is a young
science, earning recognition rapidly
as a significant aid to decision -mak-
ing. It employs the services of
mathematicians, physicists, econo-
mists, engineers, political scientists,
psychologists, and others working
on teams to synthesize all phases of
a problem.

At ORO, a civilian and non-
governmental organization, you
will become one of a team assigned
to vital military problems in the
area of tactics, strategy, logistics,
weapons systems analysis and
communications.

No other Operations Research
organization has the broad expe-
rience of ORO. Founded in 1948 by
Dr. Ellis A. Johnson, pioneer of
U. S. Opsearch, ORO's research
findings have influenced decision -
making on the highest military
levels.

ORO's professional atmosphere
encourages those with initiative and
imagination to broaden their scien-
tific capabilities. For example, staff
members are taught to "program"
their own material for the Univac
computer so that they can use its
services at any time they so desire.

ORO starting salaries are com-
petitive with those of industry and
other private research organiza-
tions. Promotions are based solely
on merit. The "fringe" benefits
offered are ahead of those given
by many companies.

The cultural and historical fea-
tures which attract visitors to
Washington, D. C. are but a short
drive from the pleasant Bethesda
suburb in which ORO is located.
Attractive homes and apartments
are within walking distance and
readily available in all price ranges.
Schools are excellent.

For further information write:
Professional Appointments

OPERATIONS RESEARCH

OFFICE °R°
The Johns Hopkins University

6 9 3 5 ARLINGTON ROAD
BETHESDA 14, MARYLAND
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No postage
needed on
this convenient
order card ...

PRESENT

SUBSCRIBERS

please note!
This subscription card Is for
NEW subscribers. It is not In-
tended as a renewal notice. If
you are already personally sub-
scribing. we shall appreciate
your passing the form to one
of your associates. Thank you.

-now WEEKLY ... added value at same price!
 subscription provides both an ENGINEERING EDITION
and a BUSINESS EDITION . . alternately each Friday
ELECTRONICS' weekly publishing program helps you keep pace with the
dramatic speed of electronic technical and economic developments. Promptly
and completely, the service meets the vital need of engineers and executives
to be posted on what's new and important.

All subscribers get the ENGINEERING EDITION and the BUSINESS EDITION,
published in turn every Friday ... providing added benefits in technical data
and news ... delivered faster than ever.
ELECTRONICS' publishing plan totally informs subscribers on latest advances
in Design, Research, Engineering, Manufacturing . . . New Applications in
Industrial, Scientific, and Military Electronics ... New Products, Components,
and Materials...
-and insures speedy profitable contact with all the fast -breaking NEWS ...
economic developments, markets, production figures, business conditions, and
trends, news of men, companies, and events . . . with authoritative analyses
of the economic impact of new technical advances.

SAME RATES AS BEFORE-despite expense of augmented editorial staff
and greatly Increased production costs. GET UTMOST VALUE FROM
THIS EXPANDED ELECTRONICS SERVICE-place your personal subscrip-
tion by the card below.

NEW subscription ORDER FORM

O.K. put me down for a personal sub-
scription to "electronics"... giving me bene-
fit of your weekly editorial service ...

Check here  for I year $6 I:] for 2 years, $9  for 3 years, $12

Please V One

0 Send bill to
home address

0 Send bill to
company address

0 Payment
Attached

Name Position

Company Name

Street City 7one State

Products Mfrd. Number of
Or Service Employees

0 Check here if you want Publication sent to your home

Dept

L.

L 6-6-58

Street City lone State
Please fill ou
card completely

L 6-6-58 Foreign Rates (1 year) Canada $10, Other Foreign: $20 for best service



electronics Established 1930 Pioneer Publication in the Field

.. NOW ISSUED WEEKLY .. EVERY FRIDAY alternating

All subscribers get copies of both ENGINEERING EDITION
the alternately published editions

BUSINESS EDITION

This new expanded service of ELECTRONICS provides the most comprehensive and
fastest aid for the executive and engineer vitally concerned with every phase of the
electronics industry . . .

New Ideas! . . . New Circuits! . . . New Engineering Techniques!
Improved Manufacturing Methods! . . . New Design! . . . Advances in Research!
Prompt word about New Electronic Equipment, Parts and Components!

Latest Word on New Industrial, Scientific and Military Applications!
Sales and Production Figures! . . . Economic Trends! . . . All the Vital News!

SUBSCRIBE PERSONALLY for fop -value in NEWS and IDEAS

Postage
Will be Paid

by
McGraw-Hill

Pub. Co.

No
Postage Stamp

Necessary
if Mailed in the

United States

BUSINESS REPLY CARD
First Class Permit No. 64, New York, N. Y.

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING CO., Inc.

electronics
330 WEST 42nd STREET

Use this

handy

order card ...

to profit by

ELECTRONICS

weekly

editorial service
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
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3pst 25 ampere relay for 3 phase
operation. It is designed to meet
the stringent requirements of air-
borne and missile applications, per
MIL -R-6106. Temperature range
is - 65 C to + 125 C.

The relay is available with up
to two additional double throw
switches if required. It operates on
as little as 1.5 watts. It measures
11 by 1 by 21, in. Circle 364 on
Reader Service Card.

Voltmeter -Amplifier
for 10/iv-1,000 v
BOONTON ELECTRONICS CoRP., 738
Speedwell Ave., Morris Plains,
N. J. Model 97-A precision d -c
voltmeter -amplifier offers ease of
operation and direct reading in
the range of 10 tn. to 1,000 v. The
14 voltage ranges calibrated in
multiples of 1 and 3 arc easily read
on the large 6 in. mirrored scale
meter.

As a d -c amplifier it has a maxi-
mum gain of 70 db and is capable
of providing ± 0.5ma into a 1500
ohm load. An output bias control
in the instrument allows the ad-
justment of output to any current
between 0 and 0.6 ma, with zero
d -c input condition. Circle 365
on Reader Service Card.

Oldham Coupling
for high torques
STERLING PRECISION CORP., 17 Ma-
tinecock Ave., Port 'Washington,

spectrum & power density analysis
of both discrete & random data
from 0.5 cps -300 kc with ONE rapid
precise instrumentation system series

automatically provides a
repeatable, permanent

ink -on -paper record for

 vibration and
environmental tests

 speech and
noise analysis

 medical and geo-
physical waveforms

 Fourier analysis of
periodic motions

 random waveform
analysis, time

stationary or otherwise

dependable
CERTIFIED

SPECIFICATIONS

for accurate
data

Send for our new
CATALOG DIGEST and ask

to be put on our regular
mailing list for The

PANORAMIC
ANALYZER featur-

ing application
data.

the rnoneer1

/is the leader

Panoramic Model PDA-1 Spectral
Power Density Analyzer

Panoramic Spectrum Analyzer
selected for frequency coverage
desired (see table below)

Chart Recorder

Completely reliable and extremely versatile, Panoramic's
S2 system eliminates tedious and less accurate forms of
measurement of the spectra due to both discrete and
non -discrete waveforms. Four modes of spectrum analysis
are provided, selectable through front panel switching:
Amplitude (Voltage) vs. Frequency-Fast, accurate
method of analyzing repetitive signals or regular
spectrum analysis of discrete waveforms. It also permits
rapid preliminary analyses of random functions.
Instantaneous Power (Squared Amplitude) vs. Frequency
--Rapid response to time variations of random input
information. Dominant spectral regions are pinpointed
by emphasized peaks.
Average Power vs. Frequency-Smoothing filter modifies
squaring amplifier output to attenuate peaks of short
duration and give a continuous plot of the mean power
vs. frequency of random signals. Averaging filter time
constant is variable to adjust degree of smoothing.
Time Integral of Power (Total Power) vs. Frequency
-Integrator sums up instantaneous power contributions
within narrow sampling filter bandwidth, discharges and
commences build-up on the adjacent spectrum segment.
The locus of the maximum deflection in each spectrum
segment gives a quantitative plot of total power vs. fre-
quency throughout the entire band under analysis. The
integration interval may be synchronized with playback
of a magnetic tape loop splice or may be set free
running. This synchronized operation permits quantitative
analysis of non -time stationary signals such as speech.
Proper scan rate assures 100% intercept of data on
recording. Blanking network precludes splice transients
from causing spurious readings.

SYSTEM SERIES

Desig-
nation

equency
Range

Best
Resolution

Companion
Analyzer

Companion
Recorder

52-A
52-B
52-C

0.5-2,250 cps
20-22,500 cps
1 kc-300 kc

0.1 cps
10.0 cps

100.0 cps

LF-1 or LF-2
LP -la
513-7aZ

Bullt-in
RC -3
RC -3

PANORAMIC

Other frequencies available on special order
Write, wire, phone for detailed specification
bulletin covering Panoramic's new PDA-1 and
complete S2 instrumentation system.
Panoramic instruments are PROVED PERFORM-
ERS in laboratories, plants and military installa-
tions all over the world. Specialized experience,
rigid quality controls, continuous product im-
provement and far-sighted development tech-
niques guarantee reliable equipment . defini-
tive analysis of measurement problems.

530 South Fulton Avenue, Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Phone: OWens 9-4600 Cables: Panoramic, Mount Vernon, N. Y. Stahl
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FM -AM STANDARD -
SIGNAL GENERATOR

Type MS27
0.3-240 Mc/s

in 5 ranges

FM:
Normal: ± 5, ± 25, and

± 75 kc/s ranges

High: ± 75, ± 150, ± 300,
and ± 600 kc/s depending

on frequency range.

AM:
0-80%

DISTORTION:
<2% at ± 75 kc/s FM

<5% at 50% AM

OUTPUT: 0.1 itV to 0.1 V across 50 or 75 ohms
in 1 dB steps  Crystal calibration of dial
Direct reading ± 50 kc/s Incremental Fre-
quency dial  Simultaneous FM and AM 
Rugged militarized construction (NATO
K114 specs.).

Represented in Canada by
BACH-SIMPSON
London/Ontario
Represented in the United States by

72 Emdrupvej, Copenhagen NV -1, DenmarkWELWYN INT. INC.
3355 Edgecliff Terrace, Cleveland 11, Ohio

RADIOMETER

CIRCLE 162 READERS SERVICE CARD

en I

'theta TELEGRaoti
taaetStatITER

TOE P5-4011 55miki. Nt

rid Otitliti 55515
00115 5055

PRESS WIRELESS IML
IstiMati ats ram.

C. E. WARNER
MANAGER

REPEAT
CYCLE

OFF ON

110

1111111111eiell .1111 -

Engrave them ALL
yourself on the portable

Egosvapl
It's tracer -guided for unskilled
labor. Every plant needs one.
From $290.00 up.

Write on your business letterhead for our 28 -page, fully illustrated catalog No. ZM-1

(111* hermes ENGRAVING MACHINE CORP.
13-19 University Place, New York 3, N.Y.
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N. Y., has added a new Oldham
type coupling to its line of bread-
board equipment. The couplings
are applicable in servo transmissions
and similar drives where relatively
high torques are involved. They
consist of three basic elements-the
two male hubs which are fastened
to the shafts to be coupled, and a
floating female center section. The
design is such that the female con-
necting portion is permanently at-
tached to one of the male sections
thus simplifying assembly. Circle
366 on Reader Service Card.

Tape Strobe
checks speeds
SCOTT INSTRUMENT LABS., 17 E.
48th St., New York 17, N. Y., has
available a tape strobe for the ready
checking of tape speeds of all tape
recorders. It is a precision mounted
wheel housed in a machined alumi-
num yoke so that the user may
apply it directly to moving tape.
Under 60 cycle light sources, ref-
erence marks on the wheel disk ap-
pear to stand still if the tape is
moving past the capstan at correct
speeds. If speed is slightly slow
the marks appear to move slowly
backward, and vice versa. Circle
367 on Reader Service Card.

Solenoid
aluminum foil type
JOBBINS ELECTRONICS, 771 Hamil-
ton Ave., Menlo Park, Calif. A new
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miniaturization
in a

nutshell

* 
STATHAM MODEL P222
flush diaphragm pres-
sure transducers.
DIMENSIONS: .25" di-
ameter x .47,, long.
WEIGHT: 3 grams, ap-
proximately.
RANGES: 0-10 to 0-200
psia, psig, or psid;
-±5 to ±25 psid.
NONLINEARITY & HYS-
TERESIS: Not more than
-.±1% fs.
TRANSDUCTION: Resis-
tive, complete bridge;
Statham unbonded strain
gage.

*
STATHAM MODEL i152
linear accelerometer.

DIMENSIONS: .32" wide
x .35" high x .84" long.
WEIGHT: 8 grams, ap-
proximately.

RANGES: ±5 to ±100 g.
NON -LINEARITY & HYS-
TERESIS: Not more than
±1% is.
TRANSDUCTION: Resis-
tive, complete, balanced
bridge; Statham un-
bonded strain gage.

Statham's accurate, reliable
line of pressure transducers

and accelerometers are designed
to meet the exacting

requirements of today's missile and
supersonic aircraft programs.

Let us assist you with your
instrumentation problems.

'Model shown actual size.

Complete data are available upon request.

INSTRUMENTS. INC.
12401 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles 64, California
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solenoid, by virtue of the use of an
aluminum foil winding, has an ex-
tremely uniform field and is very
light in weight. It finds its applica-
tion in the focusing of traveling
wave tubes and klvstrons. Circle
368 on Reader Service Card.

Power Supply
for missile uses
THE DAVEN Co., Livingston, N. J.,
has developed a new high -tempera-
ture, regulated transistor power sup-
ply, series 60A, for missile and
aircraft applications. Featuring the
exclusive use of silicon transistors
and diodes, plus high temperature
resistors, capacitors and transform-
ers, these units permit continuous
operation at full load in an ambient
temperature of 85 C without heat
sink. Input is 24 v d -c to 30 v d -c.
Output is 250 ma at 100 v d -c.
Output voltage stability: tempera-
ture, less than 1.0 v change for a
variation in ambient temperature
from -55 C to 85 C; load varia-
tion, less than 0.125 v. change from
full load to half load; input varia-
tion, less than 0.125 v change for
a variation of input voltage from
24 v to 30 v. Ripple is less than 10
my rms. Circle 369 on Reader
Service Card.

Wiring Harness
prefabricated
\IETHODE MFG. CORP., 7447 W.
Wilson Ave., Chicago 31, Ill.
Multiconductor film insulated flat
wiring is now available. Called
Plvo-Duct, this new application of
the firm's printed circuit products
is available in both standard par-
allel line arrangements and special
custom patterns as designed by the
user. Circle 370 on Reader Service
Card.

6, 1958

SYNONYMOUS

MET

For the most complete line of Flutter Meters,
there is only one source -d & r LTD. From the
meters used in simple maintenance test equip-
ment to the most complex standardization and
analysis equipment for missile flight systems and
telemetering systems -we make them all.

Model FL -4B

WIDEBAND FLUTTER METERS

MODEL FL -3D FLUTTER AND WOW METER

Features
A convenient instrument of moderate cost for use in field main-
tenance of music -system tape recorders and reproducers, and
phonograph turntables.

Specifications
Carrier frequency - 3000 cps, stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - within 3 db to 250 cps modulation
Bandwidth Selection - 0.5 to 6 cps, 6 to 250 cps, 0.5 to 250 cps
Scale Ranges- 2% and 0.5% full scale rms

Price: $225.00

MODEL FL -4B WIDEBAND FLUTTER METER

Features
A very sensitive broadband instrument for laboratory use in the
precise measurement of small amounts of flutter with compo-
nents up to 5000 cps. Most frequently used in telemetering and
data reduction systems.

Specifications
Carrier Frequncy - 14,500 cps, crystal controlled
Bandwidth - 0-c to 5000 cps within 6 db
Bandwidth Selection - Full range above, 0.5 to 30 cps,

30 to 300 cps, 300 to 5000 cps.
Scale Ranges - 0.2%, 0.6% and 2.0% rms full scale
Drift Meter - ± 2.0% frequency change d.c. to 4 cps
Display -3 -inch flat -face oscilloscope for flutter analysis

Price: $965.00 rack mounted, $1000.00 In cabinet

MODEL FL -5A LABORATORY STANDARD FLUTTER METER

Features
An extremely stable (temperature controlled discriminator) in-
strument with great sensitivity and extended bandwidth for labo-
ratory work in connection with precision instrumentation data
recorders. Galvanometer outputs provided.

Specifications
Carrier Frequencies -40 kc. and 70 kc., crystal controlled
Bandwidth - 0.c. to 10 kc. with 70-kc. carrier

to 4 kc. with 40 kc. carrier
Indicating Instruments- Level Meter, and ±2% Drift Meter
Output Signals - Scope. two galvanometer outputs
Sensitivity - 0.05%, 0.2% and 2.0% selectable
Drift -On d -c galvo. output, less than 10 parts per million

in W hour

Price: $3450.00 rack mounted

MODEL FL -6A BROADCAST FLUTTER METER

Features
An instrument designed for accurate measurement and analysis
of flutter and wow in high -quality audio tape recorders.

Specifications
Carrier Frequnecy - 8000 cps., stabilized oscillator
Bandwidth - El.c. to 1200 cps.
Bandwidth Selection - Full range, 0.5 to 30,

30 to 300, 300 to 1200 cps.
Scale Ranges - 0.2%, 0.6%, and 2.0% rms full scale
Display -3 -inch oscilloscope for waveform observation

Price: $845.00 rack mounted, $880.00 in cabinet

WRITE FOR

COMPLETE INFORMATION AND PRICES

dependable & reliable

402 East Gutierrez Street
P. O. Boo 1500

Santa Barbara, California

Telephone: WOodland 5.4511
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MIM111

p.e.e-

MINIATURIZED
CARRIERCARRIER TELEPHONE SYSTEMS

FOR RADIO AND 4 -WIRE CABLE

FOUR OR 24 CHANNELS

Two miniaturized voice -multiplex systems providing
four or 24 voice channels over radio or 4 -wire cable
are available. They have many advantages over earlier
designs: high performance, small size, light weight, low
cost, circuit simplicity, low power requirements, small
number of tubes of a single type only, low operating
cost, low maintenance and high reliability.

These systems provide a voice -channel flat within 1 db
from 300 to 3500 cycles, for each 4 kc of bandwidth
occupied. Each channel is equipped with hybrid, signal-
ling, and dialling circuits for all the standard 2 -wire and
4 -wire loop options.

The basic unit provides an order -wire and 4 carrier -
derived channels. These units can be stacked in groups
of 2, 3, 4 or 5 by means of a group modem to provide
9, 14, 19 or 24 channels. Full flexibility is provided for
dropping and inserting channel groups at repeater and
terminal points. Moderate lengths of 4 -wire cable or
open -wire line may be inserted between the multiplex
equipment and the radio terminals.

24 -channel carrier -telephone terminal complete with hybrids,
ringing and dialling circuits, and test facilities. Dimensions are
58" high, 16" wide and 8" deep. Power input 250 watts. Weight
326 lbs.

RADIO ENGINEERING PRODUCTS
1080 UNIVERSITY ST., MONTREAL 3, CANADA

TELEPHONE CABLES
UNiversity 6.6887 RADENPRO, MONTREAL

CIRCLE 137 READERS SERVICE CARD

Leicret,
HIGH FREQUENCY

1.niuction

HEATING UNITS
BRAZING -

ANNEALING
HARDENING
SOLDERING

MELTING

LEPEL Electronic Tube
GENERATORS -1 KW; 2' KW;

.4. 5 KW; 13 EW; 20 KW; 30 KW; 50 KW
75 KW; 100 KW.

LEPEL Spark Gap Converters
2 KW; 4 Kih; 7i, KW; 15 KW; 30 KW_

WRITE MR THE NEW EN L CATALOG . . . 36 illustrated on,.
pocked valuable information.

..111lepet equionte.l iecortiliod to comply with the
meow r.menu of the Teemed Communisations Commission

LEPEL HIGH FREQUENCY
LABORATORIES, INC.

5511, STREET ond 37,1, AVENUE, WOODSIDE 77
NEW YORK CITY, N
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GOLD, SILVER, PLATINUM,
RHODIUM, PALLADIUM... the
precious metals generally cost the
same, no matter where you buy
them. But you do get more for
your money when you buy pre-
cious metal plating from Harper -
Leader. You get the full benefits
of the engineering, metallurgical,
and other highly specialized serv-
ices of Harper -Leader's technical
staff.

Send for Bulletin E-58

\HARPER -LEADER, INC.

Waterbury 20, Conn.
CIRCLE 161 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Literature of
MATERIALS

Cadmium Strip and Foil. Amer-
ican Silver Co., Inc., 36-07 Prince
St., Flushing 54, N. Y. A new data
sheet that tabulates the physical
and chemical characteristics of
ultra -thin and high -precision toler-
ance cadmium strip and foil is avail-
able. Circle 75 on Reader Service
Card.

Water -Repellent Coating. Beck-
man/Scientific Instruments Divi-
sion, 2500 Fullerton Rd., Fuller-
ton, Calif. Bulletin 262 discusses
Desicote, a water-repellent coating
of molecular thickness, which can
be used on glass -to -metal seals (such
as tube bases), thus lowering elec-
trical leakage caused by water vapor.
Circle 76 on Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS

Circuit Breakers. I -T -E Circuit
Breaker Co., Philadelphia 30, Pa.
Complete information for the use
of the current -limiting Cordon cir-
cuit breaker for short circuit pro-
tection on low -voltage systems is

given in a new bulletin. Circle 77
on Reader Service Card.

Electric Motors. Task Corp.,
1009 E. Vermont Ave., Anaheim,
Calif. A four -page illustrated bro-
chure describes a series of high
power density electric motors. In-
cluded arc charts indicating horse-
power figures in terms of weight
and volume. Circle 78 on Reader
Service Card.

Lumped Constant Delay Lines.
Control Electronics Co., Inc.,
Huntington Station, N. Y., has
issued a 4 -page catalog describing
their special and standard lumped
constant delay lines. Circle 79 on
Reader Service Card.

Precision Glass. Fischer & Porter
Co., 691 Jacksonville Rd., Hatboro,
Pa. Catalog 80-23 contains a well -
illustrated discussion of fabrication,
materials, tolerances and applica-



the Week

tions of precision glass products.
Circle 80 on Reader Service Card.

Relay Terms. Potter & Brum-
field, Inc., Princeton, Ind. A 16 -
page booklet contains almost 200
definitions of relay terms. It also
includes 21 diagrams illustrating
contact arrangements and voltage
and current parameters. Circle 81
on Reader Service Card.

Scale Panel Meter. International
Instruments Inc., P. 0. Box 2954,
New Haven 15, Conn. An engi-
neering data sheet completely de-
scribes model 173 11 in. 300 deg
scale panel meter. In the instru-
ment discussed accuracy is held to
j_-3 percent of full scale deflection.
Circle 82 on Reader Service Card.

Selenium Rectifiers. Vickers,
Inc., 1815 Locust St., St. Louis 3,
Mo. Bulletin EPD 3116-1 is a 48 -

page booklet containing illustrated
descriptions and complete tech-
nical data on the company's new
line of Grain -Oriented selenium
rectifiers. Circle 83 on Reader
Service Card.

TWT Solenoids, Amplifiers.
Menlo Park Engineering, 721
Hamilton Ave., Menlo Park, Calif.
Bulletin MPE 2-58 covers solen-
oids for twt's and bwo's. Discussed
arc convection cooled, forced air
cooled, and liquid cooled types.
TWT amplifiers are also described.
Circle 84 on Reader Service Card.

EQUIPMENT
Analog Computer. George A.

Philbrick Researches, Inc., 230
Congress St., Boston 10, Mass., has
available a four -page brochure on
the K5 -U analog computer. It con-
tains a general description of the
computer specification and a brief
comparison of the K5 -U technique
with other methods of analog form-
ulation. Circle 85 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

Current Pulse Generator. Rese
Engineering, Inc., 731 Arch St.,

011"17#144'
0.C..0[005 /
o-,1 lotorammt Cr. hit

4

2 PL
CLEAR

PLASTIC

23/3 x 23/8

LONG KNOWN FOR
THEIR HIGH QUALITY

DURABILITY

ACCURACY AND
ADVANCED DESIGN

011111111111111114

10
40 60 4

D. C. AMPERES /47

.1, /Alma hrorumou C. hoc
l'arem, A,

BEEDE
for
SMALL POWER -UNIT PANELS,

INDUSTRIAL TEST UNITS,

COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT.

Catalog on Request

 ;IN

14
CLEAR PLASTIC 31X2 x 3

111,4,04:
 At

P. C. IINLLUINIMOICO

Ando Ekoirol Immanent Co. INC

ELECTRIC
METERS ,

rox.

23 CLEAR PLASTIC 4% x 4

BEEDE ELECTRI pUE Al ticSoT RoUKM E NNT C. 'INC.
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A copy of this quick -reading, 8 -page booklet is
yours for the asking. It contains many facts on the
benefits derived from your business paper and
tips on how to read more profitably. Write for the
"WHY and HOW booklet."

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, Room 2710, 330 West
42nd St., New York 36, N. Y.
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ANTENNAS
Circular and rectangular parabolic
antennas with reflector tolerances t,.
meet the most rigid specifications . . .

fabricated to order.

CABINETS
Precision construction to
your exact specification of
cabinets and consoles for
electronic equipment.

Consult our
Engineering Staff
in predesigning
or development
stages of any
project at
No Obligation!

'.'. Re;

WASHINGTON
ALUMINUM CO  9 Inc.

Dept. 256, Baltimore 29, Md. Circle 2-1000

How To Get Things Done
Better And Faster

BOARDMASTER VISUAL CONTROL

Gives Graphic Picture - Saves Time, Saves
Money, Prevents Errors
Simple to operate - Type or Write on
Cards, Snap in Grooves
Ideal for Production, Traffic, Inventory,
Scheduling, Sales, Etc.

_-: Made of Metal Compact and Attractive.
Over 250,000 in Use

Full price $4 9 50 with cards

FREE
24 -PAGE BOOKLET NO. C-30

Without Obligation
Write for Your Copy Today

GRAPHIC SYSTEMS
55 West 42nd Street  New York 36,N. Y.

CIRCLE 142 READERS SERVICE CARD

Philadelphia 6, Pa. Bulletin 57-C
illustrates and describes model
1050 high impedance current
pulse generator which delivers over
150 w of average pulse power and
over 1.3 kw of peak pulse power.
Complete specifications are given.
Circle 86 on Reader Service Card.

D -C Amplifiers. Dynamics In-
strumentation Co., Division of
Alberhill Corp., 1118 Mission St.,
South Pasadena, Calif. A six -page
folder presents a family of preci-
sion d -c instrumentation ampli-
fiers. Photographs, line drawings
and complete specifications are in-
cluded. Circle 87 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

D -C VTVM. Millivac Instru-
ments, P.O. Box 997, Schenectady,
N. Y. A four page folder describes
the MV -57A precision d -c vtvm
and d -c calibrator. The unit dis-
cussed measures 100 pv to 1 kv
percent accuracy. Circle 88 on
Reader Service Card.

Direct - Writing Oscillograph.
Offner Electronics Inc., 5320 N.
Kedzie Ave., Chicago 25, Ill. Bul-
letin 181 illustrates and describes
the type 542 Dynograph, a high-
speed, sensitive and stable two -
channel direct -writing oscillograph.
Circle 89 on Reader Service Card.

Instruments. Acton Laborator-
ies, Inc., 533 Main St., Acton,
Mass. A file type brochure pro-
vides condensed catalog data on
the company's complete line of in-
struments. Among those included
are phase meters, phase standards,
vtvm's and potentiometer test
equipment. Circle 90 on Reader
Service Card.

Magnetic Core Tester. Rese En-
gineering, Inc., 731 Arch St., Phila-
delphia 6, Pa. Bulletin 57-G de-
scribes model 1100 magnetic core
tester, a modular, current pulse gen-
erator which delivers programmed
pulse chains in a periodically re-
peated, basic 8 step pattern, for lab
analysis and production testing of
magnetic materials. Circle 91 on
Reader Service Card.

Resistance Bridge Indicator. Da-
tran Electronics, 1836 Rosecrans

ON OUR STAFF
If you need effective, highly
readable, smartly illustrated
company literature (booklets,
pamphlets, manuals) to display
your products, inform the public
of your operations, attract key
personnel to your plant, and per-
form any of the other communi-
cative functions vital to your
business, let TECHNICAL WRIT-
ING SERVICE do the job for you.

WRITING EDITING

ILLUSTRATING

PRINTING

We produce your publications, to
your specifications. We give com-
plete service-from research and
planning through writing, design,
and printing. Let our staff be
your staff. It will save you time
and money.

- We Prepare -
EQUIPMENT MANUALS
HANDBOOKS PRODUCT
BULLETINS  TRAINING AIDS
PAMPHLETS  REPORTS
BROCHURES COMPANY
_HISTORIES PARTS LISTS
and other such special material.

Write Phone

TECHNICAL WRITING SERVICE
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc

330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LOngacre 4-3000
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Ave., Manhattan Beach, Calif. A
four -page technical brochure sug-
gests many applications of the RBI
which can be calibrated to indicate
directly in microinches of strain,
psi, pounds, etc., depending upon
the type of strain gage transducer
being used. Circle 92 on Reader
Service Card.

Shock Mounting. Federal
Shock Mount Corp., 1060 Wash-
ington Ave., New York 56, N. Y.
Bulletin F1A describes engineered
vibration and shock mounting sys-
tems for airborne electronic equip-
ment and other applications. One
section deals with a partial descrip-
tion of the test facilities available at
Federal. Circle 93 on Reader Serv-
ice Card.

FACILITIES

Pot Winding. Dejur-Amsco
Corp., 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long
Island City 1, N. Y. Two of the
most difficult operations in the
manufacture of precision pots are
bonding the wire securely to the
card or mandrel, and removing in-
sulating material where the brush
makes contact. The company has
developed a new method for achiev-
ing this. A free sample section of
winding is available. Circle 94 on
Reader Service Card.

Tiny Part Stamping. Be Cu
Mfg. Co., Inc., 40 Kent St., New-
ark, N. J. A new brochure illus-
trates many subminiature stamped
and formed components and parts
made from special metals and al-
loys. It describes briefly methods
used by the company and special
equipment and facilities available
for manufacturing, inspecting and
testing the accuracy of the sub-
miniature parts and components.
Circle 95 on Reader Service Card.

Tube Construction Technique.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.,
1740 Broadway, New York 19,
N. Y. A new 12 -page booklet
"Framelok Grid", describes design
and performance advantages of a
unique electron tube construction
technique. Circle 96 on Reader
Service Card.

Produces Desired
Atmospheres

within a test chamber

and maintains these constancies

4/4° F. ± 1/20/0 RELATIVE HUMIDITY

AMINCO-AIRE

The AMINCO-AIRE
embodies a principle that

eliminates the main source
of humidity and

temperature differentials
encountered in other

systems. A stream of air
from the test chamber is

first brought to a selected
dew point temperature,
then heated to a fixed

dry-bulb temperature and
returned to the test

chamber. Thus the air is

conditioned before it enters
the test chamber.

A Unique
Method
of Control
for High
Degree
of
Accuracy

OTHER SPECIAL FEATURES
COMPLETELY SELF-CONTAINED - Just
connect to electrical power and water

SIMPLE, CONVENIENT CONTROLS-
All on one panel RAPID RESPONSE
- High sensitivity components
ADEQUATE INSULATION -2" high-grade
thermal insulation between inner and
outer walls VISIBLE WATER LEVEL
- With automatic float valve
INTEGRAL DRAINS-Built-in drain -traps
prevent entrance of sewer gas
READILY ACCESSIBLE INTERIOR - For
inspection or flushing STAINLESS
STEEL INTERIOR - And fender steel
(lacquered) exterior  QUALITY COM-
PoNENTs-Protected by properly fused
circuits and isolated from humidity
and temperature.
EVERY UNIT THOROUGHLY
TESTED BEFORE SHIPMENT

For complete information send for BULLETIN 2276- Z

AMERICAN INSTRUMENT CO., Inc.
8030 GEORGIA AVENUE, SILVER SPRING, MARYLAND
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PLANTS and PEOPLE

Clerk Tracks 20,000 Items
SOME 20,000 items of test and lab-
oratory equipment are accounted
for and automatically scheduled for
recertification by a new record sys-
tem at ARMA Division of Ameri-
can Bosch Arma Corp., Garden
City, N. Y. The division produces
integrated navigational and defen-
sive systems involving gyroscopics,
optics, radar, computing pneu-
matics and hydraulics.

Developed for ARMA by VISI-
record, Inc., the new system (pic-
ture) requires only one clerk.
Within seconds she can tell where
and by whom any instrument is be-
ing used and when the item is due
back for recertification.

Records are kept on custom -de-
signed 6 by 8 in. cards arranged in
banks in open -tub units so that the
right-hand margin of every card is
visible. To locate a given record
the clerk scans the indexed banks,
flicks open the proper bank, scans
the visible card margins, and ex-
tracts the proper card. All thumb-
ing is eliminated-the only card
touched is the one she wants.

About two-thirds of the work re-
quired by conventional record sys-
tems-posting instrument check-
outs and check -ins onto file cards-
is eliminated, says the maker, by a
special triplicate snap -out form
filled out by instrument users. The
form is designed so two copies of
it can be stood up in front of the
instrument's record card in the file.
The forms cover the card's visual

margin, providing immediate indi-
cation the instrument has been
checked out. When the instrument
is returned, this information is
"posted" by simply removing forms
in front of the card.

One of two form copies kept in
the file is used as a recertification
recall notice when necessary. The
third copy, designed as a manila
equipment tag, goes with the in-
strument to the head of the using
department.

On the visible margin of the
form is a vertical series of blocks,
each representing one quarter of a
month. All instruments have been
scheduled so that an equal number
come up for certification during
each quarter. Once every eight days,
the clerk scans the file and notes
which instruments are due for re-
certification. Scanning all 20,000
records takes only about an hour.

AI EE Elevates
Six Members
THE American Institute of Electri-
cal Engineers has raised six of its
members to the grade of Fellow.

Members honored and their cita-
tions are:

Howard A. Chinn, chief engi-
neer, CBS Television, New York,
N. Y., "for his contributions to the
development of measuring and

monitoring equipment in the audio
and video broadcasting field."

Joseph B. Epperson, vice-presi-
dent in charge of engineering for
Scripps -Howard Radio, Inc., Cleve-
land, Ohio, "for achievements in
the broadcasting field."

Arthur M. Harrison, manager,
large rotating apparatus depart-
ment, Westinghouse Electric
Corp., East Pittsburgh, Pa., "for
contributions in the field of large
rotating machinery."

Chester L. Osenbaugh, director
of the Electric Division, Memphis
Light, Gas & Water Division, City
of Memphis, Tenn., "for design
and administrative achievement in
directing the engineering, construc-
tion and operation of an electric
utility system."

Clement S. Schifreen, cable and
insulation research engineer, Phila-
delphia, Pa., "for contributions to-
ward extended life and load ratings
of underground power cables."

Millard C. Westrate, staff con-
sulting engineer, Commonwealth
Associates, Inc., Jackson, Mich.,
"for contributions to economic op-
erations of power systems and to
high frequency radio communica-
tion."

California Firm
Gets New V -P
FORMER chief aerologist for the
U. S. Navy, Howard T. Orville
(picture) is now vice president at
Beckman & Whitley, Inc., San
Carlos, Calif. In this newly created
post, he will, through the presi-
dent, assist the instrument and mis-
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ENKIX
EN 5I8E

PHOTOS TAKEN AT I.R.E. CONlillION, NEW YOLK CI -Y, MAR. 24-27, 1958

THOUSANDS SAY "THERE'S NO ROOM FOR DOUBT!"

What a reaction to the Mark II Thinslide in action!
Never before so many features in one slide. Continuous bal
bearing action . . . installation without cabinet modification
(only %" side space required)... will easily support 100 lb.
loads ... extruded aluminum shapes with stainless steel balls
...locking and tilting mechanisms available...in lengths from

so modest as to make all of your12" to 24"... and prices

equipment more accessible for servicing and maintenance.

Grant is prepared to give you the facts on the Mark II Thin-
slide-write for complete information on the newest, most
exciting Grant Slide-the Mark In

If the question is accessibility ... the answer is Grant.

GRANT PULLEY & HARDWARE CORPORATION

23 High Street, West Nyack, New York  944 Long Beach Avenue. Los Angeles 21, California
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AT LAST THE IDEAL
BARRIER

TERMINAL STRIP

JONES SOO SERIES
LONGER-STURDIER

Wider and higher barriers
for increased creepage dis-
tances. Closed bottoms for
complete insulation. Ma-
terial between barriers at the
base adds to the strength
and maintains the same
creepage distance between
contact to contact and con-
tact to ground. Can be im-
printed here. No insulating
or marker strip required.
Three series -540, 541 and
542 having the same termi-
nal spacing as our 140, 141
and 142 series.

Complete listing in the
new Jones No. 22 catalog.
Write for your copy today.

HOWARD B. JONES DIVISION
CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION

CHICAGO 24, ILLINOIS
SUBSIDIARY OF UNITE DCARR FASTENER CORP.
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I'm Building a College Fund
for My Kids with the

EXTRA MONEY
I'm earning in
Mobile -Radio
Maintenance

couldn't set aside from my
engineer's salary enough
motley to send the kids
through college. So when I

learned of the boonLin mobile'radio I decided
to start my own porttime business. Now my
income from mobile -radio maintenance goes
into a "college bock account."

This con be your story, too. Send coupon
for your free copy of "HOW TO MAKE MONEY
N MOBILE -RADIO MAINTENANCE." Published
y Lompkin laboratories, Inc., manufacturers

pof the 105-B Micrometer Frequency Meter and
f/0.5 -A FM Modulation Meter,

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.
Instruments Div., Bradenton, Fla.

At no obligation to me please send "HOW
TO MAKE MONEY IN MOBILE -RADIO MAIN
TENANCE."

Name

Address

City State

sile products divisions as well as the
board of directors in long-range
scientific and technical planning.
Product lines with which he will be
presently concerned include meteor-
ological instruments, high-speed
research cameras, and explosive -
actuated devices.

AMF Acquires
New Division
IN A move to further integrate its
guided missile operations, American
Machine & Foundry Co. has
changed the status of the Associ-
ated Missile Products Corp. of
Pomona, Calif., from a subsidiary
to a division.

Wendell B. Sell (picture) has
been named general manager, sup-
plementing his duties as a divisional
vice president of AMF. The Po-
mona firm will be known as the
Associated Missile Products Co.

Westinghouse To
Build Plant
A NEW building with 25,000 sq ft
of floor space will be erected for
the manufacturing and repair divi-
sion of the Westinghouse Electric
Corp. on a 21 acre site near Utica,
N. Y. Ground has been broken and
the new structure is scheduled for
completion in October.

The new plant will replace the
present Westinghouse facilities in
Utica. Thirty-six persons are pres-

SPADE
BOLTS

Specialists in designing and manufacturing of all-
purpose fasteners and wire forms. Tooled to pro-
duce over 1000 styles in any screw size, material,
finish, quantity, to your specifications.

Serving Industry for Thirty -Five Years
- OTHER PRODUCTS -

S 0

WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS

 TOOLS  DIES  STAMPINGS
Bulletins on complete line on request

WENCO MANUFACTURING CO.
1133 W. Hubbard St., Chicago 22, III., U.S. A.

CIRCLE 148 READERS SERVICE CARD

WIDEST
RANGE OF
PRECISION

FILM CAPACITORS
FROMfci
The

widest range of
time -tested stabilized

precision capacitors avail-
able with polystyrene, poly-

ethylene, teflon, and mylar
plastic film dielectrics. Designed

for critical applications. FCI
Capacitors have high Insulation
resistance, low power factor and
dielectric absorption, and are
available in a wide variety of
capacitance values, tolerances,

casings and sizes. Write
for FREE CATALOG show-

ing complete line.

fci
FILM CAPACITORS, INC.
3405 PARK AVENUE  NEW YORK 56, N.Y.
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ently employed at the Utica shop,
but Westinghouse officials expect
that the working force will be ex-
panded to 50 after the new plant
is occupied.

Oregon Firm
Changes Name
THE Research Instrument Corp.,
Portland, Oregon, has announced
their company name change to
Rinco, Inc. This follows a recent
change to the new trade name
Rinco-Pot for their line of po-
tentiometers. No change in loca-
tion, ownership or management is
involved.

Elect Mitchell
Vice -President
TRANS-SONICS, INC., Burlington,
Mass., has elected Louis 0. Mitch-
ell (picture) as a vice-president of
the corporation. Mitchell, who has
been company production manager
since 1948, is responsible for the
introduction of new methods for
automatic calibration and adjust-
ment of precision instruments.

Strich Becomes
Chief Engineer
APPOINTMENT of Robert Strich as
chief engineer for the Los Angeles
Division of Cannon Electric Co.,

A TRULY MULTIFUNCTIONAL

PHASE ANGLE VTVM
one/ PHASE -SENSITIVE NULL INDICATOR

DIRECT READING FEATURES

 Voltage
 Phase Angle
 In -Phase
 Quadrature

REPRESENTATIVES:

MODEL 202 -BR

 Direct reading 0-360°, no ambiguity.
 1 my to 300v full scale.
 VTVM operation to 50 kc.
 10 microvolt null sensitivity.

 10 meg input impedance.
 Available in any frequency to 10 kc.
 Unaffected by harmonics with optional filters,
 Low noise.

N. Y., NEW ENGLAND: J. P. Brogan Assoc. MET. N. Y.: B. B. Taylor Corp.
MID ATLANTIC: Fred F. Bartlett Co.  MICH., OHIO, W. PENNA: Dayton -Anderson
Elect. KANSAS, MO., IOWA, S. ILL.: Desco Sales SOUTH EAST: Col -Ins -Co.

WEST COAST: Gerald B. Miller  CANADA: Electrodesign

NORTH ATLANTIC industries, inc.
603 main street, westbury, n.y. Engewood 4-1
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r IF THIS IS YOUR PROBLEM
If you need effective, highly readable,
smartly illustrated company literature
(booklets, pamphlets, manuals) to dis-
play your products, inform the public of
your operations, attract key personnel to
your plant, train employees, and perform
any of the other communicative functions
that are vital to your business . . .

THIS IS YOUR ANSWER
The McGraw-Hill TECHNICAL WRITING
SERVICE has a staff of more than 150
highly -trained writers, editors, and illus-
tration specialists whose job it is to create
technical and general literature for in-
dustry. We write, illustrate, design, and
print Equipment Manuals, Product Bul-
letins, Handbooks, Company Histories,
Annual Reports, and other specialized
material. Save money and time. Let our
staff be your staff for Technical and
Business publications.

This service is available through ad agencies.

Write  Phone

TECHNICAL WRITING SERVICE
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LOngaire 4-3000
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PART COST CUT
with GRC

die cast

tiny parts!
Range timer part

made by Gries
costs half as

much as part
die-cast by

the customer

Quick deliveries
on quantities
of 100,000 to

many millions.

NO MINIMUM SIZE!

Max. weight: 1/2 oz.
Max. length: 13/4"

Many manufacturers have learned that GRC specialized techniques
and facilities have cut the cost of tiny components for their products
50% and more compared with production in their awn plants. Parts
like the slot ed gear shaft illustrated are die cast to precise speci-

n- fications-trimmed, ready for use-in one automatic
operation. Consult Gries about cost-cutting com-
ponents for your products.

CRC

Zinc

lie
-;-' castins Send

today for
brochure

GRIES REPRODUCER CORP.

worlds foremast
Producer at Small
Die Castings

151 Beechwood Ave., New Rochelle, N. Y. NEw Rochelle 3-8600
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IT TAKES TWO
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
 Arouses Interest
 Creates Preference

DIRECT MAIL
 Gets Personal Attention
 Triggers Action

After your prospect has been convinced by DISPLAY ADVERTISING, he still must take one
giant step. He must act. A personalized mailing piece direct to his desk, in conjunction
with a display campaign, is a powerful action getter.
McGraw-Hill has a Direct Mail Division ready to serve you with over 150 specialized lists
in the Industrial field.
To get your copy of our free INDUSTRIAL DIRECT MAIL CATALOGUE (1954) containing
complete, detailed information about our services, fill in the coupon below and mail
it to McGraw-Hill.
Do it nowl The best advertising programs are planned well in advance.

r

Mc

CRAW-HILL
DIRECT MAIL LIST SERVICE

Direct Mall Division,
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

Please forward my free copy of the McGraw-Hill "Indus-
trial Direct Mail Catalogue."

Name

Company

Address

City State

is announced. Reporting directly to
vice president Rowers, Strich will
plan, direct and control the engi-
neering of all products assigned to
the division. Prior to this appoint-
ment he had been product engi-
neering supervisor at Cannon for
21 years.

Hagan Joins
Microsonics
CHARLES E. HAGAN is appointed to
the engineering staff of Micro-
sonics, Inc., Hingham, Mass. He
will head a newly established delay
line research department. Hagan
was formerly with Laboratory For
Electronics, Inc.

Reorganize At
CBS Labs
To STRENGTIII \ the management
of CBS Laboratories, New York,
N. Y., Benjamin B. Bauer (picture)
has been appointed vice president.
He will be in charge of the acous-
tics and magnetics department of
the Laboratories. Before joining
CBS Labs, Bauer was chief engi-
neer and vice president of Shure
Bros. Inc., Chicago, Ill.

At the same time the organiza-
tion of the Labs has taken on the
following form. Three major de-
partments have been created, with
v-p's in charge:

(1) Department of Reconnais-
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DANO

puts
PERFORMANCE
into every coil!

Regardless of type or
quantity, every coil is
quality manufactured

to your exact specifi-
cations.

 Encapsulated  Paper Interleave
 Bobbin  Cotton Interweave

 Form Wound
 Vacuum Impregnated
 High Temperature Application

Also, Transformers Made To Order

NOW AVAILABLE! New 20 -page Dano
illustrated catalog including technical coil
designing data.

THE DANO ELECTRIC CO.
MAIN ST., WINSTED, CONN.
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quality ...
uniformity ..

service ...

GLASS for

HERMETIC SEALING

 EPDXY PREFORMS

 PRESSED
CERAMICS

mansol
CERAMICS CO.

138 LITTLE ST. THORNTON HEATH

BELLEVILLE ,NEW JERSEY SURREY,ENGLAND

sance and Electronic Systems
headed by Joseph Bambara.

(2) Department of Acoustics
and Magnetics headed by Benjamin
B. Bauer.

( 3 ) Department of Physics
headed by John W. Christensen.

All major activities of the Labora-
tories are carried out under the
three departments listed.

News of Reps
IT&T's components division ap-
points the John G. Twist Co. to
handle its industrial accounts, in-
cluding radio-tv manufacturers, in
Illinois and southeastern Wiscon-
sin.

Edward A. Ossmann & Associates,
manufacturer's reps for upstate
N. Y., is named to carry the elec-
tronic instrument line of Belle-
ville-Hexem Corp., Los Gatos,
Calif.

Knoblock & Maine, Inc. has been
appointed to represent Ultronix,
Inc., San Mateo, Calif., manufac-
turer of precision wire resistors.
Rep firm covers Illinois, Indiana
and Wisconsin.

Jack Geartner Co., sales rep or-
ganization in Miami Beach, Fla.,
has established a branch office in
Orlando, Fla.

General Transistor Corp., Jamaica,
N. Y., appoints the following reps:

Weller-Rahe Co., in West Vir-
ginia and western Pennsylvania.

Harry W. Gebhard Co., in the
Chicago and Wisconsin territory.

Glenn M. Hathaway Electronics,
Inc., in the six New England states.

Missiletronics, Inc. will represent
New England Laminates Co., Inc.,
Stamford, Conn., in North and
South Carolina, and northeastern
Tennessee.

Appointment of the Fascal Co., as
sales engineering reps in the greater
San Diego area, is announced by
Neal Feay Co., Santa Barbara,
Calif., makers of hardware items
for the aircraft and electronics in-
dustries.

VA(
McGRAW-HILL

Veda
NONLINEAR CONTROL SYSTEMS

Just Published-Gives practical guidance
and theory essential to analysis, testing, and
design of modern control systems. Treats
such subjects as describing function (effec-
tive gain), determining response, systems
excited by random input signals, applica-
tion of switching circuits, etc. By R. L.
Cosgriff, The Ohio State U. 328 pp., 205
charts, tables and illus., $9.00.

APPLIED MATHEMATICS for

ENGINEERS and PHYSICISTS
2nd Edition Just Published-Provides you
with the principal mathematical techniques
needed to analyze mathematical problems
that arise in practice and to understand
important current technical papers. Care-
fully revised to include essential, up-to-date
material. 2nd Ed. By L. A. Pipes, U. of
California, L. A. 723 pp., illus., $8.75.

TABLE for the SOLUTION

of CUBIC EQUATIONS
Just Published-Supersedes all other such
tables in number of decimal places, range,
interval, required labor in finding all three
roots, and convenience in use. With this
book you can obtain all three roots of any
equation using nothing more complicated
than a desk calculator. By H. E. Selzer
and C. H. Richards, Convair Astronautics ;
and I. Arsham, Diamond Ordnance Fuze
Laboratories. 176 pp., $7.50.

ELECTRONIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Just Published-A useful introduction to
semiconductor physics as related to recti-
fier and transistor problems. Precisely de-
fined basic concepts lead to the physics of
crystal amplifiers, imperfection equilibria,
and boundary layers in semiconductors. By
E. Spenke. Translated by D. Jenny, H.
Kroemer, E. G. Ramberg, and A. H. Som-
mer, RCA Labs, Princeton, N. J. 430 pp.,
163 illus., $11.00.

An Introduction to the Theory of
RANDOM SIGNALS and NOISE

Just Published-Takes up step by step the
theory of probability and statistics essential
to random signals and noises. Discusses
applications in such areas as shot noise gen-
erated in thermionic vacuum tubes, space -
charge -limited tubes, noise in amplifiers,
radar, etc. By W. B. Davenport. Jr. and
W. L. Root, both of M.I.T. 393 pp., 69
charts, graphs, and tables, $10.00.

10 DAYS' FREE EXAMINATION

McGraw-Hill Book Co., Dept. L-6-6
327 W. 41st St., New York 36, N. Y.
Send me book(s) checked below for 10 days' exam-
ination on approval. In 10 days 1 will remit for
book(s) I keep, plus few cents for delivery costs,
and return unwanted book(s) postpaid. (We Pay
delivery costs if you remit with this coupon-same
return privilege.)

 Casgriff-Nonlinear Control Systems. $9.00
 Pipes-App. Math. for Eng. & Phys., $8.75
 Selzer, Richards & Arsham-Table for the Solu-

tion of Cubic Equations, $7.50
 Spenke-Electronic Semiconductors, $11.00
 Davenport & Root-Random Signals & Noise,

$10.00

(PRINT)
Name

Address

City Zone . State

Company

Position

For price and terms outside U.S.
write McGraw-Hill Intl.. N.Y.C. 1,-6
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global
communications

To achieve two basic goals-longer range

and greater reliability-the Hughes Com-
munication Systems Laboratory has vir-
tually every known propagation medium
and technique under study. A complete
spectrum of science and technology is
being explored in an effort to extend-
literally and figuratively-the horizons of
communication. In the laboratory, "shoot-

ing for the moon" is an actual objective.

The immediate goal, however, is to sur-
mount the natural barriers which have
limited both the range and the dependa-
bility of radio communication. First is the
line -of -sight characteristic of higher fre-
quencies which once prevented propaga:
tion beyond the horizon. The second great

barrier has been the complex of sunspots;

auroras, and an ionosphere that periodi-
cally varies in altitude, all of which cause

communication blackouts and signal
fluctuations.

A less well-known obstacle is the multi -

path phenomenon-the tendency of radia-'
tions to reflect from different layers of
the ionosphere into two or more signal
paths. This condition, which under certain

circumstances produces a confused sig-
nal, is being overcome at Hughes through

the use of digital techniques. Frequency
is made a controllable variable. Then, with

a digital computer to determine the best
frequencies to use at given times, a com-
munication system can automatically and
continuously select its most favorable
frequency.

Many openings now exist in this area.
Your inquiry is invited. Please send
resume to Mr. J. C. Bailey at:

the West's leader in advanced electronics

HUGHES
L -

Scientific and Engineering Staff

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES

Culver City, Cal'
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NEW BOOKS

Analytical Design of
Linear Feedback Controls
By G. C. NEWTON, L. A. GOULD
And J. F. KAISER.
john Wiley & Sons, Inc., New
York, 1957, 419 p, $12.00.

Two objectives motivated the au-
thors to write this book. The first
was a desire on their part to make
available the results of their re-
search on the analytical design
method, carried on at MIT, point-
ing out in the process the factors
which limit the performance of
linear systems. The second was to
make available to engineers and
scientists a consolidated and in-
tegrated treatment of the literature
in this field. Both objectives have
been skillfully and successfully
realized.

Definition-Analytical design re-
fers to "the design of control sys-
tems by the methods of mathe-
matical analysis to idealized models
which represent physical equip-
ment." It is a design method which
deliberately sets out to offset the
disadvantages associated with the
trial -and -error method of compen-
sating feedback control systems.
Users of the latter procedure are
aware of the inability of this
method to recognize an inconsis-
tent set of specifications. More-
over, the resulting design does not
generally yield a minimum band-
width control system. Both short-
comings are eliminated by the ana-
lytical design method, but not
without sacrificing simplicity.

In the theory of analytical de-
sign, the starting point is the speci-
fications. These include a descrip-
tion of input signal, desired
response, disturbances, the per-
formance index to be used, the
fixed elements and the degree of
freedom allowed in the compensa-
tion. The objective is to minimize
the performance index. In fact, it
is the evaluation of the perform-
ance index which reveals whether
the specifications imposed on the
system can or cannot be met.

Performance Indices-The book
confines its attention to the ana-
lytical design procedure for two
types of performance indices. One

is the integral -square error criterion
which is used for those systems sub-
jected to transient input signals.
This subject matter is thoroughly
dealt with in Chapter 2.

The second performance index
is the mean -square error which is
more approximate for systems
where the input signal contains
noise. In Chapter 3 the manner
of handling such signals is treated
in terms of autocorrelation and
cross -correlation functions, while in
Chapter 4 the analytical design
theory is applied to a typical sys-
tem with fixed configuration and a
noise -containing input signal. To
make the answers practical, how-
ever, requires reevaluating the
design in terms of realistically im-
posed constraints such as satura-
tion. This too is described in Chap-
ter 4 and also in Chapter 7.

In Chapter 5 the variational ap-
proach for minimizing the mean -
square error in a system having a
free configuration is discussed; this
is extended to a system which is
semifree in configuration in Chap-
ter 6.

Chapter 8 deals with the design
of a minimum bandwidth control
system using the minimum mean -
square error as a design criterion.

The design of a servomechanism
to drive a large radio telescope is
fully explored in Chapter 9 to illus-
trate the use of the analytical de-
sign procedure in solving a practi-
cal problem and to point out how
this method may be used to corn-
plemen t the trial -and -error ap-
proach.

Level-The book is written at
an advanced level, and presup-
poses a considerable amount of
mathematical background. Use is
made of such mathematical tools
as the convolution integral, the
Fourier transforms of autocorrela-
tion and cross -correlation functions,
the calculus of variations and La-
grangian multipliers to mention a
few. However, this material is con-
cisely and clearly presented.

A rather complete appendix is
included and in addition to a re-
view of Fourier and Laplace trans -
from theory, there appears a sum-
mary of the trial -and -error method
of design.

The book makes a strong case
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for the analytical design theory as
a practical design tool, but it also
recognizes its limitations. First of
all, the method suffers from a re-
stricted number (two) of perform-
ance indices which permit analytical
solution of a design problem. Sec-
ondly, the labor and time involved
in arriving at a solution and the
mathematical sophistication re-
quired is indeed much greater. Ac-
cordingly, the real contribution of
the analytical design theory in
practical problems lies in its abil-
ity to serve as a guide in carrying
out the trial -and -error design pro-
cedure.-ViNcENT DELTORO, Elec-
trical Engineering Dept., The City
College of New York, N. Y., N. Y.

Industrial Electronics
Handbook
By R. KRETZMANN
Philosophical Library, New York,
1957, 298 p, $12.00.

Industrial Electronics
Circuits
By R. KRETZMANN
Philosophical Library, New York,
1957, 195 p, $10.00.

These two volumes should be
considered a single work, the
"Circuits" book being written as a
supplement to the "Handbook".
Together, they comprise a concise,
yet diversified collection of prac-
tical electronics circuits for indus-
trial applications.

The books are aimed at industrial
engineers involved in manufactur-
ing problems, who desire to become
acquainted with electronic controls
and their applications. Although
there are no detailed design meth-
ods presented here, an excellent
picture of the general approach to
production problems through elec-
tronics can be derived.

Handbook-The first part of the
"Handbook", comprising almost a
third of the book, is devoted to the
fundamentals of industrial vacuum
tubes and their basic circuits. Al-
though necessarily superficial, it is
well written and covers such special-
purpose tubes as thyratrons, sendi-
trons, ignitrons and excitrons,
photocells and c -r tubes. This

NEW 1E1 BANDPASS FILTER

FAMED

The new Bulova 1E1 Bandpass Filters give
today's radar microscopic eyes. Shaving the
broad frequency range of returning signals
into tiny segments, they help reconstruct sig-
nals faithfully for maximum information, for
accurate measurement of Doppler effect...
all at greatly reduced noise levels.
With characteristic Bulova precision, band-
widths and insertion losses are closely con-
trolled, so that many filters may be paralleled
to cover an almost unlimited frequency
spectrum.
Now in production for virtually all leading
manufacturers in the radar field are filter
packages of 200 cps bandwidth with cross-
overs at the I./2 db. point, and with insertion
losses equal to within 0.3 db. from filter to
filter.

Typical specification of a single filter in 10 K.C.spectrum:
Center frequency: 144.400 KC
Lower 1/2 db. point: 144.330 KC
Upper 1/2 db. point: 144.470 KC
Lower 3 db. point: 144.300 KC
Upper 3 db. point: 144.500 KC
40 db. bandwidth: less than 2 KC
Insertion loss: less than 1 db.
Ripple in pass band: less than 1/2 db.
Frequency variation of pass band: less than 10 cps

over temperature range of 0°C. to +70°C.
Size: 2-9/32"W x 2"D x 1-3/8"H
Weight: less than 7 oz.

Write today for full information on Bulova's
standard and custom design filters.

WATCH COMPANYULOVA.
FOR PRECISION SINCE 1875

ELECTRONICS DIVISION WOODSIDE 77 NEW YORK
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the specs are t e proo
the BEST BUYS are /-LE/C07-7°
for COLOR & Monochrome TV servicing

COLOR
and Monochrome

dc to 5 mc lab & tv
5" OSCILLOSCOPE
=460

wiredFactory- $129"
Kit $7995

 Features DC Amplifiers!
Flat from DC -4.5 mc, usable to 10 mc.
VERT. AMPL.: sens. 25 rms my/in; input Z 3
megs; direct -coupled & push-pull thruout;
K -follower coupling bet. stages; 4 -step
freq-compensated attenuator up to 1000:1.
SWEEP: perfectly linear 10 cps -100 kc (ext.
cap. for range to 1 cps); pre-set TV V & H
positions (30 & 7875 cps); auto. sync. ampl.
& lim. PLUS: direct or cap. coupling; bal.
or unbal. inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite
graph screen; dimmer; filter; bezel fits std
photo equipt. High intensity trace CRT.
0.06 usec rise time. Push-pull hor. ampl.,
flat to 400 kc, sens. 0.6 rms my/In. Built-
in volt. calib. Z-axis mod. Sawtooth & 60
cps outputs. Astig. control. Retrace blank-
ing. Phasing control.

TV-Flif SWEEP

GENERATOR

& MARKER .368

wFaier.$119"

Kit $69"
Entirely electronic sweep circuit (no
mechanical devices) with accurately -biased
increductor for excellent linearity.
Extremely flat RF output: new AGC circuit
automatically adjusts osc. for max output
on each band with min. ampl. variations.
Exceptional tuning accuracy: edge -lit hair-
lines, 6:1 vernier. Swept Osc. Range 3-216
mc in 5 fund. bands. Variable Marker Range
2-75 mc in 3 fund. bands; 60-225 mc on
harmonic band. 4.5 mc Xtal Marker Osc.,
xtal supplied. Ext. Marker provision. Sweep
Width 0-3 mc lowest max. deviation to 0-30
mc highest max. dev. 2 -way blanking. Nar-
row range phasing. Attenuators: Marker
Size, RF Fine, RF Coarse (4 -step decade).
Cables: output, 'scope horlz., 'scope
vertical.

DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE

*tip 11141

Tube &
Transistor
Tester
.666
Factory- 5.10995
wired

Kit $6995

COMPLETE with steel cover and handle.
SPEED, ease, unexcelled accuracy & thor-
oughness. Tests all receiving tubes (&
Color & Monochrome pic tubes with adap-
ter). Composite indication of Gm., Gp &
peak emission. Simultaneous sel of any 1
of 4 combinations of 3 plate voltages, 3
screen voltages, 3 ranges of continuously
variable grid voltage (with 5% accurate
pot). New series -string voltages: for 600,
450, 300 ma types. Sensitive 200 ua
meter. 5 ranges meter sensitivity (1%
shunts & 5% pot). 10 SIX -position lever
switches: free -point connection of each
tube pin. 10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of
any tube element in leakage test circuit
& speedy sel. of individual sections of
multi -section tubes In merit tests. Direct -
reading of inter -element leakage in ohms.
New gear -driven rollchart. Checks n -p -n &
p -n -p transistors: separate meter readings
of collector leakage current & Beta using
internal dc power supply.

See the 50 EICO models

, IN STOCK at your neigh-

borhood distributor.
Write forL- FREE Catalog1331

33.00 Northern
Boulevard, L. I. C. 1. N. Y.

Prices higher fn

EICO

chapter should be valuable to the
engineer with only fundamental
training in electronics. The remain-
der of the -volume and all of
"Circuits" consist of practical and
useful industrial circuits, accompa-
nied by explanations of their op-
erating principles. Such topics as
counting circuits, timers, industrial
rectifiers, lamp dimmers, speed and
temperature control, welding con-
trol, motor control and inductive
and capacitive heating are well
represented. Examples of special-
ized control devices such as turbid-
ity indicators, smoke detectors,
tube -filling machines, metal detec-
tors, paper -processing machine con-
trols and the like are given.

Only the simpler circuit diagrams
are accompanied by component
values, but the books are profusely
illustrated with photographs of ex-
amples of construction of the
equipment. There is also a bibliog-
raphy which is culled primarily
from European sources.

These books are well put to-
gether, but unfortunately, the price
tag will most likely restrict their
popularity. -S.W.

THUMBNAIL REVIEWS
Nuclear Engineering. Edited by

Charles F. Bonilla, McGraw-Hill
Book Co., Inc., New York, 1957,
850 p, $12.50. Reference work on
basic engineering principles in-
volved in the design of nuclear core
reactors and power plants. Includes
many topics not treated in previous
books.

Dry -Battery Receivers with Miniature
valves. By E. Rodenhuis, Philips'
Technical Library, Eindhoven, Hol-
land, 1957, 240 p, $4.95. General
design theory and specific tube
characteristics are covered along
with design of eight typical re-
ceivers including a-m/f-m models
and receivers with push-pull out-
put. Magic -eye tuning indicators
for battery -operated sets are de-
scribed.

ASTM Standards on Electrical Insulat-
ing Materials. American Society for
Testing Materials, 1916 Race St.,
Philadelphia, Pa., 1957, 692 p.
$6.00 (paper). Compilation of
ASTM test procedures and speci-
fications for electrical insulation for
use of manufacturers and those
concerned with use and distribution
of electrical power.

I

I

L

McGRAW-HILL
TECHNICAL WRITING

SERVICE

TWS offers you a single
INTEGRATED publishing
service prepared to under-
take a project from research
and planning through fin-
ished manuscript and art,
typesetting, mechanical
preparation, printing and
binding. Whatever the situ-
ation, whatever the type of
literature you need, our edi-
torial and art consultants can
help you, bringing to your
most specialized job the
craft and skill of publishing
experts.

WRITING EDITING
ILLUSTRATING

PRINTING
TO YOUR OWN OR

GOVERNMENT SPECIFICATIONS

Whether you need an in-
struction book or service
manual, to accompany your
equipment, written to gov-
ernment' specif cations . . .

. or product catalogues
or training booklets . . . or
annual reports . .. or com-
pany histories ... our writ-
ing staff can do the job for
you, our artists can create
and execute the illustra-
tions. And McGraw-Hill
printing, binding, and paper
resources are among the
best in the country.

SAVE MONEY AND TIME

LET OUR STAFF BE
YOUR STAFF FOR

TECHNICAL and BUSINESS
PUBLICATIONS

ASK
OUR REPRESENTATIVE

TO CALL

Write  Phone

Technical Writing Service
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc.

330 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LOngacre 4-3000

sea
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ENGINEER OPPORTUNITIES AT RAYTHEON

COMMENT

Environmental Testing
We consider this (Special Re-

port on Environmental Testing,
Mar. 28, p 59) to be an excellent
summary with regard to electronic
components. Evidently this opin-
ion is shared by others, as evidenced
by the bulletin from Ray H. Mat-
tinglev, editor of Environmental
Quarterly . . .

PAUL R. DENNIS
BATTELLE MEMORIAL INSTITUTE
COLUMBUS, 0.

Colleague Mattingley's April 4
bulletin began "I recommend that
you see and read the 16 -page re-
port . . ." We are basking in the
pleasant environment created by
associate editor Tomaino's testing
article. Other readers comment:

You are to be complimented on
the detailed information and timeli-
ness of your article. Your readers,
I am sure, will look forward to
future material on the same sub-
ject . . .

M. J. CURTIS
U. S. NAVAL ORDNANCE TEST STA.
CHINA LAKE, CALIF.

. . . This excellent series . . . will
be of great assistance to us in our
work . . .

FRED WEST
CONTINENTAL AVIATION & ENGI-

NEERING CORP.
DETROIT, MICH.

. . . excellent report . . .

W. GEVARTER
LOCKHEED AIRCRAFT CORP.
SUNNYDALE, CALIF.

Dot
Very peculiar circuit in Fig. 1 of

"Radio Waves Power Transistor
Circuits" (May 9, p 63). Tran-
sistor Q2 doesn't look as though it
could work as it is.

Seems as if it should connect to
the emitter of Q,. Should it?

W. R. MILLER
CLEVELAND, 0.

It should. The dot dropped in
the drawing, dash it. Same day

V
SPARROW III

PRELIMINARY
DESIGN

NEW MISSILE

RAYTHEON MISSILE CONTRACTS now cover complete systems
responsibility for both air-to-air and surface-to-air missiles.

These advanced missile projects
call for exceptional creativity

The need for engineering resourcefulness and creativity
grows continually as Raytheon missile activities expand
into new areas.
As an experienced engineer with a keen interest in working
on advanced missile projects, you can begin building a
rewarding future at Raytheon today.
There may well be an opportunity in one of the following
areas that is right for you:

SYSTEMS

PACKAGING

MICROWAVE

RADAR

APPLICATIONS

CIRCUIT DESIGN

RELIABILITY

SPECIFICATIONS

For interview at our suburban laboratory in Bedford, Mass.,
write, wire or telephone collect: CRestview 4-7100. Ask for
R. W. McCarthy.

RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Bedford, Massachusetts

A /1/ SS/LE SYSTEMS

RAYTHEON
0/VIS/0/V

Excellence in Electronics
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LIR A
WE ARE SPECIALLY ORGANIZED

TO HANDLE DIRECT ORDERS OR

ENQUIRIES FROM OVERSEAS

SPOT DELIVERIES FOR U.S.

BILLED IN DOLLARS-
SETTLEMENT BY YOUR CHECK

CABLE OR AIRMAIL TODAYTRANS

A A 1 0

capacitance
attenuation

TYPE nu Fitt IMPED.si O.D.
C 1 7.3 150 .36'
C 11 ' 6.3 173 .36'
C 2 6.3 171 .44'
C 22 5.5 184 .44'
C 3 5.4 197 .64'
C 33 4.8 220 .64'
C 4 4.6 229 1.03'
C 44 4.1 252 1.03'

NEW MX and SM' SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS

Constant 50n 63n 70n impedances

TRANSRADIO LTD.138A Cromwell Rd. London SW7 ENGLAND CABLES TRANSRAD, LONDON

CIRCLE 164 READERS SERVICE CARD

NEW MOLDED CORONA BARRIER
insures minimum and uniform loss

CORPORATION

3446 Howard Street

Precision molding provides the proper thick-
ness of deposit each and every time on the trans-
former winding. Resulting uniformity assures mini-
mum and uniform corona loss. Ideal for high
voltage flyback transformers.

Process is applicable to many other compounds
for applications where uniformity is required for
variable thickness of deposit. Can be set up in
your plant or handled by Biwax. Write for
details.

Send for Biwax brochure which shows complete
line of compounds with specifications.

Skokie, Illinois Phone: AMbassador 2-3339

CIRCLE 165 READERS SERVICE CARD

DE MORNAY-BONARDI first in

DE MORNAV-BoNARD

ultramicrowave
equipment

A complete line of research instruments
covering frequencies up to 90,000 me...
proved in laboratories the country over.

 780 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

reader Miller's note arrived, we got
a call from author L. R. Crump to
the same effect.

Bugs in Drawing

I would like to point out the
following errors in the figures in
my article entitled "Magnetic In-
verter Uses Tubes or Transistors"
(Mar. 14, p 158).

The polarity of the battery desig-
nated E. in Fig. 1 is incorrect. The
polarity of V,,, in Fig. 6 is incor-
rect. And in the caption for Fig. 5,
"50 sec." should read "50 tam."

C. H. R. CAMPLING
QUEENS UNIVERSITY
KINGSTON, ONTARIO

Microscope

The short article entitled "So-
viets Describe Huge Microscope"
(Apr. 25, p 18) implies that the
Russians recently developed the
field -emission microscope.

I think that in fairness to scien-
tists of other nationalities working
in that field you should point out
that the device is more than twenty
years old, and much of its develop-
ment was non -Russian.

Louis E. FAY, III
BENDIX AVIATION

DETROIT, MICH.

Splitting Up NACA

Your Military Business column
"Industry to Get Space Work"
(May 16, p 36) suggests that the
National Advisory Committee on
Aeronautics will become the basis
of a National Aeronautics and
Space Agency. The Space and
Technology Act of 1958 (S. 3126,
now before the Senate Committee
on Government Operations) would
make NACA part of an executive
Department of Science and Tech-
nology. Which is the fact?

E. V. MCINTYRE
NEW YORK, N. Y.

S. 3126 if passed will take pri-
ority over President Eisenhower's
suggestion that NASA be formed
with NACA as a nucleus. Actually,
NASA may wind up a bureau in
the Department of S & T if that
department is ever set up.
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PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES

AMERICAN GEOPHYSICAL &
INSTRUMENT CO.

Oliver W. Osborne
Design & Development Of Electrical

Instruments
Repairing AU Types of Electronic Equipment

1723 Market Street Gardena, Calif.
DAiis 3-7387 DA, k 1 4858

CROSBY LABORATORIES, INC.
Murray G. Crosby & Staff

Radio - Electronics
Research Development & Manufacturing

Communications, FM & TV
Robbins Lane, Hicksville, N. Y.

WElls 1-3191

ELECTRONIC RESEARCH
ASSOCIATES, INC.

"TRANSISTORIZE" YOUR PRODUCT!
Complete Service in consulting, research, develop-
ment, and production on Transistor circuitry.
products and instrumentation.
67 Factory Place Cedar Groove, N. J.

CEnter 9-3000

ERCO RADIO
LABORATORIES, INC.

Radio Communications Equipment
Engineering - Design - Development - Production

Our 27th Year in Air to Ground
Communication and Radio Beacons

Garden City  Long Island  New York

MEASUREMENTS CORPORATION
Research & Manufacturing Engineers

Harry W. Houck
Specialist in the Design and

Development of Electronic Test Instruments
Boonton, New Jersey

ALBERT PREISMAN
Consulting Engineer

Television, Pulse Techniques, Video
Amplifiers, Patent technical consultation.

616 St. Andrews Lane. Silver Spring. Maryland

YARDNEY LABORATORIES, Inc.

Research -Design -Development

Electra -Chemical Generators of Energy

40-48 Leonard Street WOrth 6-3 1 00
New York 13, N. Y.

CONSULT
THESE SPECIALISTS:

Let them save your time by
bringing their broad experi-
ence in their specialty to
bear on your problems.

NATIONAL

COVERAGE

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
Ii' ;II ,I31, I

°ppm t,inities-execu-
vise. management, technical, selling, office, skilled, manual, etc.

Positions Vacant
Positions Wanted
Part Time Work

DISPLAYED

Civil Service Opportunities
Selling Opportunities Wanted
Selling Opportunities Offered

Employment Agencies
Employment Services
Labor Bureaus

---RATES--- UNDISPLAYED

The advertising rate is $28.67 per inch for all adver-
tising appearing on other than a contract basis.
Contract rates quoted on request.

An advertising inch is measured ',/s" vertically on a
colmun-3 colunme-30 inches to a page.

Subject to Agency Commission.

$2.40 per line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance
payment count 5 average words as a line.

Box Numbers-counts as 1 line.
Discount of 10% if full payment is made in ethane,

for 4 consecutive insertions.
Not subject to Agency Commission.

Send NEW ADS or Inquiries to Classified Adv. Div. of ELECTRONICS. P. 0. Box 12 N. Y. Mi. N

NIC

ELE NG1 N EE RS!
SYSTEMS:
Group Leaders and Senior Electronic Engineers required with minimum
five years experience. Need men capable of establishing requirements for,
and supervising the development of, major and sub electrical and electronic
systems-including check out equipment-for missiles and airplanes.
Flight Control Systems Communications Systems Radar Systems
Infra -red Systems Guidance Systems Navigational Systems

CIRCUIT & PRODUCT DESIGN:
Senior and Junior Electronic Engineers needed for assignments in the
design and development of:
Antennas Beacons Airborne Radar
Electronic Packaging Airborne Digital Computers Auto -pilots

Missile & Airplane Check Out Equipment
Supervisory positions available in many of the above fields.
Associate yourself with a team of champions-developers of the world's

NOfastest operational jet fighter, the F-101 Voodoo.

W, / is the time to join the expanding Electronic section of either our Airplane
or Missile Engineering Divisions. Write today, sending complete resume
of education and experience to:

Raymond F. Bohm,
Technical Placement Supervisor
P. 0. Box 516, St. Louis 3, Mo.

(LOCATED IN SUBURBAN ST. LOUIS)

ELECTRONIC

SHOP

DIRECTOR

124 Pyne

Send

The Physics Department at Princeton University has an
opening for an Electronic Engineer with considerable
experience in basic design and a knowledge of pulse
circuitry, rise time, feed back systems, memory units
filter, servo and analogue computer theory. Position
offers challenge and opportunity to contribute to vital
basic research.

Salary will be competitive with industry. Degree advis-
able, but not essential. Live and work in an academic
atmosphere with university benefits.

resume to Samuel C. Howell

PRINCETON UNIVERSITY
Administration Bldg. Princeton, New Jersey

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
Research fellowships. Broad scientific training
especially for engineers. $3000 annual stipend.
M.S. and Ph.D. degrees granted.

APPLIED SCIENCE,
UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI,

CINCINNATI 21, OHIO.

ENGINEERS
If you have been looking for an Employment Agency
that is skilled in the STATE OF THE ART of
Technical Recruitment and RELIABILITY OF IN
FORMATION concerning positions, why not Com-
municate with us at once!

ALL POSITIONS FEE PAID.
FIDELITY PERSONNEL SERVICE

1218 Chestnut St. Phila. 7, Pa.
Resat:UM in Aviation, Electronics and Nucleonics
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

PROBLEM:

When a quantizing device
is included in a servo
feed -back loop, how

can servo performance
be maintained

when the quantized
signal varies
very slowly?

DIGITAL
COMPUTER

D
COMPARER

COMPUTER ENGINEERS

E

D A
CONVERTER

QUANTIZED
ERROR SIGNAL

SERVO

SHAFT D
ENCODER

OUTPUT

--J

GENERAL ELECTRIC OFFERS

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY
TO THE COMPUTER ENGINEER

WHO CAN MEET THESE

REQUIREMENTS:
... an engineer qualified by his versatility and experience
to act as multi -project advisor in the Ordnance Section of
General Electric's Missile & Ordnance Systems Depart-
ment. A specialist able to determine digital control require-
ments and specify basic digital systems design for digital
computers.

This man will play a key role working with development
groups to design computer subsystems for inertial guide
ance and control elements of TOP PRIORITY WEAPON
SYSTEMS. To carry these responsibilities he must have
at least 10 years' experience in electronics, plus demon-
strated knowledge of military computer applications.
Ability to ride herd on development until schematics are
translated into functioning hardware is essential to this
position.

Specific requirements: BS (EE or Physics) plus design &
development experience in pulse and digital circuits, com-
puter logic and memory, transistor circuits, military com-
puter applications, systems philosophy.

Ordnance Section is based in. Pittsfield, Mass., heart
of the Berkshire summer and winter recreation country.

Send resume in confidence to:
Mr. W. S. Fielding, Ordnance Section, Div. 27 -WV

Missile & Ordnance Systems Dept.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Pittsfield, Mass.

P

H

0
PHOENIX

At the cross roads of
opportunity for men

in Electronics

GOODYEAR
AIRCRAFT
CORPORATION
ELECTRONIC LABORATORY

Arizona Division
Litchfield Park, Arizona

A Subsidiary of the

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO

ENGINEERS

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

RELIABILITY
CIRCUITRY

TEST EQUIPMENT

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL
COOLING SPECIALIST

Leisure Living At Its Best
"In the Valley of the Sun"

Modern Inexpensive Housing

Send resume to: A. E. Manning

Engineering and Scientific Personnel

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT
LITCHFIELD PARK

PHOENIX, ARIZONA

Similar opportunities available in
our

Akron, Ohio Laboratory
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Plato, In his ideal Republic, provided carefully for the defense of the state. He was keenly

aware, over 2,000 years ago, of the deterrent value of military preparedness.

O
ANTI -MISSILE MISSILE SYSTEM

-4 years ago considered the "impossible project"-
NOW IN PROGRESSIVE STATE OF DEVELOPMENT AT SYLVANIA

Since the initiation of the project in '53, Sylvania has been Weapons System Manager
for PLATO.

To bring this pioneering AMM project to its present stage, completely new ap-
proaches in many advanced areas had to be conceived by Sylvania engineers and
scientists. Already key components have been successfully tested. Work is now proceed-
ing on an accelerated basis.

And PLATO is by no means the only major program engaging creative minds at
Sylvania's Waltham Laboratories. The company is participating in more than 30 missile
programs. Among them is a major subcontract for data processing development work
on the new super radar system for detection of ICBM's - known as Ballistic Missile
Early Warning System ( BMEWS ).

....IF YOU CAN OFFER ABILITY
SYLVANIA WILL OFFER OPPORTUNITY

DATA PROCESSING LABORATORY

 SR. DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
 SR. SYSTEM ANALYSTS
 SR. PROGRAMMERS
 MATHEMATICAL ANALYSTS
 ENGINEERS WITH EXPERIENCE IN

DISPLAY OF RADAR DATA HANDLING
(Previous digital data processing experience is
important for most assignments.)

APPLIED RESEARCH
LABORATORY

 Research & Systems Application in Counter -
Countermeasures, Operations Research &
Analysis & Applied Physics.

Important positions at various levels of experience

MISSILE SYSTEMS LABORATORY

 ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT, VHF &
UHF SUBMONITORING COMPLEX
RADAR SYSTEMS

 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS & SYNTHESIS OF
COMPLEX RADARS, THEIR DESIGN &
SIMULATION

AVIONICS LABORATORY

 Microwave components design including
multi -channel filters incorporating fast -acting
microwave switches

 Flush -mounted broad band airborne micro-
wave antennas

 Transistor circuit design & development

Please send resume to Erling Mostue
Interview and relocation expenses paid by Sylvania. Inquiries will be
answered within 2 weeks. Convenient Saturday interviews arranged.

WALTHAM LABORATORIES ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DIVISION

SYLVANIA
SYLVANIA ELECTRIC PRODUCTS INC

100 FIRST AVENUE  WALTHAM. MASSACHUSETTS
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES
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CREATIVE ABILITY
DISTINGUISHES THE RCA ENGINEER
Aware that engineering today's defense systems would require new and
fresh approaches, RCA management has consistently placed a premium
on creativity. Fertile minds have long been at work at RCA. Your indi-
vidual thinking is welcomed. You, in turn, will be stimulated by RCA's
creative atmosphere. Fields of interest:

ELECTRONIC & MECHANICAL DEVELOPMENT & DESIGN ... PROJECT

MANAGEMENT . . . SYSTEMS . . . AND ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

New and Significant RCA Openings . .. CAMDEN POSITIONS: Com-
munications Systems, Infrared Detection and Optical Systems, Naviga-
tional Equipment, Fire Control Systems, Digital Data Handling Systems,
Advanced Development Studies. MOORESTOWN POSITIONS: Missile
Guidance, Ballistic Missile Early Warning System (BMEWS), High
Power Transmitters, Servomechanisms, Pulse Circuitry,
Digital and Analog Computers.

FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT

Call collect or write, either:
Mr. W. J. Henry,
RCA, Dept. B -20F, Moorestown, N.J.
BElmont 5-5000

Or: Mr. C. B. Gordon,
RCA, Dept. B -20F,

Building 10-1, Camden 2, N.J.
WOodlawn 6-3300

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
DEFENSE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

Engineers
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M111111111111111111

the
Future

is in

Your

Own
Hands

with

CBS-HYTRON
Your professional achievements with
CBS are limited ONLY by your po-
tential for truly creative engineering.
Important responsibility comes your
way quickly to give you every op-
portunity to advance as far and as
fast as your abilities take you . . .
while you work with leading engi-
neers in an industry marked for
tremendous expansion.

These career positions are now open
CIRCUIT DESIGN ENGINEER

For a team developing vacuum tube
test equipment. A graduate engineer
with 2 years experience in circuit de-
sign. Excellent prospects for the right
man, at our new development facili-
ties in Newburyport.

SEMI -CONDUCTOR ENGINEERS

For production and development at our
modern Lowell plant. Graduate elec-
trical, mechanical and chemical engi-
neers and physics mcdors. Semi -conduc-
tor experience required.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
Will be engaged in one or more of the
following activities: work measure-
ment; methods improvement; work
simplification; plant layout. Work
measurement background is desirable.

ELECTRONICS PRODUCT ENGINEER

An engineer with pulse type receiving
tube or related experience for our spe-
cial tube section at our Newburyport
plant.

SENIOR APPLICATIONS ENGINEER
Familiar with receiving tube or elec-
tronic circuit applications. A challeng-
ing opening for the mature engineer
in the applications field.

ELECTRON TUBES

CBS
SEMICONDUCTORS

CBS-HYTRON

Send your resume to

Mr. C. D. Bond,
Placement Director.
If will be accorded
absolute confidence

and you will receive
a prompt answer.

A Division of
Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
DANVERS PLANT
107 Endicott St. PH: SP 4-2360
DANVERS, MASS.

(A suburb of Boston)
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ENGINEERS

General Electric
gnnounces Opportunities

in grea of

BALLISTIC MISSILE
DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTS

"Mk Diversity of Positions Incluae D6 -'D on Tong -Range Surveillance .Radar

These openings are with the Heavy Military Electronic Equipment
Department of G. E., designer and producer of what are believed to
be the most powerful long-range radar detection systems in the world.

Current programs involve work on still more advanced systems
-among them Ballistic Missile Early Warning Surveillance and
other super radar systems to detect ICBMs as they rise over the
horizon at distances up to several thousands of miles.

No technical area makes greater demands on the scientific skills
and creative imagination of the engineer than Ballistic Missile
Defense Environments.

Openings f_gr
engineers with hig,
or more, years'
experience in:

SYSTEMS
DEVELOPMENT

Radar Systems
Development

Systems Analysis
Data Analysis

Electronic
Countermeasures
Systems

Computer Programmers

Openings far engineers with
degree and 2 or more years'
experience in:
Antenna & RF Components

UHF & M/Wave Receiver Development
Video Display
Analog Techniques
Transistor Circuitry
Computer Applications
Data Processing
Digital Techniques
Logical Circuitry Design
Electronic Packaging

Qualified engineers will be invited to visit the Heavy Military Electronic Equip-
ment Department and judge at first hand the unusual opportunities offered for
professional growth-and the excellent living conditions in -and -around Syracuse,
New York. Please write in confidence to: Mr. James P. Kinsella, Div. 27WV

HEAVY MILITARY ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT DEPT.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Court Street, Syracuse, New York
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

IgmAERONAUTICAL ENGINEERS

Aircraft Instrumentation Specialist,
M.S. with experience or Ph.D. in Elec-
trical or Aeronautical Engineering.
Background in aircraft instrumenta-
tion, especially air -speed and altitude
measurements. Flight test experience
desirable. Thorough knowledge of
servo -mechanisms and electronics nec-
essary. Must have creative talent and
interest in working on new methods of
aircraft instrumentation.

Aeronautical Engineer, M. S. in Aero-
nautical Engineering with math minor.
Two years' experience in: evaluation of
airborne systems, both digital and
analog; navigation techniques, includ-
ing inertial navigation; and aerody-
namics. Experience in data reduction
and photogrammetry desirable. To
analyze flight test data, do systems
analysis, and solve problems in spheri-
cal trigonometry and photogrammetry.

Advantages of IBM
A recognized leader in the electronic computer field ... stable balance of military
and commercial work ... advancement on merit ... company -paid relocation
expenses ... liberal company benefits ... salary commensurate with ability and
experience.

Immediate openings at Owego, N. Y.
WRITE, outlining qualifications and experience, to:

IBM

Mr. P. E. Strohm, Dept. 554Q
Military Products Division
IBM Corp.
Owego, New York

INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION

DATA PROCESSING
ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS
MILITARY PRODUCTS
SPECIAL ENG'G. PRODUCTS
SUPPLIES
TIME EQUIPMENT

ENGINEERS

Research &
Development

ANTENNA DESIGN
& DEVELOPMENT

Conduct tests & evaluation of
systems compatibility. Experience
on Microwave VHF & UHF an-
tennae 30 Mc to 3 KMc.

RADAR SYSTEMS

RF & Microwave techniques and
application of high power modu-
lators & transmitters (Pulse &
CW), reconnaissance, counter
measures, fire control & guidance
systems.

Career openings exist for SYSTEMS
AND CIRCUIT ENGINEERS. All grades
to SECTION HEADS and PROJECT

ENGINEERS.

Requirements for creative engineers to
assume major project responsibility for
CIRCUITS and SYSTEMS from bread
board stage to prototype, in the fol-

lowing fields.

COMMUNICATIONS
CIRCUITS

Transmitters both standard and
single side band, receivers, fre-
quency synthesizers, systems anal-
ysis.

SERVO MECHANISMS

ANALOG COMPUTERS
Circuit & systems engineering.
optimization, error analysis.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS

Logical design applications of
semiconductor devices, magnetic
core memory systems. Solid state
displays.

AIRBORNE & GROUND
STATION TELEMETRY

Sensing, indicating and display
techniques, commutation, subcar-
rier oscillators, miniaturization &
reliability studies.

Many opportunities exist for Engineers with advanced degrees or experience in semi-
conductors. Superior working conditions in well equipped laboratories and air-

conditioned offices. Employee benefits include reimbursement for academic studies.

Send resume in strict confidence to Walter E. Wieland

DAYSTROM INSTRUMENT
Division of Daystrom Incorporated Archbald, Penna.

ALL SALARIES

ARE OPEN.

INTERVIEW &

RELOCATION

EXPENSE PAID

offers the opportunity
and the challenge of
key assignments in...

GUIDED MISSILE

ELECTRONICS

ELECTRONIC ENG.

MECHANICAL ENG.

DESIGNERS -DRAFTSMEN

Here is your chance to prove your
ability doing important work on
missile fuzing, guidance, packaging
and related test equipment. We have
key openings that offer you the oppor-
tunity to move ahead rapidly in your
profession. At Bendix York, you
benefit from the advantages of a
small company atmosphere in a
growing division of one of the
nation's largest engineering and
manufacturing corporations. Also,
you'll enjoy the "good life" in our
beautiful suburban community.
Good salaries, all employee benefits.

Drop us a card, briefly stating
your education & experi-
ence. We'll act im-
mediately to get to-
gether with you
and talk it over. ADDRESS:

PROFESSIONAL

PLACEMENT

DEPT. E

AVIATION CORPORATION

York Division
York. Penna. York 47-2611
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

needed at

MARTIN
New long-term develop-
ments at Martin in the
field of electronics have
created exceptional op-
portunities for top elec-
tronic engineers. At least
5 years experience re-
quired. Salaries from
$9,000 to $12,000.

Openings
in these areas:

 Circuit Design
 Systems
 Inertial Guidance
 Countermeasures
 Digital Computers
 Test Equipment Design

WRITE TO:

William Spangler, Manager
Professional Employment
The Martin Company
Baltimore 3, Md.

MARTIN
BALTIMORE

To the talented

engineer and scientist

APL OFFERS

GREATER FREEDOM

OF ACTIVITY

APL has responsibility for the technical direction
of much of the guided missile program of the
Navy Bureau of Ordnance. As a result staff mem-
bers participate in assignments of challenging
scope that range from basic research to prototype
testing of weapons and weapons systems.

A high degree of freedom of action enables
APL staff members to give free rein to their
talents and ideas. Thus, professional advance-
ment and opportunities to accept program re-
sponsibility come rapidly. Promotion is rapid,
too, because of our policy of placing professional
technical men at all levels of supervision.

APL's past accomplishments include: the first
ramjet engine, the Aerobee high altitude rocket,
the supersonic Terrier, Tartar, and Talos missiles.
Presently the Laboratory is engaged in solving
complex and advanced problems leading to future
weapons and weapons systems vital to the na-
tional security. Interested engineers and physi-
cists are invited to address inquiries to:

Professional Staff Appointments

The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory

8609 Georgia Avenue, Silver Spring, Maryland
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

IADVANCED CELESTIAL

NAVIGATION SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS

for development of

Project & Staff Positions
available to those interested
and qualified for
serious development
work in:

Airborne Navigation Systems
Related Electronics
Analog 8 Digital Computers
Associated Test Equipment

Minimum 4 years experience
in military navigation -type
servos, computers,
electronics, photo -electric
tracking or other related
equipment is desirable.

Interesting, long-range positions provid-
ing opportunity for future growth with
Kollsman, designers of America's finest
aircraft instruments.

PRODUCT ENGINEERS

1. To supervise test equip-
ment assembly groups.

2. For design of production
test equipment for electro-
mechanical systems.

Please send resumes to T. A. DeLuca. FIELD ENGINEERS

For Development & Field
Service Work

kollsman INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

00-08 45th AVENUE, ELMHURST, NEW YORK  SUBSIDIARY OF glaordald COIL PRODUCt'S CL MIL

CHALLENCINC OPPORTUNITIES

IN RESEARCH

AND DEVELOPMENT

ELECTRONIC

ENGINEERS

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS

Design of electronic
instrumentation f o r
underwater ordnance.

Analytical and experi-
mental treatment of
scientific research prob-
lems in the fields of
hydrodynamics, acous-
tics, electronics, net-
work theory, servo-
mechanisms, mechanics,
information theory and
noise analysis includ-
ing analogue and digi-
tal computations.

THE

PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY

ORDNANCE RESEARCH LABORATORY

University Park, Pennsylvania

 Opportunities for Graduate Study
 Faculty Appointments for Qualified Applicants
 Excellent Working and Living Conditions
 Liberal Employee Benefit Programs

Send Resume To:
ARNOLD ADDISON,
Personnel Director

REPRESENTATIVES WANTED
Large industrial plating and electrochemical firm
located on the East Coast and specializing in the
more difficult types of industrial plating desires
Manufacturer's Representatives to solicit electro-
forming, precious metals plating, special plating
to customer's specifications, and research and
development work for plating. in the Texas. Arizona
and New Mexico areas on a commission basis. In-
terested parties should have background in related
fields, and be contacting electronic, aircraft and
missile plants.

Full particulars in first letter.

RW-7999, Electronics
class. Adv. Div., P.O. Box 12, N.Y. :111. N

A non-profit organization
S.E.E. GIVES

To ENGINEERS
Service in providing contacts for choice
positions available now. Send resume.
Small Handling charge-No Placement Fee

To EMPLOYERS
Automatic access to a wide variety of

desirable talent-now and regularly-from
wide geographical locations.

SCIENTISTS, ENGINEERS
& EXECUTIVES, INC.
1026 Seventeenth St., N.W.

Washington 6, D. C. - MEtropolitan 8-2749

ELECTRONIC ENGINEER PHD.
10 years business experience seeks
supervisory position instrumentation in-
dustrial controls, systems engineering.

PW-7866, Electronics
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 11, 111.

SALES ENGINEERS WANTED
For Chicago and Houston.

Preto: turn kith Electrical, Mechanical or
Chemical Engineering degrees. Successful applic-
ants will receive three months' Intensive training
at factors- in Waterbury, Connecticut before assign-
ment to district office. Prefer men between 25 and
30 who can start as trainees. Previous sales and
instrument experience desirable but not mandatory.

Those interested in Chicago opening address reply
to S. E. Gewin, District Manager, The Bristol
Company, 351 E. Ohio Street, Chicago 11. Illinois.
Those Interested in Houston opening address reply
to E. A. Merwin, District Manager, The Bristol
Company, 3617 W. Alabama, Houston 6, Texas.

ADDRESS BOX NO. REPLIES TO: Box No.
Classified Ado-. Div of this publication

Send to office nearest you.
NEW YORK 36: P. 0. BOX 12

CHICAGO 11: .520 N. Michigan Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO 4: 68 Post St.

SELLING OPPORTUNITY OFFERED

Manufacture of Honeycomb Structure Sub -
Assemblies seeks accredited selling agents
with top level contacts with Prime and Sub -
Contractors of Airborne and Ground -Surface
Electronic Equipment. Product widely ac-
cepted among design engineers which has
high application potential. Open Territories
Southwest, Mid -West, West Coast, and Parts
of East Coast. Submit full details re sales
coverage, personnel, and lines handled. RW-
8039, Electronics.

POSITIONS WANTED

Engineer, 18 years domestic & foreign ex-
perience, 5 languages, desires overseas con-
tract, 18-36 months. PW-7974, Electronics.
Sales, Communications, industrial, control
equipment. BSEE degree, 3 years sales, 31/2
years design -development, plus extensive sub -
professional background: broadcasting, audio,
military radio etc. 33, married, no children.
Know Northeast: area not important. Avail-
able June. PAS'-,sii I it, Electronics.

4111...

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS
Interested in creative
design responsibilities in
the field of

AIRCRAFT

ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS

Bell Helicopter Corporation is
looking for graduate engineers
with experience in design and
development of microwave
ranging systems, aircraft auto-
matic stabilization systems,
analogue computor simulation
systems, system analysis, or
transistor circuit design.

Send resume fo
Engineering Personnel Manager

BELL HELICOPTER

CORPORATION
Fort Worth, Texas
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CLASSIFIED SEARCHLIGHT SECTION ADVERTISING
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES EQUIPMENT - USED or RESALE

The advertising rate is
on other than a contract
AN ADVERTISING INCH
3 columns -30 inches-to
EQUIPMENT WANTED or
in Displayed Style.

DISPLAYED RATE UNDISPLAYED RATE

$24.75 per inch for all advertising appearing $2.40 a line, minimum 3 lines. To figure advance payment count 5
basis. Contract rates quoted on request. average words as a line.

is measured 7/8 inch vertically on one column, BOX NUMBERS count as one line additional in undisplayed ads.
a page. DISCOUNT of 10% if full payment is made in advance for four con -
FOR SALE ADVERTISEMENTS acceptable only secutive insertions of undisplayed ads (not including proposals.)

Send NEW ADS or inquiries to Classified Adv. Div. of Electronics P. 0. Box 12, N. Y. 36, N. Y.

NEED METERS?
STANDARD or SPECIALS

ANY QUANTITY-NEW-MILITARY

FOR

ALL

ELECTRONIC-MILITARY

AIRCRAFT-HAMS

MAKES-MODELS

RANGES-SIZES

METERS
REPAIRED

RESCA LED

RECALIBRATED

WRITE - PHONE - WIRE

A & M INSTRUMENT SERVICE

INC.

76-14 Woodside Ave.
Elmhurst 73, N. Y.

CAA No. 4264 Ltd. HA 9-2925

LEGRI S COMPANY

WANT TO BUY

ALLEN - BRADLEY

RESISTORS & POTENTIOMETERS

all your excess at highest prices

SUBMIT your OFFERING directly to

LEGRI S. COMPANY
391 RIVERDALE AVE.

YONKERS 5, N. Y.

Phone: Yonkers 9-6000

ONE OF THE WORLD'S LARGEST MICROWAVE, TEST EQUIPMENT AND

NEW TS -147 X BAND SIGNAL
GENERATOR

Test Set TS 147 UP is a portable
Microwave Signal Generator designed
for testing and adjusting beacon
equipment and radar systems which
operate within the frequency range
of 8500 MC to 9000 MC.

We carry one of the largest tube
inventories in the USA. Thou-
sands of Magnetrons, Klystrons,
Receiving and Transmitting tubes,
Semiconductors, etc. Write, gi.-
ing your requirements. If you
have similar items for disposal,
please offer us.

WHOLESALE and EXPORT ONLY
Minimum tube order S25

TUBE ESTABLISHMENTS!!

NEW UNUSED SURPLUS STAND-
ARD LABORATORY RECEIVERS

AN/APR4 complete with five tun-
ing units 38 to 4000 m.c.
AN/APR-5, 3000-6000 m.c.
AN/APR10, 2000-4400 m.c.

NEW TS148 UP X BAND

SPECTRUM ANALYZER

OTHER TEST EQUIPMENT USED CHECKED OUT SURPLUS

TS3A AP T35/AP TS110 'AP TS239C TF890 1
RF4 'AP TS36/AP TS111 TS251 APAIO
TS12 AP 196A TS117 TS254 APA38
TAI3 AP TS -45 TS125/AP TS258 APS3 APS4
TS14 AP TS46 TS126/AP TS259 APT2-APT5
TS15 TS47,APR TS173 T5270 BC152C
TS16 TS61 TS174 AP TS299 BC788C
TS27 TS62 TS175 AP TS419 LIPARI.
TS28 TS69 AP TS182 TS497I3 UPM7
T533 .AP TS100 TS186 TS535 UPM30
T534 AP TS102A AP T5204 TS545 UPM33
TS34A AP TS108 TS226 TS597 URM64

and many others

Phone: ORegon 4-7070

IBE TY ELE TRONICS, INC.
119 PRINCE ST.

NEW YORK 12, N. Y.
Cable: TELESERUP

CONSISTENTLY

HIGH QUALITY

ELECTRON TUBES.
At SENSIBLE PRICES!

Write for industrial prices.

PRODUCTION
QUANTITIESQUANTITIES
AVAILABLE

AND ON OUR PREMISES:

TUBE TESTING LABORATORY
TEST YOUR ELECTRONIC TUBES AND
CRYSTAL DIODES TO COMMERCIAL

SPECIFICATIONS.
LAB CERTIFICATES SUPPLIED

We have one of the most complete tube stocks in the country All tubes ore fully guaranteed,
standard brands only, and at lowest prices possible consistent with our famous critical standard
for high quality. We also stock and manufacture selenium

with
and associated transformers

and choices to your own specifications. Fast delivery. Write for prices and details.

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTORS
FOR -

PENTA
EIMAC
CETRON
CBS-HYT.
LEWIS 8 K.
MULLARD
GONSET
E. F. JOHNSON
INDUSTRO
8 OTHERS

ONE OF THE
- LARGEST -
TUBE STOCKS

IN THE WORLD!

Write for a copy of our industrial "GREEN SHEET" catalog, which lists exceptional values
of quality test equipment, lab components, reactors, transformers, relays, capacitors, racks,
tubes, transistors, diodes, meters and other components, test equipment and electronic
assemblies.

PHONE: WAlker 5-7000

CABLE: '1 TELETYPE:

BARRYLECT, NY i NY 1-3731
512 BROADWAY  NEW YORK 12, N.Y.

BACORPORATOR AT
J

GLASS TUBING
PYREX - NONEX - URANIUM

BULB & CYLINDERS
WRITE FOR FREE MONTHLY LIST

HOUDE SUPPLY COMPANY
PHONE KEYPORT 7-1286

M. R. .#1 Box 86X Koyport, N. J.

BEARINGS -
Miniatures; Precision; Stainless Steel:
Special Sizes, Tolerance & Construction.

RAWAY BEARING CO.
4-8 Forsythe St. Walker 5-8150 N. Y. C. 2, N. Y.
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

PULSE TRANSFORMERS
352-7150. Primary 50 ohms. Secondary

1000 ohms. 12.000v, 12.0 Amp.
Pulse: 1 or 2 usec. at .001 duty
ratio. Fitted with magnetron well
and bifilar winding for filament sup -
13Y $22.50

K2745 Primary: ::.1/2.8 KV, 50 ohms Z. Secondary:
14/12.6 KIT 1025 ohms Z. Pulse length: 0.25/1.0 usec

6(0/600 PPS Pk Power 200/150 KW. Millar: 1.3
Atop. Has "built-in" magnetron well $32.50

K -2461-A Primary: 3.1/2.6 KV-SO ohms pine). Sec-
ondary 14/11.5 KV-1000 ohms Z. Pulse length: 1
user (6 600 PPS. Pk. Power Out: 200/130 KW. Bailer
I.:: Amp. Fitted with magnetron well $29.50

GE =K -2449A. Primary: 9.33 KV, 50 ohms imp. Sec-
ondary: 28 KV, 450 ohms. Pulse length: 1.05/5 usec
0.e. 635/123 PPS. PK I'ower Out: 1,740 KW. Millar:1.5 amps (as shown) $62.50

GE a K -2748-A, 0.5 usec @ 2(100 Pps. Pk. Pwr out is
32 KW impedance 40:100 ohm output. Pri. volts 2.3
KV I Sec. volts 11.5 KV Pk. Millar rated at 1.3
.k. p. Pitied Mih magnetron well $24.50

VHF BUTTERFLY
TANK

Butterfly tank unit: Tunes 60-300
me. Ideal for frequem, meter.
grid -dipper, signal son
New, complete with$5.75
arum lobe socket

MICROWAVE TEST SET
3 CM TEST SET. TS45/AMU-3. :3,It unit con-sisting ..1 :0111-9400 mc,

plus a built-in power monitor and w avemeter. Power
output is 10 flow, and the power meter/monitor can
measure power up to 40 db above 1 mw. The wave -
meter has a "Q" of 1,0(10 and an absolute accuracy
of 2 mc. Operates from 115v/50-2400 cy/1 phase.Ideal for testing radar receivers and transmitters,
telemetering equipment, microwave links, and formicrowave laboratory work New PORT

COAXIAL R.F. FILTERS
F.29/spR-2. with 1111111 me. cut-oly. Type"N" input and outiait. 50 Ohms Z $9.50F-41/SPR-1, Hi -Pass. with 300 mc rut -off. Type "N"input and output. 50 Ohms Z $10.50

60 MC. IF STRIP
Model APS-4: Miniature IF strip, using GAK5's 60 Me

venter Freq. (lain: 95db at Bandwidth of 2.7 Mc.
$15.50

COMMUNICATIONS

EQUIPMENT CO.
343 Canal St.

New York 13, N. Y.
CHAS. ROSEN

Phone: CAnal 6-4882
DIRECT ALL INQUIRIES TO DEPT. E6

MEDIUM POWER PULSER
The MIT MOD III PU LSE R is a lightweight, medium
power radar modulator using an 829 B in a regenera-
tive blocking oscillator circuit feeding a 7I5B power
amplifier. Peak output is 12 KV at 12 Amps into a
1000 ohm load. Pulse widths are 0.5/1/2.0 laser at a
duty ratio of 0.001. Primary power requirements are:
115 vac, 400-1200 cps/3.5A. Also 28 vdc at 5 Amp. An
external trigger of at least 50 v. peak is required. All
units are new, complete with all tubes, presurized
housing, and schematic diagram. 97.50(Refer to ItarlCali Series. Vol. 5, Sec 5.11

OSCILLO-SYNC HR OS COPE
SY NCH ROSCO PE/ TS 28/U PM. 'Phis instrument
originally designed for testing Isaeons and radar sets,
but usable for general laboratory work. The scope
equipped with a type 5CP1 CR tube. uses triggered
sweeps ranging front 1 to 6 usec/inch. Free -running saw -
tooth rates are 20 to 3000 cps. Pos. and neg. output
triggers having rep rates of 330/500/1,000/2,0110 and
4,000 cps are supplied. Marker periods are 2/111 and
25 usec accurate to 1%. The 2 -stage video amp. has
a bandwidth of 5the and n ,(1 in of 100. Used, in
excel.. con t. $95

MICROWAVE CAVITY
Receiver front end cavity resonator:

Tunes 271111 to 3400 mc with a loaded
Q of 31101) 50 -ohm, type N input.
Video output from 1N27 crsstal. May
1n, used at quarter wave $22.5011.1 to 1.4 lne)

PE 73 28
BD 69 14

19
2.8

DAG-33A 18 3.2
DDAR 93 28 3.25
PE 94 -BRAND NEW

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS
A T49/ A P R -Broadband Conical, 300-3300 MC... $8.95
3 CM ANTENNA ASSEMBLY: Uses 17" paraboloid

dish, operating from 24 ale motor. Beam pattern; 5
deg. in both Azimuth and elevation. Sector Scan:
over 160 deg. at 35 scans per minute. Elevation Scan.
over 2 deg. Tilt. Over 24 deg $35.00

3 cm. Horn, V' x 1/2", with twist and 180 deg bend.
With dielectric window $22.50

Discone Antenna. AS 125 APR. 1000-3200 mc Stub
supported with type "N" Connector $14.50

ASI4A/AP, 10 l'M pick up dipole assy, complete w/
length of coax and "N" connectors $4.50

30' Parabolic Reflector Spun Aluminum dish 101/2"
Focus $4.85

AN/APA-12-Sector Scan adaptor for APS-2 radar -
Complete Kit $37.50

10 CM. ANTENNA ASSY. (Airborne), 30" dish with
coax. dipole feed. Focal length is 101/2" Horiz polari-
zation, 350 deg. azimuth. Tilt: plus and minus 211
deg. 28 vdc drive motor, selsyn takeoff $65.00

10 CM ANTENNA
Beacon antenna, AS31.
APN-7. Omni -directional
Radiating surface enclosed
In weather proof Incite ball.
Type "N" feed $12.50

DYNAMOTORS
INPUT OUTPUT

Type Volts Amps Volts Amps
BDAR83 14 375 .150
POSX-I5 14 2.8 220 .08
DM33A 28 7 540 .250
B -I9 12 9.4 275 .110

500 .050
DA -3A 28 10 300 .260 3.50

150 .010
14.5 5.

1000 .350
220 .08
450 .06
375 .150

Prier.
$ 6.50

5.50
3.50
5.50

10.50
8.95
2.50
5.00
4.75

Navy type CA10-211444. Input: 105 to 130 VDC. Out-
put: either 26 VDC at 20 amps or 13 VDC at 40 amps.
Radio filtered and complete with line switch $44.00

INVERTERS
800-1B input 24vdc, 62 A. output: 115 V, 800 cy. 7A
I phase. Used excellent $12.00
PE -218H: Input: 25/38vdc. 92 amp. Output: 115 V
300/500 cy. 1500 Volt -Ampere $28.00
EICOR-ML 3011-5, Input: 13.75V: 18.4A Output: 115
V '400-.36. 0.95 PF.100VA $22.50

.,......ww.wilimme.

SURPLUS PRICES~ =MI
xr- 184 WESTERN ELECTRIC

tp

-A,- a 5 WESTERN ELECTRIC
00 000000 00 000..)0000 000000

ptt PS -33 ADC

1218 VENICE BLVD.

NEW, GUARANTEED
=184 Mounting -l9 inch . . . $18.00
with 24 W.E. #218-A jacks

#185 Mounting -19 inch . . . $36.00
with 48 W.E. #218-A jacks

#P1-33 Mounting -19 inch . . .$18.00
with 24 W.E. #218-A jacks

A -TERMINAL BLOCKS -all types, per
thru terminal 30

6 -KEY -lever, turn, push. W.E. etc.

C-RELAYS-W.E., A.E., Clare, etc.

D-JACKS-W.E., large selection.

E-PLUGS-W.E. 241-A; A.D.C. PJ-1-$2.25.

E -1 -Patch Cord ADC PJ-12, 2 ft. $5.00
W.E. 6 ft./2#241-A plugs $6.00

F-PLUGS-W.E. 338-A, 2 on 18" cord
$6.00.

G -W. E. 47-500; 2 on 3 ft. cord .

$1.50.

H-W.E. 310-2 on 3 ft. 3 cond. cord

$2.50.

Telectric Co.
LOS ANGELES, 6, CALIF.

ph. Richmond 8-2249

LEADING SUPPLIER OF SURPLUS TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT

HARRY KRANTZ CO.
the largest RESISTOR
stock in the Country

Tremendous Quantities -I/2, 1 & 2 W.
40 to 70% off mfg. prices

89 Chambers St., N. Y. C. 13 WO 2.5727

180

GENUINE OAK WOOD

cArlitlpe
TELEPHONES!

As is 09.00 complete. Tested work-
ing osier $12.()0. Shipments FOB
Simpson. Pa. Write for free Ilat.
TELEPHONE ENGINEERING CO.

Dept. E-69 Simpson, Pa.

1111wieWsommimmio.

LARGEST STOCK OF

RELAYS
IN THE WORLD

SOLENOIDS  STEPPERS
SENSITROLS

PRODUCTION QUANTITIES
MOST MAKES IN STOCK

Send for Latest Catalog E

nlversal RELAY CORP.
Formerly Universal General Corp.

`42 WHITE ST., NEW YORK 13,N. Y. WAlker 5.9257)

IF THERE IS

Anything
that other
paper can

OR -

you want
readers of this
supply

Something you
don't want
that other readers can use, advertise
it in the

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

ELECTRONIC
WAR TERMINATION INVENTORIES

WRITE OR WIRE FOR INFORMATION ON OUR
COMPLETE LINE OF SURPLUS ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS. ALL PRICES NET F.O.B.
PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

C&H
SALES CO.
2176-E East Colorado St.
Pasadena 8, California

Wren 1-7393

INVERTERS

10042-1-A Bendix
DC Input 14 volts;
Output: 115 volts;
400 cycles. 1 -phase; 50 watt

12116-2-A Bendix
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cyc; single phase; .45
amp. Input: 24 VDC, 5 amps $25.00

12117 Bendix
Output: 6 volts; 400 cycles, 6 volt amperes,
1 phase. Input: 24 VDC; I amp. $15.00

12121 Bendix
Input: 24 volt D.C. 18 amp. 12000 r.p.m.
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 3 -phase. 250
volt amp, 7 pf. $49.50

12123 Bendix
Output: 115 V; 3 phase; 400 cycle; amps.
.5; Input: 24 VDC; 12 amp. $49.50

12126-2-A Bendix
Output: 26 volts; 3 phase; 400 cycle; 10
VA; 6 PF. Input: 27.5 volts DC; 1.25 amps.

$24.50
12142-1-A Bendix

Output: 115 volts, 3 phase, 400 cycle, 250
VA. Input: 27.5 VDC, 22 amps. Voltage
and frequency regulated. $99.50

12147-1 Pioneer
Output: 115 VAC, 400 cycles; single phase.
Input: 24-30 VDC; 8 amps. $19.95 each

10285 Leland
Output: 115 volts AC; 750 VA, 3 phase, 400
cycle, .90 pf and 26 volts. 50 VA single
phase, 400 cycle, .40 pf. Input: 27.5 VDC,
60 amps. cont. duty, 6000 rpm. Voltage and
frequency regulated. $59.50

10563 Leland
Output: 115 VAC; 400 cycle; 3 -phase; 115
VA; 75 pf. Input: 28.5 VAC; 12 amps. $25.00

F16 Jack & Heintz
Output: 115 volts, 400 cycle, 1 or 3 phase,
250 VA pf. 9. Input: 27.5 volts, 20 amp.
Electronic frequency and voltage regulated.

$99.50 each
PE109 Leland

Output: 115 VAC, 400 cyc.; single phase;
1.53 amp.; 8000 rpm. Input: 13.5 VDC; 29
amp.

PE2I8 Leland
$50 00

Output: 115 VAC; single phase pf. 90;
380/500 cycle; 1500 VA. Input: 25-28 VDC;
92 amps.; 8000 rpm.; Exc. Volts 27.5
BRAND NEW $30.00

AN 3499 Eicor, Class "A"
Input: 27.5 volts at 9.2 amps. AC. Output:
115 volts, 400 cycles; 3 phase, 100 voltamp;
continuous duty. Price $39.50 each

$35.00

MG54D BENDIX INVERTER
Output: 200/115 volts; 400 cycle, single or
3 phase; .80 pf, 250 VA. Input: 28 VDC, 22
amps. $99.50

I2 MOTOR GENERATOR
TRANSICOIL TYPE 7500

1 1 5 volts, 400 cycle. Output 4
volt per 1000 rpm. Motor speed

0-7000 rpm. Gear Train ratio
0 00:1. Price $39.95

MINNEAPOLIS -HONEYWELL
RATE GYRO (Control Flight)
Part no. JG7005A-11 series
9. 115 volts A.C., 400 cy-
cle, single phase. Poten-
tiometer take off resist-
ance 530 ohms. Speed
21,000 r.p.m. Angular
momentum 21/2 million,
CM2/sec. Weight 2 lbs.
Dimensions 4-7/32 x
3-29/32 x 3-31/64.

Price $22.50 each

TS148/UP SPECTRUM ANALYZER

8430-9580 mc.
For use with
various X -band
equipment. New,
complete with
accessories and
carrying case.
Limited quan-
tity.

Price $895.00

SELSYNS-
SYNCHROS

1CT cont. Trans 90/55V 60 cy.
1DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
IF Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 60 cy.
1G Gen. 115V 60 cy.
1HDG
IHCT
1HG
1SF Syn. Mtr. 115/90V 400 cy.
2J1F1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1 F3 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
211FA1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
2.11G1 57.5/57.5V 400 cy.
2J1H1 Diff. Gen. 57.5V 400 cy.
2J5D1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5F1 Cont. Trans. 105/55V 60 cy.
2J5H1 Gen. 115/105V 60 cy.
2.115M1 Gen. 115/57.5V 400 cy.
5CT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5D Diff. Mtr. 90/90V 60 cy.
50DG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
5F Syn. Mtr. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
5HCT Cont. Trans. 90/55V 60 cy.
5SDG Diff. Gen. 90/90V 400 cy.
60G Diff. Gen. 90/90V 60 cy.
6G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
7G Syn. Gen. 115/90VAC 60 cy.
C56701 Type 11-4 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C69405-2 Type 1-1 Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C69406-1 Type 11-2 Rep. 115V 60 cy.
C76166 Volt. Rec. 115V 60 cy.
C78248 Syn. Transm. 115V 60 cy.
C78249 Syn. Diff. 115V 60 cy.
C78863 Repeater 115V 60 cy.
C79331 Transm. Type 1-4 115V 60 cy.
851 Bendix Autosyn Mtr. 22V 60 cy.
403 Kollsman Autosyn. Mtr. 32V 60 cy.
FPE-25-11 Diehl Servo Mfr.

75/115V 60 cy.
FPE-43-1 Resolver 400 cy.
FJE-43-9 Resolver 115V 400 cy.

$34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
37.50
12.50
7.50

10.00
7.50
5.00
7 50

17.50
17.50
17.50
17.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
34.50
37.50
12.50
25.00
34.50
42.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.00
10.00
12.50
5.00
7.50

20.00
7.50
7.50

19.50
19.50
15.00

60 CYCLE AC SERVO
MOTOR

with gear reduction
Mfgd. by Diehl. Type FPE-25-11.
Low inertia; 75/115 volts; 60
cycle, 2 phase, 4 watt output,
3200 rpm. Gear case: worm gear,
spur gear and pinion, reduction
ratio 100:1. $24.50

GENERAL ELECTRIC AUTO PILOT DIREC-
. TIONAL GYRO IN-

DICATOR and CON-
TROL UNIT

Mod. 8K63AC. 115 volts,
400 cps, 3 phase, 40
watts. Has settable in-
duction pick -off.

Price $10.00

HIGH -QUALITY
OPTICA PARTS

5" Schmidt Ultra
Hi -Speed Objective
Lens System

Eastman Kodak in-
fra -red receiver,
formerly known as
U.S. Navy Metoscope, Type
B, 7" long with 5" SCHMIDT
ultra -high speed Objective
Lens (approx. f 0.5). Elabo-
rate optical system, many
coated lenses. Uses 2 pen-
light batteries. Govt. cost ap-
prox. $300. Factory -new. Ship-
ping wt. 9 lbs. Price $19.95

Waterproof Carrying Case, extra. Shipping
wt. 3 lbs. Price $3.00
Dual purpose U.S.N. floodlight throws
strong beam of invisible infra -red rays.
With infra -red lens, spare sealed beam
lamp, batteries. Shipping wt. 23 lbs.

Price $14.95

POWER PLANT MODEL EG-107
120/208 V AC, 400 CYCLE

Generator rated at 7.5 kw, 400 cycle, 120/
208 volt A.C. Single and 3 phase at 95%
pf. Current D-ain at rated load 21.7 amps
per phase. Also has 28 volt D.C. at 750
watts. This unit con-

sists of a 4 -
cylinder water-
cooled gasoline
engine directly
connected to
an alternator
generator.
Complete with
control panel.
Approximate
weight 500 lbs.
Price $495.00

SIMPLE
DIFFERENTIAL

1 to 1 reverse ratio; 48
teeth on input and out-

put gear, 1-1/32 inch diameter.
Total outside diameter 1-25/32
inches. Shaft size is 1/4 inch.
One shaft is 9/16" long; other

Stock No. 151 shaft is 3/16" long. $5.00

VARIABLE SPEED BALL
DISC INTEGRATORS
Forward & Reverse 4-0-4. In-
put shaft 5/16" dia. x 3/4"
long. Output shaft 15/64"
dia. x 9/16" long. Control
shaft 11/64" dia. x 11/16"
long. Cast aluminum con-
struction. Approx. size 41/2"
x 41/2" x 4".

(All Shafts Ball Bearing Supported)

No. 146
$17.50 ea.

SMALL DC
MOTORS

(approx. size overall 33/4" x 11/4" dia.:)
5067126 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 125 RPM,

Governor Controlled $15.00 ea.
5069600 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 250 rpm 12.50
5069230 Delcc PM 27.5 VDC 145 rpm 15.00
5068750 Delco 27.5 VDC 160 rpm w. brake 6.50
5068571 Delco PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm

(lxlx2") 5.00
5069790 Delco PM, 27 VDC, 100 RPM,

Governor Controlled 15.00 ea.
5BA1OA118 GE 24 VDC 110 rpm 10.00
5BA1OAJ37 GE 27 VDC 250 rpm reversible 10.00
513A10AJ52 27 VDC 145 rpm reversible 12.50
5BA10A.150, G.E., 12 VDC, 140 rpm 15.00
206-1001 PM Planetary Gear Reduced

Motor with Magnetic Brake. Mfgd. by
Air Equipment 26 volts 600 ma 145 rpm 17.50

5BA1OFJ33, G.E., 12 VDC, 56 rpm reversible 15.00
806069 Oster series reversible 1/50 h.p.

10,000 rpm. 27.5 VDC 15/8" x 31/2" 5.00
C -28P -IA 27 VDC 1/100 h.p. 7,000 rpm 3.00
7100 -B -PM Hansen 24 VDC 160 rpm 7.50
SSFD-6-25 Diehl PM 27.5 VDC 10,000 rpm 4.00
6 -volt PM motor mfgd. by Hansen 5,000 rpm

11/4" in dia., 2" long overall 4.00
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION

r

adalab INC.
87-17 124th St., Richmond Hill 18, N. Y.

Phone Virginia 9-8181-2-3

Overseas Customers Call Us Directly By

Telex Overseas Teletype TWX N. Y. 4-4361

AN/TRC-1-3-4
100 MC RADIO -RELAY EQUIPMENT

The AN/TRC series is a mobile portable set for duplex
or simplex radio telephone point to point communica-
tion. This set will operate with the CF series carrier
systems to provide multi channel operation. The TRC
operates on 100 MC with an output of 10-50 watts.
The set is crystal controlled. Complete sets avail.
Input 1100 60 cyc.

BC -342 BC -312
I.5-18MC Communication Receivers. The BC -312
Operates From 12V D.C. The BC -342 From 110V 60
Cyc. These Sets Incorporate a Crystal Filter B.F.O.
Antenna Tuner Etc. We Can Supply These Receivers
in Large Quantities.

AN/GSQ-1 NAVY TYPE PF
SPEECH SCRAMBLER

This is a unit designed to be attached to either a
radio or telephone circuit to scramble speech or
code. This equipment utilizes coded cards in each
terminal equipment. Unless the properly numbered
card is inserted on the receiving end the speech can
not be unscrambled. Complete equipment available.
24 VDC input. Spare parts avail.

AN/APG-3
AIRBORNE GUN LAYING AND

SEARCH RADAR
This is a late X -band airborne search and gun lay-
ing automatic tracking radar. The set uses an an-
tenna mounted to scan forward to search for aircraft
and to provide gun fire presentation. The set consists
of an indicator with a 5" B and C scope for radar
operator, and a 3" indicator for the pilot for gun
firing, a control stick firing grip, antenna, RF unit
modulator, servos amplifier, radar central, etc. A
modification of this set is the AN/APG-33 which
is used in the F-89 and F-94 jet interceptors. Com-
plete sets available. POR

SCR -682 A RADAR
10CM high power long range harbor surveillance and
early warning RADAR. This equipment is a 3000 mc
mobile search radar that can be transported in a
Ruck. The equipment incorporates a 7" PPI for
operation up to 240,000 yards. Azimuth accuracy
is ± 1%. Range accuracy is 100 yards at 10,000
yard range and 5000 yards at 240.000 yard range.
Trans. output is approx. 225KW, pulse width is one
microsecond. Antenna beam width is 6°. Input is
110v 60 cyc. Can be supplied with or without operat-
ing shelter or antenna tower. POR.

AN/ASQ-1 AND 1A MAGNETOMETERS
This is an airborne magnetometer used to measure the
magnetic flux of the earth and to locate submarines
and other metallic objects by their distortion of the
magnetic field. Sensitivity 2-3 gamma or better. POR.

SCR -291A DIRECTION FINDER
Automatic ground direction finder covering 1.5mc-
30mc. Provides instant bearings on a C.R. indicator
of any signal in its range. This equipment is trans-
portable and can be set up quickly. 110v 60 cyc. POR.

AN/APR-4 38-4000 MC RECEIVER
This is a precision receiver covering 38-4000 mc.
The set utilizes 5 tuning units with direct reading
dials in megacycles. The receiver has a wide and
narrow band -width 30 mc I.F. strip which may he
selected at will. An output meter is provided to
measure signal strength. Outputs are provided for a
pulse analyzer and pan adaptor. Each tuning unit
has an automatic sweeping mechanism which enables
any portion of the tuning range to be scanned auto-
matically. Input I 10v 60 cyc. POR

SCR -536 HANDI-TALKIE
Freq. range 3.7-5.5mc crystal controlled battery op-
erated handitalkie. The range of this equipment is
approximately 2 miles. We can supply these sets to
Your specified freq. Completely reconditioned and
guaranteed. Large quantity available.

RC -115B GROUND 75 MC
MARKER BEACON

This is a 75 C Marker Beacon Ground Station. This
equipment comes mounted in a transporting trunk.
The set can emit either inner, outer, or airways
signals. The transmitter is crystal controlled. 110
Volts 60 cyc.

3" Round
Elapsed

$ 1 2 15Time Meter
WESTON PHOTRONIC CELL $4.50

PHOTO ELECTRIC Switch
Darkness throws the switch
-turns light on at dusk . . .
otT at dawn. Fools burglars
who watch for signs or an
empty house $ I 0'94

TELECHRON Motors
1 RPM ....$3.95 60 RPM ..$4.85
2 RPM .... 2.90 3 RPHr ... 2.85
4 RPM .... 3.90 I RP.2Hr.. 2.80
3.6 RPM... 3.15 I RP I2Hr.. 3.25

I RPM -50 Cycles, $1.85
Laboratory Special I of Each Motor $25

D -E -L -A -Y -E -D A -C -T -1-0-N LIGHT SW ITCH
Shuts light off automatically almost a minute later.
Keeps porch or garage light on after you shut it off.

$3.50
DEALERS WRITE FOR PRICES

6 WATT MOST POWERFUL
TELECHRON MOTOR

110-V. 60 CY
1 RPM $6.50

HAYDON TIMING
MOTORS

I REV 4 Hours $1.70
I RPM 230v 60cy 1.00

I RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
2 RPM 230v 60cy I.

30 RPM 110v 60cy 2.60
450 RPM, yes 450 RPM 1.30
HANSEN Synchron 4 RPM 4.24
CRAMER 4 RPM 4.65

Laboratory Special I of each Motor $15.00

RELAY CONTACT BURNISHERS .59-2 for $1.00

PM MOTORS
Made by $3.75

DELCO or DIEHL
Removed from equipment

BLAN
EST. 1923

INCLUDE
POSTAGE

64 C Dey St.
New York 7,

N. Y.

V. H. F. U. H. F.

RDO RECEIVER
38 MC to 1000 MC precision Receiver
covering complete rcnge using 3 turning
units. The RDO is a high quality Navy
search receiver using the same turning units
as the APR -4, but has cdditional features,
such as input and output signal strength DB
meters, audio output metering, noise limiter,
greater stability, for noise measuring etc.
Input 110V6OCYC. Panadaptor output avail.
Complete W/3 turning units.

Brand new, original boxes. $ 1 5 9.5o
Govt. acq. cost $1500.00

3 CM Radar Installation in Brand New original
hoses. This is a complete self-contained radar
receiver and transmitting unit with parabolic an-
tenna complete with 76 tubes. Indicators and
control hoses. Tube complement consists of:
2 ea.-723AB
2 ea. -1622
4 ea. -3624
2 ea. -3F P7
3 ea. -5U4

30 ea. -616
9 ea.-6VGGT

II ea. -6A K5
4 ea.-6SL7GT
2 ea. -724A

I ea. -725A
I ea. -807
I ea.-VR105
4 ea.-VRI50

(govt. acquis. cost over $4,000.00). Ship. wt. 431
lbs. W/operating instructions.

$69.50Your special price

Write for flyer.

R. W. ELECTRONICS
Dept. L.

2430 S. Michigan Ave. Chicago 16, III.

These

"Searchlight"

advertisements

are live opportunities in the
Electronic field.

Each announcement repre-

sents a current Want or

Offering of an organization
or individual in the field.
Some have money -saving

possibilities, others are op-

portunities for more business;
many are employment oppor-
tunities; still others offer
equipment -used or surplus
new.

"Searchlight" advertisements
are constantly changing. New
opportunities are constantly
finding their way into this

great Want medium, each

issue. Regular reading of the
"Searchlight" pages can be
as important to you as read-
ing the editorial sections;

Editorial matter is news of the
industry; Advertising is NEWS
OF OPPORTUNITIES offered
in the Industry.

for

EVERY business WANT

"Think

SEARCHLIGHT first"
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INDEX TO ADVERTISERS
Ace Engineering & Machine Co
Admiral Corp.
Aeronautical Communications Equip-

ment Inc. 86

Airpax Products Co 125

Allegheny Ludlum Steel Corp 30

American Instrument 159

American Photocopy Equipment Co
104A, 104B

American Time Products Inc 117

Amperex Electronic Corp 99

Ampex Corporation 26, 27

Anaconda Wire & Cable Co 32A, 32B
Ansco, Div. of General Aniline & Film

Corp. 103

Applied Research, Inc 127

Arnold Engineering Co., The 10

Audio Development Co 124

Automatic Mfg. 43
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Ballantine Laboratories, Inc 108

Beede Electrical Instrument Co., Inc 157

Bell Aircraft Corp 118
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Brush Instruments, Division of Clevite
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Chicago Telephone Supply Corp 37
Clare & Co., C. P 47
Clifton Precision Products Co., Inc 29
Cohn, Mfg., Co., Inc., Sigmund 150
Cosa Corporation 183

Cossor (Canada) Limited 151
Crane Packing Co 116
Cross Co., H 146
Curtiss Wright Corp. 143

D & R Ltd 155
Dano Electric CO 165
Delco Radio Div. of General Motors 28
DeMornay-Bonardi 170
Driver -Harris Company 111
Dumont Laboratories, Inc., Allen B. 21,..22
Dynacore, Inc, 138

Eisler Engineering Co., Inc 152

Eitel-McCullough, Inc. 31

Electro Instruments Inc 59

Electronic Instrument Co., Inc. (EICO) 168
Electronic Tube Corporation 120
Empire Devices Products Corporation 104
Eraser Co., Inc 148
Essex Magnet Wire Division of Essex

Wire Corp. 48
Esterline-Angus Company, Inc 146

F -R Machine Works, Inc 101

Fenwal, Inc. 4

Film Capacitors, Inc 162

Freed Transformer Co., Inc 184

Garrett Corporation, The 101

General Electric Co.
Apparatus 137

Receiving Tube Dept 50, 51

General Radio Co 3

Genisco, Inc. 49

Giannini & Co. Inc., G. M 97

Goodrich, B. F., The 46

Grant Pulley & Hardware Corp 161

Graphic Systems 158

Grayhill, Inc. 127

Giles Reproducer Corp 164

Hallamore Electronics Co 114

Harper -Leader Inc 156

Haydon Co., A.W 138

Hewlett-Packard Company 2nd Cover
24, 25

Hughes Products, a Div. of Hughes Air-
craft Co. 15, 166

Hycon Eastern, Inc 110

Institute of Radio Engineers, The 121

International Electronic Research Corp..129

J -V -M Engineering Co 148

Jerrold Electronics Corp. 96

John Hopkins University, The 152

Jones Electronics Co., Inc., M. C 133

Jones Div., Howard B. Cinch 162

Repro Laboratories 93

Kintel (Kay Lab) 13

Kleiner Metal Specialties Inc 100

Kleinschmldt Laboratories Inc 44

Lambda Electronics Corp 9

Lampkin Laboratories, Inc 162

Lapp Insulator Co., Inc 131

Lepel High Frequency Laboratories 156

Link Aviation, Inc 15i

Magnetic Amplifiers, Inc 143

Magnetics, Inc. 91

Mallory and Co., Inc., P.R 64

Mansol Ceramics Co 165

Marconi Instruments, Ltd 189

Marion Electrical Instrument Co 126

McGraw-Hill Book Co 165

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc 38, 39

Metals & Controls Corp., General Plate
Div. 42

Minneapolis -Honeywell 34, 56

Toroidal
Coil Winders

 High Speeds
 Minimum Wire Breakage
 Large or Small Coils
 Continuous or Sector

Micafil RW-P. A high precision toroidal
coil winding machine for potentiometers,
the RW-P will wind perfect layers to a
finished I.D. of .25" to 4". It is the only
toroidal coil winder capable of successfully
winding #45 AWG copper wire down to
such a small finished I.D. Core rotation can
be varied by a 600 step planetary gear box.
Winding speeds-up to 100 r.p.m. Optional
winding head for speeds up to 400 r.p.m.
An automatic turns counter stops the ma-
chine automatically after a pre-set number.
Core holder for continuous winding over
360°; sector holder for angles up to 330°.

Micafil RW-HI. This machine winds large,
heavy coils from a minimum I.D. of 13/4"
to a maximum O.D. of 27". Maximum coil
height is 41/2". A two -shuttle type, the
RW-III will wind tightly without damaging
insulation-with wire up to #10 AWG.
Maximum winding speed is 100 r.p.m. Sector
holder for 330° winding. Special design for
winding Variac Transformers.

Write For More Information

COSA CORPORATION
1 405 Lexington Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
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FREED
MAGNETIC
AMPLIFIERS

aad
SATURABLE TRANSFORMERS

FOR
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

FAST
MAGNETIC

2r\I response

RESPONSE
AMPLIFIERS

Phase r ible

AC or DC signal
voltage req'd for

full output.

Supply
Cat. Freq.
No. C.P.S.

Power Volt.
Out. Out.

Watts V. AC

MAN 60 13 110 1.0 -
MAF-6 400 5 57.5 1.2 0.4

400 10 57.5 1.6 0.6

MAF 7 400 15 57.5 2.5 1.0

SINGLE ENDED
MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

Supply
Cat. Freq.
No. C.P.S.

Power
Out.

Watts

Sig. req'd
for full

outp. MA -DC

Total res
contr. wdg.

K 12

Load
Rs.

ohms

MAO -1 60 4.5 3.0 1.2 3800

MA0.2 60 20 1.8 1.3 700

MA04 60 400 9.0 10.0 25

MA0-5 60 575 EC 10.0 25

MAGNETIC
PUSH-PULL

Phase
AMPLIFIERS
reversible

Supply
Cat. Freq.
No. C.P.S.

Power
Out.

Watts

Volt.
Out.

V. AC

Sig. req'd
fo full

outp MA -DC

Total res.
contr. wdg.

K U

AP -1 60 5 115 1.2 1.2

MAP -2 60 15 115 1.6 2.4

MAP -3 60 50 115 2.0 0.5

MAP -34 60 50 115 7.0 2.9

MAP -4 60 175 115 8.0 6.0

MAP -7 400 15 115 0.6 2.8

MAP -8 400

SATURABLE

Supply
Cat. Freq. in
No. C.P.S.

50

Phase

Power
Out.

Watts

110

TRANSFORMERS
r

Volt.
Out.

V. AC

1.75 0.6

ible

Sig. req'd
for full

outp. MA -DC

Total res.
contr. wdg.

K it

MAS-1 60 15 115 6.0 27

MAS-2 400 6 115 4.0 10

MAS-5 400 2.7 26 4.0 3.2

MAS-6 400 30 115 4.0 8.0

MAS-7 400 40 115 5.5 8.0

All units designed for 115V -AC operation

Write for detailed listing, or special
requirements, and copies of complete
Transformer and Laboratory Test In.
strument Catalogs.

FREED
TRANSFORMER CO., INC.

1722 Weirfield Street
Brooklyn (Ridgewood) 27, New York
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TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
P -N -P germanium

90MC
alpha
cutoff

NEW T/I diffused base
transistors

Your orders for TI silicon
and germanium Iran
sistors are filled imme-
diately, off -the -shelf at
factory prices when you
order from your most
convenient source ...

AT ANY OF THESE FIVE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

100 SIXTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 13, NEW YORK RE 2.8600

110 FEDERAL STREET
BOSTON 10, MASSACHUSETTS HU 2-7850

165-08 LIBERTY AVENUE
JAMAICA 33, NEW YORK JA 3.4600

139 W. SECOND STREET
PLAINFIELD, NEW JERSEY PL 6.4718

24 CENTRAL AVENUE
NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY MA 2.1661

IMO

Nee

WRITE OR (ALL DEPARTMENT E FOR CATALOG AND

PRICE LIST. WE ARE AS (LOSE AS YOUR TELEPHONE.

CIRCLE 175 READERS SERVICE CARD
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90 MC alhacutoff
diffused hose transistors

In a JETEC TO -5 Package!

?N623

111 I

I

0
2

2

11111111 11111111 11111111
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11111111 111111111 11111111

011111111 11111111 111111110._
3 5 .7 1 2 3 4 5 7 10 20 30 40 50 70 100 200

f - FREQUENCY - mc

POWER GAIN VS. FREQUENCY

Now for your television IF's, VHF oscillators and am-
plifiers plus high speed computer applications ... new
round welded 2N623 diffused -base germanium tran-
sistors give you 200 me typical maximum frequency
of oscillation, 90 me alpha cutoff, plus a 25 mu sec
typical total non -saturated switching time.

Check the specifications and application notes below
- see how the TI 2N623 can help you with your next
high gain/high frequency or ultra high speed switch-
ing application.

Write today to your nearest T/I sales office for Bulletin DL -S 904

maximum ratings at 25°C
collector to base

- 30V
collector to emitter

-15V
emitter to base

-1V
total dissipation

40mW

typical design characteristics at 25°C
(conditions)

collector reverse current
emitter reverse current
forward current transfer ratio
current transfer ratio cutoff frequency
max. frequency of oscillation
frequency where h le is unity

I, =0
I, = 0
Ir = -2mA

I = -2mA
= -2mA

I = -2mA

V,B = -20V
V,. = -05V
Vrr = -6V
V = -6V
V,B = -6V
V = -6V

21.tA
0.5 NA
35
90 mc
200 mc
60 mc

APPLICATION NOTES

INPUT FROM
IDENTICAL STAGES

TYPICAL 43 MC IF AMPLIFIER

4.7p p fd

-12 V DC

OUTPUT TO
IDENTICAL STAGES

TYPICAL VALUES -- AVAILABLE POWER OUTPUT 20 enW (PEAK)

NOISE FIGURE 6 db  POWER GAIN 15 db  BAND WIDTH, ONE STAGE 11 m<
APPROX. IMPEDANCE LOOKING INTO PRIMARY 56E1  LOAD ON SECONDARY 3000 fl

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS SALES OFFICES
DALLAS NEW YORK

CAMDEN

DETROIT OTTAWA

WALTHAM

CHICAGO
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WASHINGTON D. C.

TYPICAL NON -SATURATING TYPE SWITCHING CIRCUIT
+ 45 V

7.5 K
10 K

SET A = + 0.6 V 2N623

INPUT®

O

A

5012

2N623

5.2 K

-6V652C5
104

0
- 45 V - 6 V

2000
OUTPUT

NO. 1

TYPICAL SWITCHING TIMES OBTAINED IN ABOVE CIRCUIT
1: 14 mi,secs tow 14 mows

(INCLUDES OSCILLOSCOPE RISE TIME)

0OUTPUT
NO. 2

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

SEMICONDUCTOR - COMPONENTS DIVISION
POST OFFICE BOX 312  DALLAS. TEXAS



RCA- 6AW8-A
Preferred Tube Type

Offers You Extended Life,
Improved Performance

The popular RCA-6AW8-A features highly improved performance and longer life in video -amplifier service
-improvements resulting directly from RCA's Preferred Tube Types Program!

THESE IMPROVEMENTS WERE MADE TO THE RCA-6AW8-A

Precise control of heater coatings elimi-
nates "thin spots"-assures durable
heaters which minimize heater -cathode
leakage and heater -cathode shorts. Spe-
cial -alloy cathodes offer better cathode
activation which reduces slump and as-
sures stable operation. A new cathode
design reduces the number of welds-
minimizing handling and contamination.

Heat dissipation is improved by the
use of heavier side rods on pentode grid
#1. Pure nickel pins reduce pin -contact
ncise and facilitate insertion and re-

moval of the tube. From tip to stem, the
glass is controlled for stress and strain to
assure durability under wide variations
in temperatures. Final test procedures
include cycled operational life tests to
simulate "on -off" usage in the home.

Result: the highly reliable RCA-
6AW8-A for superior video amplifier per-
formance. By designing your circuits
"around" proved -in-service Preferred
Tube Types, such as the 6AW8-A, you
take advantage of the benefits of lower
tube costs, more uniform tube quality
and better tube availability.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.

There's a Preferred Tube Type to meet
virtually all of your TV, AM and FM
receiver requirements. Ask your RCA
Representative for the up-to-date list of
62 Preferred Types. Or, write Commer-
cial Engineering, Section F -19 -Q -I, Har-
rison, N. J.

RCA FIELD OFFICES
EAST:

MIDWEST:

WEST:

744 Broad Street
Newark 2, N. J.
HUmboldt 5-3900

Suite 1154, Merchandise Mart Plaza
Chicago 54. Illinois
WHitehall 4-2900

6355 E. Washington Blvd.
Los Angeles 22, California
RAymond 3-8361


